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CHAPTER - I 

Introduction 

The dawn of the twentieth century witnessed the re--

emergence of drama as an important lite?rary force though the 

preparation for this re-emergence was started by the fourth 

quarter of the f:)receding century. Drama had been relegated 

to a compar atis/e 1 y insigrti f ican t position by the Victorian 

writers^ As a iiiatter of fact.^ during the greater part of the 

r: i. n e t e e i"i t h c e n t u i • y EI n g 1 i s h d r am a w a s c Q r i s i d e r e d m o r e a s a 

part of the general industry of entertainment rather than a 

serious contribution to the iAforld's art of the theatre,, One 

could well protest that in the Victorian period there was no 

tlieati"""e„ Tliis does not fiiean, of c cures,, that trie re were no 

stages, no csctors and no audience, but that EIngland was not 

taking a corisiderable or worthy part in the development of a 

iJ r a in a t J. c:; f o i- - :u Q f e ;•; p r e s s xan , J h e 1 x i i g e r i n g an d r a t I'l e r" f Lt t J. 1 e 

efforts to protect the interests of the two historic theatres 

of Loiidon, Di'ury Lane and Coverrt Garden,, by giving them a 

fiionopoly of "legitimate drama'\ were abartdoned in 1843., when 

ari Act of Parliamerrt granted a comprehensive freedom to the 

stage,. Drama was thus liberated like any article of commerce^ 

and,, as the population in England was growing rapidly in 

number and in wealth,, there was a swift expansion of dramatic 

output. But what was offered to the new public must^ 

unfortunately for the dramatic literature of England, be 

considered in teryns of quantity rather than quality, 

Commercial standards became more frankly accepted and the 



ideal of the "long run" supplanted the old conceptions of a 

classical repertory in which it was the function of the 

leading players to appear ccMitmually in order to display 

tlioir powers and graces j.n a great variety of traditional and 

testing parts., The old policy, however, of a classical 

routine was maintained by Charles Kean who become the lessee 

of the F'rincess's in 1850 and by Samual Phelps at the 

Sadler's Wells., Kean, on the one hartd, was endeavouring to 

sustain the best kind of draiiiatic appeal by throwing in 

costly embellishments which a later taste would have 

conside!'' ed unnecessar y and even at!sL.Ird » F'lie 1 ps , on tI'le ot!")er ^ 

did splendid work, not only for the public that still wanted 

Siiakespear e, bLst for the Shakespearean text itself by going 

bac::k to tl'ie Folio for his matter instead of using the 

adaptations and versions which had been started during the 

Fi;estDration with the authority of., surprisingly, Dryden and 

had continued to grow in numbers and stupidity ti"i rough out tlie 

eighte?enth century. Even John F'hilip Kemble, who had been 

considered somthing of a purist in these matters played a 

musical version of The Tempest which contains lyrics in the 

style of an eighte^errth cerrtury ballad opera« Against such 

what may be called, for want of a more appropriarte term, 

barbarism, long taken for granted even by the cultured 

people, Phelps made a strong and splendid stand at the 

Sadler's Wells and during his management there which lasted 

from 1844 to 1EJ62, he maintained a dignified level of 

dramatic art while the naitional theatre as a whole was only 

concerned with rhetoric and sensation and with reaping the 



financial benefits of its newly earned freedom. The drBmB.,, of 

course, was still governed by the State Censor, for whose 

office Lord Chamber laine was responsible,, and b^; local 

licensing aut^iorities who could restrict productions either 

on account of unsuitable premises or unsuitable matter- such 

as tiiight give moral offence or be a likely cause of riot and 

unrest „ But in mid-Victorian tiines ti'iere was little 

xn terf er'ence with the industry and the players lived and 

worked in that companionable anarchy which is so 

picturesquely described in the Crummies episodes of Dickens's 

After tlie Act of 1843, there was a rapid growth of 

the theatres proper or Lord Chamber 1aines houses as they 

were kriown; tltey cotild iricrease and multiply according to 

popular demand; while tfie old saloon tsieatres, which had been 

outside the patent and had dealt mainly in imported romantic 

dramas and light operas« found that the new rivalry 

necessitated new measures„ The saloon theatres accordingly 

•el led m o r e <AI a Tiore upon song and dance and became the 

parents of the music hall, while the orthodox houses were 

occupied by all that Victorian Enqland could offer- irs the 

siame of drama. Victorian theatre was dominated by the French 

tradition in far-ce and melodrama with the result that many 

English writers who inight have been the "abstracts and brief 

chronicles" of their time, or who might at least have given 

to the actors opporturiities for fulfilling the high functioi! 

assigned by Hamlet to the players, remained mere hacks 



engaged in adapting imported materials •- that, too, of a very-

low standard. 

A distinct change was made by T.W. Robertson 

(187i?-71), whose comedies seem to a generation used to 

I bsen J Bernard Shaw, aind other playwrights of the drama of 

ideas to be painfully stilted and artificial. Robertson, 

nonetheless, was the supposed rebel and realist of his timess 

he believe?d, not without reason,, that he was bringing the 

drama back to life from the reign of anarchy to which it had 

been driven» He became draunatist to the Bancrofts management 

at the Prince of Wales's theatre. There in that theatre a new 

schocjil of realistic staging and acting was begun in self-

conscious revolt against the- tawdry romanticism, the 

pomposities of rhetoric and spectacle, and the wild fusti^in 

of the general dratma of the time. Robertson's most important 

contribution to the theatre of that period was his refusal to 

ac;cept battered types which passed for figures of fun. To 

the play-goers of fifty years later Society (i865) and Caste 

(1867) seemed almost laughbly artificial, but they were^ 

considered by contemporary critics 3.-S daring essays in 

naturalism and actuality. Before Robertson's time the 

writing and the acting of character-parts were linjited by-

certain acknowledged formulae. There wass a routine of the 

ridiculou-s character and situations in the theatre, as there 

was afterwards in the music halls; but the fun was stale and 

there was no stuff for thought. The Bancrofts working on 

Robertson's piece^s abolished these tra\ditione^.l restrictions 



upon truth and tried to substitute fresh and individual 

characters for the stale humours of the type. The whole 

policy was to let in the air of actuality into the dead stale 

atmosphere of the playhouse? and in the invigorating change 

they had important allies in two actors of consequence, 

Sothere and Hare. As naturalism - but naturalism in quite a 

loose sense wais the basis of his work, so Robertson sought 

to make^ actors understand that it should be theirs too. He, it 

should be admitted, established a school of natural acting 

which completely revolutionised the then existing method and, 

by so doing, did incalculable good to the stage. 

Unfortunate^ly, Robertson lacked able successors.James Albery 

was credited with wit and imagination,but he found the job of 

the adapter easier than that of the creator and H.J. E<yron 

altogether fell from the standards which Robertson 

endeavoured to institute. Adeiptations went briskly on and it 

was significant that when Beerbohm Tree went into management 

at the Haymarket in 1887 he relied mainly upon plays of 

foreign origin. Until the eighties of the nineteenth century 

were well advanced, the practice of adaptations from the 

French and sometimes, as in the case of the popular farce The 

Private Secretary. from the German was held to be the 

legitimate as well as the customary occupation of a British 

playwright. To create episode or character was s rare thing. 

Among those who occasionally created and more often adapted 

were Albery, Gilbert, Sodfrey and Tom Taylor. 

But, while the mid-Victorian years were largely sterile 

in authorship, as is evident from the above,important changes 



were being made in the organisation and social status of the 

English theatre. In early Victorian time the actor was 

usually expected to be, as most of them really were, a 

Bohemian and might even be an outcast. The playhouse itself 

might be rough and ready and the society to be met there only 

a shade better. The Bancrofts were responsible, not only for 

blowing fresh air in the quality of stage-writing and 

production, but for reintroducing the theatre to the 

attention of the prosperous middle class and of those who 

might previously have hesitated before being seen in such a 

place. Whether it was that they raised the tone by raising 

p>rices or were able to raise the prices because they had 

raised the tone is not easy to ascertain. But the fact 

remains that they gave to their theatre a "cachet" and a 

"clientile" which confirmed the place of drama among the 

arts of a civilized London community. A man visiting a 

theatre would no longer be taken as a man whose character 

was suspect. Their theatre was as attractively upholstered as 

their stage was attractively set. Play-going was made safe 

for the well-to-do; and respectability replaced the old 

notions of a rakish entertainment for a rackety people. The 

half-guinea stall, which became a familiar London 

institution, was introduced and , what was more, it was sold 

and filled. It is interesting to notice that complaints made 

some sixty years later about the high prices of seats in 

London theatres were not based on any historical sense of 

comparative values. The half-guinea of 1880 was at least 

A 



equivalent in general purchasing power to the Pound of 1928. 

The return of wealthy people to the play-going class did not 

work altogether for the good; their taste might have been 

more limited than their purse., and they certainly did not 

demand a form of theatrical art which should be inelleetually 

ambitious. The intellectually sluggish people took the 

theatre for a place of light entertainment and did not think 

that dramas was a form of art. Efut it was, on the whole, an 

excellent thing that the English theatre should be rescued 

from its association with the street-corner melodramas. The 

Bancrofts may not have found the polite and cultivated 

society of play-goers which is postulated as essential to 

the production of good dramaij but they rendered admirable 

service to the drama by restoring it to its place among 

exercises and adornments of a civilised community. The time 

of drama as art, the time of intellectually fertile theeitre-

goeI-•• s, was, however , s ti 11 to come . 

Another of the achievsements of the? E'ancrofts, 

which must not go unheeded in any discussion of the 

development of drama in the mid-nineteenth century, was the 

organisation of theatre throughout the country. Provincial 

production had hitherto been left to stock companies or to 

the tra'velling troupes working on local circuits- "Lovers of 

V i n c e n t C i-" u m m 1 e s will k r i o w t hi a t t h e s t r oiling pi a y e r s a d d e d 

more to the stranges pleasures of life than to the 

attractions of the theatre as a recreation for educated and 
1 

a d u 11 p e o p 1 e " . 

1 . E.' n c y c 1 (:;i p a e d i a B r i t a n n i c a V o 1 . 7 P 6 O 6 . 



i he great alteration iii Liie snid Vic tur'ian er"a Wisb 

noticed in the touring companies with casts efficiently 

chosen in London and trained under expert supervision. The 

national development of communications made trawels far 

easier than it had been before« Moreover, it was made 

possible to carry scenery from place to place instead of 

relying upon the uncertain local provision„ In 1867 the 

Eiancrofts organised for tour sin exact reproduction of the 

London presentation of Roberstson's fflasterpiece C<:sste and 

tl'ie quality of the performance appears to have beer> greatly 

appreciated in tlie? towns which we?re> visited.- Buck stone's 

Company from Haymarket followed suit and it soon became 

common for actor-managers to go on tour and thus bring to the 

variou's provinci-al towns a smcjothness and a virtuosity of 

performance to which the local audiences were quite unused. 

E<y the end of the nineteenth century aill the great London 

actors and important foreign visitors like Sarah Be-?rrihardt 

habitually took their ccjmp£inies on tour £ind the 

centralisation of the theatrical activity in the capitail was 

considerably diminished. There wejre obvious ^idvantages in 

this, but the old stock companies which were replaced by the 

new touring combinations^ had been very much valuable as 

training schools,, A player brought up in them had to learn to 

play all kinds of parts at very short notice;; he had 

therefore to be elastic enough in his technique and had to be 

versatile in his range. He might be king one day and bagger 

the next- But with the touring companies from London the 

B 
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were the actors the abstracts of their time. Both the pride 

in the nê w progress and the protests against it. were made? 

vocai iri the novel and in poetry,, Unfortunately., the English 

stage was so far divorced from the national culture that it 

totally failed to interpret in terms of drama the immensely 

important and immensely exciting develc>pment in the 

knowledge, wealth and power of the English people. If ever 

history was throwing material to the playwright, it was thê n 5 

but the playwright was too busy with imported French 

trivialities or concocting the farces of the routine types to 

pay any attention to his great opportunities of doing for the 

theatre? what Dickens and Th£\c:keray were doing for the novel . 

It was only after Ibsen had revolutionized the European 

theatre by making his drama into a vivid criticism of actual 

social values that the English who had a similar artistic 

purpose came to use the dr^smatic medium for such a purpose. 

But although there was an abisence of a great 

school of playwrights in England, there was no dearth of good 

actors5 there was both dem&And fcjr and supply of great 

^scting. There is the man who writes, the man who acts, and 

ths? man who makes the spectacle. That is a simple analysis 

thart is capable of much refinefftent in one way ov of 

eK'pressicjn in another. The history of the theatre shows that 

those thrt^e parties ^re continual 1 y engaged in rivalry as 

well as in co-operation. A struggle fcjr the balance is even 

in progress. Accordingly, whereas one epoch or generation is 

particularly distinguished for the quality of its plays and 

of the authors whom it attracts to theatrical service, 

10 



another is the gcjlden age of the actor who is admired for 

himself alone and not in relation to the splendours or the 

subtlety of the play in which he acts, while at another time 

emfjh-asis centres on display of scene or on the maiss-effects 

controlled by the producer and the pageant-master» The 

theatre of England in the nineteenth century, or atleast 

until the renaissance of English dramatic composition in the 

.IBSO'SJ was predominantly a\n actor's theatre. The pi ay-goers 

thought in terms of the actor and his indivudual magnetism. 

It was the mark of the time that whereas the? man of culture 

in 1920 would have considered whether to go and see the new 

Galsworthy or the new Shaw, his predecessors in polite 

playgoing society would have considered whether to go and see 

Kemble or Kê an or Maicready or F'helps or Irving- The primary 

interest was not in the thing written, but in the thing 

done. The great actors did not wish to be brief chroniclers 

appearing in the works of the mcurtent but liked tcj take part 

in the histrionic tournament provided by rival appearances in 

the great historic roles. They appealed to ccmnoisseurs whcj 

would match their Hainlet or Macbeth against another's. What 

mattered was neither the mind of the original Shakespeare nor 

the absence of a new one, but. the au"rival of ei new virtuoso 

who would taerattle the tcjwn with his rhetoric or conquer it 

with his grace in some grand Shakespearea^n part. 

Henry Irving was possibly the most famous actor of 

that time. Th£» sovereignty of Irving in the theatre of the 

time can best be understood if we remember to what extent. 

11 



carried on the social service of the Bancrofts in bringing 

honour to his art and rescuing his profession from squalor 

and disrepute,. Yet of this one of the most eminent 

Victorians, whose name was almost synonymous with the 

national theatre of Engl£\nd of his time, many undeserving 

comments have been made. When we speak of Irving we do not 

speak much of his managerial career., which, for the living 

E'nglish drama, did not have much of significance. It is to 

be noticed that as a manager he seldom enperimented with a 

new play, and of the few which he did produce?, only The Cuja 

and Becket by Lord Tennyson could eKpect to be remembered by 

the posterity. Eiut even these productions were soon 

forgotten, Irving did not imprint his mairk in the history of 

the English theatre as a manager; he is remembered, rightly, 

as ari BC: tor . 

The problem of the dra\ma became an economic one as 

soon as the middle? classes started to visit the theatre. As 

ttie population of the city of London rose to the millions 

and among them quite a good number started visiting the 

theatre, the theatre paid. It was seemingly a favourable 

condition but the dgfcadence was obviously apparent. The 

(I)idd 1 e- c 1 asses were gregarious iri tlie ma11ers of tastes, 

habits and inclinations as they were individualists in 

religion, politics and economics. If a play succeeded with ê  

hundred people, it would succeed with a thousand. Thus a 

formidaiblfj? chain of commonplaces £\nd established criticism 

was formed, which could keep an ordinary production on the 

12 



stage for twenty months and more. The business hastened to 

make iiooney; they did not care a rap for a good varied 

repertory. The new managers --- great managers like Irving 

being no longer in the forefront wanted the profits of 

speculation., for which a long run was necessary : the works 

performed were assured, more or less, of popular success 

which had little connection with the greatness of a play, as 

pla^y. The costfi of production were distributed over a long 

period; the actors, as they were ertiployed for a long time?,, 

were paid less. 

The managers,, led by the? psychology of long run 

and endless success, grew rich at the cost of quality and 

variety of the theatrical performance^ The actors, deprived 

of the chance of being tested in various roles by frequent 

change in performance, had little chance of learning and 

improvings they ended by each acquiring a "cachet", a limited 

typ>e of acting of their own, which had a sure effect in a 

certain sort of part which they always had to play. Indeed, 

the writers often a\rranged the char£\cters stnd the action in 

view of certain actors who would be able to present them the 

greatest popular success; a thing which has always occurred 

since the drama began but as a rule with great actors,who had 

to act and interpret first class roles. Ê ut now this system 

extended to all the numbers of the cast. The play was now 

deprived of the popular sap and vigour it had in the past. 

Thus when the middle-class began to move towards 

the drama in mass, it became a middle-class business and its 



development was stopped. It became an economic tool in their 

hands; it dropped into an unseemly depth to which it had 

never been before« not even in the worst times. What was good 

in the old repertories and conventions now gave place to 

mediocrity the petty social conventions and mediocre 

tastes of the theri ruling class were imposed on the dramax. 

Such became the condition of drama, and at this 

point a rebellious grouf) arose from among the middle-class 

itself. This rebellious group of the younger sons of the 

middle-class rebelled against the prevailing condition of 

drama as against every othcsr thing, particularly the middle-

c lass a 11 i t u d e t o war d s m o r a 1 i t y. T h e i. r rebellion a g a i ri s t 

every other thing can be noticed in their dramas through 

which they proclaimed, scandalizing the? typical Victorians^, 

independence from the bounds of conventions and shallow 

moralities and respectabilities. The middle-class always has 

its younger sons who examine them, rise against them and 

betray them making them ridiculous,, Through the sciences, 

the liberal professions, literature and art, these younger 

sons always end by acquiring a\ special and political 

supremacy; they bring a different spirit into the public and 

private life by altering relations and piroportions, and 

their predomination signifies the end of the purely middle-

class period. Sooner or later the econcsmic system always 

feels the influence cjf this new scjciai equilibrium. Norwegian 

1. English Drama - Camillo Pellizsi P 71 (Trans- by Rowan 
Wi 11 i ams ) . Hacmi 11 an ?< Co. Ltd. 1935 
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playwright Henric Ibsen was a younger son cjf the middle-class 

who w£\s actually the first source of revolt in nineteenth 

century dramas it was he who gave the substance and the 

precise tone to the revolt of the younger sons of the 

middle-c liiss at the close of the last century. In Italy, as 
1 

Camillo F'ellizsi observed, Ibsen's dramatic work was 

recognized only by the intel le?ctual few while the general 

Itali£-in public only knew his work from a bad performance of 

Ghosts by the aictors of h£\lf a century ago- To understand 

Ibsen's significance he must be looked at against his 

historical background,, that of the F'rotestant middle-class 

in the northern European countries at the end of the last 

century - a world with regard to which the Italy of the 

same period and successive periods might belong to another 

time and (;::li.!ne,, so different was the historical and 

spiritual condition there from other European countries. 

England also belonged to the main stream to wrich Norway 

belonged? but whreas Norway was the path-findt •̂,, England was 

the follower . 

Ibsen pierced his searc'ing eyes through the Nordic 

m i d d 1 e c 1 a s s c o n s c i e n c i.-: cj f t i") e late i") i n e t e e n t h c e n t u r y ; 

their seKual, s 'ntimental, civic, political, economic, 

inte'Iectual and family conventions were taken up by him for 

cr.i'v.ical r eassejssment; he saw vast problems concrete in 

particular cases, among characters not photogri^phical ly 

1. English Drama - Camillo Pellizzi P 71 (Trans„ by Rowan 

Williams). Macmillan &. Co. Ltd. 1935. 
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realistic but having an esential reality which is historical 

and superhistorical at the same time; the characters have, 

not factual, but artistic truths The society which Ibsen 

called on to answer his grave questions could not t£ske 

refuge in a purely argumentative reply, nor could it launch 

a counter-attack by bringing up the peculiarities and 

individual defects of characters, for, behind Ibsen's attack 

there was his art and universality? his characters belong to 

all times and to all places — not merely to Norway of the 

nineteenth century. It was said that Nora and Hedda Gabbler 

were isolated cases, that the deceased father in Ghosts was 

a degenerate libertine and that no one had ever pretended 

that similar cases did not exist even in the best society. 

This is true? but it is also true that in Nora and Hedda 

Gabbler e;.;ist those elements which a\re found more or less 

lastesnt in all women 5 the father in Ghosts whose influence is 

felt through the play though he does not appscir in person, 

was not necessarily a bad man, but a man of violent and 

exuberant impulses, who left behind a long train of ruin 

owing to the errors and baseness of the social mentality in 

the midst of which be lived™ Ibsen's questions cannot be 

igonred or escaped, because they touch the living sprincj of 

those fundamental characteristics from which hurnanity cannot 

free it s elf w i t hi o u t d e n y i n g i t s o w n n a t LI r' e . 

The concience of the Protestant middle-class could not 

escape from Ibsen's criticism 5 they were accused on the 

biSsis of their own dogmas and moral criteria, and tliey could 

not defend themselves e;;cept by shutting the doors of their 
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theatres on Ibsen's face and by calling him and his plays 

filthy nauTies™ In England the censor prohibited the 

p e r f o rman c e o f Ibsen's p1 ays„ Bu t t he youn g e r middle- class 

rebelled against the? old and they were happy to have found 

such a powerful writer as Ibsen at the head of their 

campaign i-iqainst the rnidd le-c 1 ass mentality and attitude-

All the characteristic middle-class writers of the period 

felt tfie influence of Ibsen --- influence, quickly 

discernible or not. Ê ut the first of the dramatists of 

E'ngland coming from among the younger sons of the middle-

class in the nineteenth century lacked the indignation and 

the SteM'-ise of socianl rejnorse which £\re the fundamental 

s o u I-•• c e s o f I b s en' s i n s p i r a t i o n „ 

Of the English dramatists, .Robertson partly freed 

himself from the conventional, empty types of the old drama, 

but he^, as a rule^, put nothing in their place but 

individuals. His realism is more photographic than artistic-

He also acceeded to the popular demand for a happy ending ; 

the lost officer unexpectedly returns in the midst of 

general reconci1iation„ Nor did Robertson hesitate to appeal 

to the sentimentality of the gallery whenever the plot 

offered an opportunity„ He-? succeeded in asserting himself 

before a public used to melodramatic emotions, simply by 

ejiciting analogous emotions by means of contemporary 

subjects- The action is lively, showing the writer to have 

had expert knowlt?dge of t\\e fieedsi and resources of tbe

st age; but the dialogue falls very often into the 



conventional and ingenuous. It remains a fact, however, as 

F„S. Efoas points out, that Robertson had kept before him the 
1 

ideal of a more natural and lifelike forin of comedy. 

Robertson pre-ached, if anything, sympathy and cha-srity 

between people of different castes ; he wanted to teach the 

people that adfiiirable characters existed in all classes, 

capable of loving one another. But he was profoundly 

convinced, as a general rule, that people should stay with 

people, the middle-class with the middle-class, the nobility 

wi th the nobi 1 i ty» The midd 1 e•• -c 1 ass for whom Caste was 

intended, and who applauded it for a generation and more, 

agreed to this species of compromise between a general rule 

and a pjarticular fact,, Evidently, the spirit of middle-class 

realism had not yet come to maturity in society, or in the-? 

public inind, and the middle-classes felt themselves one 

class among others; they liked to contemplate their own 

virtues and others' defects, in order to reassert their 

rights and aspirations. It is certain that Robertson was not 

the leader of the younger sons of the middle-class in the 

struggle against the conventional outlook and respectability 

o f t |-i e i r o w n c 1 a s s . 

Arthur Wing Pinero and Sir Arthur Jones, who have 

been discussed at some length in the chapter on the 

"EKponents" of the twentieth century drama of ideas, gave 

the modern EInglish middle-classes a realistic and thoughtful 

1. From Richardson to Pinero - F.S-Boas. P 251 - 252. 

John iiurry. London. 1936. 
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drama, sometimes also gently satirical and controversial. 

But the fact that appears to any reader or onlooker who 

understands the middle-class is that the drama of F-'inero and 

J D n e s a 1 w a y s k e p t i t s e 1 f w i t h j. ri t h e main t e n d e n c i e s a n d 

middle-class mentality and convention. It should be noted, 

however, that they prompted the middle-classes to come to 

the theatre to think; sometimes they also accustomed them 

to contempliAte without the veeil of middle-class moralities; 

but they were not Ibsenites in the true sense. It fell upon 

the Ibsenites of England and on Bernard Shaw in particular 

— though Shaw is not another Ibsen - to challenge the 

fliiddl e--c 1 asses and their moralities with an aggressive, 

hostile, and fierce criticism arid almost, forced them to 

acknowledge their moral defeat. 

Tfie ground was being prepared for this. All the 

conditions operating against the blossoming of drama during 

the Victorian age were slowly and gradually removed. As time 

passed new trends were introduced in drama and e^vi^^ry effort 

was made by the dramatist to make drama life-like, realistic 

and appealing to the common manr, they made the dranta a 

vtX'fji!::: le of ideas avsd conflicts of ideas. The moral taboos 

imposed on drama by the priggish Victorians were also 

refnoved and dramatists were at ease in producing once again 

dramas of really high standard. The vogue for comedies was 

once again introduced in the wake of the social changes and 

democratic freedom that came with the new centur-y- The new 

social problems risiing in the view set. up of values cried for 

solution, and drama seemed to be a fitting medium in which 
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justice could be done in suggesting solutions to the social 

and other problems of the time. The modern dramatist took 

his task seriously and gave a new outlook to drama, which it. 

had not seen in the preceding period. 

The emergence of the new drama cannot be ascribed to 

any single cause5 but we can discern a dozen or more 

contributing factors all of which seem significant. There 

had been a gradual but sure? distappearance of the? prejudice 

against theatre going which was definite^ly due to the 

increasing spread of education. This spread of education 

gave the people a gift of broader outlook. A welcome 

relanation of the censorship, a steady rise in the standards 

of judgement, which also may be to some extent ascribed to 

the spread of education, an increasing margin of leisure in 

the life of the ordinary roen and women, a deepening 

conviction that a certain amount of recreation is the 

natural right of every human being, and the remarkable 

competence in the theatre Are also among the factors that 

helped the drama emerge as a powerful genre of art. We have 

to recognize the? influence? of the? new produce^r with his 

theories of drama as a composite art a systhesis of all 

arts. The? arrivaxl of the new scenic artist and the stage 

electrician revolutionised production. But the greatest 

factor of all was, undoubtedly;, the change in the dramatist 

himself who was no longer content with the conventions and 

irtoralities of the Victorian age. The new dr^tmatist belonged 

to the middle-class by birth, but was antaigonistic towards 

this class in his mental make up. 
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The nineties of the? nineteenth century was a period 

in which we witness a revolt against the Victorian ideas of 

morality and standards of conduct. This short period in 

English literature was not a merely irrelevant episode in 

literary history; it, too, had its importance. The importance 

of the "nineties" is that this decade seems to represent the 

end of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the 

twentieth. So many things in Victorian life either declined 

or came to an end during this period; many things^ most of 

which we associate with our times, began their career. The 

"ninetie?B" should , of course, better be looked at as a 

state of mind -• a state in which everything orthodox and 

conventional is doubted and put to serious questions. This 

period saw the recession of the Gladstonian, Liberal peace, 

and the? rise of the new commerci^il imperialism with all its-

sordid consequences; the end of the Aesthetic Movement, and 

the rapid rise, from sm^sll beginning in the eighties, of the 

Fabian Movement of informed social criticism; the passing of 

Victorian insularity, and the rising influence of 

Continental ideas; the decline of orthodox religion and 

morality --- a\ll these things concern the "nineties". h4ew 

social, politics*!, religious ideas were in the air and 

various thinkers looked at these ideas and problems from 

various angles. Thus the time was ripe for the New Drama, 

which was known as the Drc*ma of Ideas, to emerge. With the 

treatment of actual life in which ideas of all sorts 

conflicted with each other, drama became more and more a 

drama of ideas. These ideas for the most part were 
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revolutionary, and hence drama came to form an advanced 

battle-ground for the rising generation of young thinkers. 

Bernard Shaw, of ccjurse, was not satisfied iTierely by showing 

the "actual life" on the stage ; rather he went a step 

further and dramatised his version of the future. His 

dramas,, indeed., are vehicles of various ideas and he 

explores every known problem •• ~- social, political, moral 

and religious. Êwit his ideas do not merely concern the "real 

life" as it generally understood 5 they also concern man's 

a s p i r a t i o n f o r a h i g h e r a f! d nobler 1 i. f e» His dramas a r e 

larger than liffi, also because they delve deep into the 

my s t e r y o f life. 

To go back to the discussion of the background, the 

latter years of the nineteenth century saw the almost final 

breakdown,! in the limited areas in which it still held its-

own, of a pre industrial way of life and economy« The 

agricul tuv"-al depression of those times (1870 1902) hit 

particularly hard the landed aristocracy and the 

agricultural labourer ; it was then that the^ change in the 

village denoted the end of rural Englantd on any significant 

scale: even a countryman became a "town-bird" at heart. The 

decline of the rural way of life has been reflected in the 

barrenness of nature poetry in the late nineteenth and the 

twentieth centuriesii it has also been reflected in the 

veering of interest towards urban thernes.The implication of 

the loss of the rural way of life has be-fen fnourned by Thomas 

Hardy, Richard Jefferies -and many others though this way of 

life also had its ugliness and vices. Still, the 



idealization of rural values was accepted by many writers as 

something ennobling and they missed it. The pervasive 

feeling was that any material gain is always balanced 

against a perceptible spiritual loss and bankruptcy which 

r ecei ved the atten tion o f the 1 i 11er"ateurs „ 

I n c r e a s i n g L! r • ba n i s a t i on ha d f a r • - r e a c h i ri q i m p a c t. 

T h i s i m pac t was pa r" t i c u 1 a r 1 y n o t i c ea b 1 e i n t he altered 

social pattern» Of course, the change in the pattern was to 

be found over the greater part of England throughout the 

nineteenth century „ Money attained a new iiiiportance unknown 

to the previous centuries. Money started playing 

incr easirigly large role in tiie new village economy and it 

struck at the root of isuman relationship. An ethics of 

coinpeti tiori,, so long known in urbari areas only^ emerged with 

ail its viciousness. "Tiie effect of this had been to reduce 

mafi to the level of economic man;, one whose community 

relationships were at the nrercy of the cash-nexuSn and whose 

psycfiol oqical motivat icjns were tfiought of mostly in the terms 
1 

of self interest." In such circumstances the poor was 

regarded not as a term to describe a particular coiidition of 

society but to describe the character and psychology of a 

group of people. F'rivate niorality was mainly authoritarian 

and taboo-ridden and personal oddity was considered a sign 

of degeneracy,, The outward show of family life and 

relationship was maintairied in the name of r'eS'pe-c tabi 1 ity. 

1. The Modern Age Ed. E^.F'ord. The Social and Intellectual 

Background - G.H.Bantock. Penguins 1970. F' 16„ 



From some points of view, in contrast especially 

with the eighteenth century, the Victorian age might be 

re^qarded as an age of religion, an age in which 

Evangelicalism, the religion of the middle class, set the 

tone of manri€i?rs, dress and taste which the lower orders in 

the English society adopted in their struggle towards 

respectability 5 it wexs an age in which public speakers 

including prime ministers, raised echoes of a submerged 

religious vocabulatry in their speeches. Yet it might also be 

reg-arded as An age of religious decay £u"id uncontrolled 

secterianism. Partly because religious association was one 

of the few means of showing group solidarity, religion came 

more and more to reflect the interests of social classes. 

Many of the re?ligiou.s difficulties about which so much was 

heard in this period were'not purely religious in character; 

they were often the eKpression cjf pain and disgust at 

social displ aceinent as men outgrew some of the bleaker 

cults. They had found themselves no longer ît home in the 

local tabernacles and chapels. Religious vagrancy became — 

and has remained --- a permanent feature of English life.. It 

was for such vagrants that various substitute religions of 

sciences such as Positivisfn and Spencerian Evolutionism had 

their aittratc tions. A good deal of dissenting seriousness and 

seal found outlet in science which opened up new roads to 

respectability. In a nutshell, confusion prevailed 

e v e r • y w h e r e ; t h i s c o n fusion w a s c a u s e d b y t h e f 1 o w o f v a r' i o u s 

currefits and cross-currents of ide-?as.. Conven tionaxl and 

unconventional ideas came to a loggerhead. The conflict 
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between the viewpoints - two sets of ideas •- paved the way 

for the growth of the of the drama of ideas. 

When Queen Victoria ascended the throne in .1837, 

B r 11 a i n w a s , o n t Ki e w h o 1 e, a d i s c o n t e n t e d 5 p o v e r t y - - s t r j. c k e n 

country. By 1S87, when she attained the fiftieth year of her 

accession to the throne,; poverty and distress still largely-

existed. But men could point out the immense strides which 

had been made to relieve them of such distress. The notice 
1 

able decrease in the number of criminals is explained partly 

by a decrease an lawlessness but mainly by the increasing 

humaneness of the penal code. But other sources of pride were 

there, the first and the most striking being increase in 

population then regarded as a source of pride in itself, 

But still more wonderful was the increase in 

trade. In 1837;, for instance., British foreign trade 

considerably exceeded that of the next two European 

countries, France and Germany, put together.Even the United 

States of America was lagging far behind.Britain still kept 

the lead which the great inventions of the eighteenth century 

had given her. Her output of coal wa\s still f£\r ahead of that 

of all her competitors. She was still first in railway and 

ship building industries. British Capital and British iron 

B-fid coal were used in factories all over the world. Numerous 

scientific inventions brightened the lives of the Victorians. 

1. In 1636 there were 52,000 British convicts at home or in 
colonies. But in 1885 the number came down to 9,000. (A 
History of Britain. E.H.Ce^rte'r and R-A.F. Mears •- Second 
Edition. Oxford. 1948. P 893). 



But, simultaneously, there is another and different 

story to tell. While iron and steel and coal trades were 

booming, and while science was adding remarkably to the 

material comforts, the oldest and most important of 

industries — agriculture, which had been the mainstay of the 

life in Britain — suffered a definite set-back. The farmers 

prospered till the seventies of the nineteenth century, but 

then the blows began to fall bringing this industry to almost 

a ruin by 1895. The main reason for this calamity was the 

import of cheap American corn in large quantities. Again 

frozen meat began to be imported to Britain from Australia, 

Newsealand, and Argentina. Cheap food benefited the consumer, 

but the British farmer suffered- Unlike other countries in 

Europe, Britain did not put up tariffs to protect the 

farmers. It was assumed that since industry was booming under 

Free Trade, agriculture could also take care of itself. The 

results were disastrous; the decline of British agriculture 

intensified in the nineties of the nineteenth century 

affecting the farming community very adversely. It struck a 

blow not only on the farmers but on the whole national life. 

An important change came over the structure of 

British business during this period. Instead of the old 

family-owned concerns, industry passed more and more under 

the control of Limited Liability Companies. This system, 

unknown on a large scale to the previous decades, became 

typical of British business. The middle-class started 

increasingly to invest in industry as share holders in the 

Limited Companies. It became possible for a section of the 



community to live on income derived from the profits. This 

class was not very interested in bettering the conditions 

under which industry was carried on so long as dividends were 

regularly paid. 

The conflict between the employer and the employees 

continued. Trade union carried on the battle for better 

conditions of labour, higher wages and shorter hours of work; 

their demands were always resisted though sometimes 

compromises were effected. But in this conflict the State did 

not interfere, particularly in the ceaseless dispute over 

wages between the employers and the employess. But, it must 

be noticed that the State regarded the trade unions with less 

disfavour. Moreover, in such matters as Housing and Public 

Health some important laws were passed. Yet what was done by 

the State was considered too little and naturally there was 

demand for more state-control, in the industrial sphere in 

particular. 

It was, in short, a time of confusion - confusion in 

all the departments of human activity, physical and moral. It 

was thus a ripe time for the emergence of what is known as 

the drama of ideas. In this drama the stage is employed by 

the dramatist to give expressions to certain ideas through 

the discussions between and among the characters. This drama, 

dealing particularly with the problems of life, has become 

far more intellectual than ever before. 

Henrich Ibsen, the great Norwegian playwright, may be 

justifiably regarded as the greatest exponent of the drama of 

ideas and certainly his influence on the dramatic writings of 
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Bernard shaw is not negligible. But the drama of ideas as a 

form of art is not just imported to England from Norway. The 

dramatists of England themselves did some work in the line 

which ensured the emrgence of the drama of ideas there. These 

works done by Pinero and Jones and, before them, Robertson 

have been discussed in one chapter of this work. But it is 

seldom remembered and appreciated that the great novelist of 

the Victorian ers^ Charles Dickens, also paved the way for 

emergence of this type of play. It has been maintained 

elsewhere in the present work that Shaw's dramas are the 

nearest approach to novels. But any attempt to soeak about 

the relation between the English drama and the Eglish novel 

will remain incomplete without a reference to works of 

Dickens who is correctly looked upon as the most "dramatic" 
1 

of the English novelists. 

The literature of ideas of the twentieth century 

is mainly Dickensian. There is a tradition of comedy in 

English fiction which originally sprang from the drama. This 

tradition reached its zenith in Dickens and,in the twentieth 

century, is principally noticeable in the novel of ideas of 

Wells and Orwell and in the drama of ideas of Bernard Shaw. 

It will not be out of place to say a few words 

about the world of Dickens's novels- Among the most important 

elements in the novels of Dickens are the general nature of 

the world in which the protagonist lives and his general 

1- Charles Dickens ( in From Dickens to Hardy. Ed. by Boris 

Ford.) - R.C.Churchill. Penquine. 1964. P 123. 
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situation at the beginning of the story. The protagonist 

finds himself in a world in which his inner life, the life of 

the other people, and the time have certain modes of 

existence. The protagonist begins in isolation, but then 

moves through successive adventures; he tries to understand 

the world and to find his real self. "In this interchange 

between mind and world there is in Dickens's characters a 

constant attempt to reach something transcendent, something 

more real than one's own consciousness or than the too solid 
1 

every day material world." 

Oliver Twist is the first of the heroes of Dickens 

to dramatise the plight of the orphan who is almost lost in 

an alien, and even hostile, world. The happy ending with 

which the novel ends is the standard for a large number of 

Victorian novels. The authenticity is nevertheless given to 

the plot by the intensity and depth of Dickens's imagination, 

Oliver, we find, does not take matters into his own hands and 

accepts a definition of his self which comes from the plot 

and not from within. In the novels that follow Oliver Twist 

we find that the central characters are isolated like Oliver; 

taut in all of them, notably in The Old Curiosity Shop, there 

is an increasing awareness that the only escape from the 

dark, alien world is death. It seems that it is only evasion 

of facts snd problems, not their solution. in. Martin 

Chu:i'zlewit ̂  however, Dickens faces the problem more sqarely. 

1. Charles Dickens (The World of his novels) -
J.Hillis Miller. 
Havard University Press. 1958. P 329, 
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Here he brings his hero into t:he open arena of the society j 

much as Bernard Shaw at a later date was to do, by minimising 

the help he can get from his relatives and ancestors. The 

theme of Dickens in this novel is the futility of dependence 

on a society which is full of impostures. In Dombey and Son 

and David Copperfield we notice the most important 

transformation of Dickens's imaginative vision. The solution 

to the problem of how to escape from the isolation is sought 

in romantic love. Florence Dombey achieves hap,Iness through 

her love for Walter and his love fo. her; the centre in David 

Copperfield is the relation between David and Anges. In Bleak 

House the protagon -it is the entire society „ The people 

living In the society sre imprisoned by the forces coming 

from che past. Instead of submitting to the forces of the 

past and waiting for a comfortable place in the existing 

society, one must change the world around through independent. 

action. It may be mentioned that both Ibsen and Shaw 

dramatized this idea. This, of course, is not the last and 

final stage of Dickens's ideas. It is in the last novels of 

Dickens that we discover one more change which is a belief 

that human condtions cannot be completely changed, so long 

as life lasts. Dickens's heroes in the last novels come back 

to life, but they come back with the knowledge that value 

radiattes not from any outside power, but from the human 

spirit; the past actually stands rejected. 

Thus we find that the prevailing idea in the 

mature works of Charles Dickens is one of rejecting the past, 

much in the manner of the revolting sons of the middle class 
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like Ibsen and Shaw. When the playwrights of the drama of 

ideas started writing, their attention was focussed pointedly 

on Dickens. I have maintained that it was the revolting sons 

of the middle class who wrote the drama of ideas shattering 

the conventional outlook; the rejection of the past, in their 

case the rejection of Victorian attitudes, became their 

starting point,. The idea of rejection of the past might well 

bring for Dickens the epithet of being "immoral" as Shaw and 

Ibsen were branded.lt may be mentioned that it was not this 

idea of the rejection of the past only, but the manner of 

Dickens also largely influenced the drama of ideas as handled 

by Shaw. This aspect has been discussed in the chapter on 

Shaw's technique and treatment of theme. A reorientation 

towctrd the future and toward the free human spirit noticed in 

the last novels of Dickens also largely influenced Shaw. 

The characteristics noted in the novels of Dickens-

are more or less the characteristics of the literature of 

ideas of the modern age, not excluding dramatic literature. 

Thus we may claim that in England it is Dickens from whom the 

drama of ideas particularly stems — even after we acknowledge 

the indebtedness to Ibsen. The highly unpopular, but widely 

publicized plays of Ibsen were not the sole factor in the 

English theatre which could be drawn upon in the interests of 

a drama critical of the conventional society. 

In this connection a few words should be said of a 

latent strain of edification and didacticism in English drama 

even before the imapct of Ibsen made itself evident. Shaw 
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maintained that the spectator would never support a merely 

voluptuous drama. "From the play of ideas - and the drama can 

never be anything more - he demands edification, 
1 

and will not pay for anything else in that arena". The 

mistake with the comedy and melodrama of the nineteenth 

century was that, however edifying the homily, its 

acceptability was guaranteed by the conventionality of the 

morality. Shaw, again, occasionally proclaimed that an 

audience might come to the theatre to be edified, but the 

more a play is unreasonable and morally fradulent, the more 

they will like it. This often produces the result that the 

dramatic authors are induced to produce plays of great 

interest in order to force audiences to swallow the pill of 

unconventionality, which is, more often that not, bitter. In 

his own practice Shaw combines edification with a comedy in 

which the cherished conventions are the butt of the joke. 

It is not without thought and calculation that 

Shaw accepted comedy as the medium of his dramatic 

expression. Shaw was essentially a man of ideas and the 

target of his criticism is society. He addresses the society 

and not the isolated individual. A drama is meant to catch an 

entire audience of diverse natures and likes and dislikes. In 

a drama of ideas there shall be debates and discussions; 

these debates and discussions "offend the intellectual nature 

of comedy less than the emotional nature of tragedy or 

1, Preface to Three Plays for Puritans in The Complete 
Prefaces of Bernard Shaw. Paul Hamlyn. London. 1965. 
P 737. 
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'serious' drama", as Ronald Peacock says. It is needless to 

mention that the drama of ideas appeals to the intellectual 

nature of man. Thus we find that Shaw's acceptance of comedy 

as the medium of expression reveals his penchant for cool 

judgement. 

In search of the sources of the drama of ideas it 

is possible for us to go back to Shakespeare, or even to 

Eurif)edeB. In the chapter on the dramatic technique of Shaw I 

have discussed his indebtedness to both these two 

dramatists. The native sources of the drama of ideas of 

England which flourished in the late nineteenth and in our 

century are primarily Dickens, Robertson,Pinero and Jones; 

the secondary sources may be found in the plays, particularly 

the last plays, of Shakespeare. The drama of ideas is a 

"problem play" and in that sense Hamlet is also a drama of 

ideals; and there is no dearth of ideas in Hamlet. This type 

of drama, however, found its full play in the last plays of 

Shakespeare in which the Christian doctrines of 

reconciliation and forgiveness make the main interest. The 

difference between the Shakespearean play of ideas and the 

modern play of ideas is, of course, great; the difference is 

noticeable mainly in the fact that there is no discussion and 

debate in the former whereas in the latter "action" is in the 

discussion -
A secondary foreign source of the drama of ideas 

of our times may be discovered in Euripedes- This younger 

1. Shaw - Ronald Peacock in G.B. Shaw - a Critical Survey 
- ed. L. Kronenberger.The World Publishing Company. 
1953. p 179. 



contemporary of Aeschylus and Sophocles seems to belong to a 

different generation and to have lived in a different world 

of ideas -~ a world in which every principle, religious and 

moral, had to stand the test of public examination. It was 

Euripedes who first examined the ideas of the society, 

attacked the attitudes and gave birth to a drama which was 

unknown before him- Discussion and debate are frequent in 

Greek drama,but neither of the other two dramatists ever made 

the stage so much like a philosophical debating-room or put 

into the mouths of characters arguments directed against the 

moral standards and religious beliefs of his countrymen and 

contemporaries. Many of the sophist thinkers fo the day were 

attacking the conventional standards and advancing ideas 

subversive of the existing society. But they did not use the 

theatre for the purpose; neither did they put wicked and 

immoral words into the mouths of old legendary heroes. So 

while the sophists were allowed to argue and preach as they 

pleased, Euripedes incurred a lot of displeasure of an 

influential section of the Athenian society. There is, 

however, much exaggeration in the reports of his 

unpopularity. The majority of citizens must have found the 

plays of Euripedes novel and interesting even while they 

disapproved of the points of view expressed in then. 

"Euripedes was a great teacher of rationalism and a daring 
1 

critic of all established institutions and beliefs". 

1. History of Greece (499 - 404 B.C.) ~ K.C. Chaudhuri. New 

Central Book Agency. Calcutta 1969. P 329-30. 
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Having dramatized the position of women in the 

Athenian Soeicty of his day in Alcestic Euripedes looked 

further afield in legend to find themes which should 

illustrate the fact that women too had feelings and 

intelligence. The Athenian women also, not to speak of men, 

had no other thought than their duty towards the male 

members of the family, Euripedes looked at this attitude to 

be wrong and psychologically inadequate. In Medea he shows 

that women are not inferior to men and they also have 

feelings and intelligence. The conflict in Medea is one 

between human desires or wills.In Hyppolytus, which follows 

Medea., the conflict is one between two ideals. In Hecuba 

Euripedes studies feminine psychology. In the character of 

Hucuba the love for childeren is turned into lust for 

vengeance. In Ion the dramatist attacks the morality of the 

gods. But it is not precisely with that purpose that the play 

is written. It is written above all to depict human life, 

human situation. It is life as Euripedes sees it though it is 

coloured strongly by his views. It required a lot of guts in 

those days to present Apollo as almost a villain in the piece 

as Euripedes did. A lot of emotion is surely mixed up here, 

but the particular appeal of lean, as of almost all the plays 

of Euripedes, is to intellect. After he had left Athens his 

new surroundings gave new impulses to the intellect of the 

dramatist. The Bacchae is one? of the most widely discussed 

plays of Euripedes. It is a baffling play, not to be summed 

up in one phrase at all. One thing that is clear is that this 

play is not directed towards suppression of wine. Dionysus 
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stands not for wine-drinking only and it is not possible to 

neglect the joys of life, excitement and emotion; man cannot 

live by reason and intellect alone. To have too much faith in 

wisdom is not only foolish but criminal. But from this play 

it is hard to see what particular view Euripedes took on 

moral questions. Being a dramatist of the first order, he 

sees both the sides of the problem and dramatizes the case 

with a fairness which is the mark of all great artists. It 

may be taken note of that when the two sides put forward 

their points of view with arguments, the stage resembles a 

debating-room. No particular view is taken for granted and 

all the views 3ire expressed and tested. This attitude of 

testing before accepting makes Euripedes modern and we 

understand how his writings influenced the play of ideas of 

the modern times. It should be noted that discussion becomes 

inevitable in such plays where different characters put 

forward different views and "action" in such plays lies in 

the discussion. Naturally, Euripedes's practice of 

dramatizing both the sides of a question does prevent his 

plays from being "dramas". His plays may be regarded as the 

plays of ideas because he dramatizes ideas through 

discussions. 

The modern drama of ideas is indebted to Aristophanes 

too who attacked the social absurdities in his comedies, 

particularly in those of the final period of his literary 

career. There is a subtle satire in the comedies of 

Aristophanes when he examines the methods of the sophists or 
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when he deals with the fondness of the Athenians for law 

courts. Attack against the individual, of course, is also 

there, say in Frogs in which Euripedes is taken to task. This 

comedy reminds us of Bernard Bhaws' Fanny's First Play as it 

contains interesting contemporary literary and dramatic 

criticisjm. It may be mentioned, however, that satire and 

criticism by themselves do not make the drama of ideas. 

It is primarily in the comedies of the final period 

that we find how Aristophanes attacks the generalites, 

Ecclesiasusae and Plutus could give little offence to the 

existing government or to any individual in it. The end of 

the comedies of Aristophanes is not to create laughter for 

its own sake, but to create a serious mood,and this shows 

their resemblance with the plays of Shaw. Aristophanes 

creates laughter by the exposure of the incongruities in life 

and this is what Shaw considers to be the real stuff of 

c omed y. 

The theme of Ecclesiazusae is developed in an 

unexpected way. The women in the city having stolen their 

husbands' clothes and usurped their place in the Assembly 

proceed to make revolutionary proposals — the abolition of 

all distinction between rich and poor, common ownership of 

land and other forms of wealth, tickets for meals provided by 

the state, abolition of home-life and marriage etc. All this 

is parody not of any existing state but of Communism like 

that of the rulers in Plato's Republic. 

The relation of Aristophanes' satire of communism 

to Plato's serious study in the Republic. of course, has 



long been a problem. Since this work of Plato appeared, 

presumably, a few years after the play of Aristophanes, it is 

now usually assumed that speculation on socialism, Communism 

and other political and social theories was rife during the 

days of Aristophanes. Indeed, social and economic problems 

were very acute in the fourth century B.C. and Aristophanes 

took up for his themes what everyone was thinking and talking 

about. The mock communism in the Women in the Assembly and 

the redistribution of wealth in Plutus may be enjoyed by the 

audience because neither offends the individual. These 3.re 

the distant kins of the plays of ideas of our times because 

in them we find political and social ideas running riot and 

there are conflicts between the established ideas and the new. 

One of the strongest isnd the most significant features 

of Aristophanic comedy is its intermingling of serious 

political appeal and uprorious low-comedy which automatically 

reminds us of Bernard Shaw. Aristophanes' loathing of his age 

went deeper than mere external political events, for he hated 

the intellectual demagogues as bitterly as he hated the 

political ones. The purpose of an Aristophanic comedy is 

almost invariably serious, but the dramatist introduces 

anything that may produce a laugh. Hence it becomes difficult 

to determine whether he is playful or serious. His art is a 

brilliant gem with numerous facets apt to deceive the unwary. 

No study of Aristophanes could be complete without any 

reference to the more social dramas, Nephelai and Sphekes. 

Aristophanes regarded Nephelai as his best work though, as 
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reports go, it could not,in contemporary popularity, compete 
1 

successfully with a play of Kratinos. In this play the 

playwright made pointed attacks against the system of 

education of the Sophists; attack is also directed against 

the protagonist of the play, Socrates. In Sphekes 

Aristophanes ridiculed the love of the Athenians for 

lawsuits. In all these plays as also in the so-called 

political plays of Aristophanes the interest lies in the 

treatment of themes as in their intellectuality. 

Plato deserves special mention in the growth and 

development of the play of ideas. I would like to discuss at 

some length only two of Plato's dialogues.Symposium and 

Protagoras to show that his contribution to the genre is of 

great importance, 

Plato showed remarkable talent as a poet.dramatist 

and scluptor. And although he later on turned away from 

professional work in the arts, he never ceased to be a poet 

and a dramatist. It is interesting to note that Plato 

completely altered the manner in which philosophical thought 

was presented. Before him (or even before Socrates ) ancient 

tBreek Philosophers would express their views in enigmatic 

aphoristic homily in prose or verse. Plato put dialogues in 

the mouths of a number of characters, and the conversations, 

in which different ideas eire expressed, brings out one total 

idea. In itself dialogue is dramatic, but the elements of 

drama can differ. For example, there may be the drama of the 

1, Prachain Viswa Sahitya (Bengali) - Dr. Narendranath 
Bhattacharjee. Sahitya Sansad. 1976, P 242. 
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plot, the drama of the situation, or the inner drama of 

conflicting ideas and opposing convictions passionately 

defended by the disputants. 

In Plato's works we find all the nuances of outward 

and inner dramatic action. His Apology is a monologue in 

which the speaker,Socrates, fights a lie which seems to be 

groundless before the Athens court. Here the drama of 

situation is intense ; Socrates reflects aloud on the times 

in his life when he was faced with the choice whether to 

submit to the will of others or to go his own way, preserving 

his integrity and fighting for justice. But in Phaedo ws 

listen to a slow-moving conversation about the immortal soul. 

Disciples of Socrates and his Pythagorean friends who share 

his views listen to their teacher's words. 

Plato's Symppsium is a genuine drama. Socrates is shown 

here as surrounded by his friends and disciples, and there is 

an unusual atmosphere of harmony. But this friendliness only 

serves to emphasize the special spirit of the discussion and 

the competition among those present. In Symppsium only one 

theme is discussed -- man's ascent to the highest Good, which 

is nothing but the embodiment of the highest love. Each of 

the participants in the discussion preserves the main melody 

but enriches it with his own variation. As the theme expands, 

the voices become stronger and more confident. Then Socrates 

begins to speak and the others listen in silence and 

reverence. But it turns out that Socrates only repeats the 

words of the wise priestess Diotima. His voice echoes hers 
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and later this theme is developed by Alcibiades, who portrays 

Socrates as the living embodiment of spiritual beauty. 

^" Symppsiuffl the participants in the discussion are 

Phaedrus, Pausanius, EryKimachus, Aristophanes, Agathon, 

Socrates, and Alcibiades. But while the seven voices exhibit 

outer harmony there is inner turmoil, for frequently one 

voice contradicts another, only later to merge in the single 

choir. The contest between the participants in the discussion 

may be called an "agon" which in Greek means "a struggle". In 

a classical comedy "agon" is the struggle of ideas 

passionately defended by the rival sides. Plato's dialogues 

are often composed on the principle of stage "agon", but it 

differs in intensity depending on the nature of the rivalry 

between the characters in the dialogue. Sometimes the rivalry 

is friendly, at other times it is hostile. In Svmppsium the 

rivatlry is of the former kind. 

I" Symppsium we witness a dignified competition, an 

"agon" of like-minded individuals trying jointly to define 

the highest Good. The personages in Svmppsium, all quite 

real, were selected by Plato on the basis of their different 

characters. Thus, Phaedrus, who is eloquent and 

knowledgeable, is impractical, living in a world of poetic 

fancy ; Ery>;imachus is a true empiricist and materialist ; 

Aristophanes is amusing and Agathon somewhat nervous. The 

reflections of Socrates are a fitting end to the friendly 

competition at Agathon's home,and the image of the philosopher 

acquires additional symbolic traits. At the end, all but the 

host Agathon, Aristophanes and Socrates depart. But 
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Agathon and Aristophanes 3.rs overcome by sleep, while 

Socrates alone does not know fatigue ; he represents the 

ceaseless quest for newer and newer ideas-

In the dialogues in which the disputants are true 

antagonists or opponents, Plato uses the method of 

philosophical polemics. In these dialogues there is a feeling 

of inner conflict and mutual dislike ; here the "agon" 

between the rivals is real, for example, in Protagoras. In 

this dialogue, in which the question of virtue is discussed, 

Protagoras and Socrates are vMorthy opponents. Here is a 

wonderful example of a Platonic dialogue in which the 

dramatization of thought leads to a totally unexpected result 

due to the complex and contradictory development. Plato shows 

that he is extraordinarily inventive in dramatizing disputes; 

shows his ingenuity in the endless variety of conflicts he 

devises ber-tween the disputants. He masterfully brings out the 

resourcefulness of the disputants, Socrates and Protagoras, 

and the intricate twists of their thinking. In the end it 

would appear that Socrates and Protagoras have come to 

positions opposing their initial premises. Socrates denied 

that virtue could be learned and now he acknowledges that it 

can be; F̂ 'rotagoras initially proclaimed that virtue could be 

taught and now, having come to the conclusion that virtue 

itself is knowledge, he refutes this possibility. 

But the opponents have not really exchanged 

positions. If we look more closely we see that both Socrates 

and Protagoras retain their initial opinions.Socrates always 

professed that virtue was something ideal and considered the 



purely technical methods the Sophists used in their efforts 

to teach virtue to be unworthy. If at the end of the dispute 

he comes to the conclusion that virtue is the highest 

knowledge, then, naturally, he considers it possible to teach 

people this knowledge. He himself does nothing but teach 

others- Protagoras has also not betrayed his belief 5 he has 

simply refused to teach virtue as the highest form of 

knowledge; he does not know how it should be done. 

After this discussion on the conditions in England 

in the late nineteenth century which favoured the growth of 

the drama of ideas, its sources, and the influences that 

worked on it, we may now attempt at Sk definition of the 

"drama of ideas". It may well be argued that there is no real 

distinction between the drama of ideas and the problem play 

or propaganda play. But every problem play may not 

necessarily become a drama of ideas. Actually there is a 

separate type of drama in which the pleasure and interest Sire 

almost entirely intellectual and in which our emotions are 

not as much affected as they are both by tragedy and 

comedy. The excitement of such a play lies in the play of 

currents and cross-currents of ideas and the interest of 

speculation. A drama of ideas sets people talking and puts, 

through talks, various points of view, some of which may be 

unusual. Problems raised in a drama of ideas need not be 

solved, but these issues excite the intellectual nature of 

man. Shaw's E'ack to. Methuselah. Man and Superman. The 

Simpleton of Unexpected Is1es do not give any solution, but 

these are dramas of ideas because there are discussions among 
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the characters who explain various points of view, 

conventional and unconventional, and the "idea" is not used 

for the sake of characterisation or story-telling. Mrs. 

Warren's Profession and Widowers' Houses Are called problem 
1 

plays, but they eire essentially plays of ideas because what 

is dramatized in them is not simply a problem, but currents 

and cross-currents of ideas with different characters 

upholding different views. A drama of ideas may have a 

problem of day-to-day life or a philosophical problem for its 

theme. The essential thing to be noticed is whether there is 

discussion between and among the characters in which contrary 

and contradictory view points 3ire expressed and argued away 

or whether there is conflict of ideas. Somerset Maugham's 

Sheppv', in which a man suddenly becomes rich and interprets 

Christianity in a more literary way than usual, is really a 

drama of ideas, for it satisfies the aforementioned 

characteristics of this particular genre- Early examples in 

English are difficult to find though it may be said that 

considerable elemeents of th drama of ideas are present in 

Shakespeare's Coriona1us and Troilus and Cressida and in 

Marlowe's Doctor Faustus ; there is a plethora of ideas in 

the "To be or not to be" soliloquy in Hamlet. One may include 

the last plays of Shakespeare, in which one finds so much of 

philosophical speculations, among the plays of ideas. But in 

that case we will have to broaden the definition of the "play 

1. "... Widowers' Houses and Mrs. Warren's Profession are 
true problems plays". The Anatomy of Drama - Marjorie 
Boulton. Kalyani Publishers. New Delhi. 1985. P 154. 
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of ideas" considerably because Shakespeare seldom used an 

"idea" for the sake of idea only and in his plays the clash 

between the individuals is of much more importance than the 

clash between ideas or ideals. Take the case of Coriolanus. 

In this play we find arguments for and against aristocracy 

and democracy, on the privileges of the few and the claims of 

the many., on liberty, slavery, power, on peace and war. In 

this play the individual men and women are passionately 

concerned with their rights as citizens in a community. Yet 

the overall impression is not that of a confla t between 

principles held dear by their qualified ; ̂ presentatives• 

Shakespeare's imagination is cor, entrated more upon the 

individual men and women •\ihD play their parts in a public 

contention. In the 1 'st plays, too, inspite of the fact that 

there , e philosophical speculations, Shakespeare's emphasis 

is c I the individual men and women. There is no d€-?nying the 

fact, however, that the first, stirrings of the play of ideas 

in England B.rs to be felt in Shakespeare. 

When we use the term "Play of Ideas" we think of 

those plays which do not consciously attempt at 

dramatization of situaticjns and conflicts between 

personalities, but which consciously attempt at 

dramatisation of ideas through discussions covering a wide 

field of human thought. Whatever situation there may be in a 

"play of ideas", it is unimportant, for it gives the feeling 

that the situation is used for the sake of explaining 

ideas. We see the characters in an unusual situation, and 

they go on talking, sometimes endlessly, about problems, 
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sometimes solving them, sometimes failing and sometimes not 

even trying to solve. In such plays the interest lies in the 

idea which is used for its own sake, not for the sake of 

exposition of the plot, or for portraying the characters.In 

this plays, naturally, action and characterisation are often 

sacrificed at the altar of the idea which is eKpounded, 

countered and explained. In the last plays of Shakespeare and 

in the plays of Aristophanes we find stories absorbingly-

told. The position of Euripedes, however, is somewhat 

different; not only does he dramatize ideas, but he turns the 

stage into a debating room. This observation remains valid 

even after granting that plays of Euripedes give us well-told 

stories- In the dialogues of Plato there are no stories; 

only discussions which continue for hours, each character 

explaining his view point, and, as in Svmppsium, driving at 

one harmonious idea. We are in î different situation with 

the plays of Bernard Shaw. In his play we do not find any 

story worth the? telling; hiss- charaic ters only talk ; his 

characterisation sometimes suffers because the characters 

seem to be the harbingers of one idea or the other. The 

reader of the "play of ideas" do not, of course, expect any 

plot or well-rounded character; rather he eexpects currents 

and cross-currents of ideas which are discussed by the 

"dramatis personae" between and among themselv€?s; and 

v-jhatever "action" is there in such plays, it lies in the 

conflict between one idea and another. 
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CHAPTER - II 

Exponents 

It has already been seen that the Drama of Ideas as 

genre has had a number of exponents. But it is Ibsen who 

remains the greatest exponent of this genre in the continent 

during the latter part of the nineteenth century while in 

England, before Bernard Shaw, Arthur Wing Pinero and Sir 

Arthur Jones did some work in this line. As noted in the 

Introductory chapter, this form of drama did not fall from 

the sky. But the full flowering of this form was achieved in 

the hands of Henrich Ibsen. 

In England the Drama of Ideas stemmed particularly 

from the native source of Pinero and Jones and was enriched 

by an awareness of the works of Ibsen and his followers. It 

has been observed that the Drama of Ideas would have come 

into being if even Ibsen, its greatest exponent, had not 

been born to write. And yet Ibsen remains the first real 

exponent of this particular class of drama. Only in the 

modern times in England do we find a real effort not merely 

to adopt foreign materials, but also to explore foreign 
1 

dramatic attitudes. It is true that the Elizabethan 

dramatists knew a few of the foreign playwrights and often 

they dealt with foreign materials in their dramatic works. 

It is true that the Restoration dramatists knew Moliere and 

1. British Drama ~ Allardyce Nicoll. George G. Harrap ?< Co. 

Ltd. London, 1952. P 249 
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Racine rather well. But the dramatist of the twentieth 

century is not content with the knowledge of the dramatic 

activities of one country only, and hence he goes to Norway, 

to Denmark, to Russia and associates himself not only with 

the materials but also with the dramatic attitudes of the 

writers of these countries. The modern Drama of Ideas is a 

phenomenon not peculiar to England; it is a phenomenon 

covering the whole of Europe. Gradually the genre came to 

cover the whole world and today the drama of the world is 

the Drama of Ideas. It is Ibsen who really started the 

battle of establishing the Drama of Ideas as the drama of 

the modern times. 

Though the English drama of the century was to 

become the Drama of Ideas, it was not an easy matter for 

Ibsen to become accepted by the English theatre and,still 

more important, the English mind. Englishman is, almost as a 

rule, conservative; the English mind is very slow to accept 

anything that appears to it to be new ; it is more slow to 

accept anything unconventional. Moreover, it was the 

Victorian age - an age when the people loved and expressed 

only the flattering truth and fought shy of the unpleasant, 

naked, and entire truth. They loved the idealistic world of 

romance and they were "moral". No wonder, then, that the 

unconventional Ibsen appeared to them utterly immoral and 

they earnestly wanted to keep him, to keep the Englishman 

uncontaminated, at an arm's length. According to Wiliam 

Archer,in 1880 there were probably not more than half-a-
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dozen people in England to whom the name of Ibsen conveyed 
1 

any meaning- Some people certainly knew Ibsen's name, but 

did not care much for him. The "Well-made" play, the cheap 

melodramas and adaptations from Scribe and Sardou suited the 

moral world of the Victorian people. 

But things could not continue in this way because 

the younger sons of the middle class would not have them so 

continued- As Camillo Pellizsi has nicely discussed, the 

middle classes always have their younger sons who revolt 

against the established conventions and moralities. 

Norwegian Ibsen was a rebel who started to break the moral 

edifice of his time tay thinkinq "immoral" things and putting 

"immoral" things in the mouth of his characters. This 

scandalised the convention-ridden middle class most. 

Whatever the middle class considered moral has been rejected 

by Ibsen. But steadily though slowly he attracted the 

attention of the "middle-class anti-middle-class", as 

Pellizzi calls them . Appreciation and acceptance of Ibsen 

in England has been already noted- But despite the struggle 

of William Archer, Bernard Shaw, Edmund 6osse, and Philip 

Wicksteed to popularise Ibsen in England, few other 

1. Beorge Bernard Shaw : Man of the Century. Vol I -

Archibald Henderson, Appleton-Century-Crofts Inc. 1956. 

P 403. 

2. English Drama - Camillo Pellizzi. Macmillan, London,1935, 

P 71 

3. Ibid. P 79 
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champions appeared. However, the ceaseles strugggle of Shaw 

and Archer - though they looked at the Norwegian dramatist 

from different, almost opp^^te angles - bore fruit, Ibsen 

was established in England as the poineer of the modern 

Drama of Ideas. Now onwards he became the most powerful 

force in the English drama. 

There were, we may say, four main phases in 

Ibsen's dramatic output, and it is by no means certain that 

the phase on which the English concentrated most was the 

most important. In the first phase Ibsen was a poet of high 

distinction and also a great poetic dramatist - as in Brand 

and PeerGynt. Secondly, in his plays on legendary and 

historical themes, including The Pretenders. Lady Inqer. 

Emperor and Galilean and TheVikings, he sometimes touches a 

majestic level. Thirdly, there are social dramas on which 

the tendency to regard Ibsen as the first exponent of the 

tendency to use the stage as the platform or the pulpit 

chiefly rests. Fourthly, there is Ibsen the symbolist, who 

may conceivably be the profoundest Ibsen of all, though his 

last plays hardly suggest as much to the English mind. 

It would be interesting and worthwhile to see how 

William Archer and Bernard Shaw, both champions of Ibsen, 

looked at the great Norwegian from different angles. In 1890 

Shaw read a paper on Ibsen in a meeting of the Fabian 

Society; this paper formed the basis of the famous work The 

Qu in tessence of Ibsenism. Shaw does not claim that his paper 
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on Ibsen "is an original work in the sense of being 

i 

the result of a spontaneous internal impulse on my part". 

However, Shaw's paper created a sensation. The question that 

was asked was - what did Ibsen have to do with Socialism? 

Shaw really proceeded to rank Ibsen among the socialists of 

the Shavian brand. The difference between Archer and Shaw as 

the popularisers of Ibsen is that Archer wanted to look at 

him as a purposive moralist, philosophic thinker and ethical 

teacher. Shaw, in his zeal, tried to portray Ibsen as a 

Shavian thinker Bnd socialist which aggrieved the old 

Norwegian himself who wrote to his friend Hans Lieu 

Breackstad maintaining that he was never nor did he ever 

want to become a socialist . Shaw really went too far in 

that paper, but the final draft of The Quintessence of 

Ibsenism was far better even though it contained most of his 

original ideas about Ibsen. 

Shaw and Archer carried on the campaign in favour 

of Ibsen with unabated vigour though they constantly got in 

each other's way. Archer mercilessly attacked those of 

Ibsen's admirers, meaning Shaw more than anyone else, who 

1. Preface to the First Edition of The Quintessence of 

Ibsenism. The Complete Preface Of Bernard Shaw .Paul 

Hamlyn Ltd.London. 1965 P 829 . The meeting of the 

Fabian Society was held on the 18 th July 1890 under the 

Presidency of Mrs Annie Besant. 

2. Ibsen - Michael Meyer.Pelican. 1974. P 666.( Letter from 

Ibsen to Brackstad.) 
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set him up as a prophet and often failed^mention that the 

famous dramatist was a bit of a poet as well. People heard 

so much of the gospel according to Ibsen that most of them 

came to consider him as a mere hot-gospeller. Archer 

contended that Ibsen had no gospel at all to preach. For 

Shaw, Ibsen was a social polemist and an ethical 

philosopher. It has been pointed out, therefore, that 

TheQuintessence ofIbsenism is more a quintessence of 

Shavianism. Actually Archer and Shaw are both right and 

wrong. There is no doubt that Ibsen primarily is a poet and 

a dramatist. And yet he remains an advocate of individual 

liberty - one who strives to awaken men to a real 

comprehension of themselves? he remains a moral reformer 

who shook the moral edifice of the nineteenth century 

dwelling with painful insistence on the seamy side of human 

character and social institutions. Again the interest and 

the method of his plays are almst entirely psychological. It 

is little wonder that Shaw found a lot of affinity between 

Ibsen and himself. But though a social reformer, Ibsen is 

not a socialist. Shaw in his zeal imposed socialism on 

the reformer. But the view that Ibsen is a social reformer 

should not be too much emphasized, for he was an artist in 

the first place. 

Ibsen's contribution to the theatre was three

fold, and in each respect the drama owes more to him than to 

any other dramatist since Shakespeare, first, he broke down 

the social barrier which had previously bounded it. He was 



the first man to show that high tragedy could be written 

about ordinary people and in ordinatry everyday prose, and the 

importance of the seemingly simple achievement can hardly be 

exaggerated. Before Ibse^n, tragedy had concerned itself with 

kings and queens, princes and princesses or, at the lowest, 

with Montagues and Capulets» Ibsen showed that high tragedy 

could and did take place at least as frequently in back 

parlours as in castles and palaces.. 

Ibsen's second great contribution was technical. He 

threw away the old artificialities of plot which are usually 

associated with the name of Scribe, but of which even 

Shakespeare and Schiller, one may assert, are also guilty ; 

mistaken identities, overheard conversations, intercepted 

letters, and the like. It was a slow and painful process to 

rid himself of these artificialities; something of the old 

machinery is still there as late as A Pol 1's House. But 

Ibsen's last plays are remarkably free from this. Equally 

important, he developed the art of prose dialogue to a degree 

of refinement which has never been surpassed ; not merely the 

different ways people talk, and the different languages they 

use under different circumstances, but that "double-density 

dialogue which is; his peculiar legacy, the sub-text, the 

meaning behind the meaning". Through this he was able to 

create characters as complex as the most complex of Flaubert 

or Henry James without the aid of explanatory narrations or 

1. Ibsen - Michael Meyer. Pelican. 1974. P 962. 
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monologues. And this demanded, and opened the way for, a new 

kind of acting, analytical, penetrating, self-effacing, and 

sensitive. There was no place in his plays for the old 

operatics. 

What now-a-days seem technical limitations, such as 

the over exposition in the opening scenes, the excessive and 

sometimes repetitive planting of information needful to the 

audience, was dictated by the limitations of the audience, 

When Ibsen tried in Hedda Gabler to reduce his exposition to 

a modern minimum, the reaction of the audience was one of 

almost total bewilderment. It is no coincidence that this, 

the least popular of his mature plays in his own time, is the 

one most frequently performed today and for which fewest 

allowances have to foe made. 

But none of the technical contributions explains the 

continued life of Ibsen's plays on the stage todays and one 

regrets the tendency of the compilers of programme notes to 

stress his importance as an innovator. Ibsen's enduring 

greatness as a dramatist is due not so much to his technical 

innovations as to the depth siod subtlety of his understanding 

of human character ^ espically feminine character and of human 

relationships. 

None of the great novelists, not excluding Flaubert 

who creatisd the immortal character of Madame Bovery, created 

more memorably observed women than Agnes, Nora, Mrs. Alving, 

Ellida Wangel, Rebecca West, Rita Allmers or Ella Rentheim. 

And, at the same time, Ibsen created a succession of male 

characters of a size and strength that present a challenge to 
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any actor equal to that of Oedipus, Hamlet or Lear -- Brand, 

Peer Gynt, Osvald Alving, Dr,Stockmann, Halvard Solness, John 

Gabriel Borkman, Arnold Rubek. These characters defy shallow 

or "clever" acting; but these -are the charaxcters which, when 

worthily represented, offer as rewarding experiences as it 

is possible to receive in a theatre. And yet so de Icate^ was 

Ibsen's understanding of human character ana relationships 

that a selfish actor can only par ially succee?d in these 

roles. Unless the relationshiips with the other characters are 

rightly interpreted the performance is bound to meet with 

failure 

Ibsen's unique^ness among the dramatists as a 

contributor to the drama of ideas and social debate has been 

noted, but one must underline an essential difference betwejen 

him and his great contemporaries. Unlike Tolstoy or Zola, 

unlike, indeed, any other writer before him, he made his 

impact most powerfully on crowds gathere?d together not in a 

church or a m-arket place, but in a theatre. And it is not the 

least of Ibsen's numerous contributions to the theatre that 

he turned the theatre from a place of mere entertainment into 

a place from which men emerged compelled to rethink basic 

principles which they had seldom seriously questioned. 

Euripedes had done this more than two thousand years ago, but 

no dramatist since on the same scale. There were no fewer 

social abuses in Shakespeare's England than in Ibsen's 

Norway,but Shakespeare never so obviously challenged any of 

them. 
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Moliere, whose contribution to the drama of the social 

debate is considerable, also believed in compromise. But 

whoever walked out of an Ibsen play, in his own time or 

since, felt compelled to reconsider their basic concepts of 

life and society. This is true of the plays of Bernard Shaw 

and even if Shaw has not borrowed this side of his 

workmanship from Ibsen, the close similarity in this respect 

between him and the great Norwegian can hardly be overlooked. 

Ibsen, the key figure in the evolution of 

modern Scandinavian literature, is important in another 

respect - as an influence on the broader development of the 

European realistic and naturalistic movements. Though 

certainly he is not a model naturalist like Zola,as the term 

later came to be understood, his importance as a predecessor 

of later German, British, and American naturalists is great. 

In England and America, Ibsen's influence became noticeable 

in the period immediately before the First World War though 

he was introduced to the conscious students of literature 

in England during the eighties of the nineteenth century. 

In this BTAf thanksi mainly to the zealous works of Shaw, 

William Archer, Edmund Gosse etc.,Ibsen's drama excited a 

tremendous social,moral, and literary controversy. Today, of 

course, after so much of change in the society, many of 

Ibsen's dramas seem to have earned the seal of being "dated", 

and today he is viewed mainly as a master of 

dramatic psychology. Yet, granting that his social dramas 
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have become dated and that he is primarily an artist, it 

must be admitted that his attacks on Philistinism and 

hypocrisy are just as significant today. 

In Brand we find the hero bringing misery to his 

family and himself through his fantastic quest for truth. It 

is true that Ibsen pleads for idealism and integrity. Here 

Ibsen implies that abstract truth is the natural enemy of 

illusory happiness and he speaks in favour of this kind of 

happiness. But the contradiction between idealistic search 

for truth and defence of illusory happines is more apparent 

than real; it is only when idealism is carried to an excess 

that it becomes fanaticism and it is apt to destroy peace by 

destroying illusory happiness. 

Ibsen's championship for individual's liberty to 

act according to one's conscience found its full expression 

in his championship of Feminism. Ibsen very strongly argues 

for the emancipation and liberation of women from the 

bondage of middle-class marriage although his position is by 

no means identical with that of the organised feminist 

movement of the modern times like the "Women's Lib". A 

Pol 1's House did more than any other single literary work 

to better the social position of woman wrecking the society 

and its morality to the roots. But though Ibsen battles to 

emancipate woman from the clutches of bourgeois morality,, 

he fails to offer a convincing picture of a woman taking her 

desired place alongside man and achieving her proper 

intellectual and social fulfilment. So in Hedda Gabler 
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Ibsen shows the perils which await the emancipated woman in 

a society which is not ready to accept her. It is the 

"superior woman", the woman of intellect and imagination,for 

whom Ibsen battles, and none of his superior women like Nora 

Helmer and Hedda Gabler achieves perfect happiness through 

her revolt or attempted revolt. But the point to be borne in 

mind is that it is not the revolt itself which causes her 

miseries, but the then society which failed to accept this 

type of revolting woman. Bernard Shaw has created women 

charcters who not only revolt but take their places 

alongside men. 

Ibsen is the ovowed antagonist to the middle-class 

morality, which in his plays often takes the form of 

malicious persecution of gifted individuals. Bourgeois 

society savagely attacks the individuals who by words and 

deeds seem to menace its own property. But the attack upon 

the individual is cleverly done under the pretence of 

defending the bourgeois ideals of justice, freedom and 

equality. The so-called pillars of the society are presented 

in Ibsen's plays as stuffed men whose wealth and power has 

been built upon the works of others; thus they sub

consciously fear true creativity and idealism when they 
1 

encounter it . He demonstrated, at the same time,that the 

ideas of the reformers are often as shallow and hypocritical 

1. Continental European Literature ~ Donald Heiney and 

Lenthiel H, Downs. Barron's Educational Series Inc. N.Y. 

1974. P 39-40. 
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as those of the preservers of the established institutions. 

Criticism of the bourgeois society is present in almost all 

the dramatic works of Ibsen, particularly in A Doll's House., 

The Pi 1 lars of, the Society , and An Enemy of the People . 

Though not a socialist of the Shavian or any other brand,, 

the fact remains that Ibsen is in revolt against the middle-

class to which he belongs by birth; he, not unlike Bernard 

Shaw, is a middle-class anti middle-class, as already noted. 

Of all the works of Ibsen A Pol 1's House (1879) 

is undoubtedly a landmark. It has been said that when Nora 

walked out of her husband's house defying the canons of the 

bourgeois society, the new drama - the drama of ideas ~ was 

born and it was the beginning of the end of the "moral" 

dogmas of the nineteenth century. At the same time in this 

drama the woman understands that she has a soul of her own 

and she has the right to choose her own life and station. 

Upto that time, there had really been no play which startled 

so many people in so many widely separated places within so 

short a time. It is true that it took more than a decade for 

Q. Do 11 ' s House to reach English theatre-goers, though 

meanwhile it had shaken the Norwegian society to its very 

foundations. A thoughtful young person coming upon A Pol 1's 

House today would find it far from easy to understand why 

there was so much of fuss about it; what is there in the 

play that created so much of sensation. The discovery of 

Nora that a woman is not just a machine, rather she also has 

her own soul or personality or whatever we might call a 
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woman's awakened ego ; that a woman has or can have a 

personality of her own was an idea foreign to the moral 

world of the nineteenth century. It was not that only during 

the Tang and Sung dynasties of China women were accorded a 

very low position in the society; the picture of Europe of 

the nineteenth century was not less gloomy. Today after the 

victory of feminism every woman makes the discovery in her 

childhood; she even assumes it as a self evident fact and 

does not bother to discover it at all. Naturally this play 

does not seem to be startling to us; but in 1879 the 

discovery of the awakened ego, the personality, startled 

not the audience only, but also Nora herself. Ibsen had 

previously shocked all Norway with Love's Comedy , a play 

in rhymed verse expressing an anti-romantic view of the 

preliminaries of marriage. But it was many years before the 

great dramatist would come out of exile with any confidence 

that his countrymen would receive him. Introduction of any 

serious subjects, subjects that were considered immoral was 

completely at variance with the tastes of the people 

brought up under the tradition of the "Well-made play". 

Here we may well remember the flood of newspaper 

vituperation let loose when Ghosts was first produced in 

England in the eighteen nineties. Nonetheless, the tradition 

of the so called "Well-made" play disappeared and the new 

drama - the drama of ideas - came decidedly to take its 

place. 
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To come back to A Doll's House, when Nora told 

her husband to discuss what had passed between them like two 

reitional human beings, a new thing entered the stage ; it is 

"discussion" which became the focus. When this new drama of 

idea, A Do 11 ' s House, appcsared, it was judged simply as a. 

contribution to the debate on the institution of marriage 

and middle-class morality, and not on its c^rtistic merits. 

The play became the focus of heated arguments on social 

ethics in Northern Europe, But England, more "sophisticated" 

and "moral" as it was, remained unmoved though not for long, 

thanks to the? pioneering works of Archer, Shaw and a few 

others. 

The construction of A Dol1's House is well-knit; 

a few machinery of the "well-made play" Are employed. Where 

this play differs from the typical "well-made play" is the 

introduction of, as noted above, the machinery of 

"discussion". Again, in a "well-made play" Nora would have 

.jumped into the bosom of her "husband after sentimental 

confessions and love-talks from both . But in this play 

Nora bangs the door behind her and walks out to live her own 

life. The character of Nora Helmer is one of the most 

beautifully portrayed by Ibsen; she talks from her sub

conscious self which revteals the poetry in her soul. She is 

actually the first of the "superior" women. The conflict 

between the individual conscience and the rules of the 

conventional society is the main interest of the play - and 

all this was new in the theatre-world. Nevertheless, the 

similarity between A Dol1's House and the plays of the 
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Parisian school cannot be ignored. The whole play is packed 

with incidents of secret meetings, forgery and the 

threatening of revelation, the fearful letter, the exposure 

of the secret - these are the machinery employed in the 

"Well-made play". Only the clearing out of the mess in the 

denouement in the spirit of the "well-made play" is absent. 

In this play Ibsen has shown that marriage, as an 

institution, is full of pitfalls, and middle-class 

sentiments make marriage unhappy. 

To the reader who has enjoyed the subject matter 

of the social dramas but resented the banality of form, 

Love•' s comedy- which had shocked Norway before A Do 11 ' s 

House, should be highly congt^nial ; it handles a kindred theme 

with radiant vivacity, and presents a picture not less 

dramatic and alive of the same society than in A Pol 1's 

House • In fact, here Itasen had struck for the first time 

the vein which the last thirty years of his dramatic career 

have been devoted to working out. Love's Comedy may well 

claim to have begun the social drama of the modern times. It 

handles the theme of love and marriage and presents through 

a medium charged with eloquence and imagery, a new picture 

of the then society. The exhibition of philosophic 

reflection is rather crude, taut in it one may see abounding 

youthful energy-The play has its own faults :the character-

portrayal is not finished, the action is slight, and the 

clima>i, though not devoid of sensation, has little relation 

to human nature. But the play is biting and the sting lay in 

the portrayal of the pettiness of persons and classes who 



are! held in high esteem, not only by others, but by 

themselves. Here Ibsen came to hold up the satiric mirror 

to the suburban drawing-room of Norway and to the varied 

phenomena current there under the name of Love. This was not 

only the picture of the urbane people of Norway; it was the 

picture of the same urbane people everywhere in Europe. It 

may not be out of place to mention here that in our country 

today the picture of the so-called educated and progressive 

urban people is much the same. Many themes in Ibsen and 

Shaw may seem to have become "dated" in Europe, but they are 

quite living in thê  modern Indian and many other societies. 

Ibsen did another serious thing in Love's comedy 

and he wanted it to be serious. Here we find a clergyman 

brought upon the stage an act which was regarded as high 

affrontery in those days, 

But Love's Comedy is much more than a mere satire. 

Its exuberant humour has a bitter core. Ibsen's criticism 

of common-place love-making at first appears to be harmless 

enough. The ceremonial formalities of love-making and 

engagement, raptures over the engaged pair, hasty and 

thoughtless wooing, the effect of familiarity upon a shallow 

affection, and the efforts to save the appearance of 

romance when its zeal has departed — all these yielded 

coffiedy here. But these things may be found in some other 

writers before Ibsen. But Ibsen parts company with all his 

predecessors in this that whereas they would say that for 

success of marriage only a deep and sincere love together 

with prudent good sense was necessary, Ibsen couples this 
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good sense with the startling paradox that the first 

condition of a happy marriage is the absence of love, 

and the first condition of enduring love is the absence of 

marriage. 

The student of the latter-day Ibsen is somewhat 

taken aback to find the grim Poet of Doubt in him whose task 

seems to mercilessly criticise the institutions in general 

and the institution of marriage in particular if it is not 

one of convenience. The amazement of the student increases 

when he finds that the championing of loveless marriage or 

marriageless love comes from a poet who himself was happily 

married. The truth may be discerned in the fact that there 

were two faces of, or rather two persons in, Ibsen one 

was an idealist who would not drag idealism to the verge of 

fanaticism and, the other, a hard, remorseless critic. Love 

for the idealist Ibsen, is a passion which loses its virtue 

when it reaches its goal through matrimonial alliance. 

Marriage, for the critic Ibsen,is an institution beset with 

f£Aults and those who enter it blinded with love 3^r& sure* to 

be disillusioned and miserable. The failure and tragedy of 

marriage has been attributed to the childish innocence of 

Nora in A Da11's House. In another play. Ghosts, it 

has been ascribed to the maidenly ignorance of Helena 

Alving. It is to be noticed that neither Nora nor Helena 

Alving precisely married "for love". But in Love's Comedyit 

is blind love alone that plays the part of the canker to 

suck happiness out of the wedded life. But the play suffered 

from the vigour of its satire which influences speech and 
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action. Satirist and dramatist here entered upon a 

partnership that lasted throughout the life of Ibsen. 

Another weakness of the play is that its rhymed verse does 

not have the f le>;ibili ty of Brand and Peer 6ynt . In 

these plays the characters speak the dialogue, but here they 

deliver set speeches burdened with epigram. 

Of all Ibsen's plays Emperor and Galilean 

(published in 1873) is one of the most underrated by the 

posterity though he himself often referred to it as his 

masterpiece. Despite the remoteness of its theme, Emperor 

and Ba1i1ean is one of Ibsen's most personal statements. 

The problem that baffled and finally destroyed Julian was 

one that was always at the back of Ibsen's mind - where to 

find a faith to replace the Christianity of his a upbringing. 

The thircj quarter of the nineteenth century ^was,more tha\n 

the preceding ages, a time of revolt against conventional 

religious thinking, with Bible-critisim and natural science 

going hand in hand. Emperor ayild Gal i lean in its search for 

a "third Kingdom" was as much a book of this era as The 

Origin of Species and Das Kapital. To find a religion which 

would combine and reconcile Christian ethics and "the joy of 

life" is a problem that troubled the souls of many a 

thoughtful man. It was a problem which Ibsen personally was 

never to solve and it is the central idea of not only 

Emperor â nd Bali lean , but also of B.tloj|JtE> and The, Master 

BuiIder . 

In 1877 was published The Pi 1lars of the 

Society. Since it is an indictment of a particular right 
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wing leader, contemporary opinion naturally varied according 

to the political views of the reader. The liberals and the 

radicals hailed the play with the same delight and 

enthusiasm with which the conservatives had hailed The 

League of Youth. 

The plot of The Pi 1 lars oi_ the Society is set in 

a small port with Karsten Bernick, a wealthy ship-owner who 

has married a rich woman he does not love, as the chief 

character. His life has been a series of successes in 

double-dealing, often not above the law. Caught in an 

actress's bedroom while still engaged (fifteen years before 

the play opens)jhe allowed his fiance's brother Johan to 

take the blame. Planning a railway to the town, he secretly 

bought up all the land through which the proposed line will 

pass. When Johan returns from America and threatens to 

expose him, Bernick lets him go to sea in a ship he knows is 

rotten and must sink. Ê ut he finds, seemingly too late, that 

his own son has also boarded the very ship. In the ending, 

which is rather unconvincing, the ship is discovered not to 

havce sailed, and Bernick in his relief confesses his crime 

and goes not only unpunished, but better off than he was 

before. Such a summary omits many of the important incidents 

and characters. The pettiness of provincial life, one of the 

things Ibsen hated most, is mercilessly detailed in the 

play . 

The Pil lars of the Society deaxlt with two problems 

of especial topicality for the 1870s. One was the question 

of women's rights, the other that of the so called "floating 
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coffins", that is, rotten ships sure to be sunk. The 

dramatic presentation of such topical problem is not 

unprecedented. But,it was the depth and subtlety of Ibsen's 

characterisation, his psychological insight and ability to 

strip respected people and institutions of their masks that 

made The Pi 1lars of the Society a revelation to its 

contemporaries. These ^rB precisely the reasons why this 

play appeals to the readers of today, too. One of the most 

important aspects of the pilay is the sharpness with which 

individual mod6?s of speech Are differentiated which helps 

distinguishing the characters. This was one of Ibsen's 

supreme strengths and one of his main contributions to the 

technique of prose drama. In The Pillars of the Society 

colloquial dialogues, objectivity, and tightness of plot — 

requirements and characteristics of prose drama 

Are beautifully combined. It is really the first of Ibsen's 

plays in which we? may identify many of the elements which we 

instinctively associate with the playwright's name 

marriage founded on a lie, passionate women shocked and 

inhibited by the conventions of the society, an arrogant man 

of intellectual and practical gifts who becomes the cause of 

misery of his nearest ones. The concept of woman inhibited 

by the conventions of the society finds more elaborate and 

finished expression in the newt play, Ghosts •• 

One of the greatest plays of Ibsen, Ghosts , 

which created a stir throughout Europe and which was 

condemned by most of the contemporaries of the dramatist, 

but which was to establish the fame of Ibsen as the greatest 
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living dramatist of the late nineteenth century, was written 

in i8Sl--S2, It was in Norway, Ibsen's native country, itself 

that this play was most heavily and savagely attacked and 

the playwright taken to task for introducing immoral,obscene 

matters on the stage. It could be reasonably expected that 

the conservative papers would attack it, but the diatribes 

against the play and the playwright of the so—called liberal 

press was shocking.. But a few critics boldly championed the 

play. In the face of almost insane attacks and stormy 

indignations labelling the play as the filthiest ever 

written, P.O.Schjott, F'rofessor of Greek at the Christiana 

University, wrote i: "For all the modern dramas we have 

read, Ghosts comes nearest to classical tragedy . . . When 

the dust of ignorant criticism has subsided, which we trust 

will happen soon, this play of Ibsen's, with its pure,bold 

contours,wi 11 stand not only as his ncjblest deed taut as the 

greatest work of art which he or indeed our whole dramatic 
1 

literature has produced." This obst^rvation proved to be 

prcjphetic , 

Ibsen's contemporaries looked at Ghosts primarily 

as a play about physical illness, just as they had looked 

at A Do11's House primarily as a play about women's rights. 

With only a few eKceptions they failed to realize that the 

true subject of this play is the devitalising effect of a 

dumb acceptance of convention, Osvald is branded with 

disease not because his father was almost a beast, but 

1. Quoted from ; Ibsen Michael Meyer, Pelicam 1974. P 510 
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because his mother, Mrs. Alving, had obeyed the ethics of 

the established institutions. In other words, Ghosts is a 

play about ethical, not physical illness. The importance of 

waging i/'43.r against the past, the need for each individual to 

find his or her own freedom, the danger of renouncing love 

in the name of duty and middle-class morality —these are 

the r<sal themes in Ghosts as they ars the main themes of 

every play Ibsen wrote from A Doll's House onwards. And the 

targets are the same as those he had attacked in A Do11's 

House., and before that, in The Pil lars of Society, and those 

he was to go on attacking until the end of his life the 

hollowness of great reputations, provincialism of outlook, 

the narrow and inhibiting effect of small-town life, the 

suppression of individual freedom from within and without, 

the neglect of the significance of heredity.The main theme 

of the play is the fiUseness of marriages of convenience ; 

the primal cause of the catastrophe is the marriage into 

which Mrs. Alving was forced and in which she was 

maintained by the hypocrisy of Pastor Manders. The title is 

symbolic : among the "ghosts" with which the play deals is 

the traditional idea that a woman's place? is beside her 

husband, no matter even if he is a beast. The ghost of her 

husband's vice and her own vacillation pursues her down the 

years and actually breaks out in her son and in the burning 

of the Orphsinage. 

In one important technical respect Ghosts anticip»ates 

the later plays; it is the "double density dialogue" to 

which I have already referred. The Pi 1lars of Society and A 
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Do 11 ' s- House are both simply written, becexuse for most of 

the part the characters do not indulge in this double-

density dialogue in which more is meant than is uttered. But 

in Ghosts Mrs» Alving and Manders especially spend much of 

the time circling round a subject to which they dread to 

refer directly and at these moments the dialogue is oblique. 

This double-density dialogue, when the characters say one 

thing and mean another and in which the sub-text is more 

important than the tes-ct, was to be one of Ibsen's most 

important contributions to the technique of prose drama-

An Enemy of t.he People (1882) was written in the 

burst of indignation which swept over Ibsen following the 

savages attack on Ghosts . The theme here is the hypocrisy of 

middle-class "vested interests" which turn savegely on the 

exponent of truth -- truth that menaces their property. An 

Erierny of. the People tells the story of the doctor at a 

small spa (country town) who has helped to develop the 

mineral baths which a.r-e to attract tourists to the place. 

When the baths were completed, the grateful city rewarded 

him with a well-paid job. The locals praise him as a public 

benef ate tor, but when they learn that the baths will have to 

be closed for several years affecting their income badly, 

they turn against him. When the doctor calls a meeting to 

put his views to them, the people brand him as the enemy of 

the? people. The protagonist, Dr.Stockmann, only succeeded in 

making himself an enemy of the people through his honesty. 

But he, instead of succumbing, determiners to c&rry on the 

fight for the truth even though the whole community goes 
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against him. He discovers that he hâ s be^come a strong man 

because the strong man is he who is most alone. A Do11's 

House and Bhosts have women as protagonists, while in An 

Enemy of the People., the protagonist is a man, but the 

blasting of the vested interest is common to all these 

plays. 

An Enemy of the People lacks the density and 

overtones of Ibsen's later works for which the play suffers 

in the hauids of academic crticism. E<ut there are few plays 

outside the ancient Greeks and Shakespeare and, possibly 

Tchekhov, with which the play need fear any comparison. So 

long as town councils and politicians exist there is no fear 

of its theme becoming dated even though in these days of 

universal adult suffrage the opinion expressed by 

Dr.Stockmann,"the minority is always right", for instance, 

seems very odd. On these points Ibsen was in fact, 

expressing a commonly shared attitude; Mill, Toqueville, 

Dickens and a host of liberal thinkers of the time had 

little faith on the wisdom of the majority. On the credit 

side, moreover, it must be noted that Dr.Stockmann is one of 

the half-score greatest male parts Ibsen wrote. The 

historical importance of The Enemy of the People is that 

it is the? first political debate which remains, at the same 

time, a great play and reminds us of many "political 

plays" of Bernard Shaw. 

To the end of his literary career,which spread 

over hal f ~-a-century, Ibsen was to keep moving forward 

relentlessly, never repeating the pattern of an earlier 
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success. Haying exposed the hollowness of a certain kind of 

a left-wing politician in The League of Youth, he had gone 

on to eMpose the hollowness of their right-wing counterparts 

•i-'i The Pil lars of Society ; having questioned the sanctity 

of marriage in A Do11's House, he had questioned it further 

•J-n Ghosts and simultaneously exposed the hollowness of many 

other "sacred"institutions. Then he had returned to the 

field of politics and included the common voters.An. Enemy 

of the People is an attack, not merely on those self-seekers 

who lead people by the nose, but also on those who allow 

themselves to be thus led. This explains why the liberal 

press became so savage in attacking Ibsen an attack no 

less malicious than that waged by the conservative press. 

In the next play The t̂li Id Duck the social 

criticism went into the background, never to come to the 

forefront again. Apparently The \4iId Duck is, not unlike A 

Do11's House, Ghosts, and A Q Enemy of the People, a 

realistic play about real people. But it is different from 

these preceding plays in the use of symbols. In Brand Ibsen 

had used symbolism; but in that play the symbols 3.re 

incidental and not integrated to the total design. In The 

l>iild Duck, on the other hand, there is a single and precise 

symbol, for far from being incidental, this symbol that of 

the duck itself is the life-breath of the play. Ibsen 

was not to use this method in all his subsequent plays; we 

notice the use of symbolism in The Master Builder and Little 

Eiyol f, but not in,say, Hedda Gobler. which has, so far as 



symbolism is concerned, more in common with Ghosts than with 

Lbe. Wild. Duek. The symbol represents the refusal of most 

people, once they have been wounded, to go on living and 

face the reality. In this play,Ibsen argues for illusory 

happiness and against fanatic idealism- Bregers, through 

his obsession to bare the truth to those about him, only-

causes misery through removing their consolatory illusions. 

Hjalfnar and his father have sought to hide themselves in the 

de€?p sea of illusions, but Bregers hauls them back to the 

surface. The spokesman of Ibsen's ideas in this play is the 

sarcastic Fuelling. He knows that Hjalmar is just worthless, 

but argues to Sregv^rs that it is a private illusion which 

matkes the life of a man bearable5 he need have a 

fantasy into which he CB.n retreat when adversity overwhelms 

him. When Bregers, pursuing the truth, removes the veil of 

illusion, Hjxalmar and his family are destroyed. This is 

something new which could not be found in the earlier plays 

like A Pol 1 ' s Housv3.,Ghosts and An. Enemy of the People. 

The method of The Uli Id Duck seemed new in one 

important aspect and this is the mixing of categories -

the way tragedy and comedy tread on e^ach other's heels. 

This method upset most of Ibsen's contemporaries, but it 

delighted such persons like Bernevrd Shaw to look on with 

pity and horror at a profound tragedy, shaking with laughter 

all the time? at an irresistible comedy. This reminds us of 

The Heartbreak House, can e of the artistic triumphs erf Bernard 

Shaw, in which, too, we notice this method of mixing the.' 



c-ategories, 

FtosmershDlffl (1.885-86) in which Ibsen 

explored the realm of the unconscious is actually the most 

inexh-austible of all his dramatic works and it perplexed his 

contemporaries as impossibly obscure. To the modern reading 

public ar audience this is a cause of admiration and 

fascination. The play marks Ibsen's final withdrawal as a 

playwright from the realm of politics ; in other words, it 

is the last of his plays which introduces national and 

local politics as a decisive factor in shaping the 

destinies of individuals and peoples. But this is not the 

only interesting feature of the play. The play is about two 

lovers as potentially passionate as Romeo and Juliet of 

Shakespeare, but Rosmer and Rebecca sire the children of the 

nineteenth century a time when bourgeois moral value's 

dominated the characters of individuals. The lovers never 

touch each other until the moment they clasped hands to walk 

out and drown themselves. Unless the piassions are suggested, 

ther€9 seems no reason why they should commit suicide. This 

is the play in which Ibsen, for the first time in his works, 

overtly probed the unconscious mind. The problem of how one 

human being can gain control over the mind of i^nother £\nd 

persuade him or her to act according to inclination within 

them which they repress, btsing dominated by the morail values 

of the time, was much in the air. This problem interested 

Ibsen much, but it was a thing which the ordinary theatre

goer was not aware of. What was implied subtly in the 

dialogue naturally became incomprehensible to him. 
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Ibsen,through Rebecca, presented the predicament of the 

woman of intellect whose passions can find no outlet. 

Rosmersholm provides a link between Ibsen's 

old method and his new so far as characterisation is 

concerned. Rosmer is the last of his characters who are 

caught up in the maze of politics and Rebecca is the first 

of his passionate but inhibited female characters. Almost, as 

baffling as Rosmersholm is Hedda Gabler. 

It is a curious thing that the European public 

who accepted characters like Madame Bovary and Ana Karenina, 

should be baffle^d by Rebecca West and Hedda Gabler. The 

drama,in the stage of the contemporary technical 

development, could only present simple characters. The 

secrets of thoughts, the development of soul, could no more 

than be merely indicated- It is obvious that a novel about 

Hedda Gabler could be as interesting to the then public as 

Madame Bovary but her presentation on the stage left them 

cold; they failed to understand her. 

This play, Hedda Gabler, is the most universally 

admired and the most frequently performed of the plays of 

Ibsen. The play is immensely actable with short, exchanges 

between characters. Here we notice Ibsen dispensing with 

long speeches; here we notice no explanation given by other 

characters and no self-characterisation in order to defend 

or excuse himself or herself. In this play Ibsen explored 
r 

t h e d i f f i c u l t r e g i o n of t h e p s y c h o l o g y of a woman who i s 
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still fundamentally a child of her particular past. She has 

not been able to disinherit the ethical nullity and the 

narrow traditions of a military caste to which 

she belongs. Freedom is inhibited by a dread of scandal, a 

theme which had been dealt with in Gj-iQsts in a different 

context. As Hedda is a child fundamentally, so she is afraid 

of adult responsibility. The only outlest of her emotion is 

the fantasy of the self 5 in this she is much unlike Nora 

and Mrs.Ptl ving. Whenever she faces any crisis, she fails to 

meet it fairly and sqarely.s she has, for her equipment, 

only her negative tradition which proves ultimately 

destructive.The pistol in her hand is the symbol of her 

negative tradition. We find that intelligence and 

temparament do not make her fit to live the passive life of 

a housewife, George Tesman, her husband, is a none-too-

brilliant scholar.; she has married him because she expected 

him to advance far in his profession. To her dismay she 

discovers that Tesman is not her soul's mate. She now 

regrets she did not accept the tari11iant,though 

unstable, young man Lovborg, She learns from her friend Thea 

that Lovborg has written a book which bears the unmistakable 

mark of his genius. She learns further, to her frustration 

and anger, that Thea has eibandoned her husband to become 

Lovborg's mistress.By chance the manuscript of the book of 

Lovborg, which was not yet published, falls to her hand and 

she imagines it to be the child of the love of Lovborg and 

Thea. This thouc4ht becomes too much for her and she throws 
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thê  manuscript into fire. At first her husband George Tesman 

is enraged with her for this, but at last agrees to sleep 

over the matter when Hedda points out that the publication 

of this brilliant book would rob him of the professorship 

for which both Tesman and Lovborg are trying. When Lovborg 

comes to know of his loss of the manuscript, he comes to 

Hedda and says that he contemplates suicide for he has lost 

his only child, meaning the manuscript- She lends him two 

pistols hoping he would die in a heroic manner. But she is 

denied her morbid triumph when Lovborg dies in a place of 

i11-fame,apparently accidentally, by shooting himself. When 

Eirack, to whom Hedda had confided how boring her honeymoon 

with Tesman was, threate^ns to reveal the origin of the pistol 

with which Lovborg was killed, she refuses this ignominy and 

shame and shoots herself. 

Heddei Get bier, from the statndpoint 

of dramatic technique , is a great achievement . I t is 

the double-density dialogue, through which the dramatist 

reveals the inner soul of the characters; and in this 

respect this play has a kinship with Ghosts.Self-

realization, Ibsen realized, is the highest task and the 

gr6?atest hapiness of an individual. It mexy be said thcxt 

in all the plays of Ibsen the dramatist hammers on this 

point. One of the traigedies of women, Ibsen seems to point 

out, is that their will-power tends to remain undeveloped. 

The theme of Hedda Gabler is this : her personal tragedy is 

that she has committed herself to the stolid and dull 
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middle~-c l£4ss married life which does not allow her any 

outlet to express her talent and individuality. Mrs. Alving 

if"! Ghosts has to submit to the conventional ideas about a 

woman's position ; has to return to her husband whom she 

can never love, only to become more miserable. Her 

submission to conventional attitude becomes the Nemesis for 

her son. It must be admitted that Mrs.Alving is not a woman 

of the supe^rior type. Hedda Gabler demonstrates what a big 

burden of social censure is heaped on a superior woma^n if 

she tries to live according to the urges of her inner self. 

Side by side? we notice in her charsscter a fear of scand^^l 

when Eirack threatens her to reveal the secret of the pistol . 

Hedda is a very complex character, taut to call her malicious 

even when she burns the manuscript of Lovtaorg's book would 

be beside the mark. The complexity of the play is rooted 

particularly in the complexity of her character ; the play 

is complex alsio for the reason thatj, being a play, it does 

not have much scope for explanation. As noted already, in 

this play Ibsen dcspended more? on short speeches than on long 

ones. Explanation and narration being absent, the? play 

appears baffling. 

The Master Builder (1892) is technically 

almost as faultless as Ghosts, as profound and precise in 

its symbolism as WiId Duek. Just after the publication of 

the play, great argument developed as to the meaning of the 

play, which bewildered many of the critics. Ama:-:ing theories 

have been advanced likening Solness to Ibsen himself 
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creating a cathedral with his dramatic works; thcs nine 

dolls of Mrs. Solness were taken to be the nine Muses? the 

dead twins were thought to be Scandinavianism and I bs6?n' s 

own happiness ; the tower of Solness was looked upon as 

symbolic of Man's revolt against 6od» Those theories about 

the meaning of thê  play baffled the dramatist himself. 

Solness and his wife are worthy people, 

but they do not suit each other and this makes them both 

unhappy in their life together. They do not become, being 

the people they s.re, what they could and should have become 

and this despite the fact that they are not actually 

miserable and despite their consideration for each other and 

a kind of love and tenderness noticeable in both for eetch 

other. But ejach broods perpetually and each goes his or her 

way mentally m£\king the gulf between them bigger and bigger. 

They ar& not, of course,portrayed as extraordinary persons ; 

it is just they feel spiritually akin, strongly attracted to 

each other5 they feel that they belong to each other and 

their relation would ennoble rather than debase them. 

Then, when one still has what is called the joy of life, a 

need for happine?ss, and when one feels unable to live in 

subdued resignation without the joy of life, comes the 

collision. They decide to build, so to say, a castle in the 

air and live together in spirit. This lifts Solness higher 

than ever before to do things he had never ventured before. 

He stakes his life on it and is killed. It was not madness 

on his part to risk his life in building the tower ; it was 
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the expression of his e^ager longing to achieve happiness. 

Ibsen's interest in hypnosis, and the power that one human 

being can gain over the mind of another has already been 

noted. He carried it further in The Master Builder 

concentrating on how unexpressed wishes could sometimes be 

expressed in action, even at the cost of life. Ibsen pointed 

out that the struggle for the unattainable with sest for 

life is a high joy. The death of an individual in attaining 

this high joy does not destroy its sanctity. 

Even a casual glance cannot but notice the 

resemblace between The Master Builder and Brand in the 

final catastrophe. But the difference between the two plays 

is great since whereas Solness meets his tragic end by his 

own act., Brand is overwhelmed by the forces of external 

agencies. In another and different point. The Master E<ui 1 der 

bears relation with Ghosts and Hedda Gabler ; it is the use 

of fire as a symbol of a developing crisis. We readily 

recall the fire in Ghosts that breaks out to destroy the 

memorial to Captain Alving and Hedda's burning the 

manuscript of Lovborg's book. 

The Master BuiIder also, like its 

predecessor Hedda Gabler. appears very unintelligible and 

hopele?ss to the critics. When the play was first published 

in 1893 in England, the critics in a chorus rejected it 

declaring that in it "dense mist enshrouds charsictc^rs, 
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words J, actions,, and motives" and that it was "blasphemous" . 

It se?6?ms that the critics could little see the workings of 

the soul of the characters ; could little gauze the 

psycholcigy of man and woman submerged in the joy of life-

The play appeared "blasphemous" to the critics who saw the 

building of the tower as a revolt £\gainst Sod and an attempt 

to reach the high heavens. They could not see that the sky-

high tower is the joy of life which Solness and Hilde in 

united heart wanted to obtain. 

Mhen We Dead Awaken is one of the most 

valuable testaments we have to Ibsen's extraordinary mind 

and vision. It seems that Ibsen had deliberately suppresse^d 

the poet in him while writing the "social" plays from The 

PiJJ^CS 2.1. the Society to The UJi Id Duck . There is no poetry 

in these plays save perhaps Mrs. Alving's speech about the 

qhcists that "lie BB thick as the grains of sand"- E-tut in 

every play Ibsen had written since Rosmersholm, v̂ iith the 

exception of Hedda Gabler th6?re arB moments when we are 

aware of the poet in him. Then in John Gabriel Borkman 

again the poet came to the fore. In When we Dead Awaken, 

which followed John Gabriel Borkman, the movement towards 

poetry was carried to a stage further, 

There is no lack of ideas in the plays of 

Ibsen, the foremost being that conventional attitudes 

1. Ibsen. M.Meyer. Pel:rc'an. 1974. P 738. The quotation is 

from the Daily Telegraph. 
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towards institutions is a veritable destroyer of happiness. 

E<ut in Uihen We Dead Awaken Ibsen seems to say that when the 

body dies the dt̂ ad awaken.Eifut there is much more than this 

in the play. Here is the story of an aged sculptor Arnold 

Rubek who is unhappily metrried to a much younger wife,Maja. 

He meets a former model,Irene, who had loved him but in whom 

he wasH interested only as a sculptor. After some dredging up 

of the past the tvMO climb up a mountain p the action of the 

play takes place as they go higher and higher. Near the top 

they meet Maja and a huntsman, Ulfhejm, with whom she has 

besen enamoured. As a storm rises Maja and Ulfhejm go down to 

safety while Rubek and Irene continue towards the top where 

they Are killed by an avalanche. Maja and her man re^turn to 

what they think life but the other two regard as death p 

Rubek and Irene climb upwards to what the others regard as 

death but they regard as life. 

Rubek had rejected Irene. And now the ageing 

artist,restless in his married life, restless in the 

homelcuid to which he has returned after a long sojourn 

abroad, restless in his art,realises that to reject love is 

to reject life. When Rubek and Irene meet and talk over old 

times, she learns, bit by bit, what has happened to the 

statue he had made and is about to kill him, when she 

realizes that the history of the destruction of the statue 

is his own history and that as he used her up and left her 

"dead", so with her death the life went out of him.But like 

Nora in A Pol 1's House. she sees the possibility of a 
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0iiracle. The dead may awaken if only they can find an 

honejst and natural relation in which they shall no longer 

saK::rifice and kill one another. Rubek had come to regard 

Irene not as an end in herself, but solely as a means of 

ministering to his needs. Thus he had denied Irene's right 

to live. But now he accepts her as a human being, as an end 

in herself and expiates his earlier renunciation of love. 

This does the ffiira.cle and both of them awaken to life. It is 

possible, as Bernard Shaw suggests, that the end of Rubek 

and Irene also signifies the end of the idols, domestic, 

(noral , religious, and political "in whose name we have tac-?en 

twaddled into misery and confusion and hypocrisy 
1 

unspeakable". This play may be regarded as Ibsen's final 

accoun t w i t h h i mse1f. 

A few words about Pinero and Jones as the 

e;!ponents of the drama of ideas must be said. About T.W. 

Robertson I have already said in the Introductory chapter 

and .although references to Pinero and Jones have also been 

made there, these two deserve more serious probing. It is 

today admitted, justifiably, that Pinero and Jones did much 

commendable work to prepare the ground for the growth of the 

drama of ideas. More, they prepared the way for an 

appreciation of Ibsen's genius 3.r>d accustomed the play-goers 

to a more faithful and intimate picture of contemporary life 

and its problems than to what they had been accustomed 

1. Quintessence of Ibsenism — George Bernard Shaw, 

Constable &. Co, Ltd. London 19.13. P 157. 
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before ; in other words, they paved the way for the 

reception of the drama of ideas. It is true that as 

Robertson had failed to free himself completely from 

melodrama and sentimental ism,, so alscj failed Pinero and 

Jone^s. It is also true that it was not until the nineties of 

the last century, when the influence of Ibsen was. making 

itself felt strongly and Bernard Shaw produced his first 

plays, that the necessary impetus was there to carry the 

drama over to the field of social and philosophical ideas. 

Nevertheless, we cannot be oblivious of the importances of 

the two dramatists precisely because the change that came 

over the English drama by the last part of the last century 

cannot be arttributed to Ibsen alone. 

The reputation of Arther Wing Pinero rests 

on his social pi ays„ Ever mindful of construction of his 

plays,Pinero built his plays according to a deliberate 

pattern, beginning with a situation that involved a group of 

people in some dramatically striking relationship with each 

other I he developed the plot by means of subtle interplay 

between the? characters and the careful invention of fresh 

material to some dramatic or hilarious denouement and 

rounded it off with a final act in which the complications 

and entcinqlements are resolved in as natural a manner as 

possible„ 

Pinero was, however, not much interested in 

giving a naturalistic representation of real life.Some 

critics in F'inero's days including Bernard Shaw who wrote 
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dramatic criticism were highly critical of the so-called 

"well-made play" on the ground that a story which was 

constructed so ingenuously was bound to present only a 

contrived and unrealistic view of life. As a playwright 

Pinero's job was to take a situation from real life and then 

to develop it in such a way as to create an effective piece 

of dramatic craftsmanship. 

Pinero's serious social dratmas &re a testimony 

to his skill in story-telling. But he has not a 

considerable imaginative range. His characters a.r& drawn 

almost without exception from the well-to-do class of late 

Victorian and Edwtsrdian era of London living a rather 

comfortable life. Generally his characters are bankers or 

stock-brokers men of means who have little or no 

experience and idea about the sordid life of the 

downtrodden. The women in Pinero's plays Br& almost as a 

rule a beautiful,usually pampered,but unhappy lot ; maid

servants w£iit upon the ease—loving women in palatial 

buildings and palaces standing in beautiful natural 

s u r r o u n dings. 

Pinero's most famous play The Second Mrs. 

Tranqueray was published in 1892;. Though Ibsen had been 

presented and though Shaw's Widowers' Houses had also been 

published before that date, The Second Mrs.Tranqueray was 

hailed as epoch-making particularly because the public was 

still unaware of the true nature of the drama of ideas. The 

plays of Pinero which went before The Second Mrs. 
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Trangueray. for instance, the Dandy Duck,, The Hobby Horse, and 

The Weaker Se>; are of little literary or historical 

intesrest. Most of these early works ^re sentimental and even 

the craftsmanship,in which department Pinero is an adept, is 

also not upto the standard with the possible exception of 

the The Magistrate ,, The plays of Pinero marked as "problem 

plays" were written in the nineties and it was with The 

Second Mrs. Trangueray that he drew the attention of the 

se?rious theatre-going public» Of course, today we can see 

the weakness of the play more clearly than the dramatist's 

contemporaries could ; even William Archer, otherwise a 

depende^ble critic, praised it almost in the superlative. But 

we discover in the play a certain sentimental ism ; also we 

discover in the dialogue a literary quality which does 

striken as genuine. It w£\s, however, with this play that 

English drama found itself back after the? time of Goldsmith 

and E>heridan. William Archer rightly recognised in this play 

the beginning of a period of creative activity-

The Second Mrs. Trangueray is about a 

woman, p£iula, who once lived a rather dishonest and immoral 

kind of e;;iEtence, mixing with men without proper regard for 

the status of married life. She was what was called in those 

days a "scarlet woman". Thte play teells of Paula's marriage 

with Aubery Trangueray, a highly respectable young man, and 

her failure to live down her past life; she fails to 

persuade her husband's friends too to live down that life. 

She has no other choice but to end her life with her own 
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hands. But even in this the most famous play of Pinero he 

does not strike us as a creator of characters. Paula seems to 

be a work of prejudiced observation instead of comprehension 

and the other characters owe their faint interest and 

humanity to the fact that they are the projections of the 

playwright's own beliefs. Thus whatever the merits of this 

play, Pinero does not appear to be an interpreter of 

characters, but only a describer of people as the ordinary 

man sees and judges them. Bernard Shaw discusses this point 

and says, "The moment the point is reached at which that 

comparatively common gift of "an eye for character" has to be 

supplanted by the higher dramatic gift of sympathy with 

character — of the power of seeing the world from the point 

of view of others instead of merely describing or judging 

them from one's own point of view in terms of the 
1 

conventional systems of morals, Mr. Pinero breaks down". 

This weakness is seen in all the other dramas of Pinero which 

makes him incapable of taking a place by the side of Ibsen 

and Shaw. Iris shows the tragic conflict between a luxurious 

and even pampered life as the wife or mistress of a wealthy 

but unattractive businessman and a life of poverty in a long-

cabin in Canada with a dull criminal-looking young 

Englishman. Pinero's tragic theme is the destruction of the 

individual due to his failure to comply with the social code. 

In the plays of Pinero it is not the law of England that 

falls upon the unfortunate couples who fall out with each 

1. Plays and Players - Bernard Shaw ed. A.C. Ward. O.U.P. 
1952. P 23. 
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other, but the massive weight of the Victorian middle-class 

opinion. This opinion may have the appearance of a prejudice, 

but it remains just as cruel and evil a thing. The first 

ambition of many a man and woman was to get "accepted" by 

high society. If a man got too friendly with another man's 

wife, or cheated at cards or went around with an attractive 

young lady who once earned her bread by dancing in a night 

clubj, or even wore wrong clothes, he was not only chucked 

out of the society, but even spiritually destroyed which is 

certainly more dangerous. The play of Pinero in which we can 

see the working of this moral law most clearly is The Benefit 

of the Doubt (1896). In reading this play one gets the 

impression that a few words of explanation of Christian 

charity and forgiveness might clear up the situation and save 

the trouble; but one also knows that such e>iplanation,given 

the existing moral code, would not have been accepted, if 

given at all. We feel that it is not the character portrayed 

by Pinero that s^rB intrinsically tragic, but the world — the 

moral world, particularly of the middle class — in which 

these characters live. 

Shortly before Pinero wrote The Profligate (1892),the 

plays of Ibsen began to be known in England and it is 

probable that they influenced Pinero quite considerably. 

Ibsen, as we have seen, was essentially a poet as well as a 

magnificent dramatic craftsman ; he was a man who blazed 

inwardly at social injustice. Although he was as conscious as 

Pinero of the heartless social code, he thrust deep below it 
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to the very heart of his characters. Pinero does not thrust 

deep. He recognises injustice;, but does not give the 

impression of resenting it. He does not mock the social code 

of theVniddle-class like Shaw or probe it like Ibsen. It is 

the middle -class opinion that prevails at the end. The 

tragedy is accounted for by the failure of the characters to 

conform to the established, conventional moral code. The 

conflict of ideas is there in these plays, but the end is 

contrived according to conventional moral standards. He is 

thus not a revolting son of the bourgeoisie like an Ibsen or 

a Shaw. 

The dramas of Pinero which were written after the 

start of the new century are His House in Order (1906). The 

Thunderbolt (1908), and Mid-Channel (1909). The first of 

these introduces a household which has been made dismal 

through the domination and presence of his wife's relatives. 

The man seems to be fascinated by the memory of his, as he 

thinks, saintly first wife. But this image of the first wife 

is shattered by his brother who is worldy-wise. Pinero has 

brought out all the drama that is there in this episode. In 

The Thunderbolt described as "An episode in the History of a 

Provincial Family" the dramatist focussed attention upon the 

familiar figure of an •'•"artist" who at the same time has some 

of the qualities of an intruder and once more life is infused 

with the material which could easily have been nothing save 

tediously conventional and hackneyed. The tone of Mid-Channel 

is definitely darker. This is a play about a businessman and 

his wife whose marriage is doomed. The husband is always busy 
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with his business and even when he is indoors his thoughts 

Sire clearly elsewhere. The wife realizes that the relation 

between the two is false and that she cannot continue here. 

For a moment a reconciliation seems possible but the heroine 

ends as Iris had done. 

Henry Arthur Jones, after writing some trifles, 

stepped into writing dramas of social criticism, the first 

serious attempt at which is seen in his Saints and Sinners 

(1884). The desire of the playwright was to introduce new 

dramatic materials and a sense of philosophic purpose — and 

all these ^re indicated by him in his valuable preface to 

this play. The play presents realistically a slice of English 

life almost in the manner of Robertson, and the play remains, 

for its day, a severe attack on commercial philistinism the 

like of which has never been accomplished by Pinero; and here 

Jones has an edge over Pinero. The playwright stresses the 

unpalatable fact that there is a wide and hypocritical 

discrepancy between the religious professions and practices. 

The play is courageous , presenting a new thing in drama, and 

the conventionally religious and respectable people must have 

been scandalized by this- The play ends with the punishment 

of the stage-villains, but not with, significantly, the 

conventional happy ending of the so-called "well-made play". 

What may be regarded as an advance in dramatic realism is the 

presentation of the picture of the mercenary life and 

religious hypocrisy. This play could certainly rouse high 

hopes both for the playwright and the English drama which was 

surely standing at a turning point. Saints and Sinners shows 
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same handicap from which Pinero also suffered. 

In his masterpiece Michael and His Lost Angel (1895) 

Jones ©Kamines the subject of religion. This play was 

attacked in its own day as irreverent because it presented on 

the stage a clergyman in illicit passion which could not be 

endured by the Victorian moralists. The play shocked their 

conventional religious sentiments and the sense of delicacy. 

The Reverend Father Feversham compels a girl in the 

congregation to confess her shame, but soon himself commits 

the same sin and seems not to be sorry. At the end, however, 

we find the Reverend Feversham penitently confessing his sin. 

He then leaves the congregation in disgrace, goes to 

seclusion and never again sees the girl until she is brought 

to him in her last hours.Inspite of the fact that Michael and 

His Lost Angel is an improvement on the customary treatment of 

illicit passion in the Victorian theatre, this play is a 

glaring illustration of Jone's compromise with conventional 

morality. 

That Jones failed to make much advance in creating the 

real drama of ideas may be shown by the characteristic way he 

reacted against Ibsen and the Ibsenites. We know how the 

enemies of Ibsen in England continued to fulminate even 

after Ibsen had been played on the English stage several 

times. In the prologue to his play The Tempter Henry Jones 

exhorted his audience to : 

Shun the crude present with vain problems rife 

Nor join the bleak Norwegian's barren quest 

For deathless beauty's self and holy zest 



Of rapturous martyrdom, in some base strife 

Of petty dullards, soused in native filth 

This is a clear enough pointer to the fact that the drama 

of ideas which was struggling to be born in England did not 

have much to do with Jones. It was long after that Jones was 

to recant. 

The Tempter, nevertheless, is a remarkable achievement, 

Published in 1893 the play is a courageous attempt at verse 

drama ; for its period it was surely a noble attempt. In the 

preface to this play Jones attacks "realism" which was a new 

thing- . But it seems that the playwright himself failed to 

grasp the implications of his own theme with the Devil in a 

physical embodiment drawing Prince Leon from the love of Lady 

Avis to that of Lady Asobel. The playwright strove to bring 

religion on to the stage, but as he did not have the 

necessary depth of mind required to handle such a vital and 

delicate subject, the effort ended in his contempt for 

religion. It is narrowness of outlook seen in his attack on 

Ibsen which worked as an obstacle for him in guiding the 

English drama. 

As regards any conscious philosophy of life there is 

not much, if any, difference between Pinero and Jones. But in 

their fertile, live moments they ans as unlike as two men in 

the same profession can be. At such time Pinero does not seem 

to have any views at all. The English novelists of the 

Thackeray-Trollope period have created a fictitious world for 

him and it is about this world that Pinero creates stage 
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stories. Jones, on the other hand, works passionately from 

the real ; by throwing himself sympathetically into his 

figures he gives them the stir of life. Jones is adept in 

playwrighting with a kindly and humourous observer's sense of 

contemporary manners and with a knowledge of spiritual 

history in which his nearest competitor, Pinero, seems so 

deficient. 

Jone's comedies afford materials for the social 

essayist as well ; here we find an object-lesson in British 

lower middle-class hypocrisy. The attack is not the usual 

spurious, sham attack of the average stage-moralist j very 

often it seems courageous and uncompromising. It is almost a 

truism that a play which is a criticism of contemporary life 

involves a certain struggle with the conventional people. In 

the case of the comedies of Jones, particularly, The Triumph 

of the Philistines, the result was obvious. As Shaw observes, 

"Accordingly Mr, Jones was not so unanimously applauded when 

the curtain fell on poor Mr. Jorgan's very mixed "Triumph" as 

Pinero was after Mrs. Ebbsmith pulled the Bible out of the 
1 

fire". 

Ibsen, one might say, stood in a sort of mysterious 

correspondence with the fermenting, germinating ideas of the 

day. As George Brandes is reported to have said, " Once or 

twice I have even had a distinct impression that new ideas, 

which were on the point of manifesting themselves publicly 

1. Our Theatre in the Nineties - Bernard Shaw. Constable 
Co. Ltd. St. Ed. 1932. P 123. 
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but were not received by others, had been preoccupying and 
1 

indeed tormenting him". Brandes also noted Ibsen's ear for 

"the low rumble that tells of ideas undermining the ground 
2 

-.. for the throb of their pinions in the air". Now this 

mysterious correspondence with the fermenting, germinating 

ideas of the late nineteenth century was foreign to both 

Pinero and Jones. The new revolutionary ideas which were not 

reczeivsd or accepted by others, were not accepted by any one 

of them either. The playwright of the drama of ideas must be 

able to march with the progress of time and capable of 

receiving new ideas and dramatizing them in the face of 

public criticism. We feel that in the plays of Pinero and 

Jones the situation, the action, rather than the idea, is the 

important thing which is at variance with our conception of 

this type of play. The period of Pinero and Jones was rich 

with ideas floating in the air ; but both the dramatists 

failed to seize that raw-material to build dramas with. This 

failure is due not so much to their lack of intellect 

but to their fear of being called "immoral" because the 

floating and the germinating ideas of their days were mostly 

"immoral", that is, unconventional. They were reared by the 

bourgeois morality of the late Victorian er&. The drama of 

ideas is the handmaid of the revolting sons of the middle 

class like Ibsen and Shaw 5 Pinero and Jones were, if one may 

use such a term, the accepting sons. 

1. Quoted from - Ibsen - Michael Meyer.Penguine. 1974. P 500 
2. Ibid. P 500. * 
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For the sake of justice it should be admitted that 

Pinero and Jones raised English drama from the mud and placed 

it in a position where it could command respect. "They made 

the way easy for those who were to follow them, and it is 

doubtful whether Bernard Shaw ... would have found his way on 
1 

the stage at all ... if these two men had not preceded him" . 

This observation,, while not essentially untrue, puts added 

emphasis on the importance of Pinero and Jones as the 

predecessors of Shaw. They seldom exercised any significant 

influence upon the latter but immensely greater dramatist ; 

their attitudes were fundamentally different from those of 

Shaw. But their importance lies in the fact that they carried 

on, after Robertson, the study of the problems of the day and 

to that extent paved the way for Bernard Shaw. 

1. The Outline of Literature - ed. John Drinkwater. Revised 

by Horace Shipp. Dramatic Literature. 1950. P 718. 
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CHAPTER III 

My Plays are "sui generis" 

1 
When Shaw Claimed that his plays were "sui generis" and 

that his' plays should not be called tragedies or comedies, he 

actually brought forth the most important characteristic of 

his art. Shaw is called a heretic because he flouted and 

scoffed at the conventional moral attitudes; this is his 

ethical heresy- But in one more respect his heresy is of no 

less importance. It is in his idea about Comedy that this 

heresy lies. To be more plain, this heresy is in the field of 

aesthetics where he mixed the apparently irreconcilable 

things - the serious and the ludicrous- In bis hand Comedy 

became at once serious and trival ; it is levity which marks 

and colours his serious discussions. This is something new in 

the history of literature, this mixing of the serious and the 

funny. We are to note that the serious and the trivial are 

not just put side by side, but they Br(E; mingled and made one 

giving rise to the problem which deserves to be considered 

and paid attention to. By putting the irreconcilables 

simultaneously and making them really one, Shaw has proved 

himself a problem to the critics - whether to take him as an 

earnest and serious thinker or just a buffoon who would make 

fun of serious thoughts. 

It is necessary to know Shaw's views about Comedy -

its nature and its functions- His views are, on the whole, 

1- G.B.S. : Man of the Century Vol II - Archibald Henderson. 

Appleton - Century - Crofts Inc. 1956. P 729. 
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classical when he maintains that a comedy must pass a sound 

moral judgement as it should provoke laughter. It is Shaw's 

idea about biology and economics that made him a comic 
1 

genius. Comedy is a form of art which at its best addresses 

itself to the intellect rather than to the emotion. Laughter 

can be aroused by a buffoon and even by a fool; a Stephen or 

a Matthew can well provoke us to laughter.But laughter in a 

comedy is not just physical laughter; it is intellectual and, 

as such, comedy cannot be an instrument in the hands of a 

buffoon. Buffoonery and comedy are distinctly different from 

each other, the latter involving thought whereas the former 

has nothing to do with thought. It is obvious that the life 

of comedy depends not on buffoonery, but on serious thought. 

Comedy arises, at bottom, out of the general 

predicament of mankind or from the particular predicament of 

an individual; it lies in the recognition of imperfections of 

man, but not in the violent indictment on these 

imperfections. It is now understood that a true comedy does 

not only move one to laughter, but also compels one to think 

of imperfections — one's own imperfections and those of the 

society as a whole. This is precisely the views of Shaw. It 

is for this that we find in his plays serious discussions 

carried on in such a way as to arouse laughter. 

1. This idea has been developed by Dr. S.C.Sengupta in The 
Art of Bernard Shaw 4th. Edn. 1960. A Mukherjee ?< Co. 
P.Ltd. 

2. Stephen and Matthew belong to Every Man in His Humour of 
Ben Jonson. 
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Dr. S.C. Sengupta's observations is worthy of serious 

notice when he says that "Shaw's opinion on economics and 
1 

art have combined to make him a serious comedian". The 

qualification "serious" is not necessary^ because, contrary 

to popular misconception, the stuff of a comedian is always 

serious. Again, the observation of Dr. Sengupta becomes 

relevant only when the nature of laughter in a true comedy -

that it provokes laughter while passing sound moral judgement 

- is well understood. Shaw Knows his economics well and his 

views ar-e socialistic, with some qualifications and 

limitations though. He has found that Capitalism is the root 

of all our problems and troubles; and all our sentimental 

attachement to established institutions are the by-products 

of Capitalism- He discusses seriously the evils of 

Capitalism; attacks the conventional virtues, beating them 

hollow with unthought of arguments. As an economist he looks 

at poverty as a disease and a crime; he is not sentimental 

about poverty like the sentimental socialists. The reason he 

has advanced why Shakespeare has not taken the poor as the 

protagonist in his plays actually makes Shaw's own art clear. 

In the preface to The Dark Lady of the Sonnets Shaw writes, 

"Shakespeare's characters are mostly members of the 

leisured classes . . . . Industrial slavery is not 

compatible with that freedom of adventure, that personal 

refinement and intellectual culture, that scope of action, 

1. The Art of Bernard Shaw - Dr. S.C.Sengupta. A.Mukherjee & 
Co. P.Ltd. 4th. Edn. 1960. P 59 
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1 

which the higher and subtler drama demands". 

The problem of poverty is surely a serious matter and 

Shaw knows it from the experience of his youth and struggle 

ag£-iinst poverty. He recognises that poverty would not allow 

the soul of a man to soar. But it should not be understood 

that Shaw has found any real stuff in the emotions and 

sentiments of the? richer classes. The fact really is 

otherwise. Shaw has come to think that the emotions and 

sentiments of the; richer classes are hollow almost as a 

rules his dram-as provide ample illustrations of this. 

Thus in his plays we find him beating the emotions of 

the leisured classes to expose their hollowness ; but 

in so doing he never idolizes the poor or their poverty, for 

he has no sympathy with them. Mow , Shaw , as noted 

in the quotation above, excludes the poor from the place 

of the protagonist be^cause poverty hinders the freedom 

of the soul and the refinement and culture which is the 

essentiail quality of the "higher and subtler" forms of drama, 

Again, though the leisured classes always speak of morality , 

Shaw holds that morality cannot exist in a capitalistic 

society in which the poor do not enjoy any scope for 

action and the door of intellectual culture is shut out for 

them . These pe^ople in a capitalistic society speaking 

highly of morality are abnormal people who are fit 

subjects for comic treatment, for comedy deals with 

1- Preface to The Dark Lady of the Sonnets. The Complete 

Fre-faces of Bernard Shaw, Paul Hamlyn Ltd. 1965. P 767, 
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abnormality and contradictions. This contradiction Shaw 

finds in another important field which he discovered with 

his knowledge of biology. Shaw finds out the iternal 

dichotomy between Instinct and Intellect, The conflict 

between Instinct and Intellect is also a source of comedy. 

Shaw deals with the serious subject of the conflict between 

these two both of which Bre parts of life's continuous 

striving to att̂ iin perfection. The Life Force makes 

eKpe?riments., progresses through trials and errors; its 

experiments a.r<3 sometimes comic., but it has a serious 

purpose in view,. Even Comic experiments are underti^ken with 

all seriousness ; and serious things are comically treated. 

As shown in the Introductory Chapter., the London 

theatre of the late eighties and nineties of the Nineteenth 

Century was an uncertain theatre or comple;-; theatre in which 

various traditions got mi;;ê d up. In that theatre melodrama 

jostled with fashionable comedies., "problem plays" and full 

scale productions of Ibsen, James Barrie, and Oscar 

Wilde, From the middle of the last century, however, it had 

been changing from a theatre of make-believe to a theatre of 

sophisticated versimi1itude. Its dramatic traditions were 

not only multiple, they were even conflicting and, 

therefore, confusing . There was a growing strain of the 

fashionable, that is, drawing-room play with the ideal of 

presenting life truthfully ; simultaneously present was a 

strain of romantic-rhetorical drama devoted to an idea of 

impassioned flamboyance.The formal ideal of the so-called 

"well-made play" written after the manner of the French 
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playwrights, particularly Scribe and Sardou, was there ; and 

there was the ideal of social-didactic play of Ibsen. Those 

were the days when Ibsen was looked upon as a social reformer 

rather than an artist. Shaw's dramatic criticisms reveal 

these various strains prevalent in the London theatre in the 

last part of the nineteenth century- These were the 

traditions in dramatic writings and stage productions which 

provided the immediate context of Shaw's own dramatic works. 

Shaw fought almost single-handed against the drawing-

room drama, the rhetorical-romantic drama and the "well-made 

play". His advocacy of the Scandinavian realists reveals his 

attitude towards these types of plays. It should be 

noted,however, that it is not for Ibsen and Ibsenism only 

that Shaw launched his Campaign.He intended to bring into 

existence a critical-realistic drama in which dramatic 

situaitions or actions had no value except as instruments to 

test the cherised ideals and conventions and to reveal 

character. The rival traditions referred to above supportrd a 

"conventional" drama. In the "well-made play" in which a 

curious dramatic situation was the centre of interest around 

which the whole play revolved, ordinary social ideals and 

conventions formed a background and a basis which had to be 

taken for granted, or the situation would disappear and lose 

all importance. The "drawing-room drama" as the name itself 

suggests, aimed at creating a photographic image of life and 

manners in a fashionable drawing-room. It dealt with the 

genteel people, concerning itself with a realism of the 
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surface ; it tried to reproduce this fashionable life with 

no, or ths least, offence. Naturally in these "drawing-room 

plays", as in the "well-made plays", ideals and conventions 

of the "moral" people had to be? taiken for granted, 

E^etween the construction of the "well-made play" which I 

have discussed elsewhere in this work and the substance of 

the "drawing-room play" there was a historical link ; but 

this link was not necessitated by any internal demand. The 

line of the "drawing-roocn play" descended from Robertson to 

Arthur Pinero although , as William Archer pcjinted out, it 

had its effective beginnings in "the humble, bourgeois 

mc,-)vement headed by Eugene Scribe and his innumerable 
1 

collaborators". The line of the "well-made plays" was also 

identified with Scribe. The most skilful playwright of the 

"well-made play", among the contemporaries of Shaw, was 

Arther Wing Pinero. In Pinero the "well-made play" and the 

"drawing-room play" met in one place. Shaw, not without 

reason, lumped together the "well-znade" construction and the 

"drawing-room" substance in his attaxck on conve?ntional drama; 

and he bombarded them heavily. 

The romantic-rhetorical drama, which was violently 

romantic, was also conventional in its matter and manner. In-

spite of its conformity to the conventional, it was much less 

fashionable and, in Shaw's view, much less dangerous to his 

1. Old Drama and the New - William Archer. 

Boston, 1923- P 250 - 51. 
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objectives than the superficially realistic dramas-

Shaw's main strategy, in his war against conventional 

drama and in his attempt to change the condition of the 

theatre, was to attack the enemy with its own critical 

assumption. He invoked the criterion of stage-realism and 

deliberately demostrated "conventionality" everywhere. He 

derived immense delight in naming,disseting and then putting 

to ridicule particular stage-conventions. "The subtle 

atmosphere of absurdity with which Shaw hoped," observes 

Martin Meisel, "to surround the French re>alist was the 

absurdity inherent in any lapse from advertised virtue and 

was achieved by exposing their theatrical artifice. Shaw's 

sleight of hand here, in criticism as in play writing, was to 

substitute particulars of stage conventions for moral 

conventionalism, which was the true antagonist of his 
1 

philosophical realism and his drama of unsettled ideals". 

Shaw recognised that moral conventionalism was 

something different from,or rather opposed to, moral realism. 

Moral conventionalism, which is the off-spring of romantic 

idealism, is self blinding. Moral conventionalism means 

unquestioning acceptance of laws,customs,attitudes, and 

ideals as standards of judgement.- To conform to established 

canons is the basis of this. Shaw was not the man to conform 

to the romantic idealism ; he looked at it with an intolerant 

eye. 

1. Shaw and the Nineteenth Century Theatre -• Martin Meisel. 

Oxford University Press. 1963. P 68. 
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Robertson wrote the "drawing-room" play- And yet it was 

he who started a revolution in the sixties and seventies of 

the nineteenth century in the theatre-world of London. Shaw's 

critical contemporaries looked upon Robertson c\3 the source 

of the movement, in the field of English drama, which was 

aimed at "elimination of exagqerative and rhetorical 
1 

conventions which was the pre-destined line of progress". 

Shaw's war against the traditions of the "well-made" play and 

the "drawing-roam" play was so total that he, unlike Archer, 

looked on the Robertsonian drama as nothing but "a tailor's 

advertisement making sentimental remarks to a milliner's 

advertisement in the middle of an upholsterer's and 

decorator's advertisement" as he put it in his characteristic 

provocative manner. Sliaw found nothing to delight him in the-

absence of wit B.nd rhetoric, and little to celebrate in the 

whole Robertsonian tradition which haid led to the reduction 

of drama to sentimental and genteel conversation in a 

drawing-room, Shaw found, moreover, that the dramas of 

Robertson, Pinero Sind Jones were victims of conventionality 

moral conventionalities as well as conventionalities of 

charactefr™ Side by side his campaign ag^ainst the "drawing-

room" play. Shaw waged his war against the so-called "well-

made" play by exposing its essential unreality. Like the 

"drawing room" play the "well-made" play was also committed 

1„ Old Drama and the New ~- William Archer. E<oston. 1923. 
P 228. 

2. Our Theatre of the Nineties Vol III - G.B. Shaw. Constable 
& Co. Ltd. P 53= 
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to produce a show of reality. An ideal "well-made" play was 

built around single situation with a big amount of emotion or 

amusing piquancy. Shaw referred to the "well-made" play as a 

mechanical rabbit, clockword mice and "a mere situation hung 
1 

out on a gallows of plot". The illusion of reality was 

identified with a visible and unbroken chain of 

circumstantial probatai 1 ity. In practice., however, to achieve a 

logic of events the "well-made" play developed a set of plot 

conventions suited to the conditions of the stage. Shaw 

ridiculed these conventions. Referj^ing to the machinery of 

the exposition in Pinero's The Second Mrs Tranquery he 

pointed out sharply that in that play "Two whole characters 

are wasted on sham parts,, and the hero, at his own dinner 

party, is compelled to get up axnd go ignominiously into the 

next room to write some letters when something has to be said 

behind the back", Shaw noted the artifice of the play and 

declared that it was impassible to avoid the conclusion that 

what most of the critics of the time meant by mastery of 

stage-craft was nothing but recklessness in the substitution 

of dead machinery and lay figures for vital action and real 

characters. The final effect of Shaw's comment was to expose 

the artificial method of the "well-made" play; more, it also 

rejected the criterion of circumstantial plausibility-

altogether. Ê ut Shaw's chief objection to the "well-made" 

method was that any play which depends on an intriguing 

1. - Our Theatre of the Nineties Vol 1. 6.B, Shaw. Constable & 
Co. Ltd. P 8, 

2. Ibid Vol I. P 45--46. 
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situation and circumstantial plausibility for ultimate 

dramatic values was likely to depend on conventional moral 

and social values which were very obno;;ious to him and 

against which he fought his whole life. The "well-made" play 

depended, Shaw felt, on static attitude and moral 

commonplaces. It was conventional and mechanistic and hence 

incapable of producing vital drama which the play of ideas 

was to be. It is clear that Shaw found the drama of the late 

nineteenth century lamentably "dated" in ethics and 

philosophy. The dramatists conformed to the moral attitudes 

of their grandfathers. Shaw postulated, it seems, the drama 

as the agent for advanced ideas challenging the conventional 

outlook. 

Shaw's a attacks on the condition of the drama of the 

late nineteenth century did a great deal to bring the drama 

of ideas into existence. But there was more to be done. 

In order to see the drama of ideas established, it was 

necessary, Shaw correctely foresaw, that Bardolatry must come 

to .an end. When the struggle for the drama of ideas was 

brewing up in England under the leadership of Shaw, when the 

battle for establishing Ibsen in the English theatre was 

raging, the greatest obstacle to that end was "the most 
1 

unassailed English institution" - Shakespeare. It was 

natural, therefore, that Shaw, the champion of the drama of 

ideas, took the cudgel against Shakespeare and used it in his 

peculiar calculated way. 

1. George Bernard Shaw - B.K. Chesterton, the Bod ley Head. 
London (1961) P 94. 
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Shaw, who introduced himself to Shakespeare quite early 

in life, knew his great predecessor well and always devoured 

attentively whatever came to his hand about Shakespeare. It 

seems at first surprising that Shaw who was so charmed by 

the music of Shakespeare and spoke to protest vehemently 

against any attempt to mutilate Shakespeare's texts, should 

also speak volumes against him whenever he found an 

oppjrotunity •-•-in columns of papers, in lectures and private 

utterances. Ê ut when we examine the? situation in which Shaw 

found himself as the champion of the emerging drama of ideas, 

we see that this attack, often merciless, virulent, and 

unjust, was quite natural. Moreover, he found a lot of joy in 

demolishing the established idol. But this made him, 

understandatbly, quite infamous,, His comments on Shakespeare 

startled all England; these appeared blasphemous to the 

Bardolators. But some people? came to think that Shaw, in thus 

criticising Shakespeare, was trying to make himself appear 

great, which, it should be noted, is a completely wrong 

approach. Shaw's struggle was not to establish himself as 

gre^ater than the great master, but to establish the new force 

in the dramatic literature -- the drama of ideas. The Shavian 

"boutade" against Shakespeare was cool and calculated; but 

this was done not out of perversity or emvy. It may be added 

that debunking is a characteristic feature of Shavian comedy 

and in debunking Shakespeare he seems to have tried to 

demolish an icon. 

Shaw's main charge against Shakespeare was his 
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Philosophic incompetence. He complained again and again that 

Shakespeare's weakness lay in his complete deficiency in the 

highest form of thought. Ibsen's appearance in the European 

theatre had far-reaching impact because, so Shaw thought, he 

knocked out his predecessors, particularly Shakespeare-

"Until then Shakespeare had been conventionally ranked as a 

giant among psychologists and philosophers, Ibsen dwarfed him 

so absurdly in those aspects that it became impossible for 
1 

the moment to takv3 him seriously as an intellectual force". 

As a chavnpion of the drama of ideas it vjas natural that Shaw 

would like the playwright to be an intellectual force and 

here he found Shakespeare wanting. 

Another complaint of Shaw against Shakespeare^ which he 

thought fundamental J was that Shakespeare's test of the worth 

of life was the hedonist's test^ since life could not be 

justified by this or any other external test, Shakespeare 

came out of his reflective period, Shaw thought, a pessimist 

oppressed with a logica*! demonstration that life was not 

worth living. Despite the enormous joyousness which Shiaw 

attributed to Shakespeare, he, on the basis of tragic themes 

from Shakespeare's masterpieces, drew the illogical conclusion 

that Shakespeare himself wais a pessimist beyond redemption. 

This type of criticism, of course, is quite fantastic and 

questionable, though Shaw made it seem plausible. 

1. Postscript to Qur Theatre in Nineties- G.B. Shaw in the 
Complete Preface of Shaw. Paul Hamlyn Ltd. 1965. P 79. 

2. S.B. Shaw. s Man of the Century Vol II ~ Archibald 
Henderson. Appleton Century Crofts Inc 1956. P 700, 
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Shaw always maintained that Shakespere was a gentleman 

with all the pretensions of the higher bourgeois; that the 

chari^cteristics of the educated gentleman reared by the 

Public School and Universities were just those which he found 

Shakespere •'s to be i "... the snobbishness, the naughtiness, 

the contempt for tradesmen and mechanics, the assumption that 

witty conversation can only mean smutty conversation, the 

flunkeyism /\ social superiors and malice towards social 
1 

inferiors . . . . " 

The defects of EShaw's "boutade" against Shakespeare a.rB 

numerous,. In the first place Shaw committed the blunder of 

depreciaiting his predecessor because he was not a social 

reformer, as if the reformist zeal w£̂ s the only mark of the 

artist. The other great blunder of Shaw was to depreciatte 

Shake:,peare for lacking any sustained and consistent 

philosiophy of human life or society. It is true that 

Shakespeare is not a Kant or a Nietzsche ; but the dramatic 

works of Shakespe^i^re Are full of reflections on human life 

and destiny containning a body of thought which cannot be 

neglected. Moreover, Shaw could not see that one could become 

a great artist without having an articulated philosophy 

of life, Shaw is guilty of judging art by moral principles 

which led him to use harsh words about such an immortal 

charfitctefr as Falstaff only because Falstaff appears to be a 

wretch. 

1. Pr&face to The Dark Lady of The Sonnets-- Shaw- The 

Complete Preface of Shaw. Paul Hamlyn Ltd. 1965. P 759. 
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But Shavian criticism has its own value-Shakespeare was 

deified by most of the romantic critics of the ninetee^nth 

century- The English-speaking people of the world started to 

look upon Shakespeare as an infallible god to say anything 

against whom was immoral and blasphemous- This was not a 

healthy condition because idolatry is always blinding and, in 

literature, destructive- Through his startling comments, 

replete with commonsense and often penetrating, Shaw exposed 

the hollowness of Bardolatry; he brought Shakespeare back to 

the human level and made people realize that he was a human 

being and a poet, not a god-

As 'already noted, Shaw took Shakespeau-e heavily to 

task with the singular aim of establishing Ibsen in the 

English soil which meant establishing the drama of ideas. 

The fight for the new drama was not yet complete. It 

was a fight not only against the so-called "well-made" play 

and "drawing-room" play and against Bardolatry. It was a 

fight against a moral outlook; a fight which Shaw undertook 

with his characterstic seal. As already noted the "well-made" 

play and the "drawing-room" play had their own audience who 

were upholders of Victorian ideas of morality and standard of 

conducts But the nineties of the nineteenth Century witnessed 

ai revolt against almost everything orthodo;-; and 

conVeri tiori-a 1 » In particti 1 ar , t|-iis brief period saw the 

passing off of Victorian insularity and the rising influence 

of continental ideas. New social, political a\rid religious 

ideas were in the air- Though thv3 fight against Victorian 
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attitude was fought by many, it was particularly to Shaw that 

the defeat of Victorianism is due. Shaw wanted every man to 

think for himself without blindly accepting the Victorian 

standards of morality. In order to make the man conscious 

Shaw attacked the moral attitudes, customs and institutions 

and lau.ighed at them. He satirised romantic idealism about 

love, war, and religion. Thus he prepared 3.n audience who 

would accept the "drama of ideas" as the ligitimate drama and 

the vital drama of the time. The shock given by Shaw to the 

people nourishe^d by Victcjrian standard of morality and 

judgement was great though today they do not become shocked 

by his sc£\ thing remarks. In India of todî y the moral 

standard, compared to that in today's England, is rather 

Victorian and so when an Indian reads Shaw's dramas he still 

f e e1s p i ous1y scan d a 1i z ed. 
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CHAPTER - IV 

Shaw's Technique and Treatment of Theme 

We will now deal with a very important aspect of 

Shaw as a dramatic artist - an aspect that made him famous 

throughout the world and ensured him a place in the history 

of dramatic literature almost equal to Euripedes. But 

this fame certainly was not forthcoming. As we have already 

seen, Shaw was not considered as a dramatist at all by the 

contemporary critics and theatre-goers. The Shavian 

technique appeared to them so wild that they failed to 

digest it, much less appreciate it. It is desirable to hear 

Bernard Shaw speak of this. He was quite aware that "the 

jigsaw-puzzle business, the working out of a plot, is 

necessary in detective stories, and helpful to the 

playwrights who have talent enough to put their clock-work 

mice through amusing tricks, and hold their audiences by 

1 

jury-boK suspenses" . With that set technique of the so-

called "well-made play" Shaw had nothing to do, as the 
.£-

dramatist himself declared - Hence he spoke against the 

"well-made" technique in such sure and forceful language, 

The myth that the drama of ideas is meant only for 

reading is baseless. Though in such a play "idea" comes in 

the first place, still it has to be a stage-play. Shaw did 

1. As in G.B.S. : Man of the Century Vol II - Archibald 

Henderson. Appleton-Century-Crofts Ltd. 1956. P 729 -30 

2. Ibid P 730 
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not want just to preach his ideas through his plays5 he 

wanted to make his plays immensely actable. He did not want 

to use his ideas only as a philosopher, but mainly as a 

dramatic artist. 

Naturally Shaw had to find out his own technique? 

apparently new and original, his dramatic technique is not 

really so, which we will find out in course of our 

examination. The fact remains, nevertheless, that he used 

his knowledge as a socialist and an economist to give his 

plays a genuinely vertebrate structure. Even his first play 

Widowers' Houses, which has been announced by him as "a 
1 

propagondist play ~a didactic play - a play with a purpose", 

shows Shaw's dramatic technique at work. He maintains, 

"you will please judge it, not as a pamphlet in dialogue, 

but as in intention a work of art as much as any comedy of 

Moliere is a work of art" . The association of the name of 

Moliere in the very first play of Shaw is significant as we 

shall see afterwards. Before this he had written five 

unsuccessful novels. Now with his experience as a novelist 

of unsuccessful novels and a dramatist of a "propagandist 

play" Shaw formulated his own method of construction : "As a 

fictionist, my natural way is to imagine characters and spin 

out a story about them, whether I am writing a novel or a 

play". Naturally in his dramas characters assume more 

1. Preface to Widowers' Houses . The Complete Prefaces of 

Bernard Shaw, Paul Hamlyn Ltd. 1065. P 702. 
2. Ibid. P 703. 
3. Ibid. P 700. 
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importance; he never designed the plot of his plays in 

Bdvsnce. Rather he gave his characters freedom and let them, 

through their interactions, work out the play. It is 

particularly due to this that we find what is called 

"ideosyncratically differentiated" characters in his 

plays. But though not pre—desingned, the forms his plays 

take are inevitable. We are to bear in mind that his are 

dramas of ideas in which "discussion" is the most essential 

thing because it is through discussion only that the plots 
1 

of the Shavian plays develop. We find his characters 

incessantly talking to explain and develop the "idea" and 

also to argue out the probable objections to these ideas. 

The works of Ibsen interested him profoundly as dramas of 

ideas. It may be said that it is Ibsen who started the 

"talk" on the staae and Shaw keot the stage ever "talking". 

This "discussion" in a drama of ideas, as Shaw pointed out 

in theory as well as in oractice^ is intertwined with plot 

and is, as it develops the plot, inevitable. If we accept 

the drama of ideas as a qenuine aenre of art, discussion 

must also be accepted as the legitimate instrument through 

which the dramatist lays bare the dramatic conflict. Ideas 

cannot be explained and developed without provoking debates 

Shaw writes, "Now you have exposition, situation and 

discussion; and the discussion is the test of the 

playwright". The Quintessence of Ibsenism. Constable St 

Co. Ltd. 1913. P 187. 
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even if there are only two persons on the stage with 

conflicting ideas. 

In the old-fashioned plays written after the 

Parisian school of Scribe and Sardou there is an exposition 

in the first act, a situation in the second, and some sort 

of tidying up in the third or the last. Then Europe 

witnessed Ibsen's A Pol 1's House with a 'new' technique. In 

the last scene of the play, Nora, instead of falling into 

the arms of her husband, which should have assuredly 

happened in the old-fashioned plays, turns on him to say, 

"we must set down like two rational beings' and discuss all 
1 

this that has been happening between us". Now onwards, 

when A Do11's House finished its conquest of Europe, 

audiences expect a rational discussion as well as a human 

situation. Shaw met the expectations by giving them both. 

But, it may be mentioned that it took a long time for the 

audience to accept this type of play because they had only 

the "well-made play" in their mind and eye. 

But this technique is not "new"; it is new only on 

the modern stage where the audiences saw, before Ibsen and 

Shaw, only the "well-made play". This technique had been 

used by preachers and orators of old; more important, this 

technique had been seen in the rhetorical spetches in the 

primitive dramaturgy. As Shaw put it i. his inimitable 

language, "Rhetoric, irony, argument, paradox, parable, the 

A Pol 1's House - Henrich Ibsen. 
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re-arrangement of haphazard ' icts into orderly and 

intelligent situations these are both the oldest and the 
1 

newe. • art of the drama" . Shaw only revived the old 

tec i.que. 

Bernard Shaw began his career as a dramatist 

imbued with the new doctrine of Ibsenic realism. But he was 

never to follow Zolaesque naturalism. Again;, he was not a 

"realist" in the ordinary sense and to call him a "realist" 

without any qualifying remark would lead to wrong 

conclusions. He was always in the classic tradition 

recongnising that stage characters must be endowed by the 

author with a conscious self-knowledge and power of 

e;;pession and a freedom from inhibitions. It is this power 

that differentiates a Shaw or a Shakespeare from a 

gramophone or a camera. This method resulted in two things 

- first, far from being artificial, the characters became 

living and, secondly, the plays did not just resemble life, 

rather they became "larger than life". This last point is 

important. Shaw's characters are not gramophonesji neither 

are his plays photographs of life as it is. The characters 

are indeed probable in their respective situations and the 

situations are not impossible. The characters e;:pound and 

explain various philosophies trying to find out the meaning 

and essence of life; we find some of the characters guessing 

the future. Again, some of his characters, say in Back to 

1. The Quintessence of Ibsenism. Constable & Co. Ltd. 1913. 

P 204. 
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Methuselah. actually live in future when the forces of 

Creative Evolution would have wrought many changes in the 

physical as well as mental horizon of man; we find the 

Ancients trying ceaselessly to free themselves from the 

burden of the physique. Thus, after reading such plays., it 

is not possible to label him as a "realist" in the ordinary 

sense. The plays lack factual truth, but the presence of 

essential truth in them cannot be lost sight of- It is true 

that he dealt with economic and political problems of the 

day, but in them, too, we do not find only a photographic 

representation of the facts of life. Shaw did not write 

merely political or social tracts and pamphlets. 

Shaw, of course, was not another Ibsen. Though 

there was some similarity between Shaw's class and early 

circumstances and Ibsen's and though Shaw's quarrel with the 

prevailing capitalist social order was much like Ibsen's, 

yet their plays are very much unlike, despite the 

superficial resemblances which is due to the fact that they 

wrote for the same type of theatre. Shaw, like Ibsen, 

sometimes enlarges his drama by a retrospective first act; 

but this device is an old one though no one before Ibsen 

carried it to masterly length. The really new feature which 

Ibsen introduced is the final discussion of the whole 

business by the characters. This device is not used by Shaw 

in the simple A Do11's House - form; he developed it to such 

an extent that it enabled him to taunt the critics by 

declaring that his plays were discussions or debates. In Top 
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True to be Good one of the characters declares at the end 

of the first act that the play is virtually over and in the 

remaining acts the characters will cjnly discuss what passed 

in the first act. But the discussions are real and Shaw 

takes care to dramatize the debates- These discussions B.re 

not reminiscent of Ibsen. Ibsen, we must note, studied the 

Parisian school headed by Scribe and Sardou; he accepted the 

mechanical technique of construction. But being an artist 

and not an artisan, he takes his plays to a height which is 

beyond the artisans of the Parisian school. 

Shaw maintained right from the beginning that the 

methods of Scribe and Sardou were the wrong methods.lt would 

be evident from the following discusion what Shaw's ideas 

about construction was - a play should not be constructed, 

it should grow. Shaw lets his inspiration lead him to 

apparently impossible feats; for instance, the Epilogue in 

Saint Joan which solved the problem of presenting Joan's 

historical future and its significance. Ibsen's technique 

has little to do with Shavian technique, for whereas Ibsen's 

plays are "constructed", Shaw's are natural growth. Shaw, so 

far as technique is concerned, is as far removed from Ibsen, 

as he, so far as he is an artist, is removed from the 

Parisian school. We must bid adieu to the notion that Shaw 

is an Ibsenist. Only this much may be said that Ibsen raised 

nineteenth century drama to a level at which it could become 

a vehicle of expression for Shaw's inspired ideas. 

What made Shaw's works seem so novel and wild to 

the uneducated readers and theatre-goers was that he revived 
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the classical technique of playwrighting, applying them to 

modern problems. Shaw adapted the method of the Greek 

dramatists in order to deal with the topics of the hour. 

While the essence of Shaw's plays may not be very original, 

their novelty lay in the fact that they are half-sermon, 

half—debate in which every conceivable subject is discussed 

- from love, marriage and family life to science, politics 

and religion, his laboriously acquired knowledge of social 

condition and his "philosophy" of Creative Evolution 

informing most of them. As he had little to do with the 

method of the "Well-made play", and as he was an artist, not 

the manufacturer of entertainment pieces, it must be 

interesting and necessary to hear him explain his own 

method, 

In a.n interview on "How to Write a Play" with the 
1 

Glasgow Evening Times Shaw threw some invaluable light on the 

mysterious riddle of creativity in drama -

"Plays begin in all sorts of ways- I can sit down 

without an idea in my head except that I must write a play, 

and a play comes . . , ." 

"Most plays begin with a dramatic situation; the 

rest is only a device for bringing it about. The Devil's 

Disciple obviously grew round a situation. John Bu11's Other 

Island began with a farcical fancy which developed into a 

big political situation. 

1. Glasgow Evening Times. February 7,1937. ( George Bernard 
Shaw ! Man of the Century. Vol II. Archibald Henderson. 
Appleton - Century - Crofts Ltd. 1956. P 730.) 
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"As to Pygmalion, the scene in which Elisa makes 

her successful debut at the Ambassador's party was the root 

of the play at its inception . . . ." 

"Then you have the thesis play. Back to Methuselah 

dramatizes the thesis that our conduct is influenced not 

only by our experience but by our expectations,and that life 

is not at present long enough for us to take it seriously. 

"A theme may lie in a playwright's head for half 

an hour or half a life time before he uses it. The 

perception that Saint Joan was an early Protestant came to 

me from the report of her trial, but I never thought of 

writing a play about her until years later when my wife 
II 

suggested it one day when I was at a loss. 

Obviously Shaw used not one, but varied techniques 

in his plays; this variety of techniques make them seemingly 

wild. Yet, it should be observed that his earlier plays show 

no marked deviation from conventional standards of dramatic 

construction. They are problem plays, with the inevitable 

conflicts of interests. Indeed, as early as 1895, Shaw 

envisaged drama from a socicil point of view, maintaining 

that social questions are produced by the conflicts of human 

institutions with human feeling. And he makes the sweeping 

remark that the "material of the dramatist is always the 

conflict of human feeling with circumstances, so that, since 

institutions are circumstances, every social question 
1 

furnishes material for drama" . Owing to enormous progress 

1. As in George Bernard Shaw : Man of the Century Vol II 
Archibald Henderson. Appleton Century Crofts Ltd. 1956 
P 731. 
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in the field of journalism, modes of transportation and 

communication, social questions have taken on greatly 

enhanced interest for a vast audience. But Shaw was too 

great an artist not to realize, granting all his concern for 

society and its reformations, that social questions Are too 

sectional, too topical, and all too temporal to move a man 

to the mighty effort which is needed to produce great drama. 

But if contribution to the freedom, welfare and happiness of 

mankind is regarded as a criterion of value, a social drama 

of ideas may actually be more worthwhile thain a work of 

purely imaginative art. 

Shaw's comic genius, in conjunction with his 

revolutionary spirit, impelled him towards revolt against 

what were popularly but erronuously termed "rules" of the 

drama. The first of all rules was that our sympathies must 

be irrevocably attached to one side in the conflict. The 

spectator must always know where he is. With his love for 

surprises and anti-climax, Shaw refused to be restricted by 

any iron-clad rule. The secret of Shaw's strangeness is his 

unpredictability. He possessed extraordinary skill in all 

forms of stage-entertainments s comedy, farce-comedy, farce, 

extravaganza, burlesque. Again, Caesar and cleoptra. The 

Doc toe's Dilemma, and Saint Joan attest to his genius in 

chronicle, tragi-comedy, and even trgedy.Another secret of 

Shaw's technique is deliberate mixture of forms, the sudden 

transition from one to the other. "This perturbing dichotomy 

upset the spectator, who felt that Shaw had failed to supply 
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1 

a compass for the voyage into uncharted areas" . Actually 

Shaw's technique, more often than not, is to upset the 

spectator who thought that Shaw was aimlessly drifting 

towards an unknown destination. In The Quintessence of 

Ibsenism he declared, "Never mislead the audience was an old 

rule. But the new school will trick the spectator into 

forming a meanly false judgement, and then convict him in 

the ne;!t act, often to his grievous mortification". The 

deliberate mixture of forms was the result of his own 

studied effort to mortify the spectator who could not 

understand what to think of the plays. This technique of 

misleading the audience is best illustrated in the Widowers' 

Houses. When one considers this play in generic terms, one 

recognizes at the outset its affinities to three 

conventional dramatic forms -- melodrama, the well-made play, 

and romantic comedy. But no sooner does one recognise this 

than one also recognizes how different the play is from all 

the three forms.Shaw explicitly refused to turn the Widowers' 

Houses into a melodrama where one would get a conflict 

between unadulterated good and clearcut evil- In the Preface 

to his Play Pleasant Shaw emphatically declared, "In such 

cheap wares I do not deal" . Sartorious is not a villain and 

1. George Bernard Shaw : Man of the Century Vol II Archibald 
Henderson. Appleton-Century Crofts Ltd. 1956. P 733. 

2. The Quintessence of Ibsensism - G.B. Shaw. Constable & 
Co. Ltd. 1913. P 203. 

3. Preface to Play Pleasant . The Complete Prefaces of 
Bernard Shaw. Paul Hainlyn Ltd. 1965. P 729. 



Trench is not a hero; Sartorious does not repent and Trench 

does not become a socialist„ More, the happy denouement of 

the "well-made play" is mocked even as the characters 

celebrate it; and Shaw's characters are considerably 

different from those of the "well-made plays". But chiefly 

the generic basis of the structure of the Widowers' Houses 

and its point of departure is romantic comedy, in the 

conventional formula of boy getting girl after successively 

meeting and losing her. But the hero - hero, because he is 

young leading man of the play and also because he becomes 

engaged to the young pretty heiress - is not the typical 

hero of a romantic comedy. Trench's betrothal and the end of 

•the Widowers' Houses seems a grim parody of the ending of a 

romantic comedy. One more clearly recognizes that the ending 

of the Widowers' Houses' is tragi-comic rather than comic 

when one considers what the play might have been if Shaw (or 

William Archer, the initial collaborator) had turned it into 

something more conventionally happy or comic. Eric Bentley 

has observed that the Widowers' Houses consists of 
1 

"inversions of accepted patterns" . Just as Shaw inverts the 

conventions of the " well-made play", so he inverts the 

pattern of conventional comedy and with bitter irony thrusts 

comedy in the direction of tragi-comedy. 

With Shaw matters are rarely simple or simple-

dismensioned. The perception of Kierkegaard may be quite 

relevant ; "The comical is present in every stage of life 

for wherever there is life there is contradiction, and 

1. Bernard Shaw - 1856-1950 - Eric Bentley. 1957. P 101, 
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wherever there is contradiction, the comical is present. 

The Tragic and the Comic are the same, in so far as both 

are based on contradiction ; but the tragic is the suffering 

contradiction, the comical the painful contradiction ., . , . 

The comic apprehension evokes the contradiction or makes it 

manifest by having in mind the way out, which is why the 

contradiction is painless. The^ tragic apprehension sees the 

contradiction and despairs of a way out; . . = wherever 

there exists a contradiction and the^ way out is not known 
1 

. . .there the contradiction is not painless" . In the 

Ujidowers ' Houses Shaw e^vokes both types of con trad ic tion . 

Although they themselves achieve a state without pain, 

nevertheless, in the slums, off stauje, suffeiring persists. 

Shaw described the Ibsenite theatre as a place where we 

"are not flattvared spectators killing an idle hour with an 

ingenious and amusing entertainment s we are guilty 

'creatures sitting at a play; , . ." ., The? Midower;;-' Houses 

both flatters the spectators with an apparently amusing 

entertainment and at the same time turns them into guilty-

creatures. The play delights, but it is a disturbing delight* 

Shaw's first play isj discussed at length because even in his 

first play his technique of construction, particularly 

his method of misleading the audience, is manifest. 

1. Quoted from "The Comical". Trans David F„ Swanson and 

Walter Lowrie s "Draxmatic Theory and Criticism' ed. 

Bernard F. Dukore. N. Y, 1974. P 556, 

2. The Quintessence of Ibsenism ~G. B. Shaw, Constable & 

Co,Ltd, 1913 P 205, 
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It is Opera which was Shaw's true medium where 

i m agin a t i v e f a n c y s u p p1 an ts sc i en t i f i c f a c t, s i ng i n g 

replaces talking, and the scene is laid in a wonderland 

where miracles are natural and where anything may happen= 

For Shaw music cast the spell and opera transcended comedy. 

As a boy Shaw acquired a thorough knowledge of Don Geovanni., 

its entrancing strains, and the perfection of its structure. 

The lesson he learnt from Mozart of the value of fine 

craftsmanship was the most important feature of his 

education,, F-rom that educational experience stemmed Shaw's 

possibly the most original contribution to dramatic 

1 

technique which has been termed "Operatic play of ideas" by-

Prof. R. A. Brower and "Operatic ideological play" by 

Archibald Hendersson . With the use of rhythmic dialogue and 

characters distinguished by voice-tones as in opera, Shaw 

creates a new type of dram£\. His comedy of this type 

compactly presented in the Hell &>• ene in Man and 

Superman is not an opera or musical drama perfect, but a 

play, comic in characi 3r, presenting the clash of ideologies 

in rhythmic pro; e at different levels of tonality. Air / and 

i.'.H. Man, Caesar and Cleopatra and The Apple Cart .so have 

tie qualities of an opera. We shall di; iiss this point again 

while discussing the artist. Sh-u" in a different chapter. 

In h : essay on Shaw in "Major British Writers" Vol II 

19:4 Brower uses the term. 

G. B. Shaw 5 Man of the Century Vol II - A, Henderson. 

Appleton - Century Crofts Inc. 1956, P 733. 
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Shaw was a master in different types of the 

laughter-provoking plays comedy, farce, burlesque, 

extravaganza. It is possible to distinguish the devices, 

artifices, and techniques he employed, even though the very 

form of the play itself is changing under the eyes of the 

reader. A comedy of emotions treated wittily, such as 

Arms and the Man is transformed almost magically into 

a satiric farce; the glory of war is turned into a satiric 

farce; Sergius wins the battle because the enemy does not 

have the right ammunition. The glamour of romantic 

love only seems to illumine the hero and the heroine, but 

it turns out that the lovers, following a code of artificial 

conve^ntion, prove untrue to ea^ch other in response to 

n a t u r a 1 i n s t i n c t s . 

Shaw is an expert in making use of ironic comedy. 

This is most beautifully illustrated in The Philanderer in 

which there is the picture of the? young doctor who has 

discovered a new disease and is delighted to find the people 

suffering from this disease, but then is despatired to find 

that the disease does not really exist. Dr. Paramore does 

not become happy to find that the disease does not exist; 

rather he becomes ^.B.d because he now cannot fight for a 

cause. The doctor becomes more concerned about the sickness 

than about the sick. Shaw possibly suggests that the 

idealist is more concerned about the sin than about the 

sinner. Thus the business cif Dr. Paramore's discovery of the 

diseaxse and his despair that there is no such disease is 
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not only farcial, but also has philosophical import. 

In his roles as humourist;, wit, and farceur Bhaw 

uses various techniques, none of which is either original or 

new„ First comes what may be described as the character 

wearing an air of entire seriousne^ss, but hisi languange is 

madly funny„ Shaw's description of this device is precise as 

well as penetrating s "I take the greatest pains to find the 
1 

right thing to say and then 5iay it with utmost levity" . 

This is really the technique of Oscar Wilde in The 

Importance of Being Earnest. This is the technique of 

bringing sharp contrast -• gravity alternating with levity in 

a way irresistibly amusing.. In farce-comedy Shaw uses the 

device? of turning the cli/nax of comedy into the anti-climaM 

of farce. This is the very essence of humour ••-••••• this 

lightning transformation from the normal to the? abnormal. 

The familiar cliches., too, emanate humour - from the sublime 

to the ludicrous. One? of the best and representative 

eKamples of this technique may be found at. the conclusion of 

the First Act of Man and Superman where Tanner, who has been 

exercising his eloquence to defend Violet's supposed 

carrying without being married, collapses on hearing thait 

Violet is actually married and the child she bears is 

le^gitimate, Shaw has something to say about this technique 

of transforming the normal tcs the abonormal, the serious to 

the? funny; " Just when I am really rising to the height of 

As in S.B.S. Man of the Century. Vol II.. Appleton 
Century-Crofts Inc. 1956. P 727, 
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my power that I may become really tragic and gre?at, some 

absurd joke occurs to me, and the anti-climaK is 

irresistible „ „ . „ I cannot deny that I have the tragedian 

and I have the clown in me; and clown trips me up in the 
1 

most dreadful way" . 

The problem raised by Shaw is a serious one, 

because it involves the aesthetic problem of mixing the 

caitegories. It is assumed that comedy aims at clearing the 

air after rebuking the guilty in a good natured manner„ 

Anti--c 1 ima.K is somewhat harsh in nature, for the deflation 

may he not only humorous but even humiliating. Shaw means 

that to pass suddenly from the climax of tragedy to the 

comic anti-climax is to pass from the sublime to the 

ridiculous, which, of course, does not neessi-arily prevent 

the author frc>m becoming a great author. Scenes and acts in 

Shaw's plays s\re often carefully built an ti-c 1 imaxes ? even 

whole plays like Arms and the Man., Candida and The Devil ' s 

Disciple stand on the an ti-c 1 i max ,. As G.K. Chester son says, 

Vergil's "Arma Virumque" is a mounting and ascending phrases 

and suggests that man is more than his weapons. The Latin 

line also suggests a superb procession of warriors and arms. 

In Shaw's play, there is the din and bustle of war, a great 

cavalry charge, but the warrior is completely debunked and 

1. The N. Y. Times. January 6, 1929, Quoted in G.B.S. i 
Man of the Century - Archibald Henderson. Appleton-
Century Crofts Inc. 1956. P 727 

2. George Bernard Shaw -- G.K.Chesterton. The Bodly Head, 
London.1965, P 111. 
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humiliated. In Candida when everybody is mentally prepared to 

hear Candida's preference for Marchbanks, comes her 

declaration that she gives herself to the weak man. It takes 

some time for the audience to realise that the man who 

appears to be strong is really the weak man. 

In The Doctor's Pi lemma Shaw developed his 

peculiar mixture of tragedy and comedy, so that people 

scarely knovj whether to laugh or cry. We may notice that in 

the old religious Mystery and Miracle Plays, which Shaw 

studied with great attentions the most solemn scenes 

alternate with the most laughable ones. The secular drama 

kept u p t h .i s c h a r a c t e r i s t i c B r i t i s h t r a d i t i o n n T h e p o r t e r i n 

Macbeth , the clown in Antony and c leopatra.. the grave digger 

•'•'"' Hamlet defy classical decorum by introducing laughter 

into deep test traugedy,, In K i n q Lear the alternation of the 

tragic and the comic is dropped and there is one 

interweaving cjf the two, each heightening the other,Shaw 

calls The Doctor' s Di lemma a tragedy, but. its is really a. 

tragi-comedy„ The loss of the gifted husband of Jennifer is 

hard 1 y in i tse 1 f a tragedy „ Shaw stai-1ed t hG» p 1 ay wi t h 

Jennifer £is the protagonist, possibly with the idea of 

tragedy., but discovered that his concern is not with her or 

her husband, but with the doctor whose dilemma is whether to 

treat the artist Dubedat who, however, is a depra.ved 

individual, or the? sick, poor general practitioner. But then 

Dubedat dies a beautiful death with the swan song s "I'm 
II 

perfectly happy. Shaw does not suggest that D*bedat should 
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be preserved, a good painter though he is, at all costs. The 

judgement of the doctor is confused because the artist's 

wife fascinates him» The doctor's judgement to let the 

artist die is clouded by personal feelings and puts him in 

an absurd situation. He is the tragic protagonist, but his 

tragedy is presided over by the comic spjirit. 

Shaw sometimes uses the conventions of melodrama; 

but the conventional melodrcimatic situations suddenly take 

unconventional turns. The point mc\y be illustrated from The 

Devi 1's Disciple s just where the melodramatic clergyman 

would show courage he appears to show cowardice; just where 

the melodramatic sinner would confess his love he confesses 

his indifference. Jhe melodramatic playwrights have so often 

made a man face death for the woman he loves, but Shaw makes 

him f£\ce death for the woman he does not. love -- - only to 

put the woman in her place. Shaw gives a twist to the trite 

episodes and the stock situations; of the conventional 

melcidrama; in Act III of the play, the melodramatic formula 

requires Dick to avow his love for the pjriest's wife, for 

whom he is ready to sacrifice his life.. But when Judith 

visits him in pris^on and asks him if he is not taking her 

husband's place out of love fcjr her, he replies s "If I 

said - to please you -- that I did what I did ever so little 

for your sake, I lied as men always lie to women . . .1 had 

no motive and no interest . . . I have been brought up 

standing by the law of my own nature; and I may not go 

against it; gallows or no gallows. I should have done the 
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same thing for any other man in the town or any other man's 

wife". Here, again^ Shaw succeeds in humani.sing the stock 

figure of mejlodrama, revealing in him a credible mi;<ture of 

good and evil. Dick may scoff at religion and break the 

social code J but he is not naturally vicious ar depraved. In 

the stern asceticism of his nature, he is a more genuine 

Puritan than his mother. He is not a conventional stage-

hero, but one who obeys the law of his own nature under 

every trial; he pities the devil, takes his side and 

champions him against the world. 

Another technique of Bhaw is that he inade the 

worse appear the better and he carried this technique 

farther than any othe?r -ancient or modern plaiywright. This is 

the technique of the Wit. Shaw went as far as imagination 

can reach in his climactic feat, of cynicism in "Don Joan in 

Hell" in Man and -Superman by intellectual fireworks, by the 

mcist vertiginously witty exhibition of epigramma\tic 

s o p h i s t r i e s , t r a n s f o r m i n g t I'i e S e v e n C a r d i n a 1 Virtue s i n t o 

Seven Deaidly Sins, interchanging Heaiven and Hell itself. 

This is the exaggeration and diabolic ingenuity of wit •- a 

field in which Gilbert, Wilde and E<utler excelled. They 

possibly excelled Shaw in social suavity and stylistic 

elegance, but Shaw far exce?lled them in intellectual range, 

breadth of view, artistic perspective, and philosophic 

content and vision. 

By the seco.nd decade of the present century some of 

the more acute students of English literature among French 
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critics were cle^arly recognizing the close affinitie^s 
1 

between Moliers £ind Bernard Shaw„ Regis Michaud has noted 

that Shaw bade fair to become a. fashionable Moliere — a 

Moli6?re who wrote his plays to "usher in the golden age 

according to Karl Mar;;". This obs;ervation is misleading 

because Shaw did not refer to Marx earlier than in The 

Apple Cart. Michaudjhowever, comments on some resemblances 

between Moliere and Shaw and concludes that if soci£^l comedy 

was a me?re germ in Moliere, it receives an arresting 

e;;tension in £>haw„The^ findings of Michaud cannot be lightly-

dismissed even though to portray Shaw as a replica of 

Moliere would be a gross mistake. 

Moliere's plays were called "conversation pierces" 

and when Shaw labelled his own plays as "disquisitory" 

pieces., the resemblance between the two playwrights be^came 

unmistakable and obvious. It may not be out of place to 

mention heM-e that Shaw considered not Shakespeare but 

Moliere as the greatest dramatist that ever lived. Moliere, 

in the preface to his masterpiece Tartuff€? categorically 

stated that the principal end of comedy was to correct the 

vices of men who were more like?ly to be laughed, and not 

scolded, out of their sins. It was his belief that as a comic 

poet he could do no better than attack the vices of his time 

1. As referred to by A, Henderson in 6.B.S. s Man of the 

Century . Vol II P 737. Appleton Century Crofts Inc. 

1956. Michaud'5 work is in French. 
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with ridiculous likenesse?s. The voice of Moliere;, in this 

respect, is unmistakably the voice of Shaw. When we remember 

how Shaw associated his first dramatic work.Widowers' Houses 

with the art of Moliere, we again find the resemblance 

betweE>n the two in the technique and the treatment of theme. 

But,, still, Shaw is not Moliere; neither did he 

intend to be?. We may, after examining the resemblances 

between them, say that Shaw has picked up the torch of 

Moliere and carried it to the future. Actually Shaw began 
1 

where Moliere had ended . There 3,re unmistakable differences 

between the art of the two masters- Moliere was not a social 

re>former of the Shavian brand 5 he accepted the French 

society as he found it. F'urther, Moliere was not, 

conventionally speaking, immoral or heretical; but Shaw was 

both and found not much in the then English society worthy 

of pre/servaticn. The task before? Shaw was colossal -- to 

present a new philosophy of life and to create a new 

audience; but this was not the task of Moliere. Shaw's 

technique of characterisation has little, if anything, to do 

with that of Moliere. The central character with Shaw is no 

longer, as with the French dramatist, some extraordinary and 

exceptional individual, but a whole social class, an 

institution, national traits, or even an entire 

civilisation. The central character in Moliere is replaced 

in Shaw by a code of conduct, often unconventional, a 

1, G„Ei".Shaw s Tian of the Century Vol YT. Archibald 

Henderson Apple^ton-Century-Croft Inc. 1956. P 739, 
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philosophy of life, incorporated in an individual. The 

characters in Shaw's plays who do not incorporate these 

qualities are made ridiculous through the satiric exposure 

of the fallacious views and shallow codes of conduct, 

sentimental, romantic, conventional, Shaw's characters are 

not pathological as Moliere's are; Shaw portrays class 

type»s„ He does not portray the coxcomb, the mise>r, the 

pedant, the bore, or the coquett.e.5 he portrays the cockney, 

the? manufacturer of armaments, the professional soldier, the 

brigand, the saint, the politician, the dictator, the king ••-

all class types. It is in this sense that. Shaw's plays sre 

twentieth century morality plays. Every Shaw-play is a 

twentieth century Pi1qrim's Progress with the great army of 

individual pioneers strivincj for ever onwards towards a new 

social Utopia,, 

In the correspondence be?tween Henry James £ind H. 
1 

G. Wells we have the classic case of the literary artist 

and the professed journalist. To Henry James literature, 

like painting, is an end; to Wells, on the Oith£?r hand, it is 

a means which has a use. Wells would rather be called a 

journalist than an artist. Bernard Shaw in retrospect may be 

connected with Wells. We see them as embattled Socialists 

and Evolutionists debating endlessly with the Distributism 

and the Christian Liberalism of Hi 11aire Belloc and G.K. 

Chesterton. Shaw, further, would have echoed many of Wells's 

1. Henry James and H.B.Wells, ed. L.Edel and 6.N, Ray. 1958. 
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remarks in his controver'sy with Henry James. But behind the 

outwwi resemblance between Wells and Shaw there is a great 

inne^r distinction. Wells was a teacher of Science and a 

writer of scientific textbooks before he became a novelist? 

Bhaw wats a music critic and a theatre critic before he won 

his fame as a playwright. We are apt to think of him merely 

as the propagator of Ibsten and Samuel Butler 5 we forget his 

love for music and the fact that his writings were 

profoundly influenced by the four masters of his youth ~ 

Eiunyan., Blake, Dickens, and Rusk in. Wells in his novels 

wou1d rather be calied a j ourna1ist than an artist; in his 

dramatic criticism Shaw would have queried the distinction. 

The fact, of course, is that both Shaw and Wells sre first 

rate artists. 

Bhaw was convinced ,when he mournfully noticed the 

deplcjrable condition of the English drama in the nineteenth 

century,, that the "new drama" must compete with the 

contemporary novel; that the "new drama" must also be 

immensely readable. He was, to that end, writing plays with 

enormous stage directions because he was convinced that the 

time when the playwright could say, like the Elizabethans, 

"a street" or "another part of the battle field" and leave 

it at that, had gone by. Shaw not only set his sce^ne in 

utmost detail, but gave his actors an overwhelming amount of 

help by detailing the person and personality of his 

characters. 
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The massive detail of the stage as well as the 

characters, to say nothing about the lengthy but interesting 

prefaces5 makes his plays something of a cross between 

dramatic literature and the novel. These novel-plays are, 

naturally, meant to be read, and, needless to say, to read 

them is a delightful experience. Shaw's indebtedness to, or 

rather his affinity with, the Dickensian technique has 

already been noted. It may further be noted, in this 

connection, that Shaw was, like Dickens, a literary 

cartoonist in his method of characterisation and invention 

of plots. Shaw eKaggerates; he magnifies and does not 

minify; yet this exaggeration does not destroy the 

sense of reality. This is actually Dickens all over again. 

I have already said that Shaw's plays Area 

twentieth century morality plays. This demands a bit more 

elaboration. Certain features of the Morality Plays and the 

Interludes appealed strongly to Shaw's comic instinct and 

controversial disposition s loose jests over solemn 

subjects, didactic arguments, and prolonged debates. He was 

a natural rebel, with an irresistible tendency a la 

Neitzsche, to transvalue value, to turn things upside down 

and inside out. The Seven Deadly Sins or Mortal Vices, 

integrally embedded in the morality plays, afforded him the 

perfect opportunity for inverting conventional standards. In 

their pjlace he set the seven illuminant good qualities and 

wittily renamed them"The Seven Deadly Virtues". Long before 
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becominq a dramatist, he was delighting William Morris and 

his circle of congenial intimates with his witty and caustic 

lectures on those Seven Deadly Virtues, much to the 

discomfort of the moralists. In the morality play a 

struggle,, episodic and yet continuous, takes place between 

the forces of good and evil, for the possession of human 

soul. Shaw designed quite seriously a new table of ethical 

values though we find hint rather capricious in his choice of 

these Deadly Virtues. We find him giving varying lists 

depending upon the circumstances depicted in the individual 

plays- In the Hell Scene in Man and Superman, the most 

detailed study of ethical traits and moral values found 

anywhere in Shaw's writings, we are told that Hell is "the 

home of honour, duty, justice, and the rest of the seven 

deadly virtues",, Elsewhere he catalogues eight with others 

unspecified. Don Joan tells the Devil s "Your friends sre 

not moral, they are only conventional . . . to the very 

backbones of their souls. Beauty, purity, respectability, 

religion, morality, art, patriotism, bravery, and the rest 

are nothing but words which I or anyone can turn inside out 

like a glove", 

The great flexibility in dealing with the Seven 

Deadly Sins and the Seven Deadly Virtues is illustrated by 

another example in Shaw's allegory of the Christian religion 

under the pressure of social, financial, and economic 

forces. In Major Barbara we are offered a new list of Seven 

Deadly Sins in the conflict between Wealth and Poverty -
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food, clothing, firing, rent, taxes, respectability, and 

children- Be this as it may, Shaw surely is the master 

morality playwright of the twentieth century. His plays, 

most of them, Bre moralities voicing the clashing ideas and 

conflicting ideologies of our time, liari and Superman. Back to 

Methuselah. Major Barbara^ Androdes and the Lion. 

Heartbreak House, On. the Rocks are all twentieth century 

morality plays. 

The distinguishing characteristics of the 

cartoonist are exaggerations and distortions. This 

distortion is not a deviation from, rather a heightening of, 

reality. To exaggerate some feature a nose, a chin, a 

brow is not to destroy likeness; it is a stroke of 

perspective in order to accentuate a dominating and 

determining feature of character. Shaw was a literary 

cartoonist; and as a literary cartoonist his aim was 

humourous, exaiggerative portraiture, and not caustic or 

malicious satire. Shiaw's crucial innovation was, in 

abandoning raw realism and photographic representation, to 

develop a new form of "Ultra-realism" or "supra-naturalism". 

It was necessary to create characters, in order to achieve 

this, in a strictly realistic setting, giving in their 

mouths truths as naked thoughts from the sub-conscious. This 

expression from the sub-conscious is as truly self-

expressive as the soliloquies of Hamlet, lago, Macbeth and 

many other Shakespearean self-revealers. This view is 

explicitly set forth by Shaw : "My sort of play would be 
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impossible unless I endowed my characters with powers of 

self-consciousness and self-expression which they would not 

possess in real life. You could not have Esop's fables 
1 

unless the animals talked" . O'Neill's concept of bringing 

the inner life into parallel with the outer life interested 

Shaw deeply, because that achievement of the American 

dramatist, in whom Shaw saw the "only" contemporary American 

dramatist, strongly resembled what he himself had long been 

attempting to do. He realised the essential unreality of 

ecich person with two voices distinguished by different keys; 

one the natural language of daily life, insincere and 

artificial; the other, the speech from the sub-conscious. 

"But the schizophrenia, he? felt, was too glaring for the 

stage, forbidding even that classic remission of incredulity 

e;;prt3ssed so ingeniously by Hazlitt" . Shaw felt that there 

was but one solution to this problem; to have the 

individual, in the realm of the Conscious and on the plane 

of daily living, speak with but a single tone and voice the 

uninhibited impulse to truth of the Sub-conscious. Shaw 

illuminates the whole matter in a passage of a letter 

written to Prof. Allardyce Nicoll, refering to his practice 

of making characters "say not what in real life they could 

never bring themselves to say, even if they understood 

themselves clearly enough, but the naked soul truth, quite 

T. Sixteen Self-sketches - G. B. Shaw. N. Y. 1949. P 157. 

2. S.B.S. : Man of the Century. A. Henderson. Vol II 

Appleton- Century Crofts Inc. 1956. P 755. 
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objectively and scientifically presented, thus combining the 
1 

extreme of unnaturalness". This Shaw divined in Shakespeare 

at his greatest moments. The Shakespearean soliloquy, in so 

far as it was not merely an "aside" for the information of 

the audience, was an attempt at this. According to Shaw the 

highest drama is nothing but a striving towards this feat of 

interpretation . 

No study of the dramatic technique of Shaw could 

be complete without a reference to the puppetal semblance 

noticeable in many of his plays, especially those which are 

labelled as moralities. All his morality plays - and in a 

broad sense all the plays of Shaw eire morality plays - a.re 

termed indiscriminately by him as allegory, parable and 

fable. There was a childlike mood of wonder in Shaw that 

responded to that philosophic spirit of Bergson, who found 

the basic meaning of humour emerging from consideration of 

man as a puppet, a mechanical toy. All the allegorised 

characters of Shaw, in particular those pres^enting a single 

trait or characteristic, have something of the rigidity of 

t h e m a r i o n e 11 e. 

No one who has studied with care the Shavian 

drama, the settings, and the handling of characters, which 

often appear to be "thought- marionettes" skilfully designed 

1. Cited by Prof. Allardyce Nicoll in A History of Late 

Nineteenth century Drama 1350-1900 (Cambridge, 1949) 

Vol I. P 201-202. 

2. Ibid. 
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and often only thinly disguised, can fail to trace their 

origin back to the old church pageants and shows. Punch and 

Judy shows in which Shaw revelled as a youth certainly had 

deep-seated influence in his plays. In the Shaw drama chest 

we find both the staged marionette-shows with human puppets 

and the modernised Punch and Judy Play. The Dark Lady of. the 

Sonnets and Great Catherine are ilustrations of the former 

type while The Devil's Disciple and The Shewing up of Blanco 

Posnet are of the latter. It is quite interesting and 

appropriate to note that the last work Shaw wrote for 

production should have been a puppet play - Shakes versus 

Shay (1949) - produced by the Walds Lanchester Marionette 
1 

Theatre at the Lyceum Hall, Malvern. The note of Shaw on the 

Programme beginning "This in all actuarial probability is my 

last play and the climax of my eminence, such as it is", is 

quite significant. It would be wrong, of course, to discover 

the puppet-master Shaw in all his plays and in the same 

degree. Certain critics have gone up so far as to assert 

that to Shaw had occurred the notion of relieving the British 

drama from the burden of human beings and substituting a 

procession of puppets. To this Shaw retorted, "You must not 

let yourself be overwhelmed by my style . . . . All my plays 

were written . . .as plays of life, character, and human 

1. This note is printed as Preface to Shakes versus Shav 

in The Complete Prefaces of Bernard Shaw. Paul Hamlyn 

Ltd. 1965. P 916-917. 
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destiny; like those of Shakespeare and Euripedes". It must 

be admitted, however, that the relation of Shaw's plays to 

marionette shows and Punch and Judy Plays, and through the 

latter to the old Moralities has not been given any serious 

study. 

When a playwright uses so many and so varied 

techniques, as does Shaw, we feel really disturbed and at a 

loss; no wonder the Victorian play-goers did not know what 

to think after seeing a Shaw-play. Shaw at the same time and 

to the bewilderment of the critic, claims that he is an 

inspired artist and wants us to understand that his plays 

are not "constructed plays"; rather they grow naturally. 

Shaw, we all surely agree, is never dull and there is a lot 

of truth in the observation that if a playwright "constructs" 

a play, he will find himself in the position of a person 

putting together a jig-saw huzsle, absorbed and intensely 

interested in an opejration which becomes unbearably dull. A 

good play constructs with a subtlety, and often with a 

mechanical ingenuity that deludes the critics who hold the 

playwright as a crafty artificer when, in fact, he has never 

thought of what one character would say until another gave 

the cue. This is not the technique of an artisan, but of an 

inspired artist. When after the production of Saint Joan, 

which g£jve Shaw a towering position in the theatre, the 

playwright was called upon by the Modern Historic Records 

1. As in G.B.S. : Man of the Century Vol II A. Handerson 

Appleton Century Crofts Inc. 1956. p 718 
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Association to define the principles that govern the 

dramatist in his selection of themes and methods of 

treatment, he sent a lengthy reply in which ^re to be found 

some specific statements which illuminate how he works and 

why, at least in his later works, there is a mystic spirit. 

In view of the significance of Shaw's observation, I venture 

to quote him at length s 

"I am not governed by principles; I am inspird? 

how and why I csinnot explain because I do not know. Ê ut 

inspiration it must be? for it comes to me without any 
1 

reference to my own ends and interests," . 

This is a fair description of a dramatic author; 

it also shows that the inspired artist works without being 

inhibited by his own aims and intersts - social, political 

or philosophical- That Shaw can write like an inspired artist 

is amply demonstrated in that scene in Candida where Candida 

declares her purpose of remaining with the strong man 

because he is the weak man. She is asked to choose between 

two men, one, a self-confident preacher, her husband, and 

the other, a wild and weak young romantic poet, her lover. 

She chooses the former because she understands that he 

requires her help more and he has more weakness. Here we see 

one of the best reversals that Shaw ever effected. But there 

is more than this in Candida. Marriage is an actual human 

relation which has some emotional results. The wife regards 

i. As in European Theories of the Drama ~ Barrett H. 

Clark. Cincinnati. 1918. P 475. 
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her husband at once as the strongest and the weakest man 

depending squarely on her. It may be said that this 

relationship is not one based on love or fear, but one based 

strictly on marriage. The man has the incurable sense of the 

mother in his wife. This fact about the marriage 

relationship has been brought out by Shaw in the play. 

The "principles" guide only the lesser writers who 

try to construct their plays, but Shaw's plays, being pieces 

of inspiration, cannot be thought of in terms of being 

"constructed". But the inspired artist gives his work a 

total design; how it happens is without his knowledge. Shaw 
1 

writes, "I find myself possessed of a theme in the following 

manner. I am pushed by a natural need to set to work, to 

write down conversations that come into my head 

unaccountably. At first I hardly know the speakers, and 

cannot find names for them .Then they become more and more 

familiar; and I learn their names. Finally I come to know 

them very well, and discover what it is they ars driving at 

and why they have said and done things I have been moved to 

set down, 

"This is not being "guided by principles"; it is 

hallucination; and sane hallucination is what we call play 

or dramei . . . .1 donot select my methods: they ar<a imposed 

on me by a hundred considerations . . . by the nature and 

limits of the art of acting, by the capacity of the 

spectators for understanding what they see and hear . . . . 

1. As in European Theories of Drama . Barrett H.Clark 
Cincinnati. 1918. P 475. 
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"I have to consider - . . the e^xtent to which the 

magic of art can break through commercial prudence,the 

limits set by honour and humanity to the tasks I may set to 

my fellow-artist the actor". 

It appears from the foregoing discussion that. Shaw 

was not an innovator in dramatic technigue. He was at bottom 

a classicist in dramatic construction who constantly fell 

back upon Moliere and Euripedes as well as other great 

dramatists and story tellers- Ce^rtain it is that he modelled 

a number of his plays upon the almost plotless conversation 

pieces of Moliere. But,, in addition, he may well be credited 

with having created the so-called "debated drama". He 

laibouriously carried the debated drama through the several 

phases of the disguisitory, discursive, and digressive 

dramas. These last are plays in which Shaw seemingly 

capriciously, but in fact deliberately, digresses from the 

central theme of the play, and makes a personal tour of his 

brain with all its prejudices and eccentricities. Such plays 

are entertainments, no less delightful because they donot 

conform to the orthodox canons of dramatic art. So far as 

possible he eliminated plot, freguently discarded the 

technigue of the "Well-made Play", shunned the romantic 

dramas of love and intrigue and, in later phases, devoted 

himself entirely to the expression of general philosophical 

ideas in conversational pieces. 

When 1 say that Shaw, at bottom, is a classicist, 

1 mean that his execution is classical. But the source of 
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his plas/s is always roniantic in so far as they are the 

result of his inspiration. All great art is romantic in 

inspiration and classical in execution. 

It is Shaw, more than anybody else, who kept the 

world l£\uqhinq for over half a century. He was almost like 

a prankish taoy - with a fundamental difference, nevertheless 

playing with a huge but stupid animal, the Public. An 

analysis of his predicaments and the way he handled them may 

be given in this way s Waggery as a medium is invaluable. 

Shaw's case greatly is the case of Rabelais over again. When 

he began to promulgate his opinions, he found that they 

appeared to the unthinking people extravagant and even 

insane. In order to get a hearing it was necessary, Shaw 

understood, to attain the footing of a privileged lunatic 
1 

with the licence of a jester , He found that he had only to 

say with perfect simplicity what he? meant seriously just as 

it struck him, to make everbody laugh; the real joke is that 

all the time he is in perfect earnest-

All this is said to bring home the point that the 

technique of the? Shavian drama and the treatment of theme in 

that drama are not air-tight compartments which could be 

studied independent of each other. Much has already been 

said about the treatment of theme in a Bhaw-play, but a 

little more discussion is deemed necessary. 

1. George Bernard Shaw - Clarence Rook. The Chap-Book. 
1896. P 539. 
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So long the critics and the theatre-goers had the 

notion that drama must be written with "dramatic" themes. 

But it was Shaw who showed that a drama may include, as its 

theme, anything and everything; after him it has become 

impossible to say which themes should be branded as non-

dramatic. Shaw takes up love, marriage, family life, money, 

poverty, capitalism, socialism, critics, ministers, future 

life, simpleton, conscience, the League of Nations, Ireland, 

England to name them haphazardly in his "Social", 

"Political", "Philosophical" plays and treats them in his 

own way„ 

The phrase "in his own way" makes it necessary to 

have a glimpse, however quick, into the mind of Bernard 

Shaw: this would help us understand why he dealt with his 

themes. in the way he did. Granting the artist, a man 

obviously deals with a subject in a manner that best suits 

and fits in his mental make-up. Shaw's was a gigantic 

intellect atnd it is quite a difficult job to separate the 

chaff from the grain. Still an attempt may be made. Though 
1 

we do not completely agree with G.K. Chesterton's analysis 

of the mind of Bernard Shaw, Shaw's mind can be studied in 

the very three broad different aspects analysed by 

Chesterton - Irishman, Puritan, and Progressive. All these 

aspects have to be understood in order to examine how the 

playwright dealt with his themes. 

1. George Bernard Shaw - G, K. Chesterton. The Bodley 

Head. London. 1961, P 6 - 80 
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Shaw had the rare quality of being a saint of a 

strictly ascetic type, for he was actually unwordly and 

innocent; this unworldliness and innocence - the qualities 

of saints - sre typical Irish qualities. Nothing can be 

truer than this that Ireland has a quality which made it the 

land of saints and virgins. Elsewhere in this chapter it has 

been noted that Shaw had a childlike mood of wonder. He is 

often audacious in theory, but is always comparatively clean 
1 

in thought „ This is owing to his chid like innocence which 

made him courageous enough to give voice to unpalatable 

truths. A queer clearness of the intellect is an Irish gift 

and from behind the seemingly jumbled-up thoughts of Shaw 

this clearness radiates. It has been noted by C.E.M. Joad 

that Shaw's thought is coherent : " . . .his thought . . . 

is remarkably coherent, and the doctorine of Creative 

Evolution informs and unifies his teaching on every other 

topics". This consistency, this coherence, would be 

impossible had he not have a clear intellect. He seemed to 

the English, as he seems to some people even now, wild and 

unreasonable because he was really much too reasonable to be 

anything but fierce when he is fighting. Personally one of 

the kindest of men, Shaw sometimes has written to hurt, not 

because he hated a particular man, but because he could not 

stand calmly certain ideas and would slay them if he could. 

1. I bid . 

2. Shaw - C.E.M. Joad. Victor Gollancs Ltd. London. 1949. 
(Distributor s Allied Publishers Ltd. Bombay and 
Calcutta). P 198. 
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The English are always led to the fallacy that the Irish are 

weak and emotional and this fallacy springs from the fact 

that the Irish are lucid and very emotional. An Irishman may 

like romance, but, like Shaw, will not fail to point out 

that it is "only romance". But here we must grant the 

individual oddities and eccentricities of Shaw which are 

many and varied. 

As a growing boy, Shaw developed an attitude of 

criticism, of scepticism, towards religion - an attitude 

which begot many wrong and misleading conclusions. His 

father had a devastating sense of anti-clima;-; which was 

transmitted to the son. The father, while reproving the son 

for his irreverence, ended the reproof with even a more 

outrageous irreverence, Shaw's irreverence towards 

religion, it should be noted, was actually his irreverence 

towards the conventions of religions. An overwhelming 

contempt towards the conventions of religion and society was 

absorbed by Shaw in his impressionable years. The spirit of 

comic irreverence to which he was exposed in his childhood 

spent in the company of his father and his uncle Walter, had 

been highly beneficial to him throughout his life. It set 

upon him the seal of a satirist; but, may it be noted, he 

never satirised the truth of religion; he satirised only he 

sham, the hypocrisy. As a small boy he, like many other 

children, conceived a positive hatred for religious 

practices because of compulsory church attendance. I feel 

irresistibly tempted to quote Shaw to give an idea of his 
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hatred for congregation in the church which appeared to 

him, not the house of Bod, but the house of Satan. 

". . - To this day, my flesh creeps when I recall 

that genteel suburban Irish Protestant Church, built by 

Roman Catholic workmen who would have considered themselves 

damned had they crossed its threshold afterwards. Every 

seperate stone, every pane of glass, every fillet of 

ornai-nental iron work - half dog-collar, half coronet - in 

that building must have showed a sepjarate evil passion in 
1 

my young heart" . 

The unnaiturally motionless figures of the 

congregation in their Sunday clothes and bonnets, and their 

set facets, pale with malignant rigidity produced by the 

suppression of all expression produced a positive impression 

of intoleramce on young Shaw - an impression that lasted 

throug hou t his life. 

The adjective used by G.K. Chesterton to the 

home of the Shaws as "narrow, Puritan" is very much 

misleading. It is true that Shaw was a Puritan, but to call 

the house where he was born and where he spent his young 

.1. Quoted from Geogre Bernard Shaw s Man of the Century Vol 

I. Appleon-Century Croft Inc. 1956. P 45. The essay "On 

Going to Churce", was Published in The Savoy, January, 

1896.This essay has been frequently reprinted, 

particularly in The Philistine. 

2. G.B- Shaw - G.K". Chesterton. The Bodly Head. London. 1961. 
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days as just Puritan and also narrow is capable of drawing us 

to wrong conclusions. From all we know of their home with 

the elder Shaw and Walter discussing religion in the most 

comic and outrageous tone gives us the impression that it 

was not an average "narrow, Puritan" home. In later life 

Shaw reached the unalterable conclusion that,so far as 

Protestant gentry was concerned, Ireland was the most 

irreligious country in the world. The letter written by 
1 

Shsiw, when he was only nineteen, to "Public Opinion" brought 

the charge of atheism against him. True it is that Shaw was 

not religious in the conventional sense and certainly it was 

outrageously blasphemous of him to liken the church to the 

house fo Satan. But Shaw was religious in a deeper sense. 

He, at bottom, vjas a spiritualist and a mystic for whom the 

formalities of religious practices had little value. That he 

was a Puritan is beyond dispute. In one of his numerous 

prefaces Shaw declared, "I have always been a Puritan in my 

attitude towairds art" . Exhibiting all that is purest in the 

Puritan, Shaw, a closer study will reveal, was on the side 

of the Puritan in almost everything. He had unflinching 

devotion to truth and the deep desire to see truth face to 

face. He was highly impatient with irrelevant sentiment or 

destructive symbols and was gifted with the rs^re quality of 

1. The whole letter is quoted by Archibald Henderson in 
Beorge Bernard Shaw : Man of the Century Vol I. 

Appleton -• Century- Crofts Inc. 1956. P 48-49. 

2. Preface to Three Plays for Puritans. The Complete 
Prefaces of E^ernard Shaw. Paul Hamlyn Ltd. 1965. P 743. 
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constant effort to keep the soul at his highest pressure and 

speed. We may here note that Shaw found in Bunyan, a 

Puritan, a Kindred soul, Bunyan was Shaw's favourite author 

and went so far as to place him above Shakespeare as a 
1 

writer and philosopher . But here again, a note of caution 

must be sounded. Whatever is sentimental and deliquescent in 

Puritanism was rejected by Shaw. To look at Shaw as an 

orthodox Puritan also will be misleading because he never 

supported any repression. Instead of calling him a Puritan 

it would be more fitting to call him a biologist. Shaw's 

condemnation of such highly respected institutions as 

marriage and family led many to brand him as obscene and 

immoral. As he said and wrote unpalatable, discomforting 

facts, he was looked upon as immoral by the "moral" 

Victorians. But the fact is that he was opposed to 

repression, the greatest good for a Puritan, of pleasures. 

The "Puritan" Shaw would feel out of water in the England 

of Cromwell. Se;-; experience, for Shaw, was not a taboo; 

rather it was a part of human growth and about this subject 

he thought and thought like a true biologist.But Shaw did 

not indulge, and he did not want the good man to 

indulge in feminine charm. Shakespeare's Caesar may thus 

indulge, taut not Shaw's Caesar. 

1. It may be noted that Shaw called John Bunyan "Greatest 

English dramatiser of life" in the Preface to Three 

Plays for Puritans. The Complete Prefaces of Bernard 

Shaw. Paul Hamlyn Ltd. 1965. P 746. 
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Shaw was born in an epoch, or rather at the end of 

an epoch, which was in many ways unique in history. There 

had been other periods of reform which had swiftness as the 

main characteristic, for example, the period of the French 

Revolution which changed the colour of all Europe and 

brought about a change in the mental horizon of the 

poeple.The nineteenth century was, too, a period of reform; 

but now the ideas of reform dwindled into the feeble idea of 

mere progress as had never happened before, not certainly 

in the period of the French Revolution. The Republican 

energy failed to plant real hope in the mind of the people. 

By the fag end of the nineteenth century two distinct 

figures arose in the society ~ the pure Conservative and the 
1 

pure Progressive . These two figures would have been laughed 

out of e>iistence in any other epoch of history because there 

is something comically foolish in the idea of mere progress 

or going forward as in the idea of mere conservation without 

judgement. Whereas there have been ages of Conservation and 

Progress^ only the last part of the nineteenth century 

remained content only with these two words. 

History, the wise say, repeats itself- We know how 

the wave of the Renaissance froze into mere form of 

classicism. So also the ideas of democratic rights and 

freedoms of the nineteenth century stiffened into mere 

scepticism, destructive of everything, including democracy 

1. Seorge Bernard Shaw - G.K. Chesterton. The Bod ley Head. 

London. P 50. 
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itself. The destroyers were always talking;. possibly 

without understanding the implications of all their talks, 

of going ceaselessly forward. The result was as it should 

bes the moral world was completely in a chaos. For all their 

talks of morality., it had no solid land beneath its feet 

when Bernard Shaw arrived on the scene. The Progressive of 

the time was always discontented and this discontentment 

led him to some futile speculations; his was an almost mad 

search for institutions which he could break or alter 

and then thank himself for becoming a progressive- Thus the 

mind of the Progressive v><as a veritable riot-Shaw was also a 

Progressive, but with a difference; and he could beat all the 

progressives of the time comfortably in this great game of 

being a progressive. The secret of his victory was that his 

was not a mental riot; he was completely clean-headed who 

could always find the most unthought of arguments to counter 

the views of his opposition. Whereas most of the progressives 

had ncj idea about their destination or aim, Shaw had the 

knack not only for producing a new and surprising argument, 

but also had a new philosophy. It is greatly his credit to 

have brighte^ned the "modern movements" with suggestive 

thoughts,even though his thoughts &re not entirely original. 

The romantic rationalists were struck dumb by the 

Shavian trick of exposing their sentimental views; he turned 

their own rationalism against their sentimental ism. The 

romantic rationalists would hold that women were equal to 

men and then look at them as goddesses. Shaw contended that 
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if she was his equal it would be foolish and illogical to 

romanticise her as a goddess and to place her on the altar as 

a charming, flawless creature. Whereas for the women 

equality meant the emancipation of women making them equal 

to men 5 for Shaw it meant primarily the emancipation of men 

from the bondage of woman-worship, allowing them to be rude 

to women. In almost every play of Shaw we find a man and a 

woman pitted against each other in arguments, in which the 

woman is out-witted and out-manoeuvred until she admits that 

she is no better than, but equal to, his male victor. It is 

an illustration of Shaw's undisputed ability to throw a 

newer light on every aspect of life. He out-manoeuvred the 

progressives and caught the rivolutionists napping when he 

pointed out that the Home Rule for Ireland, with which the 

revolutionists and the progressives fell in instinctively, 

was a bad thing because it started with the word "Home" 

which could not have any good influence on a man. In thus 

arguing Shaw exposed the sentimental ism of the romantic 

rationalists. Whereas most of the people including the 

romantic rationalists looked at Love and War and the British 

Party System with awe and reverence, Shaw took care to scrap 

the romance out of these things and showed point-blank that 

neither Love nor War had any romantic charm and that the 

British Party System was unworkable. The romantic idealist's 

view of Love and War and the romantic idealists themselves 

were intolerable to Shaw; he threw cold water upon them 

by using the term "idealist" always as a reproach. It must, 
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however, be borne in mind that, far from being a sceptic, 

Shaw's dogma was not one of hopelessness and unbelief- For a 

man to whom Life was glorious, nothing could be more foreign 

than the dogma of futility and hopelessness. 

Shaw was a profound humanitarian which meant for 

him an identification of human life with the life of 

nature. But he was careful lest people should mistake him 

for being a sentimentally compassionate man. So he claimed 

that he was an economist who hated to see life wasted by 

carelessness and cruelty. He became a vegetarian and claimed 

that he became a vegetarian not because he felt sentimental 

about animals, but because it was his "duty" not to devour 

animals and also because he disliked dead animals. He was 

not a sentimental socialist and any suggestion that he 

became a socialist because he was sentimental enough to take 

poverty as cruel, would not be entertained by him. He 

announced that he became a socialist because poverty was 

wasteful and the greatest of all crimes from which all other 

crimes emanate. It is true that he felt bitter to see the 

oppressed poor, but he would not admit that his view-point 

was that of a sentimentalist; rather it was that of an 

economist. He would say that he hated the poor and so would 

not have even a single man remain poor. Thus Shaw was the 

arch-progressive of his time, the difference between him 

and other progressives being very great. His arch-

progressivism antagonised even some of his friends and 

progressive contemporaries. In every age the world demands 

some passionate protestant, to compel us to justify our 
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beliefs and to evaluate our lives. Through the ages we 

have seen the births and works and messages of Moliere. 

Swift, Voltaire, Ibsen, Carlyle. To this bright gala>;y we 

may safely add the name of Seorge Bernard Shaw - a destroyer 

no doubt,but not a destroyer who destroys for its own sake, 

but for creating something greater and nobler. Here was a 

man who stood against all sham and hypocrisy, against 

ugliness in life and sociBty; in short, a man who carried on 

the war of Jesus Christ to unmask imposture, to 

overthrow tyrannies, falsehoods, and superstitions. 

With this idea of the mental horizon of Shaw we 

may proceed to ask what the themes of his plays are and how 

did the dramatist deal with these themes. It is impossible 

to answer this question in a sentence or two because his 

themtes are as varied as the moods of Nature; and because he 

does not treat his themes in the fashion of a conventional 

man. 

Shaw was not a socialist, dramatist in the same 

sense that Upton Sinclair was a socialist novelist. His 

knowledge of economic systems and their bearing on the life 

of the people certainly stood him in good stead as a 

dramatist. But to say this is to give as little idea of 

what kinds of characters he creates, what situtitons they 

find them in, and what the plays are about as may be given 

of the figures of Michelangelo by asserting that they are 

the works of a man who understood the skeleton and the 

muscles one who had the knowledge of anatomy. It is quite 

wrong and misleading to assume or even suggest, as has 
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sometimes been done, that the possession of socio-economic 

intelligence must imply that the writer who possesses it 

writes tracts for social reform without bothering for art. 

Shaw has to thank himself for playing into the 

hands of the critics. In his early days he wrote books on 

Wagner and Ibsen which introduced their subjects to the 

Engl ish-spe^aking public wrongfully as primarily social 

reformers. Though the reformist seal in Wagner and Ibsen 

cannot and should not be completely ignored, Shaw, in his 

zeal, emphasised this aspect in them to such an extent that 

they appear before us, if we accept S h a w s views about them, 

as nothing but social reformers of the Shavian brand. Shaw's 

views about them sre nothing but a misinterpretation, for 

Wagner and Ibsen were artists in the first place. Ibsen's 

theme, although characteristic of the nineteenth century 

European society, is not a doctrine of social revolution; it 

is rather the dramatisation of the tremendous conflict 

between one's duty to the established institutions and 

moral dogmas and one's duty to one's own conscience. Ibsen 

treats this theme over and over again in a number of ways in 

different settings. The conflict in The Pillars of the 

Society and that in A Pol 1's House or Hedda Gabler is 

fundamentally the same, the difference lying in the 

situations the characters find themselves thrown into. The 

conflict between the nineteenth century moral world and the 

dictates of one's conscience is the basic theme of Ibsen. It 

is a big question whether Bernard Shaw has any such basic 
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•Tteme. Shaw reallv deals with subjects of unthinkable 

variety and it is Shaw who has shown that any subject could 

be a subject for treatment m a drama provided the dramatist 

has the technique of dramaturgy at his finger -tips. Shaw 

was certainly conscious of the importance of his themes, 

This becomes obvious from his declaration that he regarded 

much current morality as to economic and se;;ual relations as 

disastrously wrong and that he regarded with abhorrence 

certain doctrines of Christian religion as understood in 

England. It is a fact that Shaw is important as a dramatist 

for his dramatic technigue as well as for his themes. 

But to classify the themes of any dramatist, of 

Shaw most of all, is a task beset with difficulties ; and 

although 1 have made an attempt to do this, it is wellnigh 

impossible to ascribe one particular theme to one drama 5 

that would be a serious fftistake and any such attempt is 

bound to end in futility. The colourful, artistic and, one 

might add, the philosophic mind of Shaw worked into all the 

plays and we may well discover in one single play of Shaw 

themes more than one. In a play of ideas the playwright 

deals with ideas and drantatizes them. It is only commonplace 

observation that political, economic and social problems 

cannot be thought of independent of each other ; even 

philosophic systems may be regarded as by-products of socio

economic conditions. It is cjbvious, therefore, that in a 

play of ideas we cannot expect only one theme, but a whole 

set of them cutting across each other freguently. A 
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"political" play of ideas can naturally have "philosophical" 

bearings; a play dealing with the moral atmosphere of a given 

period or place cannot be thought of without relating it to 

the political and economic situation of the period or the 

place. Still an attempt at classification of themes of 

Shavian plays is not useless even though all the themes 

of his plays and even of one single play may not be covered -

— in as much as it would help us to understand these plays. 

While making such an attempt we can at best speak of the 

major theme and the minor theme in a play, always bearing in 

mind that such a classification is not quite satisfactory and 

may sometimes be misleading; the so-called major and minor 

themes may, playing into each other, become really one. Again 

it must be noted that in the purely "disquisitory" plays of 

the last period of Shaw's dramatic career one does not find 

"theme" as such because in them one finds "talks" about 

various interests leading to no specific idea, thus keeping 

one askance for a precise theme or themes. 

The theme which recurs in Bernard Shaw is the polar 

opposition between the type of the saint and the type of the 
1 

successful practical man. We find the clearest presentation 

of this type of opposition in the conflict between Father 

Keegan and Tom Broadbent in John Bull's Other Island and 

between Barbara and Andrew Undershaft in Major Barbara. There 

the moral scales are pretty evenly weighted and the 

1. Bernard Shaw at Eighty Edmund Wilson in G.B.S : A 
Critical Survey Ed. Louis Kronenberger. The World 
Publishing Co. N.Y. 1953. P 143. 
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predominance of the practical man produces an effect of 

satisfactory reassurance without carrying any evil 

implications. But these opposites the saintly and the 

practical also have the tendency to dissociate 

themeselves from one another and to feature themselves 

alternatively in successive plays. Thus in The Devil's 

Disciple the hero is a dashing fellow who has flashes, though 

somewhat melodramatic, of saintliness and his opponents are 

made comic or base. The same is true of The Shewing Up of 

Blanco Posnet• Caesar and Cleopatra is a play glorifying the 

practical man of business; Androcles and the Lion glorifies 

the saintly and so does Saint Joan. In Saint Joan the 

protagonist and the antagonist are shown alike effective. 

But this theme of the conflict between 

the saintly and the practical is not, though a recurrent 

theme in the plays of Shaw, the only theme that he treats. 

His themes are amazingly various covering a big area of human 

thought relation between man and woman, between husband 

and wife, parents and children; War; the problem of 

conscience, of Education and creation, character and 

disposition; the problems of the individual and society; high 

politics ; religion; and running through almost all the 

plays, the theme of Creative Evolution. He presents the 

classic themes in drama; the clash within the mind of the 

individual, between institutions, and between the individual 

and the forces that govern or try to govern the society. 

Shaw's themes are traditional, but where he differed from the 
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earlier playwrights is the way he looked at the themes. As a 

"younger son of the middle class" he discarded the morality 

of the Victorian bourgeoisie and turned his themes inside out 

to discover the sham and the shallow in the Victorian 

morality. It is not that all the themes of Bernard Shaw are 

modern. Most of the "modern" themes and "ideas" are a hundred 

years old when they are not as old as the world. But these 

themes appear so fresh when expressed by Shaw; in the hands 

of most of the others the same themes would turn quite dull. 

The reason may be that he seldom deals with the conventions 

or convictions from the same ground as another man would do. 

An excellent example of this may be found in Saint Joan. 

There is no dearth of dull wearisome books on the ordinary 

anti-clerical theme. In these books clericalism is denounced;; 

the clerics are denounced because they condemn the heroine. 

But Shaw does not denounce the clerics? rather he defends 

them and shows that Cauchon really tried to save Joan. Again 

Shaw does not portray Joan as a romantic heroine; his Joan is 

a soldier who has not lost her feminine nature; she is 

immature and ignorant, for she has no notion that her words 

and actions definitely go against the interests of the 

Catholic Church and the Feudal System. While dealing with the 

theme of war, for instance, in Arms and the Man he shows that 

the romantic attitude towards war is sham; that it is more 

important to have a few bits of chocolate to eat in the field 

than cartridges for revolver. In this play romantic love has 

been ridiculed for neither Sergius nor Raina, who appears so 

romantic in the beginning, is satisfied with romantic love. 
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It is not a question of whether Shaw's ideas are right or 

wrong. The point is how he dramatizes his ideas as he deals 

with his themes. For instance, the theme of education and 

creation has been dealt with in Pygmalion. in which the 

creator gives birth to certain problems by imparting 

education to Eliza. The flower-girl could earn her daily 

bread when she could not talk correctly and properly. Prof. 

Higgins teaches her how to talk properly and Pickering gives 

her lessons in deportment and now she finds herself 

completely helpless. Formerly she was independent and could 

depend upon herself, but now she must depend upon somebody, 

preferably a man. Unlike Pinero and Jones, Shaw did not seek 

any compromise between the society and the individual. There 

was every fear that the upholders of morality would brand him 

as immoral for having exposed the naked, discomforting facts 

about the Victorian society. Shaw himself declared that he 

was a specialist in "immoral" and "heretical" plays and 

thought that such plays were essential to the welfare of the 

nation. By "immoral" Shaw did not mean what was not proper, 

but what was contrary to conventional standards of manners 

and moralities. Taking the risk of being called "obscene" he 

asked pointedly the validity of the manners and moralities of 

the convention-bound people making the protagonists of his 

plays unconventional; he asked the use of the established 

institutions and beliefs which, he thought, the people had 

already outgrown. In this respect, however, he was not the 

first playwright in European literature, for the plays of 
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Ibsen have also been labelled "immoral"; Ghosts has been 

called "an open drains a loathsome sore unbandaged; a dirty 
1 

act done publicly" and The Master Builder. " . . . unwholesome 
2 

. . simply blasphemous". It may be pointed out that Shaw 

made an open confession of his "immorality" s "I had . . . no 

respect for popular morality, no belief in popular religion 
3 

It 

. . . . 

We must not fail to note that Shaw never makes 

adultery a theme. In one of his earliest prefaces he wrote : 

"I have a technical objection to making sexual infatuation a 

tragic theme. Experience proves that it is only effective 

in the comic spirit . . . .Let realism have its demonstration, 

comedy its criticism, or even bawdy its horse-laugh at the 

expense of sexual infatuation, if it must, but to ask us to 

subject our souls to its ruinous glamour, to worship it, to 
deify it, as if it alone makes our life worth living, is 

4 
nothing but folly gone mad erotically . . . .". Shaw was 

interested in sexuality in its intellectual and comic 

aspects, but his works seldom indicate a simple sexual 

attitude. He does not ignore love which he finds 

unaccountable and mysterious and irrational. He, therefore,is 

deliberately anti-romantic, laughing at the illusions of the 

1. As quoted in Ibsen. Michael Meyer. Penguine. 1974. P 686. 

2. As quoted in Ibsen. Michael Meyer. Penguine. 1974. P 739. 

3. Preface to Plays Unpleasant. The complete Prefaces of 
B. Shaw. Paul Hamlyn Ltd. 1965. P 716. 

4. Preface to Three Plays for Puritans. The Complete 
Prefaces of Bernard Shaw. Paul Hamlyn Ltd. 1965. P 749. 
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play between the sexes. He treates love with the respect of 

one who realises its importance, but without false sentiments 

or exaggerations so that he never glamourizes love or the 

lovers. The beloveds in his plays are not paragons of 

virtues; his is not the cult of woman-worship. Shaw is 

chiefly concerned with what may be called conscious love 

love without false sentiments and trivialities. It would be 

wrong, however, to suppose that Shaw regarded love simply as 

a mechanical attraction. You Never Can Tell contains a 

characteristic love-episode where Valentine has fallen 

hopelessly in love with Gloria and has to reveal himself to 

her though he hated himself all the while for his 

helplessness. As the play advances he is shown to be a man of 

imagination in whom love becomes an ecstasy. Valentine tries, 

not with complete success, to bring the ecstasy on to the 

level of conscious love. In Arms and the Man romance is 

blasted, the romantic hero and the heroine are thrown off 

their pedestal of higher love, and conscious love replaces 

romantic love and its pretences and illusions. One of the 

most distinguished works of Shaw, The Heartbreak House which 

is generally produced and read without its love theme in 

mind, shows the attainment of conscious love in a girl who 

passes through emotional love and love of convenience. If one 

desires to see Caesar and Cleopatra in Shaw's Caesar and 

Cleopatra as sexually infatuated, one must be utterly 

desappointed. Shaw's Caesar never worships woman, never 

allows them to fascinate him; Cleopatra understands that 

Ce&ssr is above the human weakness of eroticism. 
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Whereas politicians generally have a short view and 

wehreas their activities are guided by expediency, Shaw's is 

a long one and, as his interests went far beyond party 

politics, he is not guided by expediency. These become 

evident from such plays as The Apple Cart. Too True to be 

Good. On the Rocks. The Millionairess. Geneva etc. which deal 

with "high politics". In these plays he shows the inadequacy 

of political education, uselessness of political institutions 

that exist without purpose, lack of leadership and the 

challenge of false leadership; he shows the necessity of 

attaining consciousness and the need for political 

philosophy. Shaw writes : "Until there is an England in which 

every man is a Cromwell, a Rome in which every man is a 

Caesar, a Germany in which every man is a Luther plus a 

Boethe, the world will be no more improved by its heroes than 
1 

a Brixton villa is improved by the pyramids of Cheops". It 

should be understood that Shaw's praise of Fascist leaders 

and Soviet leaders was not the outcome of his blind 

partiality for dictators; it was rather the outcome of his 

impatience with pretended democracy. 

In The Shewing Up of Blanco Posnet. Androcles 

and the Lion. Saint Joan, and Major Barbara relegion is the 

theme together with individual conscience. We must not expect 

a systematic body of thought in the plays of Shaw who is 

primarily an artist ; it is often forgotten that the function 

of the artist and the academic philosopher is not the same. 

1. Quoted by C.B.Purdom in A Guide to the Plays of Bernard 
Shaw. Methuen and Co. Ltd. 1963. P 110. 
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Shaw is a comic genius from whom a workable philosophical 

system should not be expected ; but he has philosophical 

ideas which are essentially religious. I have maintained in 

another place of the present work that Shaw's philosophy and 

his religion Are essentially one and he has given dramatic 

expression to it. Saint Joan is possibly the most religious 

of Shaw's plays followed by Androcles and the Lion. It may be 

noted that a religious content is discernible throughout his 

works from John Bu 11 's Other Island to In. Good King Charles's 

Golden Days. 

Creative Evolution and Life Force is the dominant 

theme in a number of Shaw's plays ; they may be called the 

Philosophical Plays of Shaw. We may name, Man and Superman, 

Back to Methuselah and the short piece, The Simpleton of the 

Unexpected Isles in which Creative Evolution is the main 

theme. In the first play the Neitzschean idea of the Superman 

becomes the eternal purpose to which man must give himself ; 

in the voluminous Back to Methuselah the idea that human life 

is the expression of the will to create, through which man 

could make himself anew, has been dealt with. The Simpleton 

of. the Unexpected Isles suggests that every day should be 

treated as a Judgement Day. In Major Barbara, Caesar and 

Cleopatra. Misalliance. Androcles and the Lion and many other 

plays "Life Force", "Will of God", or "Evolutionary Appetite" 

is present as leading idea. The themes of religion and 

Creative Evolution are of eternal interest and so the plays 

of Shaw dealing with such themes go beyond merely temporal 

and comic. 
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CHAPTER - V 

Artist or Thinker 

When the earliest plays of Bernard Shaw began to see the 

light of day, the theatre-manager, the actors and actresses, 

and the audience were at a loss. The critics, burdened with 

the knowledge of the "well-made play", did not know what to 

say. But they did say that Shaw was not an artist, that his 

play were "not plays". The theatre managers did not like 

these plays, drunk completely as they were with the cheap 

entertainment pieces. The actors and actresses as well as the 

critics thought, while granting that Shaw was a thinker, that 

these plays lacked good "acting" parts. The audience was 

completely at a loss and laughed incessantly not knowing what 

to do ; they regarded the playwright as a jester who would 

sacrifice all for the sake of good joke - a few of our 

contemporaries still hold such a view. The views that Shaw's 

plays have no good "acting" parts and that they are "not 

plays" are tantamount to condemning him as "not an artist". 

The fact is, he was always, and often is, looked upon as a 

thinker, a philosopher and a prophet. It is also often 

observed - and this observation is quite correct - that as a 

thinker Shaw cannot be regarded as belonging to the first 

rank because most of his ideas are only second-hand, Marx, 

Neitzsche, and William Butler informing them. But these 

critics also did not regard Shaw primarily as an artist. Shaw 

actually was a victim of what he said about Shakespeare- lack 
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of philosophicflft competence. It is certainly true that his 

ideas are not original ; be himself made no claim to the 

name of a creative or original thinker who derives new cosmic 

theories : he denied that such an original "monster" had ever 

existed. He was definitely influenced by the ideas of 

Neitzsche and Butler and Lamarck and borrowed from them not 

illiberally, but borrowing was not his sole business ; he 

contributed to and enriched the borrowed ideas. All the 

pierecing ideas of his own time and of the past have been 

studied by him, but he co-ordinated these ideas with the vast 

mass of advsincB thought. It is natural, therefore, that many 

critics look upon him as a thinker in the first place. 

Without entering into a lengthy discussion I maintain 

that all great art has two-fold activities - it gives us 

pictures, and, at the same time, a lesson. It not only gives 

us a picture but finds a meaning in it and tries to evaluate 

it. It is because of this that Hamlet is decidedly a greater 
3 

work of art, despite Elliot's scathing remarks, than even a 

masterpiece like King Lear with all its beauty and power 

because in Hamlet we find a problem, which defies precise 

1. Shaw in the Postscript, dated 1931 to Our Theatre in the 
Nineties. writes, "Until than Shakespeare had been 
conventionally ranked as a giant among psychologists and 
philosophers. Ibsen dwarfed him so absurdly in those 
aspects that it became impossible for the moment to 
regard him seriously as an intellectual force". Complete 
Prefaces of Bernard Shaw. Paul Hamlyn. 1965. P 779. 

2. Both Archer and Walkley, Shaw's friends, also held this 
view. 

3. Hamlet and his Problems in Sacred Wood - J.S. Eliot. 
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explanation, discussed. All real and great art has some 

philosophical and moral import. Philosophy is a commentary on 

life, and in art we find events which, inspite of 

magnification or minification, are very much like what 

happens in real life. The artist may not always be, of 

course, conscious of the deeper signification of the 

"commentary on life" present in his work. Later generations 

may well discover newer significance of a work of art. Hence 

the greatness of Hamlet and even of "To be or not to be". 

Shaw held that discussion was the real test af a 
1 

playwright. If he meant by this that it is discussion only 

which puts the seal of art on a play or a novel, then he was 

entirely in the wrong. Again, a piece of art does not become 

inartistic if discussion is relevently and interestingly 

present there. In the plays of Shaw, as in other plays of 

ideas, we find that art has become highly intellectualised; 

drama has become a medium of intellectual discussion and the 

characters have become self-conscious. It may so happen, as 

it often happened in the case of Shaw, that the characters 

express the ideas of their creator. It is difficult to get an 

impersonal artist of the type of Shakespeare regularly. The 

protagonists of a number of plays of Rabindranath Tagore -

Govindamanikya in Bisarjan, Malini in lialini and the 

1, In The Quintessence of. Ibsenism Shaw writes "... and now 
serious playwright recognizes in the discussion not only 
the main test of his highest powers, but also the real 
centre of his play's interest". Constable & Co. 1913. 
P 188. 
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poet in Rather Rashi express Tagore's own views; but these 

plays Bref nevertheless, acknowledged as works of art. In all 

great works of art and particulary in a modern work of art 

which is intellectual before anything else, discussion 

becomes inevitable - if it cares to interpret life. In 

Shakespeare, say in Hamlet, there is a lot of intelluctual 

discussion, but far from making the play inartistic, it adds 

to its greatness as a work of art- The important thing is 

that discussion must become an integral part of the whole 

design and an adequate medium to express the character and 

also life. Discussion is the instrument in the hands of the 

playwright, particularly of the playwright of the drama of 

ideas, to present before us the ideas and to enable us to 

look at them from different angles. The use of discussion 

may become inevitable to bring out the significance of life 

and to expound and explain an idea or ideas. All the 

dramatic works of Shaw Are commentaries on life, and hence 

discussion, far from branding them as inartistic, shows 

that these are art-pieces. Discussion may be regarded as a 

part and parcel of the art of Bernard Shaw. The modern play 

is essentially a problem play. The playwright has to admit 

that there is not just one correct point of view. There are 

several points of views and the characters ar& "all right 
1 

from their several points of view". Each character is to be 

allowed to put forward his point of view; discussion, 

1. Preface to Man and Superman. The Complete Prefaces of 

Bernard Shaw. Paul Hamlyn Ltd. 1965. P 160, 

17: 



naturally, becomes inevitable. About the several points of 

view held by several characters and the dramatist's relation 

with them Shaw writes : "... and their points of view Bre 

for the dramatic moment, mine also. This may puzzle the 

people who believe that there is such a thing as an 

absolutely right point of view. ... However that may be, it 

is certainly true that nobody who agress with them can 
JL 

possibly be a dramatist ...." 

It is rather ironical that Shaw as a critic has made it 

impossible, or at least difficult, for those who accept his 

criticism to own that Shaw as a dramatic artist has any 

right to be really famous. Bernard Shaw as a critic 

repeatedly fell into the grave error of separating the 

stuff he was criticising into matter and mamrutras if they 

were watertight compartments. Thus when he confronted the 

Elizabethan dramatists he maintained that thay had nothing 

to say and that they were only tolerable because they had an 

incomparably wonderful way of saying things. Comparing 

Shakespeare with Ibsen he would point out that if one 

paraphrased Ibsen's Peer Gynt it would still remain good 

intellectual stuff, whereas if one paraphrased Shakespeare's 

"Life's is but a walking Shadow", it would become mere 

commonplace. Hence Shaw arrived at the conclusion that Ibsen 

was the greater and more penetrating dramatist than 

Shakespeare. But this type of criticism is not only false in 

1. Preface to Man and Superman. That Complete Prefaces of 
Bernard Shaw. Paul Hamlyn Ltd. 1965. P 160. 
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fact, but also non-sensical in theory. It is absurd tp 

paraphrase Shakespeare because he is of genius all compact; 

and as it is true of Ibsen so it is of Shakespeare that, so 

far as he is an artist, it is absurd to separate what he 

says from his manner of saying it. Shaw's own reputation as a 

dramatist would suffer very much if such a distinction 

between matter and manner is made in his case, for the reason 

that Shaw's matter is in no sense original. A paraphrase of 

Shaw is as absurd as a paraphrase of Shakespeare5 this would 

relegate him to a very ordinary position as a dramatic 

artist. If Shaw is an artist, it is precisely in the sense 

that Shakespeare is an artist ; and so any distinction 

between the theme and the style in a Shaw-play would only 

lead us to wrong conclusions. The first critics of Shaw who 

thought that he was a philosopher and not an artist actually 

committed this mistake. The fact is, the "ideas" of Bernard 

Shaw are no more than commonplaces, but his way of 

presentiing these ideas makes him a master-artist the like of 

whom England has not seen very often. 

Shaw has won the attention of the present generation as 

an artist, and quite rightly too. Shaw's comments about 

himself in which he claimed the honour of being a thinker and 

a philosopher are not very safe guides. This, however, in no 

way suggests that he is not a thinker at all. But he is much 

more an artist than a thinker. His ideas - his philosophy, 

one may say ~ are not original; but his manner of 

presentation of these ideas thrills us with a conviction that 

nothing quite like it has ever come within our experience. In 
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a separate chapter I have dealt with Shaw's dramatic 

technique which shows what a great dramatic artist he is.I 

may, however, add one or two things more in support of my 

contention. The great role of Shaw in the theatre has been to 

exploit the full possibilities of a style of English comedy 

which had first been given its characteristic form during the 

seventies of the nineteenth century by W.S. Gilbert. The 

Comedy of Manners of the Restoration Period, which had 

reached its culmination in Congreve, had been the product of 

an aristocratic society which depended for its ironic effects 

on the contrast between the artificial social conventions and 

natural animal instincts; between fine manners and fine 

intelligence on the one hand, and the crudest carnal 

appetites on the other. The comedy of the nineteenth century 

- setting aside those of Oscar Wilde - depended on the 

contrast between the respectable conventions of a pious 

middle-class society and the mean, practical realities behind 

themn between the pretensions of high moral principles and 

the cold complacency which underlay such pretensions. As with 

the dramatists of the Restoration Period it was always the 

pursuit of pleasure that emerged from behind the formalities, 

so in the comedies of Gilbert, which preceded his Savoy 

operas and of which the most famous and successful was 

Engaged (1877), it is always the greed for money that 

emerges from behind the screen of noble words and discreet 

behaviour. The characters of Gilbert's comedies who talk the 

language of the Victorian fiction, are never for a moment 
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betrayed by emotion into allowing themselves to be diverted 

from the first chance; and the young men are perfectly ready, 

not from appetite but from sheer indifference, to make 

equally passionate professions to any number of young ladies 

at the same time. It is not far from the Symperson family and 

Cheviot Hill of Engaged to Shaw's The Philanderer and 

Widowers' Houses. 

But neither Gilbert nor Dickens nor Samuel Butler -

these two other great satirists of the money-minded English, 

to whom also Shaw was indebted ~ could teach Shaw how to 

analyse society in terms of economic motivation or to 

understand and criticise the capitalist system. This he 

learned to do from Karl Marx, whose work during his English 

residence - the period in which Das Kapital was written - was 

itself, of course, a product of an ironical protest against 

the nineteenth century English civilization. Shaw's study of 

Economics had served him, as he himself said, for his plays 

as the study of Anatomy had served Michaelangelo for his 
1 

sculptures. Shaw thus brought something new into English 

imaginative literature. And with economic insight and training 

he joined literary qualities of a kind that had never yet 

appeared in combination with them - qualities that, in fact, 

had been absent from English literature since the century 

before. 

In the field of literature the Irish of Bernard Shaw's 

period enjoyed certain special advantages over the English, 

1. As in George Bernard Shaw : Man of the Century - Archibald 
Henderson. Appleton - Century-Crofts Inc. 1956. P 731 
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due to the fact that, since Irish society was still mainly in 

the pre-industrial stage, they were closer to the eighteenth-

century standardss. The Irish have preserved for English 

literature classical qualities of hardness and elegance. Shaw 

has had, as Edmend Wilson points out, the further advantage 
1 

of musical education. 

Bernard Shaw, on the other hand, is a writer of the 
2 

same kind as Plato. There are not many such writers in 

literature; and often they puzzle the critics. Shaw, like 

Plato, repudiates as a dangerous form of drunkenness the 

indulgence in literature for its own sake; but, again like 

Plato, he then proceeds, not simply to expound a useful 

morality, but himself to indulge in an art in which 

moralities are used as the motifs. It is partly on this 

account certainly that Bernard Shaw has been underrated as 

an artist. Whether people admire or dislike him, whether they 

find his plays didactically boring or morally stimulating, 

they, more often than not,fail to take account of the fact 

that it is the enchantment of a highly accomplished art that 

brings them to snd keeps them in the playhouses. So far from 

being relentlessly didactic, Shaw's mind has reflected in all 

its complexity the intellectual life of his time; and his 

great achievement is that he has reflected it with remarkable 

fidelity. He has not imposed a cogent system; but he has 

1. Bernard Shaw at Eighty - Edmund Wilson (in George Bernard 
Shaw ! a critical survey. Ed. L. Kronenberger. The World 
Publishing Company. 1953. P 140). 

2. Shaw - C.E.M. Joad. Victor Gollanez Ltd. London. 1949. 
P 149. 
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worked out a vivid picture of life. It is, to be sure, not a 

passive picture; it is a picture in which action plays a 

prominant part-

Shaw's diatribes against Shakespeare made him infamous. 

It must be borne in mind, however, that Shaw had a good ear 

for Shakespeare's word-music. He is primarily not a poet, but 

coupled with his advantage of receiving a musical education, 

he had the advantage of - and this is even more important ~ 

having a musical Bsr. He wrote : "Do not suppose for a moment 

that I learnt my art from English men of letters. True, they 

showed me how to handle English words; but if I had known no 

more than that, my works would never have crossed the 

Channel. My masters were the masters of universal language; 

they were, to go from summit to summit. Bach, Handel, Haydon, 
1 

Mozart, Beethoven, and Wagner . . . ." . When Stella Campbell 

said that Shaw had a "thrush in his throat", she meant that 

Shaw, like Shakespeare, was, above all, musical. We can see 

in the dramatic works of Shaw a logic, a grace, and a formal 

precision. Of the influence of Mo2rart on Shaw there can 

hardly be two opinions. When his indebtedness to Congreve and 

Sheridan was hinted at, Shaw replied : "They had no part 

whatever in forming my habits. On the other hand, the fact 

that I was brought up on Italian and Serman opera must have 

1. As in Bernard Shaw at Eighty - Edmund Wilson (In George 
Bernard Shaw : A Critical Survey - E d . L. Kronenberger. 
The World Publishing Company. 1953. P 140). 

2. George Bernard Shaw : Man of the Century. Vol II. 
Archibald Henderson. Appleton-Century Crofts Inc. 1956. 
P 734. 
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influenced me a good deal; there is much more of H. Trovatore 

an<J Pop Giovanni in my style than of The Mourning Bride or 
1 

The School for Scandal". Shaw has time and again dwelt on 

this aspect of his art: he told. Archibald Henderson,"Arms and 
*^ 

the Man is a light opera in comedy form" ; again in his essay 

"The Drama of Ideas" published in The New Statesman and 

Nation, he wrote "The truth was that I was going back 

atavistically to Aristotle . . . to the word music of 
3 

Shakespeare, to the form of my idol Mozart . . . . " . 

We may take the example of The Apple Cart to bring the 

point home. The artistic and musical quality of this play has 

not neen properly appreciated possibly because here Shaw 

worked with economic and political material; possibly 

because it was thought that Shaw had given up his socialist 

faith and turned a Monarchist, And yet, when carefully 

examined, the art of the playwright comes out quite clearly. 

The first act of The Apple Cart is an exercise in the scoring 

for small orchestra at which Shaw is particularly skilful. 

After the overture before the curtain of the conversation 

between the two secretaries, in which the music of king 

Magnus is foreshadowed, the urbane and intellignet king and 

the "bull-roarer Boanerges" play a duet against each other. 

Then the king plays a single instrument against all the nine 

of the Cabinet. Form this the themes emerge ; the King's 

disinterestedness and the Labour Government's sordid self-

1. "Mr. Shaw on Mr. Shaw". The New York Times, June 12,1927. 
(As in Archibald Henderson's Vol II Page 734). 

2. As in G.B.S s Man of the Century Vol.1 P 134 
3. Ibid Vol II P 735. 
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interest. The development is very lively; the music is tossed 

from one instrument to the other. Finally the King's theme 

gets a full and splended statement in the long speech in 

which he declares his principles : "I stand for the great 

abstractions : for conscience and virtue : for the eternal 

against the expedient; for the evolutionary appetite against 

the gluttony" etc. etc. The deep, ringing voice of the King 

lifts the movements to a poignant and fitting climax; and 

then a dramatic reversal carries the climax further and 

rounds off and balances the harmony. Candida. Androcles and 

the Lion, and Saint Joan may also be analyzed in this way. 

The Epilogue of Saint Joan. far from being inartistic, is a 

symphonic treatment of Joan's history, which is without a 

par. Music is here in the masterly blending between what 

Professor S.C. Senqupta calls "the comedy of impersonal 
1 

evolution and the tragedy of personal death". 

To say that Bernard Shaw is not an artist is to 

ignorantly discredit his technique and substance. The 

technical complaint is easily disposed of; I have already 

discussed it in the chapter on Shaw's technique and treatment 

of theme. Leaving aside the technique of construction of his 

plays, which is classical, there is such a thing as Shavian 

prose. The Shavian sentence, by obliterating all connectives, 

becomes a short of lash made up of fused ideas, written for 

ear and mind - "music of ideas" it may be called - and barbed 

1. The Art of Bernard Shaw. S.C.Sengupta. A. Mukherjee & Co. 

1965. P 102. 
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to suit the occasion. Such an achievement is quite enough to 

stamp a man as an artist, whether he uses it for drafting a 

resolution or writing a letter to his friend or composing 

dialogue for a play. If Shaw can claim immortality, it will 

not be by virtue of his so called original, novel or 

startling ideas, but by virtue of his artistic presentation 

of them. 

Of the music in the plays of Shaw, Edmund Wilson 

observes, "This music is a music of ideas - or rather, 
•-̂  

perhapes, it is a music of moralities". People may find his 

plays didactically boring or morally wicked; but it is the 

enchantment of an accomplished art which makes them revisit a 

Shaw-play. It is an art that has the power to 

preserve such a piece as Getting Married, which, so far as 

the theme is concerned, may be regarded asi "dated", and which 

consists only discussion.; but this play remains brilliant 

and fresh because of its symphonic development and the music 

of ideas. It is the music of ideas which makes the 

fantastical Too True to be Good a great work of ^rt. 

The critics who regarded Shaw as a p-ilosopher in the 

first place rather than an artist did it, obviously, for the 

reason that they had no ear for music; also for the reason 

that they looked ujon him as a promulgator of certain ideas. 
1„ Dixon Scott has very admirably dwelt on this aspect of 

Shaw's art in "The Innocence of Bernard Shaw", George 
Bernard Shaw i a Critical Survey - Ed. Louis 
Kronenberger. The World Publishing Co. 1953. P 72-104. 

2. Bernard Shaw at Eighty - Edmund Wilson (Ibid. P 141). 
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A third reason may be added; they knew little of Bulter and 

Lamarck. The consequence of the third reason was that when 

Shaw took up the Life Force^ they thought that it was an 

original idea. These critics failed to listen to the music of 

ideas in Shavian plays? their incurable deafness prevented 

them from entering into the secrets of the art of Shaw. I 

would maintain that Shaw is not a competent philosopher. 

Though it is not my declared intention to put the Shavian 

philosophy to cross-examination, I may point out some of its 

obvious defects that will bring out his philosophic 

incompetence. Among its defects, both as a philosophy and a 

cosmic dream, one may enumerate these - the unconvincing 

attempt to solve the problem of evil by depriving the Deity 

of omnipotence, the failure to ascribe convincing reasons for 

faith in the perfectibility of man and belief in the 

spiritual progress of mankind, the low place accorded to 

woman, and the scientific etherealization of mankind by 

redemption from the burden of flesh. To this list a few more 

defects could be added. But this list is enough to prove that 

Shaw was not a philosopher worthy of serious consideration. 

To come back to Shaw's art, the artist Shaw 

is present not only in his classical dramatic technique, in 

his constructive skill, and in the music of ideas; he is 

present particularly in his art of characterisation. The idea 

that in drawing the characters Shaw is "playing 
1 

ventriloquist" is ridiculous and misleading because the 

I. George Bernard Shaw : Man of the Century. Vol II. 
Archibald Henderson. Appleton-Century-Crofts Inc. 1956. 
P 601. 
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characters of Shaw are wholly themselves. His sort of play 

would be impossible unless he endowed his characters with 

powers of self-consciousness and self-expression. The 

exceptional variety and vividness of his characters reminds 

one of Shakespeare's artistic genius. Shaw's characters speak 

for themselves; they are the living people in their hidden 

selves. Each character belongs to the play in which he or she 

appears. As it is ridiculous to suppose Othello in Hamlet or 

Hamlet in Othello, so it is ridiculous to have Broadbent in 

the place of, say, Undershaft or Tarleton. Broadbent, 

Undershaft and Tarleton are, it may be noted, like 

characters; so are liarchbanks, Cusins and Dubedat. But none 

of them could be mistaken for the other; they have their own 

peculiar existence in the dramas- A character like Jack 

Tanner in Man and Superman may be regarded as animated 

thought, but he is made a human being as when he is made 

awkward at the declaration of Juliet that the child she bears 

is conceived not outside the wedlock or when he discovers 

that he, and not Octavius, is dwindled to be the husband of 

Ann, The impression that Tanner is just animated thought gets 

another jolt when, just before the curtain finally falls, he 

is made a laughing stock as a mere talker. Shaw's minor 

characters are also individuals and not just men in a mob. In 

Major Barbara there are a number of characters who belong to 

the lowest class - Bill Walker, Peter Shirley and the rest; 

but each of them is his own self and one cannot help noticing 

that each has dramatic existence. Thus in Shaw's plays not 
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only the protagonists, but also the minor characters are 

distinctly drawn and differentiated from each other. 

Shaw discovered that Shakespeare, who borrowed his 

plots from different sources, made from them plays peopled 

with characters which are masterly creations in human 

portraiture. As a dramatist, Shaw created "living pictures" 

in human form which have characters of their own. Shaw 

significantly says, concerning Shakespeare and himself, "We 

have no souls. We understand all the souls and all the faiths 

and can dramatise them because they Bre to us wholly 
1 

objective : we hold none of them". It may be noted that the 

number of the secondary characters in the plays of Shaw 

exceeds those in the plays of Shakespeare. The women 

characters in his plays are also highly individualized; no 

amount of absurdity could put Ann in the place of Joan. 

Candida and Cleopatra, Eliza, Raina and Lady Undershaft - all 

appear before us as highly individualized characters. The 

male and the female characters, at least the major 

characters, in Shaw's plays demand first class actors and 

actresses on the stage for their reconstruction and 

interpretation. To say that Shaw has not created actable 

characters is to betray ignorance. These characters are 

lively and are immensely actable because they speak from the 

sufa-conscious level of the mind. A speech delivered from the 

conscious level of the mind is somewhat untrue in as much as 

the real character, his intents and private thoughts, remains 

1. Bernard Shaw - Frank Harris. 1931. P 228. 
(Shaw's letter to Harris. London. June 10, 1930). 
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uu'iicfeftaxea oenina cne speecnes,, DUt; wnen a man speaKs xrom une 

sub-conscious level, he reveals himself more truthfully and 

more poetically. The poetical outbursts of Father Keegan and 

Joan, of Caesar, Marchbanks and Lilith may be cited as 
1 

examples. Moreover, the "double-density dialogue", of which 

Ibsen was the master, found not a bad practitioner in Shaw, 

who employs this device to bring out the inner thoughts and 

even the inner conflict of the speaker. In other words, the 

essential nature of the speaker as well as the nature of the 

conflict that rages within him or her comes out through this 

device. 

Eminent writers including C.E.M. Joad and B.K. 

Chesterton have examined and re-examined Shaw's philosophy of 

"Life Force" and have ably pointed out its weaknesses as a 

"philosophy" or a body of systematic thought. These, coupled 

with the fact that his ideas are mostly borrowed casts not a 

favourable light on the philosophic competence of Shaw. I 

would like to point out one more thing : in his later dramas 

Shaw seems to be a puzzled man ~ a man who fails to keep 

faith in anything and to advance any system, philosophical or 

political, worth the name. Sometimes I have a lurking doubt 

whether Shaw had any philosophy at all. Creative Evolution 

and Life Force certainly attracted him, but he reacted to it 

not as a philosopher, but rather as an artist. He 

really exploited the great dramatic possibility of the theory 

I . The phrase has been used and explained by Michael Meyer in 
"Ibsen". Penguine 1974. 
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of Creative Evolution and wrote "plays of ideas" with them. 

The long speeches in Man and Superman &re not prompted by a 

faith on the part of the playwright in Creative Evolution as 

a satisfactory body of thoughts; they are prompted by his 

inspiration as a poet. The outburst of Joan and the last 

dithyrumb of Lilith s^re also the outcome of poetic 

inspiration. Nothing else can explain the beauty of these 

speeches in which Shaw reached highest realm of poetry. Shaw 
1 

may be regarded, as the Germans regard him, primarily as a 

poet, who used prose as the medium of expression. 

Shaw is a great stylist whose prose ranks next in style 

to that of Jonathan Swift; it is limpid, passionate and 

tireless, never falling much below its standard of 

perfection. Shaw himself has told us, Archibald Henderson 

reports, that his style - Shaw, of course, makes a statement 

of general application for the nature of all styles that 

really sre styles — is an instrument of assertion. "A true, 

original style", Shaw wrote, "is never achieved for its own 

sake ... . Effectiveness of assertion is the Alpha and Omega 

of style. He who has nothing to assert has no style and can 

have none; he who has something to assert will go as far in 

power of style as its momentousness and his conviction will 

carry him. Disprove his assertion after it is made, yet its 

style remains". 

1. G.B.S. : Man of the Century - Archibald Henderson. Vol II. 
Appleton-Century-Crofts Inc. 1956. P 734. 

2. Preface to Man and Superman : The Complete Prefaces of 
Bernard Shaw. Paul Hamlyn. 1965. P 165 
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This description applies admirably to the writings of 

Bernard Shaw himself who is a master of effective assertion; 

and the style remains even after one disproves Shaw's 

assertions. The reader catches the writer's enormous self-

confidence, as he finds himself assisted along dry paths of 

assertion and argument by the administration of crefully 

calculated doses of amusement and shock. The Shavian theme 

may sometines seem dull and dated., but the medium is 

invariably a polished work of art. The Shavian style has 

affinities with that of Dickens at his best, exihibiting the 

same rapid variation of purpose and device, from 

colloquialism to a high abstraction which by some miracle 

makes itself concrete as it goes. Shaw balances his periods 

in a unique way, picks up the inevitable word and place?s it 

in the most effective place in a sentence that rolls on as 

one idea rapidly follows the other. I would, by way of citing 

examples, take up only two instances from two of his plays. 

It would be seen that there is a smoothness in the sentences 

— smoothness that springs from the careful placing of the 

words and balancing of the periods. The first example occurs 

in Saint Joan. The following comes from the mouth of Joan in 

the Trial Scene. 

"I could do without my warhorses; I could drag about in 

a skirt; I could let the banners and the trumpets and the 

knights and the soldiers pass me and leave me behind as they 

leave the other women, if only I could still hear the wind 

in the trees, the larks in the sunshine, the young lambs 
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crying through the healthy frost, and the blessed blessed 

church bells that send my angel voices floating to me on the 

wind" . 

This is home-spun language coming from the deepest 

recess of the heart of one who is an innocent rustic; it is 

not the language manufactured in the study of an Oxford 

scholar. With the most common words ~ but not the vulgar -

used by the rustics Shaw has created music. He has reached 

real poetic height vindicating his claim that he is an 

inspired artist. For comparison the following coming from the 

mouth of Cauchon may be cited : 

"The mighty structure of Catholic Christendom will 

never be shaken by naked madmen or by the sins of lioab and 

Ammon. But it may be betrayed from within, and brought to 

barbarous ruin and desolation, by this arch-heresy which the 

English Commander calls Protestantism". 

Here is classical precision; how the entire edifice of 

the Catholic Church is endangered by the works and actions of 

Joan is brought out through the most neat and precise terms. 

The words issue from the intellect of Cauchon; but eloquence 

is pronounced in the studied manner of the use of words. If 

Joan's speech reveals a surcharged child of nature 

uninitiated to the history of subtle philosophical thoughts 

who has nevertheless, instinctively learnt the essence of 

mysticism, Cauchon's speech reveals a cool and calculated man 

who understands where the real danger lies. 
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The vigour, the force thet we find in Shaw's prose 

style may to some extent be accounted for by the fact that he 

generally strikes at the pillars of sociey; his satire is 

directed at such able opponents as the medical science, 

conventional theism and the system of free enterprise. There 

is something of the authoritarian in his intellectual make 

up; the attitude of the authoritarian comes out often 

through the language he uses ~ vigorous and unambiguous, 

sometimes satiric and ironic, always emphatic. The result of 

his authoritarian attitude and his striking the able opponent 

may be seen in the following that comes from the mouth of Don 

Juan in Man and Superman : "Here you call your appearance 

beauty, your emotions love, your sentiments heroism, your 

aspirations virtue, just as you did on earth; but here there 

s.re n^ hard facts to contradict you, no ironic contrast of 

your needs with your pretensions, no human comedy, nothing 
1 

but a perpetual romance, a universal melodrama". Don Juan's 

invective catalogues the hypocrisies of the Devil's subjects 

and ends with those who are "liars every one of them, to the 

very backbone of their souls". No prose style can be more 

pointed and forceful than this. 

The poet in Shaw comes out in the mystic utterance of 

Mrs. George in Getting Married and in the last speech of 

Lilith in Back To Methuselah. Once again we get a glimpse of 

the poet in Shaw in the speech of Father Keegan in John 

1. Man and Superman (Don Joan in Hell) - Shaw 
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Bu11's Other Island : "In my dreams, heaven is a country 

where the State is the Church and the Church the people : 

three in one and one in three . . . . It is a temple in 

which the priest is the worshipper and the worshipper the 

worshipped : three in one and one in three . . . .". This is 

the language of a mystic, of an inspired soul that has 

mystical experience; and such experiences can scarcely be 

communicated through very intelligible language as C.E.M. 
1 

Joad seems to demand. 

We have so often been told that the Shavian Comedy 

lacks form and is unlifelike. If we start by asking what the 

"form" of the comedy is, tradition will not give any single 

answer. Shaw himself did not use any unvarying "form". It is 

a fact too clear to be missed that he teased his critics by 

calling his plays "Discussions", "Conversation pieces" and 

the like, but when the acid test of production on the stage 

came, the plays did always well. 

We may take up Candida to see how Shaw gives his 

play a form. To say that Candida Shows how its author could 

have written "real plays" had he wanted to, is nothing but an 

irritating commonplace. "Candida appeals to the anti-Shavian 

not because its form is more playlikej but because its 

subject is more like that of other plays s the woman choosing 
2 

between two men". For a Kindred reason Saint Joan earned 

1. Shaw - C.E.M. Joad. Victor Gollancz Ltd. London. 1949. 
P 49-50. 

2. Bernard Shaw in Twilight - Jaeques Barzun (In George 
Bernard Shaw. A Critical Survey. Ed. L. Kronenberger. The 
World Publishing Company. 1953. P 166. 
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general approval, not by virtue of superior form, but because 

of general familiarity with the story. When it is said thai 

Candida is more like other plays, it is meant that Candida is 

more like other contemporary plays. If the range o1 

comparison is extended to take in Aristophanes and Holiere, 

we find that Shaw is often closer to his great forerunners 

than even to his imitators like Harry Johnstone, Gwladys 

Evan Morris and even Granville-Barker of the early career. Tc 

come back to Candida, if we change the Shavian vocabulary anc 

attitude the play will become a purely conventional comedy. 

It has been noted that Candida is a "well-made play"; so i? 

"Arms and the Man". In the First Act of Candida there is 

situation which gets complicated in the Second; th« 

resolution comes in a conventional manner with the wif« 

accepting the husband. But the reason she advances fot 

accepting the husband is rather novel ~ he is weaker thar 

Candida's young lover who does not require her help. The 

Auction Scene in the play is also conventional; the onl'; 

difference is, here a woman is to judge the fates of the tw< 

bidders. 

One of the principal features of the comedy o-

Aristophanes is the "parabasis" an address to the audience 

conveying the author's sentiments upon the theme. Shaw shoul< 

be praised rather than abused for reviving this device it 

the long didactic speech. The Frenchman's tirade in Fanny': 

First Play, the monologue in Too True to be Good., the openin< 

speech of Ra in Caes^ar and Cleopatra are quite classical. I' 
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is also to be noted that in ancient comedy and in the 

comedies of Moliere to a marked extent, the abstract form is 

never allowed to choke off a good opportunity for laughter, 

for horseplay, music and dancing. There are indeed limits to 

the advisable distension of any framework, but each has to be 

judged on its own merit. In plays like Getting Married, 

Misal1iance. and Heartbreak House which seem formless, the 

virtuosity with which Shaw digresses while maintaining the 
1 

classic unities deserves due recognition. 

The next question - and a very important one ~ to be 

tackled is whether Shaw, as a dramatic artist, is objective; 

whether he displays human feelings in their fullness and 

variety. The debate is whether Shaw creates characters —real 

and lifelike. The notion that Shaw is "playing ventriloquist" 

has been already discussed and found not tenable. We may add 

that a character in a play stands or falls on whether he fits 

in the purpose and environment provided by his creator and 

not on any particular substance or mode of presentation. We 

would see that neither Dickens nor Walter Scott depicted any 

"real" character, if the latter view was accepted as the 

standard of judgement. We cannot be sure whether "real life" 

furnishes Rabelaisian or Shavian or Swiftian characters. The 

point which is often maintained but is forgetten at the first 

1. Bernard Shaw in Twilight - Jaeques Barzun (In G.B. Shaw : 
A Critical Survey. Ed. L. Kronenberger. The World 
Publishing Company. 1953). Barzun writes that Shaw's 
virtuosity "should have earned him medals from all 
academics in the universe instead of the ignorant scorn of 
play going critics of the school of Mr. Curdle". P 167. 
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opportunity is that literature is larger than life. A 

character in a fiction is real in so far as he fits in, as 

already noted, the purpose Sind environment created in the 

fiction. Life in literature is so hard a thing to live that 

to live the life of Don Qui>tote or Tertuffe or Mr. Pickwick 

is impossible; it would be only a mad idea. But these 

characters are nonetheless "real"; they are real because they 

fit in the atmosphere created for them - atmosphere into 

which they are put. A Shavian character is real precisely in 

that sense. Shaw is a master, not only of writing brilliant 

dialogue, but of creating situations — human situations — 

and in this sphere he has hardly any peer save Shakespeare 

and Moliere and Dickens. The characters of a Shaw-play live 

under that situation or atmosphere, and they would be unreal 

in a different situation. This means that as a dramatist Shaw 

followed Shakespeare in attempting to create "living 

pictures" in human forms which have characters of their own 

quite independent of their creator's . Shaw's comment on this 

aspect of his art is significant : "We (meaning Shakespeare 

and himself) have no souls. We understand all the souls and 

all the faiths and can dramatise them because they are to us 
1 

wholly objective". Again he writes, "I am of the true 

Shakespearean type : I understand everything and everyone,and 
2 

am nobody and nothing". 

1. Bernard Shaw - Frank Harris. Victor Ballanez Ltd. London. 
1931. P 228. XIII. 

2. Ibid. (G.B. Shaw to Frank Harris. London. June 20, 1930). 
P 228. 
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One important and interesting aspect of the art of 

Eiernard Shaw has not as yet received deserving attention from 

the scholars. Shaw was immensely interested in visual arts, 

and exploited his familiarity with English as well as 
1 

continental art in his plays. The so-called prophet and 

propagandist Shaw is completely non-existent here? he appears 

before us as an artist who himself is deeply in love with art. 

It may be legitimately surmised that Shaw as an artist was 

influenced not only by Mozart and Wagner, but also by Titian, 

Rambrandt, and a much less known painter, Frederick Bernard-

Dick Dudgeon's mounting the scaffold in The Devi 1's Disciple 

is possibly suggested by Frederick Bernard's popular painting 

"Sidney Carton : A Tale of Two Cities". Candida is "the 
.£. 

Virgin Mother and nobody else". Titian's "Assumption of the 

Virgin" which decorates the wall of the house of Morell, 

Candida's husband, has more than a mechanical purpose. 

Candida is a Shavian mystery play about Madonna and Child 

with the heroine of the title as the Holy Mother. From 

Candida to Buoyant Bi1 lions it is a long road; to both the 

plays and to many another that went between, Shaw's love for 

visual art added a unique dimension which would remain absent 

if Shaw were a mere propagandist rather than an artist. Those 

who claim that Shaw's book on Ibsen The Quintessence of 

Ibsenism is more a quintessence of Shavianism commit the 

1. Exploiting Art : The Pictures in Bernard Shaw's plays 
Stanley Weintraub. Modern Drama Vol XIII. Sept. 1975, 
No. 3. 

2. Shaw to Ellen Terry, 6th April, 1896- Collected Letters I, 
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mistake of looking at Shaw primarily as an ethical teacher, a 

morsl reformer. The Quintessence of Ibsenism is neither a 

quitessence of Ibsenism nor of Shavianism. The real Bernard 

Shaw is much more than a thinker; he is a considerable artist 

who has ideas, but whose ideas are often borrowed, uncertain 

and confused. All great art is interpretation and evaluation 

of life and, simultaneously, greater than life. Shaw is an 

artist precisely in this sense. 
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CHAPTER -VI 

Political Plays of Shaw 

It is only natural that the critical insight of a 

revolting son of the middle class should fall on politics and 

that he should ransack the whole field. Shaw's critical 

genius was attracted to politics in a very large sense of the 

term and he took immense interest in the political problems 

of his day - problems that include economics and finance. A 

vast amount of his writings - actually the majority of them -

concern themselves with the study of social classes, wealth 

and poverty, rent, wages, and interest and, at the same time, 

with international relations, the World War, the Irish 

Question, Labour party etc. He wrote so much on politics and 

spoke so much on it that it seemed to some of his critics and 

biographers including such an erudite one as Archibald 

Hinderson that "art played a very secondary part in the life 
1 

of this international publicist". This view is erronuous 

inspite of the zeal shown by Shaw in the politics of his time 

— national as well as international.His interest in politics 

is expressed in many of his plays; but he remains an artist 

all the same for he dramatized his views and ideas through 

the action in the play or rather through "discussion" which 

is the "action" in a Shavian play $ and secondly, his 

expression of political ideas is seldom allowed to work like 

just propaganda. Some of the political problems dealt with 

1. G.B.S. : Man of the Century. Vol II. Appleton-Century-
Crofts Inc. 1956. p. 618. 
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by him in these plays have already become completely dated, 

yet the dramatic interest of the plays still remains. He 

dealt with the problems in the plays like an artist; he did 

not write mere political tracts. 

Shaw's interests were varied as his mind was gigantic. 

He was a progressive who was much ahead of the progressives 

of his time a fact which made him inconceivable to the 

people of his day. His intellect was piercing and he could 

expose the hollowness of an idea or a system with 

unanswerable arguments: this turned him into an enemy of the 

establishment and the common, conventionally brought up and 

educated people. He is quite often misinterpreted; the 

critics who misunderstand and misinterpret him often forget 

very conveniently that they ars criticising the plays and not 

simply the views expressed in them. The artist is taken to 

task for whatever is said and done by his characters. Of 

all his plays The Apple cartand Too True to be Good are 

possibly the most maligned and misunderstood, and yet in them 

we find the indelible mark of a great dramatist. Shaw 

proclaimed himself a socialist who never forsook his belief 

in Socialism as a system. But it has been pointed out by his 

critics that he turned his back upon his own faith in The 

Apple Cart in which, actually, the cart of democracy has been 

thrown by the wayside. The critics were quick to point out 

further, that Shaw's comments on the Fascist and the Nazi 

marauders proved that he had lost all faith in socialism. His 

praise for Stalin, who hunted down the counter—revolutionary 

voices, is pointed out by them as a proof that Shaw wanted a 
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system in which people not dittoing the ruler would be 

mercilessly liquidated. 

It should be pointed out that Shaw had little or no 

faith in democracy which is proclaimed as the best from of 

government. In his book An. Intel lectual Woman' s Guide to. 

Socialism and Capitalism, which is sometimes hailed as the 

best work on the subject..shaw says in his characteristic way, 

"The naked truth is that democracy or government by the 

people through votes for everybody, has never been a complete 

reality; and to the very limited extent to which it has been 

a reality, it has not been a success. The extravagant hopes 

which have been attached to every extension of it have been 

disappointed . . . . "He continues, "If there were any 

defranchised class left for our democrats to pin their 

repeatedly disappointed hopes on, no doubt they would still 

clamour for a fresh set of Votes to jump the last ditch into 

their Utopias and the vogue of democracy might last a while 

yet. Possibly there may be here and there lunatics looking 

forward to votes for children, or for animals, to complete 

the democratic structure. But the majority shows 
1 

signs of having had enough of it." 

Shaw argued that Capitalism was the greatest evil 

because it only produced ignorance. It was the disuse of 

mental faculties which led the people under capitalism to 

fill their heads with " romantic nonsense out of illustrated 

newspapers and novels and plays and films". Such stuff, Shaw 

i- B. Intelectual Woman's Guide to Socialism and Capitalism. 
G.Bernard Shaw. Constable ?< Co.Ltd-London.1928. P 452-53 

2. Ibid. P 164. 
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held, falsified everything for us so absurdly that it left us 

more or less dangerous lunatics in the real world. It is this 

which led Shaw to pin his faith on some super—power. The more 

power given to the people made it necessary and urgent that 

some rational and well-informed super-power should come to 

dominate them. 

Shaw's association with Fabianism is of great 

importance, for he was the leading theoretician together with 

Sidney Webb of Fabian Socialism. In some respects shaw 

possibly was the most clean-headed among the Fabians. The 

earlier Fabians had, as Shaw complained, shared many of the 

prejudices of the so-called advanced people of the Victorian 

era and they had neglected to study trade unionism, foreign 

affairs, and much of the machinery of government. Shaw 

studied them all from close quarters, examined them, and 

successfully made many of his gentle and patriotic countrymen 

angry with him. 

Shaw has heavily been taken to task for having 

blatantly flouting democracy. It is always remembered that 

democracy is a from of government and may even be the best 

form so far invented; it is seldom remembered that it is a 

way of life. When democracy is accepted and practised as a 

form of government without being accepted B.nd practised as a 

way of life, it becomes, so to say, ha1f-democracy which is 

worse than no democracy. Shaw found that democracy is used by 

some people in blatant ignorance of its workability as a 

philosophy of life. Democracy may be regarded as an ideal, 
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and like all other ideals it can never be fully realised. 

When Shaw discovered how the slogans of democratic rights 

ended in empty slogans only, without any effort on the part 

of the slogan-makers to realize these rights for everybody; 

when he saw that democracy was understood and interpreted in 

terms of political equality only without any reference to the 

more urgent economic equality; when he painfully found that 

the democratically elected leaders of the people had no 

qualities becoming of leaders, and they only served only 

their own selfish ends, he came to think that the 

dictatorship of a Mussolini or a Stalin was better than this 

misnomer of democracy. 

Shaw had another arrow to shoot at democracy. He 

thought that it could never be a government by the people, 

for there was no method which could ensure the election of 

the best qualified persons to the helm of affairs. He thought 

that in order to make democracy a success,it was necessary for 

svery citizen to be an intellectual giant, or he would be 

led by the nose by the self-seeking and clever politicians, 

as so often happens, by dint of their gift of the gab. Shaw 

himself did not practise the politicians' art, but knew their 

way. Though his view about the pre-condition of democracy may 
1 

not Be completely right, the essential and unpalatable truth 

in his view is too important to be ignored, Shaw had nothing 

to do with democracy as it was being practised in Europe and 

the other side of the Atlantic. Shaw's praise for the 

1. C.E.M. Joad discusses this point admirably in his "Shaw" 
Victor Gollanez Ltd. London. 1949. P 169-171. 
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dictators cannot surely go unblamed, but it has to be borne 

in mind that it was the behaviour of the democratically 

elected leaders and the fact that democracy is not accepted 

as a philosophy of life which led him to praise them. 

It would be wrong to suppose, however, on the strength of 

this that Shaw became a Fascist or a Nazi, though he sometimes 

thanked a Hitler or a Mussolini in public. But most of his 

readers did not notice Shaw's clear opinion about Fascism 

which he looked upon as dangerous to human kind. In 

Everybody's Political What's What Shaw states, "Now-a-days 

Capitalist's cry is : 'Nationalize what you like; municipalise 

what you can; turn the Courts of Justice into Courts martial 

and your Parliaments and Corporations into boards of directors 

with your most popular mob orators in the chair, provided the 

rent, the interest, and the profits come to us as before, and 
1 

the proletariat still gets nothing but its keep," According to 

Shaw this cry signifies Fascism which he calls State 

Capitalism. He holds that "This is the great Corrupter of 

Socialism. It calls itself Fascism in Italy, National 

Socialism {Nazi for short) in Germany, New Deal in the United 

States, and is clever enough to remain nameless in England, 

but every where it means the same thing; Socialist production, 

but Unsocialist distribution — "so far, out of the frying pan 

into the fire ". 

The above makes it abundantly clear that Shaw 

was against Fascism; nor could he, an avowed socialist, be in 

1. Everybody's Political What's What ~ G.B. Shaw. 
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favour of it. He was against nineteenth-century Liberalism, 

too, which appeared to him to be anti-social. He divined the 

nature of the nineteeth century liberalism as Free Enterprise. 

Shaw believed that Liberalism and Fascism, apparently so far 

away from each other, are but different names given to 

Capitalism. None of these systems, he held, ensured freedom 

from want for the masses. 

But Shaw was not a political philosopher, for he did not 

propound a systematic body of political thought.; there is no 

'ism' in Political Science which might be called 

"Shavianism". That is, I believe only natural for the artist. 

And if Shaw sometimes contradicted himself and as alleged, 

wrongly, betrayed his loss of faith in Socialism, it makes 

^carcBly any harm so long as we view him as an artist. 

Whatever Shaw had to say about politics and political 

theories, he dramatized, and it is his dramas with which I am 

primarily concerned. It may, however, be contended that the 

opinions expressed by his characters should not be reduced to 

a Shavian doctrine of political thought. Another point which 

need be stressed is that inspite of his putting the ideas in 

a challenging manner, he did not say anything original about 

politics and political thoughts. His contribution to the 

whole body of political thought, thus, is not considerable. 

Even his denunciation of democracy has nothing really new in 

it; it only makes him a kin of Mill and Carlyle. But he was a 

politically conscious man who refused to be carried away by 

popular beliefs and thus he belonged to the minority. The 

interesting thing is the manner in which he sets down ideas. 
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As Shaw's public utterances were often misinterpreted 

and denounced, so also were his dr-;>.mas. It is difficult to 

judge "political plays" be ause in matters of politics it is 

very difficult for the critic to attain a scientific, that 

is, objective outlook and to give a dispassionate judgement. 

Naturlly, people react to the "political plays" of Shaw 

according to their political leanings and interests. Shaw 

made himself insecure by uttering unpalatable things. It is 

always unsafe to speak the truth, particularly when 

patriotism is regarded as one of the greatest virtues. 

My concern in this chapter being mainly with the 

"political plays" of Shaw, I shall not discuss Everybody's 

Political What is Mhat, or An. Intel lectical Woman' s Guide to. 

Socialism and Capitalism, or Common Sense About the War, 

though these books, particularly the second, are a vast fund 

of practical knowledge about politics. In many of his earlier 

plays, particularly in the so called "social plays", Shaw 

discussed politics, in John Bu11's Other Island, for 

example. He discussed politics in some of his "philosophical 

plays" too, for instance, in Major Baj^bara. But it is 

particularly in the plays written after the thirties of the 

twentieth century that politics became the primary themes in 

Shaw's plays. These plays include The Apple Cart (1929), Too 

True to be Good (1931), Qa the Rocks (1933), The Millioniress 

(1935-36), Geneva (1938), and in. Good King Charles' Golden 

Days. But political ideas cannot be kept in compartments 

completely separated from social ideas and so in these so 
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called "political plays" we shall find the admirable sense 

and knowledge of the playwright of Sociology. 

As a man of affairs Shaw's interest in politics was 

intense and fortunately for literature he cast his sight 

definitely upon political issues of national and 

international import. It has already been noted that a great 

many of this speeches and writings concern with economics 

and finance; it is further to be noted that with it politics 

is so mingled that one cannot be thought of without a 

reference to the other. Political systems and economic 

systems are really one. 

In John Buul's Other Island, which was published in 

1904 when the Irish Question was burning the whole of England 

and the whole of Ireland, the entire Anglo-Irish question 

with its social, political, economic and religious 

implications, is dramatised. We cannot fail to notice the 

beautiful structure of this play which earned the praise of 

W.B. Yeats, who is not a great appreciator of Shaw and his 

dramas, as the "first play of Bernard Shaw's that has a 
1 

geography". The conflict between the racial types has been 

dramatised here in a masterly manner that reminds the method 

of Moliere. Though the subject is taken from the contemporary 

political arena, the appeal of the play is international; the 

play reaches a poetic height in the last lines. It would not 

be out of place to quote Shaw at length from The Tatler of 

November 16, 1904 : "I never achieved such a feat of 

1. As in George Bernard Shaw : Man of the Century. Vol II. 
Archibald Henderson- Appleton-Century-Crofts Inc. 1956. 
P 619. 
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construction in my life.Just consider my subject -the destiny 

of nations! Consider my characters - personages who stalk on 

the stage impersonating millions of real,living,suffering men 

and women. I have had to get all England and all Ireland in 

three hours and a quarter. I have shown the Englishman to the 

Irishman and the Irishman to the Englishman, the Protestant 
1 

to the Catholic and the Catholic to the Protestant". 

Shaw surpassed his countrymen in objectivity; he 

possessed the essential dramatic quality of abstraction, the 

ability to rise above the limitations and weakeness of mere 

partiotism. It was possible for him, by virtue of that 

quality, to see through the Irish no less capably than 

through the English preserving a remarkably even balance in 

his portrayal and criticism of the two peoples. 

John Buu1•5 Other Island is uncompromising in its 

presentation of the real old Ireland. The age-long conflict 

between the English and the Irish is displayed by the easily 

prosperous, short-sighted, thick-skinned and yet admirable 

Englishman and the poor, suffering, struggling, imaginative 

and no less admirable Irishman. Rosscullen, the scene of 

action in the play, is a segment of the living Ireland. Here 

are encountered all those conflicting elements which have 

been made a hopeless enigma of the Irish Question for so many 

generations. The root of the trouble was that Ireland was a 

conquered country. John Bu11's Dther Island was written when 

Ireland was still ruled by English folly instead of its own 

1, Quoted in 6.B.S, : Man of the Century - Archibald 
Henderson. Vol II. Apleton-Century-Crofts Inc. 1956. 
P 619. 
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and when talk about the Home Rule for Ireland grew high. The 

preface to the play is a strong plea for Home Rule. Shaw 

spoke of the "clumsy thumb" of English rule and declared :"If 

you would be good enough, ladies and gentlemen of England, 

to take your thumb away and leave us to do something else 

than bite it . . . .", there would be the end of discord 
' 1 

between the two peoples. Since then the Irish Question has 

been settled but, as Shaw said in 1929, making an addition to 

the Preface, ". . . . not as civilized and reasonable men 

should have settled it taut as dogs settled a dispute over a bone' 

In Rosscullen, the miniature Ireland, we find the 

dreamer and the bigot, the superstitious and the unillumined, 

jostling. Instead of the great land-owner, there is a group 

of small proprietors, who treat their employees and tenants 

with a harshness and thoughtless cruelty which only results 

in the ruin of the latter. Religion actually rules the 

community, and the clergy, who are held in high esteem, show 

profound political sagacity and unscrupulousness when they 

play upon the superstition and credulity of the peasants. But 

the sense of oppression has not destroyed the sense of humour 

of Ireland; neither are destroyed her passion for mysticism 

and her native charm. 

Much of the interest and brilliance of John Bu11's 

Other Island lies in the contrast between the English and the 

Irish characters. The Englishman is unmistakable. Broadbent 

1. Preface of John Bu11's Other Island. The Complete Prefaces 
of Bernard Shaw. Paul Hamlyn Ltd. 1956. P 449. 

2. Ibid. P 473. 
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is a true character of a classic comedy. He has the 

exaggerated confidence of the typical Englishman. He resolves 

to study the Irish Question, which has been nagging both 

Ireland and England, on the spot.But he is incurably ignorant 

of the nature of Ireland's plight and so comes to think that 

"the great prijtnciples of the great Liberal Party" will be 

able to put an end to Ireland's misery and solve the Irish 

Question. The Celtic melancholy, the Irish voice and the 

poetic language have an irresistible appeal to him. When 

Father Keegan speaks of the various evils, he says that some 

of these evils are "absolutely necessary for the preservation 

of society and others are encouraged only when the Tories a.re 

1 

in office". Shaw describes Broadbent as "a robust full-

blooded, energetic man in the prime of life, sometimes eager 

and credulous, sometimes shrewd and rouguish, sometimes 

portentously solemn, sometimes, jolly and impetuous, always 

buoyant and irresistible, most likeable, and enormously 

absurd in his most earnest moments". This shrewd, roguish, 

and enormously absurd man announces himself as a candidate for 

the parliamentary seat on the ground that he is a Home Ruler, 

a Nationalist, and the truest friend of the Irish. 

Larry Doyle, Broadbent's foil, is a grown-up man 

compared with his English friend, but much less practical and 

less adaptable. This is a subtle portrait, a character of 

great significance in the Shavian drama.This self-expatriated 

Irishman has become a victim of disillusionment ~ a terrible 
i- John Bu11's Other Island - Shaw. 
2. John Bull's Other Island - Shaw. 
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disease. He realises the charm of Ireland's dreams and the 

brutality of the hard facts of England; and in his heart 

kind less a longing for a country to live in where facts are 

not brutal and dreams are not unreal. 

In this play there is no Shavian character in the 

strict sense of the term. Yet in the character of Father 

Keegan we get a glimpse of the poet and mystic in Shaw. The 

poet and the mystic Bernard Shaw, who is known only to a few, 

reveals himself in various degrees in Marchbanks, in Caesar 

in his apostrophe to Sphinx; the artistic creed of Shaw is 

revealed in the character of Dubedat. The tragic despair of 

Barbara in Major Barbara and the mystic utterance of Mrs. 

George in Getting Married reveal the poet and the mystic. 

Shaw possibly is at his noblest in the last speech of Lilith 

in Back to Methuselah and in the adoration of Saint Joan. 

Once again he is revealed in the speech of Father Keegan 

where he reaches poetic height. 

"In my dreaois heaven is a country where the State is the 

church and the church the People : three in one and one in 

three. It is a. commonwealth in which work is play and play is 

life ! three in one and one in three. It is a temple in which 

the priest is the worshipper and the worshipper the 

worshipped s three in one and one in three. It is a godhead 

in which all life is human and all humanity divine : three 

in one and one in three. It is, in short, the dream of a 
1 

madman". The "Preface for Politicians" is a masterly 

J-• John Bu 11 ' s Other Island - Shaw. A portion of this speech 
appears also in another place of this work. 
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performance whether read as a literary essay or a political 

pamphlet. Shaw studied some of the greatest pamphleteers 

England has ever produced - Swift, Cobett, Carlyle. Shaw's 

analysis of the Irish Question is tinged with an insight 

which is found in the prophetic utterances of Carlyle. John 

Bu 11 ' s Other Island., in which a political-social question is 

dramatised, has solidity of workmanship; and the characters 

are firmly set upon solid ground. The interest of the play 

has not diminished in as much as behind the topicality of the 

theme dealt with in it, the real theme is the destiny of 

nations. 

From the question of Home Rule for Ireland in John 

Bu11's Other Island we are transported to the question of 

democracy in The Apple Cart. Thomas Mann was carr&ct when he 

included The Apple Cart "the stunningly clairvoyant political 
1 

satire",among the best of the plays of Bernard Shaw. Yet it is 

open to doubt whether Mann looked at The Apple Cart as a 

play, for he praises only its wit and poetic idiom. It is 

true •- and I have pointed it out in the chapter on the 

dramatic technique of Shaw - that The Apple Cart is a piece 

of music? &nd in this respect only a few of Shaw's plays can 

rival this play. But the play has not been fully appreciated 

as a work of dramatic art. Here the drama lies in the 

imaginary conflict between the King of England and his Labour 

Cabinet in the year 1962. Subtitled "A Political 

1. He was Mankind's Friend - Thomas Mann in G.B.S. ; A 
Critical Survey - Ed. L. Kronenberger. P 254. The World 
blishing Company. i953. 
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Extravaganza", it has two Acts and an Interlude. The 

popularly elected Prime Minister makes an attempt to deprive 

the King of almost the only real power left him, namely, the 

right to influence and guide public opinion through the two 

media of expression, the press and the platform. King Magnus 

is exceedibgly clever and he outwits the Prime Minister not 

only by declining to play the role of cipher offered him but 

also by threatening to abdicate to run for Prime Ministership 

by winning a Parliamentary seat. This solution the Prime 

Minister dares not accept, for that would rally the royalist 

votes against himself and impose on him a rival of whose 

ability he has everything to fear. The comic paradox of the 

situation is that the King wins, not by exercising his royal 

authority, but by threatening to resign and to go to the 

democratic poll. 

Politically The Apple Cart was rashly misunderstood. 

Shaw was roundly denounced as a traitor to Socialism and a 

convert to Monarchy. The play is a terrific blast at 

democracy as it is practised to-day; the system ensures the 

victory of the man who most glibly promises the people what 

they desire. By implication Shaw asserts that the people who 

allow themselves to be hoodwinked by the makers of promises 

are also to be blamed; that men and women must be educated to 

make democracy, as a form of government, meaningful. But it 

is not the apple-cart of democracy only that the playwright 

upsets here; he upsets the apple-cart of royalty too, 

exposing "the unreality of both democracy and royalty as our 

1 
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idealists conceive them". As a matter of fact, Shaw says 

more about royalty than about democracy in this play 

arguing in favour of men who have a good and genuine training 

for ruling the country. In the play the clever King gets the 

better of his ministers, but is left in a worse plight than 

they. The King wins by making a desperate bid for 

dictatorship which is nothing more than a personal victory 

destined to collapse with the death of the dictator; the play 

does not dramatize the unquestionable success of 

dictatorship. The solution, given by Shaw in the preface, is 

to construct a political system for rapid, positive work made 

to fit into the twentieth-century conditions. What that new 

system should be depends on the people who are trained for 

government and citizenship and are controlled and guided by 

conscience and reason, not by emotion. 

In The Apple Cart there is an inner and a deeper 

conflict which does not make itself obvious to everybody. It 

is the conflict between royalty and democracy in one camp and 

Capitalism in the other. Capitalism, according to Shaw, has 

brought the world to its present pass; all the evils of 

western civilization of today have Capitalism as their 

source. Shaw's solution, here, is men and women of character, 

politicians and statesmen of efficiency; the elimination of 

private property, equitable distribution of national wealth; 

in other words, the very essence of Socialism. Those who 

1. Preface to The Apple Cart. The Complete Prefaces of 
Bernard Shaw. Paul Hamlyn Ltd. London. 1965, P 325. 
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maintain that Shaw turned himself into a traitor to 

Soicalism in The Apple Cart do not see deep enough. 

But the play is not a tract on Political Science. The 

charm of the plot lies in the conflict and in its comedy. The 

play consists in two long discussions in which the characters 

sit in a semi-circle; the conflicts are dramatized through 

these discussions in which we find the witty Prime Minister 

outwitted by the King. The discussion is suspended in the 

middle to make room for amatory episode in which, as it is 

often seen in a Shaw-play, the woman takes the lead. This 

little episode is a brilliant piece of dramatic relief. The 

stage is arranged in a masterful manner which confounds the 

academic critic. There is no pretence of physical action in 

the play, but the dialogue is fresh and alive with movement. 

The theme of the play has become quite dated, but The Apple 

Cart as a comedy is still alive. The play is not easy to act, 

for it seems that a few characters from political arena 

assembled and talked. But the success of acting this high 

comedy with a satirical vein in it depends largely on the 

realization that it is a musical composition. The devoted 

student of Wanger is almost at his best in The Apple Cart. 

The theme of the conflict between democracy and monarchy or 

between democracy and monarchy and Capitalism has little 

appeal to a modern theatre-goer; we have had enough of it. 

But the music of The Apple Cart is always a source of joy; it 

signifies the success of Shaw as an artist. 

Shaw is a master of composing political fantasia and 

Too True to. be Good stands among the best-known of this type. 



This play is a dream in which nothing rational but everything 

absurd happens. The characters are bodily transported, in the 

dream, to the wilds of Northern India from their habitat in 

England- Here once again Shaw takes up the Capitalist system 

to show that its effect upon the rich is no less terrible 

than its effect uponthe poor; in Major Barbara Shaw shows the 

effects of the capitalist system upon the poor and here he 

shows its effect upon the rich. And then he takes up the 

condition of the post-war generation which is all but lost, 

morally that is. This theme, of course, is familiar, but the 

treatment transports the familiar theme to the realm of the 

absurd. When considered purely as a drama, however. Too True 

to be Good shows itself to be one of the weakest plays of 

Shaw. The mechanism of the plot is a dream much like that of 

Heartbreak House• The opening of the play is farcical and 

only now and then there is a slap—stick comedy; the contrast 

in every character between profession and pretence is 

satiric; the setting and the incident s<re those of an opera. 

In a characteristic stroke of satire the Monster announces at 

the end of the First Act that the play is virtually over, but 

the characters shall discuss what has happened in the play 

for two more Acts and that the exit doors are in order. 

Obviously nobody leaves. This is only an exposure of the 

moral bankruptcy of the lost generation. Into the fantastic 

frame of this play the playwright introduces a burglar who is 

a professional preacher, a private soldier who is more 

efficient than his Colonel, a sergeant who is a student 
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of Bunyan and is well-versed in the Bible, and the father of 

the burglar who is a disillusioned secularist. These 

characters discuss between and among themselves subjects 

like health, riches, idleness, the army and, above all, the 

meaning of life. The Patient is actually the central figure, 

for the play is her dream. It is she who has found out that 

she has something sensible to do. The main idea of the play -

everyman must have something worthwhile to do and he can 

discover for himself the way to good life by finding the work 

— is expressed through her. This idea is again exploited by 

Shaw in The Simpleton of the Unexpected Isles in which it is 

maintained that he who fails to find something worthwhile to 

do shall be regarded as a social nuisance to be liquidated.lt 

is evident that Too True to be Good may not be regarded as 

a purely political play precisely because the undertone of 

philosophy runs through i-t. It is discussed under the heading 

"political plays of Shaw" only because it has been shown in 

this play how the post-war generation has outgrown the 

prevailing political system. 

It, however, seems that Shaw's ideas a^re in a chaos 

in this play. What the clergyman-burglar says seems to be his 

own words when he seemingly suffers from a loss of faith : 

"we have outgrown our religion; outgrown our political 

system; outgrown our strength of mind and character". But it 

would be incorrect to say that Shaw has become pessimistic 

here. If we have outgrown our religion and political system, 

the cry of the burglar-clergyman urges upon us to strive to 
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find a newer and better religion and political system, and 

not to yeild- We do not get the picture of a discouraged Shaw 

here. He never lost his faith, but rather steadfastly 

celebrated the forces of life set against the forces of death; 

as the existing situation is one of doubt and disorientation, 

he calls upon men to find a new faith and religion. The 

spiritual longings of the new generation find expression in 

the final monologue in which once again we see a Shaw who is 

primarily a poet- The post-war situation is described in the 

poetic monologue put into the mouth of the Elder ; " But . I 

have no Bible, no creed " the war has shot both out of my 

hands. The war has been a fiery forcing house in which we 

have grown with a rush like flowers in a late spring 

following a terrible winter.... The fatal word NOT has been 

miraculously inserted into our creeds". But the Elder 

continues to say that NOT is not enough and we will have to 

find a new religion, a new way to life. In this monologue we 

listen to the unmistakeable voice of Shaw who preaches the 

gospel of will, of life. 

Though weak,Too True to b« Good as a play is not an 

absolute failure. The mechanism of dream has been used 

skilfully and the characters are sharply differentiated as 

social types. It is true, of course, that none of the 

characters is outstanding. They are more typical expressing 

various prevailing modes of thought than individuals. The 

discussions in the play are long and too monotonous to be 

dramatic. Yet the skill of the dramatist is unmistakable, 
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particularly in deftly managing the knock-about fun, Shaw 

strings together a multitude of observations, often pungent, 

upon the post-war generation which has become bankrupt and 

disillusioned. Though the overall impression remains what 
i 

Archibald Henderson says "Too talkative to be dramatic", 

there is enough of theatricality in the play which depends on 

the character of Private Meek and, more particularly, on the 

Burglar who is young, lively and an accomplished talker of 

the Shavian brand. But neither Meek with all his energy nor 

the Burglar with his niceties of expression is the leading 

character. The leading character is the patient who comes out 

to be quite fit physically. The play is her dream; the 

characters are the creation of her dream. 

Wealth is discussed in Too True to be Good.The 

question of what is to be done with the fabulously wealthy 

millionaires under democratic capitalism, that is, what is to 

be done with the bosses, is the problem in the fantastic play 

The Millionairess. Shaw, who from time to time tinkered with 

situation, sent his secretary a play called The 

Millionairess. completed in 1935. Preface to Bosses which 

created a sensation was written in 1936 at Malvern and is 

immensely readable. 

It has been recorded by Henderson that "when the Bhaws 

sailed for South Africa toward end of December, 1931, he was 

working on the play, the embryo of the The Millionairess 

which in the original draft, ended with the volcanically 

1. G.B.S s Man of the century. Vol II. Appleton-Century-
Croft Inc. 1936 P 632. 
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erupted shout of the ungovernable Epifania : "In Moscow I 

shall not be a millionariess; but I shall be in the Sovnarkom 

within six months and in the Politbureau before the end of 
1 

the year", The main problem, thus, is the irresistible power 

of the able man who governs but is ungovernable. The solution 

found by shaw to the problem echoes Too True to be Good which 

deals with vast personal wealth. 

E-iut the problem is too big to be easily solved, even if 

the attempt at finding a solution is made by a Shaw. The 

solution found by the dramatist is not satisfactory, though 

we do not demand a solution from an artist. That he has 

dramatised a problem of great bearing on the conditions of 

our time is something which must not be mixed up with the 

unsatisfactory solution to the problem given by him. The 

problem was not solved by a devastating world war which 

destroyed two great political bosses—Hitler and Mussolini. 

The bosses, the talented individuals with commanding ability 

in money making, in politics, in church, and in everything, 

cannot be liquidated. But something has to be done for our 

deliverance from the tyranny of these talented individuals. 

The abolition of private property would not solve the 

problem, as Shaw writes in the Preface, for even then we 

shall remain at the mercy of "the decider, the dominator, 

the organiser, the tactician and the mesmerieer . . . ."- The 

remedy found by Shaw was manifold increase in the number of 

1. Ibid. P 635, 
2. Preface to The Millionairess ~ Preface to Bosses - G.B. 

Shaw- The Complete Preface of Bernard Shaw. Paul Hamlyn 
Ltd. 1965. P 490. 
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talented persons. In the Preface to the play Shaw maintains 

that talented persons should be multiplied "to what may be 

called their natural majority limit, which will destroy their 

present scarcity value. But we must also eliminate the mass 

of ignorance, weakness and timidity which force them to treat 
1 

them according to their folly". In other words, the masses 

must be adequately educated and made enough intelligent to 

distinguish the worthy from the unworthy; they have to be 

sufficiently powerful to prevent the rulers, who have ceased 

to be efficient, from ruling over them. Shaw sees the success 

of his solution in the creed of Creative Evolution. He says s 

"Only a creed of Creative Evolution can set the souls of 

people free". 

The Millionairess is in four Acts and it "does not 

pretend to be anything more than a comedy of humorous and 

curious contemporary characters . . . . " . This play is 

actually a "well-made" play for here we find the dramatist 

having recourse to the "mechanical rabbits" and "clock-work 

mice" which he himself attacked so often. Shaw used a female 

boss with exceptional talent for making money and lording 

over others in this comedy which lapses now and then into 

slapstick farce. The plot, which is filled up with pugilist, 

judo expert, conscienceless crook, clown, and sexless doctor, 

is not important . Various elements of the so called "well-

made" play are here with the difference that in Shaw's play 

there is a bit too much of discussion covering a wide field 

1. Ibid. P 490. 
2. Ibid. P 493. 
3. Ibid. P 479. 
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of interest. The situation is fantastic, but the discussions 

are lively and entertaining, as always in a Shaw-play. 

The Millionairess opens with the scene introducing the 

millionairess, Epifania Ognisanti di Parerga, interviewing a 

solicitor in his office at Lincoln's Inn Fields. She gives 

out her intention of making a will and tells the story of her 

husband. As they talk, the husband of Epifonia, Alastair 

Fitzfassenden, arrives with his girl friend. In the 

discussion that ensues the conditions of the mollionairess' 

marriage with the champion boxer and tennis player ars 

brought out elaborately. He had discovered that she was not 

the woman who could be his soul's mate and so diserted her. 

She too has a male friend with whom she discusses things 

beyond the capacity of perception of her husband. This 

gentleman also arrives after a lot of discussion which is 

interesting in its own way, but not very necessary for the 

play. In the Second Act at the river-side inn we discover 

that Epifania herself is a good boxer; she boxes her friend 

out. Then arrives an Egyptian doctor, very much cultivated, 

who speaks English well. A romance develops between the 

doctor and the millionairess. It seems that both of them had 

made promise the doctor to his mother and the 

millionairess to her father about their marriage. In the 

Third Act, in the East End of London, the millionairess is 

found earning her livelihood in an ugly den where, by virtue 

of her merits, she automatically becomes the controller. It 

has been shown how talent can never fail and how the talented 
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individual will have the affairs in his or her hand. In the 

Fourth, that is, the Final Act in a river-side hotel, the 

former inn, the millionairess is discovered at the helm of 

affairs. The husband of the millionairess, his girl friend, 

the solicitor of the opening Act and the male friend of 

Epifania all assemble in the hotel. The Egyptian doctor also 

arrives to complete the denouement; he is found to have 

fulfilled the conditions of the millionairess. The 

millionairess has also fulfilled the doctor's conditions. 

Then Epifania gives the solicitor instructions to proceed to 

prepare the will. 

We find that there is very slight action; what is there 

in the name of action is only slapstick fun. It is purely a 

discussion play, a play of ideas. Though ideas run riot, the 

main discussion centres round the question : who is the able 

man, the great man? Shaw's conception of the great man has 

some novelty because he made him "immoral" in the Shavian 

sense of the term. This great man is unconventional and has 

self-confidence to weild the power and remain at the centre 

of power, be it management of a hotel or earning money or 

governing a state. It is impossible to govern such an 

individual because he submits to no established authority. 

The Millionairess. like Geneva and XD. good King Charles's 

Golden Days which follow, deals with the problem of 

leadership; in the play the problem is how to choose the 

leader. The answer is that the leader will choose himself; 

the average men lack the necessary ability to choose the 

leader for themselves. I have already maintained that Shaw 



lacked the art of the politician and his incursions into 

practical politics were, more often than not, unhappy. The 

burden of all"political plays" of Shaw is elimination of 

ignorance. The state will go on the rocks without a leader, 

but there is the possibility that the self-choosen leader 

shall become a dictator- Shaw was not in favour of dictators 

and heroes as such and his praise of the dictators is nothing 

but an expression of his intolerance with the pretensions of 

democracy. Shaw's "political plays" really deal with the 

prevailing state of human civilization and his answer always 

is to educate men to break the shackles of ignorance 

and to make them capable of self-leadership. Shaw wanted 

politics to be a means, the end being the a1 round development 

of man and human culture. The redeeming creed, thus, has to 

be Creative Evolution. All his life Shaw was preoccupied with 

the problem of the quality of the people and how to get them 

rightly governed. These preoccupations appear in The 

Mi 11ionairess. Only with a little understanding we realise 

that a large number of men and women are no better than 

children moving about in the bodies of adults. It was absurd, 

Shaw thought, that the fate of mankind should depend on the 

whims of half-educated and ill-educated mob of children. 

Shaw's main idea is reasonable enough a disciplined 

democracy can be achieved only by the labour of exceptional 

people. 

The Millionairess is a farce with a considerable 

difference. Here a woman has been presented who has never 

been subjected to any discipline. Yet she finds herself 
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frustrated by her uncontrolled authority; she herself 

declares that her life has been completely sorrowful because 

she finds none on whom she can trust.; she finds none who is 

selfless. Only when she meets the Egyptian doctor who is 

completely disinterested about himself but interested in 

leaving the world a better place, does she find any hope of 

fulfilling her function in the world. The attack on the 

conventional idea of happy marriage is no less interesting in 

the play. Epifania is taken aback by the complete indifference 

of the doctor about her money and finds her husband in him. 

In a lengthy passage the conventional idea about happiness in 

conjugal life is demolished : "And I tell you that in the 

happiest of marriages not a day passes without a thousand 

moments of unfaithfulIness . . . . What do the unmarried 

know of this infinitely dangerous, heart-tearing, ever 

changing life of adventure we call marriage?" 

Geneva is a fancied page from history like the 

political play which follows it, that is, Xn Good King 

Charles's Golden Days. It was a rough time for the world, 

particularly for Europe with Hitler in Germany and Mussolini 

in Italy making preparations for a holocaust that was to 

engulf all the continents shortly. The time was out of joint 

and even the efforts of a Bernard Shaw could not have set it 

right. When Shaw treated this boiling condition with his 

characteristic levity, he was upbraided. Shaw replied that it 

was beyond his power to alleviate the tragedy of Europe and 

so he would exercise the rights of the comedian to extract 



what comedy he could out of the serious, blasting atmosphere. 

In "A Note on Geneva" Shaw explained how the play began. He 

began with the Intellectual Co-operation Committee, set up 

with good intentions but dying within a month of its birth, 

and said ". . . it came about that I found it growing on me 

that there was some fun to be got on the stage out of the 
1 

Committee". 

When we look at the theme of the play we find that it 

is completely "dated", for both Hitler and Mussolini were 

thrown away from their seats of power within a few years of 

the publication of the play. But it is worthwhile to note 

that dictators of this type have not become an extinct 

species with the defeat of the two war-lords; this type may 

arise again and so the interest of the theme of Geneva is hot 

quite dead. When the hysteria of war-time — a time in which 

people talk hysterically is over, we can look at the 

dramatic representations of Hitler, Mussolini and General 

Franco more objectively. The play presents the war—lords as 

objectively as possible, for Shaw as a dramatist has the 

power to see both the sides of a case. Moreover, he does not 

believe that there can be a man who is hundred percent evil 

or that there is a human deux ex machina. So the much-hated 

dictators have been given fair play; they are allowed to put 

forward their own case, 

The play is not a "Well-made" one; it is disquisitory 

1. A Note on Geneva - 6.B. Shaw. Malvern Festival Book. 
1938. P 8-9. (Quoted in G.B.S. Man of the Century Vol 
II. Archibald Henderson. Appleton-Century-Crofts Inc. 
1956. P 653. 



in nature and fits well in the canon of the drama of ideas. 

Here, too, we find that nothing happens; the characters only 

talk giving voice to ideas which cut across one another. It 

is Begonia Brown, the secretary of the Intellectual Co

operation Committee, who sets the ball rolling though she 

herself is unaware of what is going to happen or of the 

significance of the Committee. The play only reveals a 

situation, but does not try to solve the problem of how 

to negotitate the dictators. When Shaw was charged with 

failure to solve all the political problems, he retorted that 

he was not Omniscient or Omnipotent and that as a playwright 

he could only "extract comedy and tragedy from the existing 
i 

situation". When he allowed the dictators fair play it was 

further said that Shaw had converted his political faith. 

This was not the case; he was simply drawing attention to the 

situation, posing the problem of leadership. More, he had the 

dramatist's objective view to see the worth of the dictators 

like Mussolini and Hitler. We may have many things to say 

against them as the destroyers of half of the world, but one 

would do well to remember that they might also have had their 

say; also we cannot help acknowledging, even grudgingly, that 

they dragged out their father—lands from a position of 

degradation to that of the dreaded—and even respected— 

countries in Europe. It is the artist's caoacity to look at 

things dispassionately which is to be seen in Shaw's 

1. A Note on geneva. G.B. Shaw. Malvern Festival Book. 193B 
P 8 ( As in G.B.S: Man of the Century Vol 11.A. 
Henderson. Appleton Century-Crofts Inc. 1956. P 653. 



portrayal of the Nazi and the Fascist dictators. 

It is to be noticed that Shaw had a peculiar 

partiality for anybody who was in possession of power over 

his fellows; such persons appeBred to him to be particular 

experiments of Life Force to reach higher and higher; they 

have a claim for the name of Suoerman or at least for the 

role of a superman. It is not once only that Shaw took up 

his pen in support of such men, to praise them and to commend 

their actions, Shaw, it seems, was constantly in search of 

the sign of the superman in the great and powerful rulers, in 

the philosophers and in the artists. This possibly is the 

reason why he gave the rulers like Mussolini and Hitler their 

due, even more than their due, which compelled him to live 

through many embarrassing years before, during, and after the 

second world War. 

The theme of this play had become dated even in 1940, 

because in the play Mussolini refers to Hitler as "my 

understudy", But the play Geneva as a play of ideas evokes 

some emotions which cannot be lightly dismissed. It is the 

emotion of the marvellous which keeps the interest of the 

play when the Fascist and Nazi dictators are dead. There is 

no "action" but there is music—the music of words- The whole 

long last Act is composed with a mastery which shows the 

symphonic quality of the Shavian drama. There is an 

orchestral design in this play which reminds us of the 

playwright's marvellous achievement in the Apple Cart; here 

once more we see the perfect Wagnerite at work. 



It is only a useless conjecture what shaw would 

have done if he had taken the very dramatic reign and 

situation of King Charles II in his sixties when he was at 

his best, as evident from his handling of Saint John. As it 

is, the political play Iji Good King Charles' s Golden Days is 

not among the best dramatic achievements of Shaw. He did not 

dramatize the romantic, passionate love-episodes of king 

Charles; neither did he dramatize the intrigues of the time 

though in this sphere the Restoration period is at least as 

dramatic, if not more, as the Elizabethen period. 

Dramatization of passionate love affairs and intrigues ar& 

completely beyond Bhaw. Here lies the difference between Shaw 

and Congreve and between the drama of ideas of the twentieth 

century and the Restoration drama of manners. 

King Charles II, if we are to depend upon the 

chroniclers, was a witty, wise, and ungovernable King who had 

himself as his sole adviser. He knew that the time was rough 

and that he had been beset with enemies to monarchy as well 

as to the person of the monarch. But with almost unerring 

judgement and courage he weilded the power of the sovereign 

and at the same time multiplied the number of illegitimate 

children. Shaw, in the Preface to in. Good King Charles's 

Golden Days dwelt on the first part of this observation; about 

the second part,we alreadty know his attitude. There are 

historians who have already done the job of portraying the 

polygamous King and his art of government nicely enough. Shaw 

did not write a chronicle play with king Charles II, and when 

he called the play "a true history that never happened" he 



knew what he was saying. If the play were a chronicle drama 

Shaw would have presented us the Mechiavellian qualities of 

King Charles in addition to his championship of science and 

art. 

The play remains what it really is : a fancied page from 

history with some historical personages presented at the 

height of their powers; they assemble in the house of Newton, 

We find on the stage a bright constellation of luminaries 

from various fields — axrt, science, and religion. Above all 

there is the figure of King Charles himself who takes active 

interest in the high intellectual discussion. We find Newton, 

Kneller, George Fox, James, the Duke of York, and the King 

discussing almost endlessly to the bewilderment of the 

critics. This is a perfect discussion play in which ideas 

about various things are argued and examined by the 

characters. The result is that the play, as Maurice Colbourne 
1 

points out, "... may resemble a Platonic symposium". But 

there is this difference : Plato allows all the characters in 

Symposium freedom to express their own opinion without taking 

sides, but Shaw may take side as he really does in this play; 

here he sides with the champion of art, Kneller. 

At least for once, Shaw in this play lays aside 

Creative Evolution, Socialism and all the others of his 

favourite ideas; neither does he bring in questions of 

philosophic speculations and great abstractions that defy 

definitions. Unencumbered by his own ideas, Shaw considered 

1. The Real Bernard Shaw - Maurice Colbourne J.M. Dent & Sons 
Ltd. London. 1949. P 217. 



the mysteries; it is the curious mind of Shaw that 

particularly attracts us here. 

This play is, save a little bit of fun, all talk. Being 

a dramatist and an artist, here Shaw allows all the 

characters to explain themselves. He arranges the characters 

with skill and so we find a variety of combinations : Louise, 

the Duchess of Portsmouth, the only one intellectual among 

the women characters in the play, Newton and Kneller discuss 

science and art, and the King and the Duke of York discuss 

Kingship^ In the talk between Newton and Kneller we get a 

glimpse of the real Bernard Shaw. Though the dramatist seems 

to be fair enough to Newton, the scientist, he holds him to 

ridicule, for Shaw always sides with the artist and has 

little faith in Science. Kneller expresses the artist's view 

and expounds the conflict between the man of science and the 

man of art. The artist, Kneller declares, is the hand of God. 

In a passage of high poetic beauty Kneller says : ". . . the 

hand that can draw the image of God and reveal the soul in 

them, and is inspired to do this and nothing else even if he 

starves and is cast off by his father and all his family for 

it s is not his hand the hand used by God, who, being a 

spirit without body, parts and passions, has no hands?" In 

this passage we hear the true voice of Shaw who set a very 

high ideal and standard for the work of the true artist. 

Iri .In_ Good King Charles' s Golden Days once again we 

find the mind of Shaw turning towards the question of 

leadership, which is a recurring theme in his political 
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plays, and the inadequacy of the methods of finding out the 

true leader. The characters in the play, save women 

characters, are leaders in their own spheres. Of course, the 

women are also presented as the mistresses in their own arts; 

we find them, except the Duchess of Portsmouth, interrupting 

the intellectual talks of the men; they would not allow the 

men of intellect to forget them. It is possible that here 

Shaw once again points out, as he does in Man and Superman 

through the mouth of Tanner, that the woman would try to drag 

the man of intellect and the man of art down to the mundane 

level and that the truly great ones have to be indifferent 

about women. To go back to the problem of leadership, Shaw 

states the problem through the mouth of King Charles without 

trying to give a solution. The problem is stated thus : "No 

beloved,the riddle of how to choose a ruler is still 

unanswered; and it is the riddle of civilization". This 

question of leadership is the main theme in the three last 

politictil plays of Shaw and may be studied as a trilogy. The 

fact that the methods employed today Are very inadequate to 

find out and elect the popular leader is the dominant note in 

each of those plays. 

In Good King Charles's Golden Days inspite of its 

weakness, is a work of high distinction. The First Act is too 

long and, though there are sparkling dialogues throughout 

this Act, it appears to be beyond an audience to maintain 

intellectual alertness for so long a time. As a sort of comic 

relief, therefore, Shaw introduces a little fun where we find 

Newton and James, the Duke of York, having a scrap on the 



floor. The short Second Act is a sort of an epilogue. But the 

play has its design which cannot be understood if we 

constantly remind ourselves that the play is only full of 

talks.As in the previous play fSeneva we noted the orchestral 

design, so also in this play we have an orchestra with the 

great ones of arts, science, and religion, and kingship 

playing the various tunes; but often it is something like a 

duet that we hear being played when the different 

combinations of characters discuss various ideas. But the 

musical design of Geneva seems to be more mature-In I_[ Good 

King Charles's Golden Days the dialogue is main ained at a 

vfBry high level which cannot easily b;> equalled. In a Shavian 

play of ideas we do not eaxpec'. "action"; the dramatist rather 

ridiculas the critic who demand "action" by introducing 

funny, nc i>sensical incidents in the name of action. The 

academi critics feel irritated to see the characters 

discussing for hours, even though absorbingly, doing nothing 

au-id causing nothing to happen, 

The play dramatizes not. any historical incident, though 

the time of the Merry Monarch Charles was nothing if not 

dramatic. But it dramatizes current ideas and ideologies 

through discussion which at times reaches poetic height., The 

drama rehabilitates the characte^r of a monarch who is always 

shown, by historian no less than by dramatists and novelists, 

as lustful, faithless, and polygamous. The characters in the 

play 3.rB distinctly drawn. The women characters have, always 

excluding Louise, little or nothing to do with the 
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intellectual discussion; yet they are also differentiated 

from each other skilfully. 

A spiritual likeness between Shakespeare's The Tempest 

and Shaw's In Good King Charles's Golden Days has been 
i 

noticed by Maurice Col bourne and one cannot dismiss his views 

lightly. Shakespeare is said to have climbed to the towers of 

philosophic calm after surviving the tumult and passion of 

his great tragedies. So, we may say, did Shaw in this play 

climb the towers of calm. Shaw's towers are marked with 

serenity and curiosity. The functions of art, the laws of 

mathematics, the ethics of government, the great secrets of 

the universe are treated with a humility by the author which 

is quite surprising for him. Here we get a glimpse into a 

curious playwright advancing great questions of universal 

application, but without insisting on the answers. In this 

sense In. Good King Charles's Golden Days is a typical play of 

ideas. 

1. The Real Bernard Shaw - Maurice Colbourne.J.M. Dent & Sons 
Ltd. London. 1949. P 218. 
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CHAPTER VII 

SOCIAL PLAYS OF SHAW 

Though! often Shaw is represented merely as a playboy 

and a joker, he is actually a serious dramatist. He deals with 

the problems faced by the huvnan being as they live in the 

society? turns the so-called idealists into ludicrous and 

hypocritical creatures by blasting their idealism. Social 

problems of varies us types and importance are dra.n^atized, 

various cliches of the conventionally noble-minded people are 

demolished by an exposure of the source of the problems 

suppcjrted by overwhelming, disarming arguments. As a Fabian 

Socialist Shaw examined the maladies of the society without 

being blinded by idealism. His scientific: study of the 

society and its problenis made it clear to him that the 

greatest maladies of the society are Capitalism, 

sentimentalism, and sickliness of conscience. This may lead 

one to think that Shaw as a dramatist is a mere realist 

and his plays are merely theses for the solution of the 

problems. These points have been discussed in different 

chapters of this work,, leading to the conclusion that Shaw's 

plays are plays and not merely tracts of social science; 

neither is he a realist in the sence generally people 

understand the term. Siuffice it to say here that, though like 

Zolai.and Gorky he exposes the social pi a\gue--spots of the? day., 

he is unlike the Frenchman and the Russian in that he shows 

how the middle-class condones and even profits from these 

pi ague?-spots while holding them in horror. The cool temper of 



Shaw kept him from the besetting sin of the? naturalists — the 

eMfjloitation of sensational material for melodramatic or 

sentimental effects„ 

EShtitw's sense of social justice was actually 

kindled by his reading of the American Henry George and the 

German-Jew Karl Har>;„ Shaw learnt that to the Victorian 

taoLtrgeoisie private property and domestic hearth were the 

very foundation of social moraxlity and they wcsuld not 

silently stand any attack on these, to them, sacred 

foundations. As a middle class anti-middle—c1 ass i.e» as a 

rebellious son of the middle—class, Shaw maintains that the 

first of these institutions was inevitably anti-social. 

F''rivate property, because of the capricious distribution of 

nature's bounty, leads to social inequality and ensures 

e>; p 1 oi ta tion ,, The second institution is potentially evil, 

because devotie?n to the welfare of onej^s family may foe at the 

expense of the society as a whole„ 

It is not that Marx's economics c.£\rried him 

away., He was actually fascinated by Marx's appeal to the 

passion of hatred in the more generous souls among the 

respsectable and educated sections for the accursed middle--

class institutions that starved, misled and corrupted them 

from the cradles, Shaw did not believe in Marx's theory of 

class war. The social struggle, he came to thinks did not 

foil ow t he c 1 ass 1 i n e „ T hie peop 1 e w ho r ea 1 1 y ha te the 

capitalist system are^ like Tolstoy and Hyndmann, themselves 

capitalists and it is the labourers, artisans and employees 

who are the fiercest defenders of this system. 



Shaw frankly admits that he haites the poor and 

pities the rich? but one need not be a grejat. intellect to see 
1 

that it is poverty, not the poor, that he hates„ Like Samuel 

Butler he regards poverty as a crime from which all other 

maladies of the Capitalist system spring. Capitalism 

perpetuates poverty by throwing up giant unearned incomes, 

The owners exercise enormous purchasing power to which 

production responds? but the unpropertied people who form the 

majority can at best afford the barest necessities, the 

result being disastrous reversal of natural order of 

production in which needs come first and luKuri^QA last. 

But an exposition of Shaw's Socialism will giye 

only a partial idea of the themes taken up by him' in his 

"Social F'lays",, It is not that all the problems touched by 

him have retained their importance todays many of the things 

have become "dated". Society has moved forward and people's 

ideas have changed. Yet some of t!"ie problems— the problem of 

poverty and riches, the problem of unearned money, in a word, 

the problem of Capitalism — have not died out. Ê ut in the 

"Social Plays" Shaw takes up the institution of marriage and 

parenthood, the problems of education, spoken language, 

romantic idealism, war, love, and many more which we shall 

!'ia te w!"!i 1 e d i scussing t he ind i vidua 1 soc ia 1 plays „ 

1. Shaw writes "Such poverty as we have to day .,. degrades 
the poor and infects with its degradation the whole 
n e i g li b o u r h o o d i n w h i c h t hey 1 i v e . A n d whatever can degrade 
a neighbourhood can degrade a country and a continesnt and 
finally the whole civilised world, which is only a large 
neighbourhood" . The intel liqent UJoman ' <B Guide to Socialism 
Social ism and Capital ism• Constable ?< Co. London. 
1932 (Reprint)", P - 42. 
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The above;' dis-cussion on "Shcivian Social ism" , if 

such a term may be used, and the discussion on the "Social 

F'lays" of Shaw which follows,, point out that Shaw really is a 

Soci^^l Tjemocrat. He would break down all the barriers that 

exist between classes and bring about a state of social 1 

equality»Shaw's biological argument for equality of income is 

based on the dysgenic effect of limiting s-exual selection by 

consideration of rank and money. He contends that natural 

attraction is the only clue we have to evolutionally desiratal 

mating and that every irrelevant consideration which reduce 

the number of persons from amongst whom we may choose our 

mates, is degenerative. He alleges that this argument acts 

p o w e r • f i.,i 1 1 y on the a ui d i. e n c e s w r) o are i. n s e n s i. b 1 e to h i s 

political and economic propositions., 

F'rom the foregoi.ng discussion it a pears that Shaw 

is a social reformer,. He makes a fetish of radicalism and 

image breaking, and in the name of uncommon sense holds that 

the unmasking of convention, the destruction of illusions and 

the basic reorganization of society are the prerogatives, 

rather than duties,, of the true comic dramatist But being an 

artist of the class of EiTuripedes and Moliere he made the 

plays commendable works of art whether or not one agrees tc 

his ideas.- In his "Social Plays" Shaw takes up various themes 

cand treats them in a manner shocking to the Victorian 

moral ists; but this he does always as an artist „The themes &rr-

1. For a fullt-j-r explanation of this stand of Shaw one mav 
see The Intel 1 iqent Women' s Guide tio Social ism anc; 
C a p i t a l i s m , C f i a p t e r X V1 ̂  E u g e rt i c; s , F'' 53 5 6 . 



relations between men and women, parents and children, the 

p r o b 1 e m o f t h 6? .i n d i v ft d u a 1 and t hi e s o cr. i e t y , t h e t:: 1 a s h b e t w e e n 

the individual conscience and the customs and manners of the 

society,, There is drama enough in all these„ The current 

morality as to the economic and sexual relations was 

abhorrent tc him and he attacked them right and left. But the 

construction of the plays, the beauty of the dialogue and the 

insight with which he penetrated into the individual 

character and the character of the society make it abundantly 

clf^B.r that it is the artist who appeals, not the so-called 

propagandist., "Idea" certainly is thereji but it is doubtful 

whether,, at least in the "Social F'lays", Shaw was interested 

in the idea as idea,, But in as much as in the "Social Plays" 

various ideas are there conflicting dramatically with one 

another, these plays may well be called dramas of ideas. 

It is to be borne in mind that in the "EJocial F'lays" , 

too, political and philosophical themes 3.r~e discernible? 

these themes certainly have social bearing and often mingle 

with the social themes„ "Ideas" cannot easily be separated 

distinctly as only "F'olitical" , "Social" and "Philosophical" 

ideas. Naturally., in the so-called "Political" and 

"F'hi losophical " plays we come across social problems a£"> in 

the "Social Plays" much politics and philosophy is discussed. 

Though it is rather misleading to classify the plays — 

particularly if it is a 'Shaw-play --• into "Political", 

"Social" and "F-'hi losophical " playS;, still 1 have taken up a 

few of his plays under the heading of "Eiocial Plays"; the 

basis of the choice is the main thteme of the plays, UJidowe^rs' 
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Houses, Thse? F'hi;i anderer, and tjjZEi.^.. Warren' s Profession have the 

clash between individual conscience and the conventional 

morality as the main theme. In The Doctor' s Dile?mma, Heart 

Break Houses, Candida, Betting Mcarried and Pyqmal ion, the 

r a 1 a t i o n b e t w e e n m e n a n d w o m e n _, ta e t w e e n h u s ta a n d a n d wife,, the 

institution of matrriage and etc» are taken up. In The Devi 1 ' s 

Disciple and Arms and the Man the themes are romance and 

sickliness of conscience. And runninq throuqh most of these 

plays there is the castigation of the prevailing Capitalist 

system. 

The importance of the first play of Bernard Shaw is 

that. it. proved to I'iimself,, who had so long been writing 

essays on economics, politics, drB.ma.p art, sdid music, that he 

was a playwrights all the rest followed. It has been reported 

that on a copy of the first edition he observed many years 

later, that (Widowers' Housejis (1835—92) was his first and 

wcjrst play,, As a first effort in the dramatic art, however,, 

Wi.d.2.il&i:!'.S..l.. !::li2iiH.̂s has remarkable qualities. The dialogue is 

1 i.Ve 1 y and original, its constr~uction is thoroi.!gh 1 y workmart-

like and, though it may not be considered as a masterpiece, 

it holds the stage wtiich is the acid test of a play, 

It has already been observed that Shaw never satirizes 

or attacks the individual ;; he attacks the society and the 

Social type; and he attacks the various institutions,. The 

theme of this play is the problem of conscience in a social 

set up which does not allow individual ccjnscience to go 

against the moral preachinqs of the esitabl ished institutions,, 



But being an artist, Shaw even allows a slum landlord to 

justify himself,, Shaw's attack, of course, is directed 

squarely against slum l-and lord ism and not against. any 

individual landlord of the slum. He wants us to understand 

the entire problem of slum land lor ism and so., as in other 

plays dealing with other problems and ideas, he allows every 

speaker to speak for himself or for herself; this is the 

device by which Shaw shows that no individual is the villain 

of the piece. Of course, only where Sartorias turns from 

being a honest rogue intcj a conspirator intending to swindle 

the pjutalic, Shaw's tone of irony becomes infused with 

contempt. 

The play is farcical-comedy •-- farcical in conception 

and comedic in execution ••• which presents a real problem 

that works like a canker in the body-pcjl i tic of the society. 

For the conventionally moral people the play create? 

discomfiture,, We do not come across any character in the 

play who is admirable? even the leading character Harry Tench 

fails to arouse any sympathy in us. 

It is to be borne in mind that the I'Ji dowers' Houses is 

not directed at the socialists. It is directed rather at the 

s y m p a t h e t i c a r i s t o c r a t i c c o n s e r v a t i v e s w h a r e q a r d 

ewploitation of the downtrodden with noble indignation,. The 

nominal hero of the play. Tench, belongs to this class^ He,, 

when he learns that the wealth of his would-be father-in law 

comes from slums, experioH-nces a gcjnuine shock. E<ut. Tench does 

not examine the economic questions. Sartorias advances the 

common middle-class arguments in favour of keeping the slums 
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neglected and decayed s "When people are very poor,, you 

cannot help them, no matter how much you sympathise with 
1 

them". To these arguments Bre added two other advanced by the 

individualists - that rents must be paid and that the people 

stiffer due to an increase in population. Tench is compjletely 

overwhelmed when he come?s to know that his own small income, 

which he considers untainted, actually comes from Sartorias; 

and Sartorias gets money by exploiting the wretched slum 

dwellers„ In a Capitalist economy it is almost impossible 

that a man may earn untainted money. It is impossible again 

that a man may have genuine sympathy^ we noticed how 

Lickcheese =, who at first wanted Tench to have some feeling 

for" t f'i e p c:? o r ,, I'l i. m s e 1 f bee o «s e s t h e i. r e x p 1 o i t e r . 

Shaw does not write conventional domestic comedy 

flooded with sentimental ism» The conventional theatre-goer 

does not find the dramatisation of sentimental love how 

the boy and the girl run into each other's arms to 

demonstrate their passionate love. But here the lovers' 

quarrel between Tench and SSartorias's dauqhte?r is patched up, 

not because the lovers iAre romantically in love with each 

other, but bt^cause economic relation be?tween the two men 

makes such a match not only practicable but also desirable. 

ThoLiqh the p 1 aywr ight himse 1 f pronoi.!nced this pi a\y a 

"F-'ropagandist Play - a Dialectic F'lay ••••• a play with a 

purpose", he pleads^ at the same time,that this play is to be 

1 " Widowers' Houses - B„E<. Shaw. 

2. Preface to Widowers' Houses The Compel ete Prefaces of 
Bernard EJhaiŵ  Paul Hamlyn Limitced,, 1965, F"' 70. 



.judged not as a pamphlet in dialogue, but as a work of art 

much as any comedy of Moliere is a work of art. Shaw's use of 

the name cjf Holiere^ while referring to the very first of his 

pi ays ̂  is quite significant. But liol iere sometimes vilifies 

which Shaw nevBr does. Tench and Sartorias and the lot are 

not painted as villains? they B,r<s just the products of 

Capitalism which kills whatever good is there in a man. 

Shaw's attack is never against any individual. This play 

earned for E>haw a widely accepted and wild notoriety which 

was enhanced by the next play The Phi 1anderer (1893), an 

extremely unpleasant play. The, Phi 1anderer, is a satirical 

comeciyj but it is not to be treated natura 1 istical 1 y. The 

play is indeed an example erf the new humour that came into 

the theatre -• the Shavian humour - the nature of which was 

to be disconcerting and too true to be good for everyone. 

Written at the height of the Ibsen controversy by one of the 

champions of Ibsen, this play made fun of the intelligentsia 

which is shown in quite ain unfavourable light. The theme of 

the play is lc7ye and marriage which is treated as a game 

between the sexes. It was a time when the ideal of the 

womanly woman was still prevalent in the English society 

thcn..igh some of the superior women were breaking loose from 

this ideal. Some women were, however, only aping the really-

advanced women. Both the types Eire present in 'The_ Phi 1 anderer 

the first type in the person of Grace Tranfield and 

second in Julia Craven. Betv^seen thG?se two types stands a man, 

Lecinard Charteris, who is hated bv Grace because he allowed 
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himself to be seduced by Julia.? but he tries to get himself 

rid of the frantic and jealous pursuit of Julia,, The true 

Shavian qualities appear in dialogue, character si.nd 

situation, yet here Shaw is not at his best. There is no 

n o V e 11 y i n t i'i e c o n s t r u c t i o n o f- t h e p 1 o t,, t h e c o n s t r u c t i o n 

being strictly of the period. The ideology has shifted; it no 

longer champions the womanly woman. Efut the familiar r-ant of 

the romantic melodrama is easily discernible in the emotional 

quality and the phrases used in the various speeches,, At 

first we find melodrama laughed out of court, but at the end 

once again it is brought in by the front door„ Of (zauri^ie, 

the point of departure from the romantic serology of the 

'v'ictorian stage is the ci'iarac ter of Charter is who can be 

tolerated only after discarding that se>;ology» 

M.rs„. Warren ' s Prof ess icin (1S93) is one of the most 

"immoral" and "heretical" plays of Shaw? and though here, 

too, he appears before us as an artist, his avowed object "of 

converting the nation to my opinion on sexual and soci£\l 

inatters" is csbvious. This play is designed to draw the 

attention of the public to the facts relationg to the use of 

brothels and to awaken its social conscience by their 

dramatic presentation,. This "Unpleasant" play is about 

prostitution and naturally enough it caused much discomfcjrt 

to and was sealed as. absolutely immoral by the Victorian 

p r u d e s , I n E[ n g 1 a n d t h e p 1 a y r e m a i n e d u n 1 i c e n s e d f o r t h i r t y 

one years i,e, until 1924 by which time the people of England 

learned, to some extent, to call a spade a spade particuarly 

when the Archbishop of Canterbury called attention to the 
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danger of ve;nereal diseases. The play was written, Shaw said,, 

... to draw attention to the truth that prostitution is 

caused, not by female depravity and male licentiousness, taut 

simply by underpaying j undervaluing j and nial treating women so 

sliamef ul ly that poorer of them s-.rs forced to resort to 
1 

prostitution to keep body and soul together". Society and not 

any individual is the villain of the piece. 

Shaw was entirely right when he observed to Ellen Terry 

that when he wrote firs. Warren ' s Profession he had some 

nerve,, because by writing a play on such s^n unsavoury subject 

he flew into the face of convention and the Censor. The play 

was banned by the Censor. The conventional moralists were 

shocked when they found the playwright pointing his finger to 

accuse the Society and not the prostitutes its indictment was 

of every man as a citizen, not merely those engaged in the 

trade a contention which was too revolutionary for the 

t i me. 

As in the first of the "Unpleasant Plays",, so here the 

theme is Conscience; it is Vivie's conscience with which the 

dramatic action is concerned. Conscience is a very hard 

subject and the play is without sentiment. The artistic mejrit 

of the play lies in the fact thaxt a cold-blooded subject is 

treated in a cold-blooded manner. Whatever passion is there 

is moral in nature. Romance and sentiment are driven out when 

they stoind face to face with the stern regalities of the 

1. Preface to Mrs. Warren' s Profession . The completee F='re faces 
of Bernard Shaw. Paul Hamlyn LtdT 1965. P 219. 
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social problems^, Shaw let go the prostitute unblamed and 

but in this there is no sen timental i nation . !![.EJi..,-.. 

N:^rr(sn Profs ;:oo 1 1'ieaded s tud y of tne socia 

c: on d i. t i on „ T !• ie play !'ias ,, ru::)wever• ̂  some i>ia rk s o f t f-;e melodrama ; 

Frank and the rifle and the old-fashioned "Curtain'' of the 

First Act,, A convention revived by ;3haw from the classical 

with which the d r a m a t n f ; e c r 1. V e -••ccinsc i c j u s f i e 

chief criarac ters go about eMpjiaining coi'HJi tions ant 

themesslves„ Mrs. Warren analyses and describes her economic 

situation in a self conscious manner,, 

Even in his first play the SShavian method of looking at 

a problem frcsm an unconventicinal point of view was clear. 

The first play which squarely blartied the society the 

audience made him infamous., Shaw's conviction that any 

society which desires to found itself on a high standard of 

integrity of character in its units shots Id organise itself in 

such a fashion as to make it possible for all fnen and women 

to maintain themselves in reasonable comfort withotct selling 

their affections and thexr convictions brings out his zeal as 

a world betterer,. The artist is seen in the presentation of 

is in the anaiysxs or cia .1 prCJD.i.ems ne ' ,-1 J r cf. 11 U:A 

. .f 1 •!-• !•••,, ne t w e e n t n e •::: o n i5 c. i e n c. e o f t h e p r o t a q o i"! i s t,, V i. v i. e ,, 

and the soci-il ccsndition that ccimpels the paorer women to 

live a life of shame» 

In his F'ataian essays Shaw rejected Mar;-; ' s labour theory 

of value in favour of Si; tan ley J e von ' is contention that prices 

arf::' set by siipply and demand erf a given article and that an 

cjversupply drives the price erf that article towards zero „ 



w h i c h r e g a r d e d t h e 

a s illD r a l l y sL.IS pec t wef! t on 

dllJL;.. Warren' s Profession asks what happens î ihen human wages 

rofVie under this law and conimunity in excess happens to be 

women., The nineteenth century, 

e c: CJ n o m i. c a I 1 y i, n d o p e r'l d e n t w o m a n 

the general assumption tfiat when wcjmen worked in stores or 

factories, they did s-o to supplement the wages of their 

fathers and husbands and used this argument as an excuse for 
1 

underpaying them,. But the plight of the family in which the 

woman was the sole earner can well be imagined. SSince common 

wage for a salesgirl, waitress,, or a wonian factory worker at 

tlie turn of tl'se centiAry was only a penny an hour,, the 

ccindition was definitely miserable „ The Victorian society was 

not overly sliooked by underpayment and poverty. Following the 

;:i.! e c i j i i oma iU . s t s i t r e o a r d e d w a q e s as t h e f u n c t i o n o f 

r i;-t? mrfi 

i-

m c i r a l i t y ;; i t 

w a s t h a t l a r q e 

^ a 111 e .1 n D :i. f r e f" e n c e 

S h a w 

t o s e x u a l 

i d e a 

n o v o 

was succKeci oy 

scale prcjsti tution was the result of grinding 

Many points may be raised to counter E>haw's 

doctrine,, but that is not my purpose,. It may,, however, foe 

mentioned that many women who live a comfortable and 

financially sound life also live the life of shame though 

they aire qiven the aristocratic name of "call qirls",, 

Shaw discussed these triifigs in his £i.n inJ:e.l_Li.g.erLt W.9.0].iLD..l.i, 
Gy.i.£!.E. i.S. i.o.kl.HLl-i_fi.m. and. Ca.£y,.taii.SMi (Wofiien in the i...ataor 
Ma r-ke t) „ Con s tab 1 e ^< Co „ I... td , 1....on don ... 1932 , P 196 204 „ 

2„ Ibid., 



Mr5» Warren is the product of her environment.. Though 

able and energetic, she is not found Btruggling for a mofiient 

against the circumstances that led her to accept a life worse 

than death. In contrast, her daughter, Vivie reacts 

vigorously against her destiny as moneyed, young., idle lady,, 

This contrast between following the line of least resistance 

- to accept the circumstances and make the best of them 

and that of vigorous reaction against them, is an endless 

source of dramatic conflict in Shaw's plays. As a socialist 

of his own brand and economist^ Shaw throws the blame for the 

condition not upon any individual, but upon the prevailing 

social order and the position accorded to woman in that 

order. 

excellence of Mrs« Warren's PrM.es.sior 1 cl to c:l play 

lies in thxs that it proceeds from the truthful enhibition of 

the motives which pirompt the action, the intellectual and 

emotional crisis precipitated by the fierce clash of 

personalities and the unconscious self conde/nnation of the 

character„ 

y i vie j.s a modern ,, un roman tic, !'iard-• wor-k ing yoi.ing woman 

who has devoted her time at Cambridge,, not to acquire 

dilettante's appreciation of art and literature^ but to 

prispare herself to earn her living as an <acti.xi^r-y „ Her life is 

not without some mystery, however; her mother is a loudly 

dressed rowdy of very different tastes from herself. She 

never divulged who Vivie's father is^ but nevertheless 

behaves with the freedom and self-assurance of a woman of 

http://PrM.es.sior


iAiealth and powers, J-Sut her freedom from convention breaks down 

just where affections a.re fnost deeply engaged - - her 

relations with her daughter. Mrs» Warren adopts a proprietary 

attitude towards Vivie and eMpects that she will do the 

daughter's duty. The coolness with which Vivie announces her 

decision of leading an independent life discomfits her so 

that she utters what is uttered by the parents ciften s "Do 

you know who you BTB speaking to ?" giving Vivie the chance 

to ask p'ointedly, "No,. Who sre you? What are you?" But 

despite this temporary discomfiture of the mother, it is the 

daughter who is, in the end^ more shaken of the t w c When 

Mrs. Warren reveals her long hidden past s as a slum-girl 

whose only other clKjice was soul-destroying drudgery in 

conditions nujch worse than life in a brothel, she had turned 

to prostitution as the more self-respecting alternative^ 

Contrary to our e >; pec tat ions, Vivie is deeply touched 

by her mother's story, and for the first time in her life, is 

f i. 1 1 ed 1/4i t h a f f ec t ionate regaf"d f oi-• I'ler mot !"ier ., L.atei'•, 

h cj w e V e f •, wise n S i i ~ G e o !'• g e C r a f t s ta o a s t s o f t h e large p r o f i t s 

Mrs Warren arid he niake from a chain of private hotels in big 

cities, Vivie recoils with intense hatred,, The unprepared 

reader may wonder why Vivie can accept one who lives a life 

of shame for earning money,, but not a well to-do and socially 

presentable lady. The answer, however, is clear; it lies in 

Vivie's central poxnt of honour, her need for self-respect 

and freedom,, Both Vivie and her mother agree on the need 

for self respect and economic independence for themselves ; 

but here they part company« Vivie's conscience has grown 
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bevond merely her own self ; she deniands self-respect for 

every woman,, In her eyes her mother was justified in turning 

tci prostitution to free herself from abject poverty, but she 

recoils with hatred when she finds that her mother has joined 

ranks with the exploiters of the pocsr by engaging poor girls 

in this trade,, 

As a piece of art UI::M.S.. Wao::.eQ.ls. E.O2.iei:JLi.S0. is 

powerful and stimulating,. It somewhat resembles Widowers' 

Houses.,, taut the construction is more finished» We cannot help 

noticing that iirs,, wai-ren ' s PjzajMSSl.on_ is no mere theorem, 

h . i t p l a y of i V I S t i n e t s and t e m p e r a m e n t s in c c u T f l i c t w i t h 

each o t h e r , , 

Subtitled "an anti romantic comedy", Arms an.d_ the. 

Man (1E394) is,, in essence, a romantic comedy. The realistic 

details are really Eihaw' s comedic touches in the exposure of 

the illusions of warfare^ cjf love, of romantic idealism. The 

rcimanticist Raina and the self doubting ESerqius are comically 

disillusioned by the realistic, hard headed Bluntschli, who 

in turn falls a prey to love and romance. Berguis is 

perpetually mocked by the disparity between imaginative 

ideals and the disi 1 lusicjns which constantly sting his 

senstive nature,, Shaw's aim is to destory illusions, and to 

compel his audience to face realities. Shaw observed ; ". . . 

the tragedy and comedy of life lie in the consequences, 

sometimes terrible^ sometimes ludicrous^ erf our persistent 

attempts to found our institutions on the ideals suggested to 

our imaginations by our half-satisfied instincts, instead of 
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1 

a genuinely scientific natural history", Raina, when she 

comes to know Sergius and herself betters finds it possible 

to step down frcsm her pedestals Sergius cannot, and as he 

fails so he is not fortunate,, He is everything a romantic 

could ask for a devastating 1y handsome man with the style 

of a Dumas musketeer, possessed of the loftiest conception 

of love and fighting,, F-'sychological ly, he is a special kind 

of aristocrat,, He has every contempt for the bourgeoisie,, but 

he cannot be sealed as an anti plebeian or a snob,, It is the 

lack of the aristocratic spirit in others that he despises, 

not the lack erf aristocratic blood. This is the point where 

he differs from an ordinary aristocrat who is proud of his 

blue blood,. This peculiar trait makes Sergius an aristocrat 

of the order of a Byron or a EShelley, 

Shaw is here interested in critically analysing the 

responses to danger not only of E5ergius and Bluntschli,, but 

also of F<aina and her mother» EBerqius's wild cavalry charge 

at first looks noble and brave, and Bluntschli's desperate 

bid for survival by fleeing the battlefield unheroic in the 

eKtreme,, Yet reflection makes Bluntschli's act human and 

intelligible and E^ergius's. exploits a suicidal gesture. Shaw 

looked at the Eluropean aristocratic tradition with its code of 

"Death or honor" and its tradition of duellina and daring as 

Prefaces to P.l.a.x.1. PI easant- Shaw,, The Complete Prefaces 
of Bernard ShawT Paill "hiamlyn Ltd. 1965. P 735 „ 

A very interesting essay on this topic came from F^obert 
E1 1 i o t •- S !••) a w ' s C: a p t a i n B1 u n t s c l-i 1 i s A L a 11 e r - d a y 
Falstaff. Modern Lanquaqe Notes LXVII. November, 1952. 
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an sKpression of a powerful death wish, Sergius, who is 

nobler than the average member of the aristocratic class, 

suffers from a special type of this psychological malady. It 

may be suggested that Sergius is both a latter day Byron and 

Hamlet whose situation is made comical» Sergius's cavalry 

charge remj.nds one not only of Don Quixote's charging the 

wind f?4i 1 1 s which is 1 udicrous, but a 1 so of Byron ' s co u r t ing 

of death at Hissolonqhi„ On the other hand Sergius is Hamlet 

in his contempt for existence, in his cruel play with Louka., 

in his disgust with human nature itsjelf, Sergius holds the 

world in contempt for its failure to appreciate his ideals of 

military value,, His contempt for himself springs mainly from 

his inability to live up to his ideals of romantic love. The 

true tragedy of the idealist is embodied in Sergius's self-

condemn ina soliloquy ;; "Damnaticsn i mockery everywhere ! 

1 
everything that I think is mocked by everything that I da". 

Sergius has made r<aina the queen of an imaginary kingdom 

where lovers are perfectly truthful and constant without any 

se>:. u a 1 sLI sc e p t i. b i. 1 i. ty t o o t her-s . Ye t he d i sc. overs t ha t 

Raina's maid is more suitable to his taste., But to the 

degree he is shocked by his own behaviour towards Louka, he 

is desperately willing tcj believe that F^aina belongs to a 

pi.ire world where her worst thoughts are immensely nobler than 

her maid's best ones,, When Louka reveals that Raina tells 

lies and has taecofioe interested in another man, Sergius 

recoils with horror and charges Louka for spying on her-

mi.stress „ But the next moment he comp*romises himself by 

1„ Arms and the Man ••••• Act III. Shaw. 
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asking, being led by jealousy, who his rival is. This amounts 

to condoning her act of spying, a fact which he is too candid 

to hide from himself» In the end Sergius discovers to his 

disillusionment the truth of Louka's assertions and 

c;halle?nges Bluntschli to a duel in an aristocratic spirit 

with the hope that Bluntschli also would accept it with the 

sanje spirit. But the Swiss Officer, who Icjoks at fighting as 

a business,accepts the challenge with a matter--of--factness 

that disgusts Sergius who ejaculates s "What a man ! Is he a 

man !" sneaninq that Bluntschli is not a n̂ an with natural 

h u. in a n s p i r it, but a mac h i n e . 

But Sergius is not entirely right„ Bluntschli is 

i n !i e r e n 11 y a r o man t i c c h a r" a c t e r „ S e r" g i u s ' s r o m a n t i t: i d e a 1 i. s m 

is only the outward garb which falls off again and agair^; 

Bluntschli's romanticism is genuine,. That Shaw is not merely 

"playing ventriloquist", but is a creator of distinct and 

individual charac tersi,, becomes clear from his portryal of the 

sub11 e charac ters of Sergius and B1 untsc^i 1 i . B1 untsc::!-i 1 i ' s 

character is even more subtle than that of Sergius„ He 

appears to he a rational being^ sharp, intelligent, business--

like for whom fighting is a trade which is not fascinating 

and which should be faced without any illusion and idealism. 

Yet he has, as he himself rightly points out, an "incurably 

romantic disposition" which prompts him to accept the 

uncertain life of a professional soldier though he might live 

a comfortable life by joining his father's business. The idea 

of going back to his father's business and look after the 



hotels is very much disliked by him, for this would thwart 

bis desire to live the life of a romantic soldier. 

Arms and tjie Man. is one of the artistic triumphs of 

Shaw. Many of Bhaw's plays possess characteristics of light 

opera; in this respect Arms and. the Man. belongs to the group 

of musical plays like The De v i 1 ' s, Disciple, Vou Ne?ver Can. 

Tel 1 and 'The Appl e Cart., It is undoubtedly one of the most 

brilliant comedies of Shaw in which we not ovily laugh 
1 

wholeheartedly but are in a melting mood. It is a genuine 

comedy of character .^ theatrical in the true sense, and has 

had legitimate popular success in many parts of the world,. 

The tendency to treat the play as self-conscious burlesque 

instead of a romantic comedy does it an in.justice.. Instead 

erf trying to be original by inventing some new story, Bhaw 

was content, in several of his plays at least, to take an old 

one; but he dealt with it in a new way that led the 

pecjple to think cjf the whole situation or problem in a new 

perspectives Arms and tjh.e Majl is a case in point. It i.s an 

old fashioned rcimance and has a theme far from original « But 

it is not devoid of ingenuity; the romanticist Raina and the 

self-doubting Sergius are disillusioned by the hard-headed 

Bluntschli, but it is seen that there is an incorrigible 

romanticist in him» In the figure of Bluntschli, however, we 

get a glimpse of the Shavian genius, the great man ; we get 

1 „ About the success of a comedy., Eshaw writes, "when a 
comedy is performed, it is nothing to me that the 
spectators lauĉ h., I want to see how many of them, 
laughing or grave, are in the? melting mood". Preface to 
Pal y' s F'leasan t • The Complete Prefaices of Bernard Shaw. 
F'aul Hamlyn, London 1965. P 733. 
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the same impression when we examine the character of Andrew 

Under shaft in Major Bajibara.- The figure of the genius of 

Shaw's concept, of course .i finds fullest expression in the 

character of Caiesiar in Caesar and Cleopatra. 

Candida has always been regarded as one of the 

most popular plays of EShawp artistically, too, it is one of 

the masterpieces of Shaw. The main situation has nothing 

original about it? scores of plays have been written before 

and since 'Shaw on the eternal triangle — a siituation or 

affair in which two men aurs in love with the same woman, 

usually a woman already married to one of them. Customary 

treatment of this theme would show the woman as secretly 

involved with the second man under the nose of her 

unsuspecting husband. A highly dramatic scene charged with 

emotion follows when the husband discovers the faithlessness 

of his wife and the wife either repentsj and is accepted back 

by the lovinq husband or she is cast off and left to contuine 

her illicit relationship„ The main theme may be reduced to a 

situation in wliich the l-ionest and faithful husband is 

deceived by the unfai. thful wife« In such cheap wares, Shaw 

would say,, he does not deal. While a dramatic critic of the 

Saturday F^eview, Shaw saw many plays of this kind which 

convinced him that a bit too much attention was being paid to 

this kind of love affair, moral or immoral. Hence he treated 

this known situation in a new way turning the play,, as he 

always does, into an intellectual stuff.Candida actually 

becomes the New S^oman who does not allow herself to be 



quarrelled over by two men; rather she takes the situation 

entirely under control,, imposes her own will upon both men 

and brings the dispute to an immediate end, 

Throughout the better part of the nineteenth century 

the great majority of women in E-urope were content with the 

stibcjrdinate position accorded to thens in society and family. 

It was Ibsen who protested against this in his A DQ.LL1S 

fc!,9.y.l.i;. awakening the women to a new consciousness of their 

equality with men,, Agitation of wcimen fcjr their equality with 

men was started and the wave cjf this agitation reached the 

lEnqlish soil tcjwards the end of the nineteenth century,, Shaw 

was one oi the most ciutspoken supporters of the principle of 

equality of the sexes and most cjf his "heroines" have the 

characteristics erf the New Woman. Candida is one of the early 

specimen erf the New Woman „ We find her spiritually 

ividependent, morally courageous^ clear-headed and emotionally 

we 11-control led, ;3haw believed, however,, that it was the duty 

of every woman to get married and bear children in order to 

fulfil the purpose of Life Force which uses her as its direct 

instrument in its upard striving to realize itself„ For Shaw, 

naturally, woenan is more important than mian and she enjoys 

s u p e r i. o r r a ri k a n d ability t D C D n t r D 1 h i in. 

Although Shaw turned the "eternal triangle" 

upside down by making the woman morally stronger who could 

sustain the two men instead t7f being upheld by them, the 

popularity of Candida is particularly due to the familiarity 

of the basic situation and also to the fact that one c?f the 



men is a romantic young poet, shy by nature and almost an 

imbecile in practical matters»Candida actually niothers him. 

This romantic young poet of only eighteen is spiritually 

lonely and this assures for him an emotional sympathy of the 

audience and the reader. The intellectual stuff of the play 

is there in the final scene of the play where the poet 

Marchbanks speaks of the secret of his heart„ When the play 

was first written its full title ran Cai:idida. j. A Mystery .What 

is this "mystery" and what is that "secret" '? •- herein lies 

the claim of Canclida to foe regarded as a play of ideas,, 

The secret and the mystery in the play ars 

really one. The secret is that the apparently weak and 

dependent romantic poet is spiritually far stronger than 

C a n d i <;i a ' s p h y s x c a 1 1 y r o bu s t a r i ci s e 1 f - assLI r e d i"iu s b a n d ̂  M o r e 11 . 

It is true that Morel 1 offers in the famous "auction scene". 

his strength for her defence. But the fact is, as Candida 

herself points out clearly, all his strength is rooted in her 

affection,, love, and devotion. Morel 1 understands his 

inherent weakness B.nci says; "It's all true, every word. What 

1 am yoi.! have made me with the labour of your liand and the 

love of your heart. You are my wife, my mother, my sisters, 
1 

You are the sum of all loving care tc; me". 

The romantic poet, on the other hand, has spent 

his life in spiritual loneliness and this has given him a 

self-confidence which will sustain him through sufferings and 

miseriess he has the capacity to live quite well without the 

Candida- Shaw. 
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loving care of Candida or any one elseij he has learnt the art 

of living without happiness and hope. f~or sometime - and 

for sometime only - he became emotional and illusioned to 

think that the romantic love for' a woman could satisfy his 

deepest needs= The long speech of Candida in the last scene 

convinces him that as he is spiritually stronger and lonely, 

a life of domestic contentment would make him miserable and 

would ruin his independent spirit. Marchbanks now under

stands that only by abandonxng hope of happiness can he enjoy 

perfect freedom; a poet's life is in poetry and not in 

domestic love and drudgery,, Here we may well remember what 

Jack Tanner says in Man and supermans "The true artist will 

drudge for him at seventy, sooner than work at anything but 
i 

his art". We observe almost a similar situation in the case 

Tqnio l<roqer„ Tonic:) realizes M.-. xn i nomas riann ?: 

that he has to live like an "unhuman", "extra-human" artist. 

He loves Ingeborg Holm, but they <Are not united in wedlock 

becausjo his life is also not in domestic drudgery. An artist of 

the nature of Tonio or Marchbanks or of Tanner"'s conception 

J. I. v e life of domestic happiness. Marchbanks was strong 

when he entered Morel I's; house though he was not conscious 

of his inherent spiritual strength and is stronger when he 

leaves it fully convinced of the strength of his soul. This 

inher-ent strength of his soul makes him an immensely stronger 

man than the physically strong Morel 1. When Candida puts to 

i- " MiSIl Mlii. Superman Shaw 



Marchtaanks the common sense fact of the differences between 

their ages, he finds that he has awakened s "I have a better 

secret than that in my heart". He discovers that he is no 

longer to be identified with woman or love or himself as the 

lover. He has become a free man, a man for poetry only where 

lies his strength. We recall the famous words put into the 

mouth of Dr.Stockmann in Ibsen's Aj2 Enemy a f t.he. People; "The 

strongest man is he who is most alone". 

CancJida is possibly the most classically built 

play of Sbaw» Its observance of the unities of Ti/ne and Place 

and its economy lends it a classical dignity. It is a play 

built upon anti--c 1 imax in which respect it is almost 

revolutionary. The play is poetic comedy on the emotional 

level. Though there is contrast between Morel 1 and 

Marchbanks^ the real conflict is between Candida and 

Marchbanks between comffionsense and poetry. 

The Devil's Disciple (1896 97) is a melodrama with the 

reading of the will, the trial,, the sacrifice, the return of 

the husband. But the play has, as EShaw observes in the 

Preface to Three Plays f.o.r Puritans, a novelty "the novelty 
i 

of the advanced thought of my day" a thing which is not 

generally expected in a melodrama. To the situations and 

episodes £5haw gives a Shavian twisty particularly by turning 

the romantic hero inside out and by discarding the obvious 

1. Preface to Three Plays for Puritans; (Dn Diabolonian 
E-1hics ) . T'he Comp 1 ete Pref aces of Bernard Shaw » ( Pa!..(1 
Hamlyn Ltd. , 1965), P 746. 



obligatory scene showing the tumult of passion when the 

husband returns. Again^ a conventional melodrama would show 

Dick Dudgeon,, the hero,, avowing his love for the minister's 

wife. The hero risks his life on behalf cjf the clergyman 

husband, Anthony Anderdon ,, but when Judith asks whether Dick 

has not done it for the sake of her love, he replies? "1 had 

iMcl no interest; all I can tell you is that 

:ame to the point whether I would take my neck out of 

no mcitive 

wf'ien 

rne nciost;.̂  and put another man's into it, I could not do it. I 

taut I could iiot and 1 cannot. 1 have been brought up standing 

by the law of my own nature ii and 1 may not go against it^ 
1 

gallows or ncj gallows" » 

We find in these sefitences Shaw's fundamental idea 

that there is something in the nature of every man, which, 

when put to the real test, responds spontaneously to the 

demands made upon it. Shaw does not allow the hero a romantic 

or even a maral motive„ It is not a mater of reason, or 

morality,, or even selfish interest; it is rather a matter of 

human nature which would come out in extreme ci rcunistances. 

G)haw succeeds in humanising the stock figures of 

melodramas in his plays revealing them as credible mixtures 

of good and evil. Dick Dudgeon, who lauyits at religion and is 

inevitably sealed as blaspihemous and immciral for breaking the? 

soc i a 1 c ode , i s- no t a v ic ious c i'iar"ac te r or even a depra ved 

one„ He is really a more genuine Puritan than his self-

righteous mother, for he does not have her pretensions. He is 

1" Ihe Devi 1 ' s niM£l&lE3k. - Shaw, 



n o t a < : : o n v e n t i o n a l h e r o o f a melodras i ia taut i s o n e who " . „ 

i s b r o u g h t up i n a h o u s e h o l d w h e r e t h e F ' u r i t a n r e l i g i o n h a s 

no e n v y „ ; n a noine n f i n d s h i m s e l f 

^eu Hi r e l i q i o r i ::;:n i.s rrse ffio s t c l a m o r o u s n e e d o f h i s 

He t h u s b e c o m e s , , l i k e a l l g e n u i n e l y r e l i g i o u ? 
1 

men, a reprobate and an outcast' 

of the novelties of the play is the fine One 

ironical touch given tcj it through the utterances of one of 

the niinor characters. General Borgoyne,, Elven Sheridan could 

not have penned Borgoyne's "Martyrdom is i-jhat these people 

like, sir,, it is the only way in which a man can become 

famous without ability". He is a distinctly drawn dramatic 

character and is the high comedian in his bantering repartee 

with Dick,, Shaw Ui u f •; f o r g e 11 a b 1 e mint 

characters like Borgoyne here and Alfred Doolittle in 

F-'vqmal ion who 3.re always successful on the stage. 

Shaw has demonstrated a rare insight into the 

ideosyncracies and subtleties of the feminine heart in the 

character of the wife of the minister,, Judith is delicate,, 

sentimental and charming. She has conflicting evnotions in her 

between duty towards the husband and love for Dick Dudgeon., 

She considers the former a coward and the latter an outcast,. 

But when she finds that her husband is not the coward she 

took him for,, her love for him comes taack„ She,, however, 

OK t o r f rom D: . K C i I '3. X. n I t h e w i l l nervE^r d i Dse CO a n y o n e 

1„ FvefB.i:e t o T h r e e PljjsXsk isH. P u r i t a n s s On DJ.abol oni. an 
E t h i c s , , The C o m p l e t e F ' ' r e f a c e s o f B e r n a r d E5haw (F""aul Hamlyn 
L td , . 1 9 6 5 ) „ F' 7 4 b . 



confession of love for him, for fear of breaking her home. 

She is not Shaw's New Woman tAiho could defy conventional 

morality to stand by her conscience,, 

The situations of the play have nothing of 

actuality in them. The plot is inconsiderable, but The 

Devi 1 ' s Disc.i£l_e is always successful on the stage; it is due 

to the dramatic situation created and the apparatus of 

melodrama engaged in the play. Again^ much of the success of 

the play depends, at least to the intellectual audience,, upon 

Shaw's ability to elevate the plane of the play into an 

tmosphere of fine satire on militarism and its code a I—, -r 

r i o n o u r , Shaw 

the nlav 

.love Tor visual art can also be seen in 

particularly in the first scene where a will is 

read OLrt; and in the last scerie where Dick was to be hanged,, 

':5haw is a comic dramatist and to expect him to 

deal with death as a tragic dramatist would, is absurd,, The 

ancedote how William Archer challenged Shaw to treat death is 

too well known to be repeated, Shaw's reaction (the paragraph 

p u b 1 i s h e d i n 11-1 e J r i b u n e u n 01 i s t a k a b 1 y c a m e f r o m S h a w ' s pen) 

to this challenge was characteristic s "Estung by this 

reproach from his old friend^ Mr. Shaw is writing a play all 

about Heath, which he declares will be the mosif amusinq play 

he has ever written . . . . The death scene will be unlike any 

ever present ;ed; and the consultations of the doctors will 

;cope f <::ii'• the authior•' s know 1 edqe of modern 
.1 

therapeutics and for his view on medical profession". Shaw's 

aive f ul 1 

1. As in George Bernard SShaw : Man of the Century, Vol II 
A r c; h i b a 1 d „ k! e n d e r s o n ,, A r) p 1 e t C5 n •- C; e ri t \.A r y - C r- o f t s I n c . N . Y 

1956 5Ufe (bU, 



viewB as expressed in The Doc tor' s Dl.l..eoiQl§. (1906) is that the 

medical profession has an infamous character and most of its 

members have no conscience. It would be wrong,, on strength of 

t;his„ suqqest that he had no belief in doc tors» But he 

felt the necessity of a national staff of doctors who would 

depend for their prosperity not on the siicknessj taut on the 

wealth,, of the nation. The words of Sir Patrick Cullen to Sir 

Colenso is enlightening because it echoes EiShaw's regard for 

the medical profession when properly handled i; "Colly, when 

you live in an age that runs to pictures^ and statues and 

plays on brass bands because its men and women are not good 

enough to comfort its poor aching soul you should thank 

Providence that you belong to a profession which is a high 

avid great profession because its business is to heal and mend 
1 

men and women",, But Shaw finds that the doctors,, most of 

them,, have abused this sacred profession turning it into a 

con spi racy e;•; hi bi t ing mai-i ' s " spec i f ic 1 us t f or c: ru.e 11y " „ 

Though iShaw's attack which is so pointed is something 

new,, he thought that the guilt and responsibility was to be 

shouldered by everybody and this attitude makes the attack 

less bitter,, Inspite of ttie affinities between Moliere and 

EJhaW;, the differences are quite fundamental, F-'or instance;, 

Shaw actually attacks classes and institutions; in the play 

the instituion of medical profession is attacked, not a few 

doctors,, Moliere ridicules doctors, Shaw satirizes the 

:ii;ig. EiaEli2£:s. D_i_lema Shaw. 

Preface to The Doctor's D.ii..g.aig. " The Complete Prefaces 
Bernard Shaw "(Paul'Hamryn"'Lt;d'« 1965),, P 257,. 
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medical profession,, Moreover, as the play is written in the 

cDmi.c: v e in j iso the at tac; k has hecome qLIi te to 1 erab 1 e and even 

the doctors have enough here to enjoy without malice,. The 

play is net a tragedy,, for the death of a worthless man does 

not ynake a tragedy,, F'or all his merits, Dubedat cannot be 

treated as a tragic hero,. He is charming and clever 5 taut he 

is utterly unscrupulous about woman and money. He raises the 

question as to how far genius is a morbid symptom,, 

The title of the play is suggestive; the dilemma of the 

doctor here is the choice between the life of a great artist 

who is shamelessly unscrupulcsus and that of a thoroughly 

hofiourabl 13 i..i L q Li 1 x, e 1..1 n 1 n x. e r- e s t x n g c: c "!!. \ I The veral 

doctors iAre beautifully and sharply distinguished by their 

social and class characteristics. When Dubedat is found 

capable of blackmail and declares : "All your moral i^incis 

have no value foi" me, I don't believe j.n moral.ity,, I'm a 
1 

disciple of Bernard Shaw",, Esir Colense calls him a reptile 

a n d d e c i d e s t <::} t r e a t t! 1 e u n i. t e r e s t i n c c o 1 1 e a g u e , B1 e n k i n s h o p ., 

leavino the art .!.. .1-

uioomtaej. o Bonington and to sure deaths 

Dubedat makes a beautiful death; when he finds 

that he has nothing more to live for, he finds no reason to 

hate anybody. £)haw is always on the side of the artists and 

poets against the rest of the world. Though in real life 

Dubedat has not been able to live up to his ideal,, he is 

intended to be agreeable in his death. The life of the artist 

is in his art, that is his real world; there "1 have never 

i .. Ills?. !)octor's Dilemma EBhaw, 



done anything wrong, never denied my faith,, never been untrue 
1 

T r, IhS.. Doctor_:...s Dilemma Shaw developed hi? 

peculiar mixture of tragedy and comedy his art of producing 

the state of mind that people describe by saying that they 

don't know whether to laugh or cry to lengths which then 

seoffied scandalous. In the old religious Mystery and Miracle 

plays,, however, which Shaw attentively studied and 

contrasted them with the dramas of the Parisian school ,, the 

solemn scenes alternate with the most laughable ones,. Shaw 

here went a step ftu'ther;; he did not simply put the solemn 

seerse and the laughable one alternately, he mixed them 

the death of Dubdet not tragic,, but toqether ana Lni.s:- maKe 

1 e r r r ,:?. '• comic„ 

rr!is play i.s as able i.n treatmen t ar'id solid in 

workmanship as any SJhaw has ever achieved,. In the first act 

the then latest discovery in bacteriology is explained with 

the accuracy of a text book; yet it is one of the most 

amusing first acts of EBhaw» The reaction of the doctors to 

the discovery and the death of the patient through the 

leading physician's missing the point make both coinedy and 

t r aged y i n a b u n d a n c e » 

After dramatizing the institution of medical 

profession in The Doctor' s Di.Lgi!lQli3. Shaw went ahead in Getting 

HsirXiea. (1908) to dramatize another institution •-• the 

institution of marriage which is popularly held sacred. But 

1. The Doctor's Dilemma -• 3haw„ 

.,::;o*:. 



here there is no plot worth the telling,, In The Doc.tor_ls 

Pi lemma there is a romantic even a melodramatic plcrt; 

the doctcjr kills the patient and declares he has done a 

disinterested murder,but he has the subconscious intention of 

marrying the patient's widow. In Set;.ti,n..Q. Married there is no 

plot;; there is only talk,, The play is an attempt at finding 

cjut the loopholes in the British fnarriage law then prevalent,, 

We find a number of quests,, invited or uninvited, waiting for 

the bride and the bridegroom. The two arrive at last after 

finishing an afionyfljous pamphlet "Do yoi.i know what you are 

going to do? By One who has Done it" and declares flatly that 

they refuse tcj face the honours of marriage, which^they find, 

is a "wicked contract",, All the characters then discuss the 

existing marriage law and try to draw up a form of private 

contract, as was the custcsm in old Rome ̂  withcH.it success. The 

:::; t c:) c k fig u r e o f t h e o 1 d t h e a t r e , the g r e e n g r o c e r ,, s u g g e <;H. t s 

that his sister in law the Mayoresi-s, should be consul ted > 

She, in a Icjnq important speech in a trance, reveals the 

feminine soul erf Shaw the soul which is really all men's. 

The speech of Mrs,, George Ccjllins takes the play into 

mystical realms;; taut, then., it is draqqed back to the realm of 

hi 1 aricjiis fun » 

The entire play is a single conversation without 

any division into acts,. The technical novelty lies in the 

fact that though the curtain falls at least twice, there is 

no indication of any interruption m the play,, It is true 

that it is all talkp but the play is an excellent piece of 

dramatic work> The discussion is brilliantly witty with an 



element of surprise here and there = In their discuission about 

marriage in which conventxonal and unconventional, religious 

and secular views are e;;ru--essed , the characters display 

themselves. We get in teres te?d not only in what the characters 

say and in the way they say it, but also in the characters 

themselves,, The ending of the play is characteristically 

Shavian., where the play is brought back to the realm of fun 

rrof ealm of mystical trance,, Getting Harried is an 

Eihaw can do without a "plot",, ( Wi'iri T 

exOBC. r m q 
1 1 , . . , 1 ,.., .1 . . I 

H man 

Icjt" in a play shall find this fine play a 

The fact is, the endeavcjurs of Shaw to dramatize 

admirably a public institution could be accomplished only 

through this scheme cjf entertaxninq convenrsation 5 the 

playwright has accomplished this much to the dissatisfaction 

cjf the rcjmantic plot lovinq critics and theatre-goers, 

In the sounds of words as well as their sense and 

meariinq Shaw was deeply interested,. He learned shorthand and 

wrote fiis plays in it artd left them to his secretary to type 

them out. He was always for precision and exactness and was 

delightfully surprisied to know that his name could be spelt 
1 

in Bengali only with one letter of the alphabet. His love for 

the shorthand and e;;actness was due both to its time-saving 

advantage and to its being based upon phonetics using 

the same symfcjol for the same spoken sound, EiTnglish is hard to 

learn and use because it is sMtremely illogical in spelling 

1 ., George Bernard £5haw — Bhabani Mukhcjpadhaya (i960),, 
(Bengali). 
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and confusing in sounds. Shaw spent a good deal of his 

precious time fighting to pers^uade the English to adopt an 

enlarged alphabet and directed that after his death a large 

part of his considerable fortune should be used to finance 

any serious and sincere scheme for bringing into common use 

hi enlarged alphabet and reformed spelling,, taut in vain 

•i-i'* Fyqmal ion (1912) Shaw dealt with the problem of 

scientific speech and his most impressive achievement in this 

play was that he made, what might become difficult and dull 

and might dwindle into just a lecture, an interesting^ 

amusing,, and artistic play out of this subject,, Shaw's 

success is particularly due to the fact that he was 

successful in transforming the science of speech into an 

entertaining drama and also to the fact that the characters 

have a human interests Coupled with these is Shaw's sparkling 

fi.m which plays no mean part irs the play Tc:) make the 

audience laugh was not,, however,, the sole or the chief 

purpose of Shaw,, for he wanted to see whether the audience 
1 

"laughing or grave, is in a melting mood"» This play creates 

a lot of laughter, but as it is a play of ideas,, it at the 

same time sends the audience back to their homes thinking not 

only of the problem of scientific speech, but also of — and 

this is even more important -••- the twin problems of 

Ei; d L.i c a t i. o i-i a n d C" r e a t :U::> n « 

Shaw was the greatest modern master of parado?-; who 

took immense delight to take familiar situation and then turn 

1„ Preface to P.iav. Pleasant, The Complete Prefaces of Bernard 
Shaw (Paul Haml vn Ltd7~T965) , P 733,, 
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them upside down and insight out so that they might be 

examined from a different angle. That is what he really does 

in the present play,, In the legend, when the statue is turned 

into Galatea,, King F'ygmalion marries her,, But in the play 

when iE 1 iza-Galatea comes alive as a nevM woman« fronscious of 

her own soul, HigQins--F'yQ"iî l ion takes no interest in her; 

the passing off of Elliza as a duchess in the garden party is 

no more than a professional eKperiment to Prof. Hiqgins„ He 

is concerned with her only as a human talking machine, not a 

living SAfoman of flesh and blood, spirit and heart to make 

love with. 

Ideal is0i and Fvomance were possibly the greatest 

enemies to Shaw; and with them go gallantry. chivalry,, 

gentility and respectability. Idealistic and romantic 

attitude towads triar ^ which is beastly and wasteful, towards 

science, which introduces a new set of superstitions, and 

towards romantic love and marriage Are the things he attacks 

most vehemently. It is with an intentional irony that Shaw 

called his play PyaJIia.Lion, 1, 6. Roi)ianc.e jji Fi.vs Acts,, The play 

is not a romance as it could rightly have been called if 

Higgins and Eliza loved each other and married. 

F"'yqff)al ion is actually a protalefn play a play of 

ideas ,and the problem goes much deeper than the bare story, 

It is the world--problem of Education and Creation; through 

education new man and new woman as^n be created, taut then the 

educator and the creator must cast off the created man and 

wo mi an who yearn for ,a different kind of world. They do not 



find it; and social and personal unrest results,, As a flower-

girl Eliza could at least earn her daily bread, but now when 

she has become a fashionable lady with the gift of articulate 

speech, she finds her nowhere and naturally she cries out ; 

"What am I fit for? What have you left me fit for? Where am I 
1 

to ao, wha 
i II y\ 

teachers and the world-betterers find themselves in the same 

position as FT"of., Higgins does after the creation is 

complete. But the fact resnains that the Creator is undaunted 

and goes on creating though he is conscious of the problems 

that would crop up in the life of the created. He leads them 

towards a new way erf life and is ccompel led to leave them at 

its thresihold to go on all by themselves,, 

But the story is not absolutely bereft of the 

elements of romance. If by romance we understand only 

romantic love antj wedded bliss, then, of course,, FVi3i!ia.l_ijDn is 

not a romance., But there is another side. When Higgins meets 

the flower girl crooning like a bilious pigeon instead of 

talki. ng like a iiuman be i rig,, her mind and emotions &.re 

absolutely undeveloped SCJ much so that she is little more 

than a statue with the only difference that a statue has no 

tongue at all,, Higgins changes her into a living human being 

conscious of her owm self,, and this change is surprising and 

t h r- i 1 1 i n g i n o 11-i e i- w o r d s ,, r o m a n t i c: „ S h a w , o f c o u r s e 

maintains that the change brought by F'rof . Higgivis in the 

flower girl is neither impcjssible nor unccjmmon ,, He says "The 

modern concierge's daughter whcj fulfils her ambitions by 

i= Eiiamaliori Shaw. "'"" ~ 
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p l a y i n g t n 

thovAsands o 

Queen o f ESpain 

(lien and women who 

only one of fnan-, 

slouqhed off their native 
•1 

u 1. a .1. e<::: c a r id a c q u i r e a a n e w t o n g u e " . 

V"Qf'ialiofi i s n e i . t l"ier a c o n yer) t ::>.. o n a I f a r c e 

conventional romance. In the first case the play would have 

ended with the ludicrous performance of Eliza at Mrs„ 

love-match between F-'rof » Higgins and Eliza« It was one of 

EShaw's favourite theories that peopjle of culture appear to 

the si-avaqes and even to the average man as cold^ cruel and 

unfeeling because they arB riot accessible to the common 

emotions and weaknesses and arta free from ordinary 

af f ec tionateness and jealousy,, The development of Eliza's 

relations to F"'rof „ Higgins in the last two acts of the play 

i 1 I u s t i' • a t e s t h i s p o x n t, 

F'rof,, Higgins is a bully and a charmer ; he is at 

once an impish school boy and a flamboyant wooer of souls,, 

He is a scientist with a wild imagination, and yet he is a 

man so blind to the nature of his own personality that he 

thinks of himself as timid and diffident and maintains that 

anger is a thing foreign to his temperament. These qualities 

impart a distinct and dramatic individuality to this 

F-'rofessor of F-'honetics. He and Colonel Pickering the two 

who have no more sense, as Mrs. F-iiggins points out, than two 

F-'reface to F-'yqmal ion. The Complete F-'refaces of Bernard Shaw 
(F-'aul Hamlyn Ltd, ) ,' 1965. P 809. 



children - have both failed to grasp the value of Eliza's 

contributions to Prof. Higgins' success in the experiments. 

They failed to pat her and admire her and Prof. Higgins goes 

a step further to thank God that the tiresome experiment is 

all over. The thwarted feelings of Eliza are now turned to 

rage, and to provoke emotional feelings from Prof. Higgins, 

she needles him so she may enjoy the spectacle of a God in 

vulgar human fancy. Here, once again, Shaw has demonstarted a 

rare insight into faminine soul. Though Prof. Higgins cannot 

boast that he has "nothing of man" in him, he is, like Caesar 

in Caesar and Cleopatra, part God and part brute. 

Eliza of the scene in which she hurls slippers 

into the face of Prof. Higgins is very far from the Eliza of 

the Covent Garden street corners. There is a new dignity and 

even calculation in her emotional outbrust. She has now 

mastered more than the pronunciation of the educated classes. 

She is a model of poised reserve; even cold in her manners 

when she meets the Professor the next morning at his mother's. 

Eliza's development is marked, but it is limited in this that 

she never gets past the stage of judging the world in 

relation to her self. The impersonality of the world betterer 

has been lost upon her and she has nothing of Prof. Higgins' 

scientific passion for reform. Naturally, all her irritations 

are purely subjective, as the Professor rightly points out. 

To Eliza, Prof. Higgins appears to be completely selfish who 

does not care a rap for what would happen to her now that her 
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education is complete; who takes no personal interest in her,, 

On hearing that she is going to marry Freddy, Clara's 

bra i r-i 1 ess taro t \ier , Pro f „ r 1 igg in s ob j ec ts and says, "Can ha 

make anything of You?" Eli^a, in her turn finds such a 

question unite11igibles "I never thought of us making 

anything of one ancrbher; and you never think cjf anything 

else. I only want to be natural",, It is clear that she 

considers F'rof „ Hi gains unnatural. The fact is that the 

"situation" is a confict between the superhuman and the all-

too human,, And this conflict appears again and again in the 

plays of Shav^„ 

It :is only natural that F'rof, Hi gains does ncjt 

marry Eliza,, It is not simply because the F-'rofessor has set a 

very high standard of a woman in his mind,, seeing his 

mother. Nothifcng could be farther frcim SShaw's conception of 

F'rof,, Higgins and Eliza than a matrimonial tie between the 

t^A'D.: t~'rof« Higgins lacks completely the personal tenderness 

and attachment Eliza craves &nd hurts her repeatedly by words 

and deeds„ He explains to her that he has been accustomed to 

her face and vaitze and likes the furniture in his room s.nd 

makes it clear brutally that he can get on without them and 

does not really need her„ These words certainly does not 

endear him to her and Eliza prefers the simple-hearted, love-

1 „ In a cancelled passage, on page 72,, of the typescript in 
the Henley Collection, University of Texas. Louis Crompton 
reports, Mrs. Higgins calls Henry selfish to which he 
retortss " 0 very well, very well, very well. Have it your 
own way. I have devoted my life tcj the regeneration of the 
human nince through the mcjst difficult science in the world; 
and then I am told I am selfish,, Go on. (3o on. " - E5haw the 
Dramatist L. Crompton, F'F' 249. 



lorn young man Freddy Hill. In the sequel of the play E3haw 

tells us; "Balatea msver does quite like F-Vgmalion; her 

relation to HBr IS coo qod- like to be altoqether agreeable" 

F'rof „ Higgins can in no way be Eliza's husband; the all-toD-

humann Eilliza has rightly found her mate in the all too--human 

F"reddy „ 

The theme of the play is human relations and^ in 

p a r t i. o u 1 a r ;, 1 o y e . "i" h a mo d e r n F y g sn a 1 i o n , F ro f . i-1 i g g i n s , 

discovers to his stirprise that he has not merely given the 

cockney Galatea a superficial polish,, taut has awakened a 

human soul. The plot of the play is simplicity itself, but 

its theme is the creative element, and the bones of the plot 

ar-E: well clothed by intel 1 igence „ 

Heartbreak, House ( 191'3 16),, considered by Shaw as one 

C3f his greatest works and correctly too,, is rather a long 

work written as "a F-'antasia cjn Finglish themes in the Russian 

Manner". In this comedy we get the first expression c?f Shaw's 

increasing loss of faith in the world's progress. We ars to 

notice the time of the play 1913 -• a time which was out of 

joint being threatened by the outbreak of a qlcjbal war. 

E'nqland which steadily heading towards a rocky hill to be 

wrecked. Hector says to Captain Shotovar: "And this ship we 

•inre all in, this soul's prison we call Fingland '?" But the 

soul's prison J the heart break house is not just England; it 

is the whole world which was writhing under the danger of the 

global war with nobody cominq forward to avert the disaster. 

SeoLiel ; Pygmalion 
He a r t b r ea.k. i-louSe 

bnaw 
Shaw 



The play is an artistic triuinph and the F'reface one 

of the best that came from the pen of Shaw,, In the preface of 

t !•••) e rj 1 a y , t!" i e f31 a y KI r i g h t,, w i t r) a n i n s i g i"i t p e c LA l i a r t a h i. m ,, 

saids "You cannot make war on war and your neighbour at the 

same time,. War cannot bear the terrible castigation of 

comedy,, the ruthless light of laughter that glares on the 
1 ' 

stage"„ The fitting dialogue and the musical rhythm of the 

play avB an added beauty to its apparently loose 

construe tion» Music has a prominent fsart in the mature works 

of Shaw and it has been rightly observed by W»H„ Auden, 

hiself a poet of note^ that ; "For all his theatre about 

propaganda, his writing has an effect nearer to that of music 

than the work of any of the so-called pure writers." This in 

a single stroke tarings out the essential difference between 

Shaw and other playwrights of the "Social Plays" and "Drama 

of Ideas"„ The music in a Shavian play cannot be separated 

from the theme or the idea= 

Heartbreak House „ to a graet extent;, is written in 

the manner of Tchekov and this is owned by Shaw in the 

clearest possible terms. The characters presented belong to 

the decaying aristocratic class; they a.re a genteel people 

and they, characteristically, Are all idlers. The setting is 

a country house in Victorian Elngland. But the manner of 

Tchekov is more seeming than real;; the play is essentialy 

i« F'reface to Heartbreak House. The Coniplete Prefaces of 
Bernard Shaw'^ (Paul Hamlyfi Ltd, London), 1965, P 399. 

2„ The Shavian Farrago W.H. Auden (S.B.S. : A Critical 
Survey, Ed, L, Kroneberger,, The World Publishing Co., P 
156)„ ' 



Shavian. It is said that Shaw tried to follow the manner of 

Tolstoy in T Ine Shewing Uji Q X Blanco Posnet, but the fact :> ., 

in the play the playwright followed the manner of his own , ;jii 

De'vi 1 ' s Dis>ciple» Similarly, though looked -.on by himself 

and a large number of critics as the '"nglish Tchekov, in 

Heartbreak l-louse Shaw merelx- '• ̂ 'peated hiis own Getting Hc\rried 

<3nd liisal 1 iance. . •-s three plays may be looked upon as a 

trilogy., I <• riot, therefore,, agree with Maurice Colbourne 

...hat "had Tchekov never lived. Heartbreak House would have 
1 " 

t a k e n a d i f f e r e n t s h a p e " , b s s c a u s e , a s m e n t i o n e c j a l r e a d y , t h e 

i i")d e b t e d n e s s o f Shaw t o Tc hek o v i s on 1 y n om i n a 1 a n d taec a u s e 

Getting Married and Misalliance paved the way for the writing 

of this play. 

Heartbreak Houseis a picture of the "cultured, 

leisured EZurope before the War", and the picture is presented 

with subtlety of art and deep poetic feelings» It is 

surprising that Stark Young should find the play, when he 

revise wed its performance in 1938, " garrulous, unfelt, and 

tiresome". This very critic had earlier agreed with Edmund 

Wilson that Heartbreak, House was probably the best of Shaw's 

plays. One is apt to suspect that the shifting of the opinion 

from extremely favourable to extremely unfavourable was due 

to the consciousness of social responsibility and guilt 

awakened by the play„ 

l.„ The F<eal Bernard Shaw Maurice Colbourne, J.M. Dent & Sons 
Ltd., London, PP 193-194, 

2„ Immoral Shadows - Stark Younq, P 206 -• 207 



As play of ideas, nevertheless, Heartbreak 

House cannot claim the intellectual whirlpool of Man and 

Superman and the depth of Major Bairbara. The characters are 

the leisured upper class people; politics they did not. like; 

they did not wish to realise Utopia for the common people s\nd 

lived without a morsel of scruples on incomes they did not 

earn„ Shaw did not merely attack the idlers who did not know 

how to live; but particularly he attacked the lack of purpose 

in these people v-jhich remainds us of the theme of Man and 

Super in an „ though here the context is different. 

Archibald Henderson reports I'lOw, when asked by 

the ''official biographer", Shaw significantly otaser-ved that 

Heartbreak House " , , , began with an atmosphere avK;! does not 
1 

contain a wor-d that was fcjreseen before .,.,." This means that 

the play worked itself out; it is the wor'k of an inspir-ed 

ar'tist and cannot be easily explained away as written after 

the manner of Tchekcjv. This play defies any definition and is 

almost an inexplicable phenomenon. 

The atmostphere of the play is one of aimlessness, 

futility and f rustr-ation. At first of course we do not get a 

sense of impending disaster. We? do not have a premonition 

that we ar~e to witness an allegory of the contemporary time-— 

one of the most remarkable allegories of life ever put upon 

the stage. This play testifies to the great dramatic gift of 

S h a w ;, W h o , h e r e , d r a m a t i z e s a n a t f n o sphere - a t a s k v (sr y 

1. B„Eh.S, : Man of the Century -• Archhitaald Headson (Appleton 
C e n t u r y C r o f t s I n c , i 9 5 6 ) , P 6 2 5 . 
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difficult to perform. Heartbrak House, though too cryptic for 

immediate apprehension^ is a modern morality play of 

t! •• e m e n d o u s i m p a c t w h i c h s t i 11 a w aits f u 11 u n d e r s t a n d i n g and 

appreciation,. It promises to rank in dramatic history as one 

of the most significant tragedies of the Shavian age. 

7 7 !n 



CHAPTER - VIII 

Philosophical Plays of Shaw 

Before we start discussing the philosophical 

plays of Shaw it is necessary once again to say it very 

clearly that Shaw is not a great and original philosopher. 

It is to be noted, further, that the present author does not 

aspire either to establish or to refute the validity of 

Shaw's "philosophy" though the defects of that "philosophy" 

may be pointed out. A few words, neverthless, may be said 

about Shavian philosophy in order to clear up the heavy fog 

of misunderstanding that shrouds Shaw's doctrine and faith. 

No view could be more erroneous than the one often 

heldj Shaw was irreligious. This view springs from the fact 

that he disliked and actually refused, even as a boy, to 

visit the church on Sundays and liked to call himself an 

atheist. He obviously is not conventionally religious; does 

not believe in the existence of God who has parts and 

passions. But he has his own religion in which he pins his 

faith and which he has dramatized again and again. He has 

faith in a spiritual power which governs the entire 

universe; this power is called Life Force - a term 

translated by Shaw from Bergson's "elan Vital" and 

popularised by him. We do not know the source of this Life 

Force which is neither all-powerful nor all-knowing, but is 

ever striving to be both. It moves towards its desired goal 

of becoming Omnipotent and Omniscient through a process of 
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trial and error. Man is, so far, the last experiment of Life 

Force in its upward struggle. May be that man is also an 

error,but man is not a base accident of nature. 

Charles Darwin, or rather those philosophers who 

followed Darwin's findings in natural history, reached the 

conclusion that man is a base accident; they found no 

purpose behind evolution. The surprising fact is that these 

philosophers sought and found relief in this conclusion. It 

is necessary, in order to see the reason of this attitude of 

these philosophers and also to know how Shaw, who called 

himself an atheist, came to accept Creative Evolution as his 

faith, to make a survey, however brief, of the history of 

the general idea of evolution. 

N^ It became a fashion, when Shaw was a young man 

bubbling with energy, among the more serious free-thinkers 

of the day to challenge God to strike them dead to prove 

His existence, Shaw belonged to this blasphemous band, 

however small the band was; he also, to the horror of the 

ordinary and less serious and less confident free-thinkers, 

challenged Bod in this fashion. This portrayed Shaw as 

irreligious to the conventional mind. But in thus 

challenging Sod Shaw challenged a particular conception of 

God; and it does not prove him to be irreligious. Religion, 

after all, is a passionate desire to relate oneself to the 

universe; it is, again, an urge to discover one's spiritual 

roots. It is only the essentially religious people who want 

to feel that they are the children of one eternal Father. As 
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said above, Shaw challenged a particular conception of God, 

and consciously too; but he did not challenge the real 

essence of God. God is, as religious teachers often suggest, 

beyond our feeble perception; and often the conception of 

God that we create with our limited senses is absolutely 

different from what God really is. With the changes in the 

outside world our conception of God also changes, but, as 

^-they suggest, God remains unchanged. We create Him to suit 

our^^wn purposes; we create God after our own image. 

V The particular conception of God against which 

Shaw revolted is an anthromorphic God who has numerous parts 

and passions. This God has been described by Shaw as a 

"thundering, earthquaking, famine strikiing, pestilence 

launching, blinding , deafening, killing, destructively 

i 

omnipotent Bogey Man". Another inert idea that worked in 

the mind of the people was that all the sorrows and 

sufferings of men and all their poverty, cruelty and 

hypocrisy proved God's bounty. The Church and Industry shook 
friendly hands with each other on the faith that all was 

2 
best in the best of all possible worlds . Not that this kind 
of attitude has become completely extinct; rather, most of 

the people, the majority still have faith in this 

1. Preface to The Adventures af the Black Girl in her 

Search for God. The Complete Prefaces of Bernard Shaw. 

Paul Hamlyn Ltd. 1965. P 651. 

2. Shaw deals with this aspect in his QQ. Intellectual 

Women' s Guide ^ ga<;;j,»Uffffi SDA QMBAMHSSB.-
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anthromorphic Bod. But a few persons, who may make only a 

microscopic minority, cannot attain mental peace until 

they can satisfy their intellect and conscience by 

constantly endeavouring to find out His real being, if at 

all He exists. In this realm of thought Shaw belongs to the 

minority and he has become conspicuous by his "blasphemous", 

"irreligious" and "immoral" utterances. To Shaw, as to 

Shelley, another perfectly religious soul, God with all the 

parts and passions attributed to him and all his 

destructive omnipotence appeared to be an Almighty Fiend. 

It is precisely against this Almighty Fiend that Shaw and 

the other free-thinkers of his time revolted. 

It goes to the credit of Darwin that he saved the 

free-thinkers from the hands of the Alnieghty Fiend by his 

analysis that life can survive and grow without Sod. C.E.M 

Joad has done a good service by discussing these thought-
1 

provoking things in his book on Shaw. The theory of natural 

selection - that the earth sustains only those beings, that 

is, those forms of life which happen to suit it- is indeed a 

grim theory. But this theory could attract the free-thinkers 

by banishing the destructively omnipotent Bod with 

his parts and passions and bounty. After Darwin's discovery 

it was no longer necessary to depend upon the caprice and 

cruelty of the fiend. Thus Darwin's theory of Evolution gave 

a welcome relief to the intellectual free-thinkers. 

Then William Butler,the great English philosopher, 

1. Shaw — C.E.M. Joad. Victor Bollanez Ltd. London 1949. 
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arrived with his searching intellect and questioned whether 

this relief of the free-thinkers was not premature. If 

Darwin's theory banished the Almighty Fiend, it, on the 

other hand, enthroned a blind force which acted whimsically 

without any purpose. Darwin, as Butler pointed out, had 

banished Mind from the universe and the sober people found 

that it was so. Man became relieved intellectually, but he 

discovered to his dismay and horror that Darwin's theory has 

made him morally and spiritually bankrupt and placed him on 

a precipice. Man was at a loss as to whither to go to seek 

solace? the dilemma that confronted him was whether to 

accept a life more futile than death or to recall and 

restore the Fiend. The question that Shaw confronted was -

could there be no second alternative to these equally 

dangerous theories - one, that there is a cruel, vindictive, 

and capricious God and, the other, that there is no God and 

no purpose behind creation ? 

Shaw's philosphy and religion made an attempt, 

adapting the philosophic systems of Lamarck and Butler, to 

give an answer to this question; and he dramatized his ideas 

in a number of his plays. 

The concept of evolution was not, however, 

invented by Darwin; it was Aristotle, who spoke of it, 

without using the term "evolution". Aristotle hinted at this 

concept when he classed together all animals with backbones 

as blood relations. But it was only by the end of the 

eighteenth century that evolution became incontrovertible as 
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a scientific fact. In the nineteenth century 

metaphysicians found their philosophy in it and the free

thinkers discovered in it a religion and a faith. 

Goethe claimed that all living beings had 

proceeded from a common stock and had been differentiated by 

their differing environments.Charles Darwin's grandfather, 

Erasmus Darwin, wrote that the world had arisen little 

by little from a small beginning and had increased 

through the activity of the elemental forces embodied in 

itself and had grown rather than come into being at an 

almighty word. Goethe,Erasmus Darwin, and his grandson 

Charles Darwin discussed How the world had been created. 

But they did not discuss Why. In other words, they did not 

find any purpose behind evolution. It was Lamarck who, even 

before Darwin, explained that living organisms changed 

because they wanted to. Old organs had been discarded when 

they were found useless or inefficient; new organs had been 

developed because they were found necessary. All that was 

necessary to accomplish this was a passionate desire for 

the change and a continuous willing for it until it 

happened. Thus instead of banishing Mind from the universe, 

as was done by Darwin, Lamarck invested it with Life. When 

Darwinism threatened to extinguish the torch of Life by 

propounding the Purposeless and Mindless theory of Creation, 

it was Lamarckian theory of Creative Evolution which gave 

the Vitalists the hope, because Lamarckianism had invested 

every process of life and every tissue of life with will, 
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purpose, and design. The battle between Lamarckianism and 

Darwinism, between the neo-Lamarckians and neo-Darwinians 

grew high; but the latter were chased away from the battle

field. Shaw belonged to the rank of the neo—Lamarckians who 

call themselves Creative Evolutionists. Shaw dramatized this 

idea of Creative Evolution, but seldom sacrificed his trade 

as an artist. 

It has already been noted that nothing can be more 

remote from truth than the observation that Bernard Shaw was 

irreligious. He was essentially a religious man on whose 

desk the Bible was always kept and who had the teachings of 

Christ in his heart. True, he spoke against church-going on 

many occasions, but it was because for most of the church

goers the Mass was merely a rite when they pretended 

seriousness, and not a real Communion which would make them 

feel ennobled. Shaw certainly had no faith in an all-perfect 

God. It was his want of faith in such a God that made him 

appear to the conventional people to be an irreligious man. 

In the Preface to Immaturity published in 1921 Shaw says s 

". . .my conception of God was that insisted on the first 

Article of the Church of England, then as now vehemently 

repudiated by all pious persons, who will have it that God 

is a substantial gentleman of uncertain and occasionally 

savage temper,and a spirit only in the sense in which an 
1 

archbishop is a spirit" . He continues ". . . it seems 

1. Preface to Immaturity - G.B. Shaw. The Complete 

Prefaces of Bernard Shaw. Paul Hamlyn Ltd.1965. P 664. 



providential that I was driven to the essentials of religion 

by the reduction of every factitious and fictitious element 
1 

in it to the most irreverent absurdity". Those who fail to 

notice the essentials of religion in the mind and works of 

Bernard Shaw will no doubt bring the charge of blasphemy and 

atheism against him, but such a charge cannot be borne out 

by facts. We may assert that he who has been driven to the 

essentials of religion must be a perfectly religious man. 

The essentials of religion consist of fighting against all 

sham, ugliness and corruption. Shaw wante?d that every church 

should be a church of All Saints, and every cathedral a 

place for pure contemplation by the greatest minds of all 

races, creeds and colours. But Shaw's image of God is quite 

different from the anthromorphic God who«i the free-thinkers 

of the day were out to destroy. But, while most of the free

thinkers were sâ .tisfied with the Datrv'̂ înian theory of 

evolution which made Sod unnecessary, Shaw was not contented 

by only rejecting this ssnthromorphic God with parts and 

passions. 

As hinted above, Shaw continued with great zeal 

the war of Jesus Christ against ugliness and dishonesty and 

hypocrisy5 he was humanity's friend. He was a man to whom, 

above all, Life was glorious which should not be tinkered 

with. The public utterances of Shaw were sometimes 

1. Preface to Immaturity - G.B. Shaw. The Cofnp̂ ŝ -̂̂  

Prefaces of Bernard Shaw. Paul Hamlyn Ltd.1965. P 667. 
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misleading which gave birth to the wrong idea about his 

attitude towards religion. This man who spoke so much 

against the particular image of Bod imprinted in the mind of 

the average., conventional man, against the church and the 

priests and their services, was found "sitting in one of 

the pews deep in meditation" in a church by Mrs. Laden, as 
.1 

R,J.Minney reports., One can go on quoting instances from 

Shaw's works to reveal his essentially religious mind. He 

was a real Christian, though it may be difficult to classify 

him as one because he disregarded the prevailing moral codes 

and ideas about God and adjusted the codes and ideas to his 

{^i3.y of thinking and his own personal beliefs. It is not 

difficult to see the perfect Christian in Shaw, possibly the 

only perfect Christian after Voltaire, who continued the 

fight of God and his Son,, 

Shaw recognises that at present the human mind is 

sadly crippled in its religious thinking» Man has ccjme to 

believe that truth has been found, embodied,and 

standardised, and so we ha.ve nothing to do except to 

reproduce some precious features of an imfnutable perfection. 

ReligicHij, for Shaw, is an experience in which every aspect 

of his being is raised to its highest extent. What is needed 

is a change of consciousness, an inner evolution. But man's 

evolution is inextricably bound up with his conscious 

1 .-• The Bogus Image nf Bernard Shaw - R.J.Minney. Leslie 

Frewin. London 1969 
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efforts. This is the belief of Shaw and this is the teaching 

of Jesus Christ. Jesus tells us what to be and be by inner 
1 

contemplation. Shaw accepts this teaching of Chirst and 

reveals it quite often. 

With this brief introduction we may start 

discussing the particular plays of Bernard Shaw which are 

here classed as "philosophical plays". Caesar and Cleopatra 

which was written as early as 1898, portrays a man taken 

from Roman history; but the portrayaA of Caesar is not 

historical. Here we find Shaw grappling with the idea of a 

truly great man or a genius, who is, accgrding to the 

playwright, a serious and important experiment of Life 

Force. Shaw had, however, taken up this idea earlier in 

his characterisation of Napoleon in The Man of. Destiny, but 

in Caesar and Cleopatra he distinguishes the great man of 

his conception much more clearly ; and we may say, he goes 

into the problem as to who is a great man or genius more 

deeply. The qualities which mark Caesar out and place him on 

a higher plane than human beings magnanimity, 

rationality and impartiality — are, for Shaw, the marks of 

a genius. Caesar of this play hates cruelty and slaughter; 

nothing is more foreign to his mind than being malicious and 

revengeful. He finds it impossible for him to stoop to 

vengeance because vengeance will beget vengeance with 

serious consequences for the whole human race. As he himself 

1. Religion and Culture — Dr. S.Radhakrishnan. Orient 

Paperback. 1968. P 13. 
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explains ". . . to the end of history murder shall breed 

murder, always in the name of right and honour and peace, 

until the gods are tired of blood and create a race that can 
1 

understand." It may be said, however though it may not 

be the most satisfactory explanation — that this hatred 

for vengeance and slaughter and also Caesar's impartiality 

and benevolence are rooted in his realism — in his 

expediency. Caesar sees through and sees better. If he 

refuses to read the letters containing the names of his 

enemies, if he condemns the murder of Pothinus and yet 

defends the murder of Flatateeta, these may well be ascribed 

to his superb sense and analysis of the real situation. As 

Caesar is the supreme realist, so he understands that the 

magnanimity shown by him in refusing to know the names of 

his enemies would conquer the hearts of the people.So far 

as his reaction to the twin murders of Pothinus and 

Flatateeta, the denunciation of the first murder and the 

upholding of the second only vindicate his sense of the real 

condition because "the murder of Pothinus rouses the 

Egyptians to vengeance, but Flatateeta's death can do 

nothing more than make the helpless queen wear mourning", in 
2 

the words of Dr. S.C. Sengupta. Caesar's army is hopelessly 

outnumbered by the Egyptians and so realistically CaeB&r 

decides to be magnanimous lest the Egyptians should be 

infuriated to destroy his army. 

1. Shaw put the words in the mouth of Caesar. 

2. The Art of Bernard Shaw - Dr. S.C.Sengupta. A.Mukherjee & 

Co. Pvt. Ltd. Calcutta 1960. P 118. 
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But to argue in this line is not to put Caesar 

under the correct light. To say that Caesar's magnanimity is 

nothing more than a realist's reaction to the happenings 

around him — that he is only expedient — is not only to 

misunderstand him, but also to misinterpret the playwright's 

aim. This apparently historical play may be accepted as a 

philosophical play when the character of Caesar and the aim 

of Shaw are analysed. What Shaw wanted to emphasize in the 

chBretcter of Caesar is his natural virtue or natural 

goodness which does not know jealousy and malice to which 

ordinary human mind is heir. In that sense Caesar, as 

portrayed by Shaw, is above and beyond simple human 

passions. What Shaw underlines in Caesar's character is that 

as Caesar has no human passions, so it is not necessary for 

him to control himself — and that is the real cause of his 

magnanimity and impartial benevolence. This makes the 

character of Caesar rather unhistorical — despite the fact 

that Shaw borrowed his material from Mommsen — but makes 

him a representative of the Shavian concept of the great 

man, the genius; and this idea is dramatized in the play 

Caeser and Cleopatra. When Maurice Colbourne calls Shaw's 

Caeser "Shavius Caeser" he actually catches the problem 
1 

right in its nose. The main, actually the only, 

characteristic of this Shavius Caeser is his natural 

goodness from which spring all his other qualities. Caeser 

1. The Real Bernard Shaw — Maurice Colbourne. Dent & Sons. 

London 1949. P 134. 
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is a vital experiment of the Life Force in its upward 

struggle and in him we get a glimpse of the superman who is 

portrayed in a more complete manner in Back to Methuselah in 

the characters of the Ancients. When Caeser says that the 

gods may become tired with the pettiness of man and "create 

a race that can understand", he actually speaks of the r&cze 

of the supermen. But Caeser knows that he himself is above 

the pettiness of man and that in him the qualities of the 

superman find body and form. It is his natural goodness that 

makes Caeser a kin of the Ancients though he, unlike them, 

dose not speak of becoming pure thought. Natural goodness 

is a Christ-like virtue which makes Shaw's Caesar an 

immensely greater hero than the Shakespearean Christian 

hero, Henry V. Whether Shaw's caesar is an improvement upon 
1 

Shakespeare's, as obliquely claimed by him, may be a point 

of heated controversy. It is true that whereas Shakespeare's 

Caesar is quite historical, Shaw's Caesar is not; and from 

that point of view Shaw's claim is unjustified. 

Shakespeare's Caesar with all his grandeur, power and 

weakness is a human being; Shaw's Casear is much above human 

being; Shaw's play with its "variety and splendour of 
2 

mounting" has its grandeur too. But in a Shavian play the 

1. Preface to The Three Plays for Puritans - G.B. Shaw. 

The Complete Prefaces of B.Shaw. Paul Hamlyn Ltd. 1965. 

P 748. 

2. Shaw's letter to Golding Bright quoted in George Bernard 

Shaw's Historical Plays- R.N. Roy. Macmillan Co. of India 

Ltd. 1976. P 25. 
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interest lies not in the story or in the spectacle though 

the spectacle may be useful to explain the idea. In 

Caesar and Cleopatra the idea is nothing but an enposition 

of the qualities of a genius, a great man who is a vital 

experiment of Life Force and so it does not matter if Shaw's 

Caesar is not the real Caesar of history. 

Caesar has followers with him and he is the 

conqueror of a quarter of the world,but he is essentially a 

lonely man. It is because there is nothng of man in him ; 

Cleopatra refers to him as a god. He himself says in his 

address to the Sphinx : "Hail, Sphinx : Salutation from 

Julius Caesar ! I have wandered in many lands, seeking the 

lost horizons from which my birth into this world exiled me, 

and the company of creatures such as myself. I have found 

flocks and pasteurs, men and cities, but no other Caesar, no 

air native to me, no man kindred to me, none who can do my 

day's deed and think my night's thought. In the little world 

yonder. Sphinx, my place is as high as yours in the desert 

. . ." Caesar finds himself a stranger in the world of men. 

It would be only bootless labour to try to find human 

passions in him who is also conscious of his superiority to 

humanity. It is his natural goodness - he is virtuous by 

nature - that keeps him above and beyond the human passions 

of love, jealousy, hatred, and malice. The doctrine of 

natural goodness implies that the man who does good 

unhesitatingly without having to fight against temptation is 

the perfectly good man. From this point of view the 
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prevalent notion in the Anglo-Saxon world that a man is good 

who can resist temptation is quite unsatisfactory. Shaw 

implies that the naturally good man does not feel any 

temptation and so he is not required to fight it. And this 

idea of natural goodness is explained through the 

magnanimity of Caesar. Caesar is immune from the desires 

which human flesh and human mind a^re subject to. Shaw is 

correct in his implied assertion that the popular good men 

of the British stage ar& good in so far as they resist 

temptation, but are not immune from it. Caesar is made of 

completely different stuff - stuff that goes to make the 

Shavian Superman. In the character of Caesar — and to some 

extent in the characters of Shaw's Napoleon, Bluntschli and 

Undershaft - we find the application of the principles of 

the theory of Creative Evolution. Great man like Caesar 

is an evolutionary "Sport" in whom life expresses itself at 

a higher level than ordinary human beings exemplify. As 

C.E.M. Joad puts it : "To be a great man is, then, to be a 

harbinger of what our species , if Life Force continues to 
1 

develop in and through us, may one day become ...." . 

The concept of Creative Evolution and Life 

Force has been elaborated in great detail in Man and 

Superman. This play subtitled "a Comedy and Philosophy" 

really ushers in a significant period in the history of 

English theatre — the period in which was first dramatized 

1. Shaw - C. E. M. Joad. Victor Gollancz Ltd. London. 1949. 

P 127. 
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philosophic thoughts in a large way. The observation of St. 

John Ervine that ". . . if 6.B.S. had never written anything 

else than Man and Superman , his value to the theatre would 

still have been immense" seems a little inflated, but the 

observation is substantially correct. An audience, however 

small that audience might be, was found, for the first time 

in the long history of English theatre, for the play of 

ideas. The multitude, of course, still preferred wild and 

spectacular pieces. But the sign that the drama of ideas was 

advancing to conquer the time was unmistakably evident with 

the performance of Man and Superman. 

In the lengthy Preface to the play Bernard Shaw 

first enunciated the doctrine of Life Force, as he called it 

a doctrine derived from Bergson's "elan vital". It is 

not possible that every body will share Bergson's or Shaw's 

views about it; but here is a passage from the Preface which 

has left a mark on every reader : "This is the true joy of 

life, the being used for a purpose recognized by yourself as 

a mighty one : the being thoroughly worn out before you are 

thrown on a scrap heap; the being a force of Nature instead 

of a feverish, selfish clod of ailments complaining that the 
2 

world will not devote itself to making you happy" . It 

should be mentioned that it is not easy to know what Shaw 

1. Bernard Shaw : His Life,Works and Friends - St. John 

Ervine. William Morrow & Co. N.Y. 1956. P 389. 

2. Preface to Man and Superman - B. B.Shaw. The Complete 

Prefaces of Bernard Shaw. Paul Hamlyn Ltd. 1965. P 163-
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precisely meant by Life Force; neither is it possible to 

know for certain what the function and purpose of man in the 

scheme of Nature is. Life Force, it seems, does not itself 

have any clear understanding of its own function. It, as we 

are given to understand, acts on the principle of trial and 

error; but in no sense can it be regarded as an evil force. 

It is rather an inefficient, imperfect force seeking 

perfection. It started by using mindless creatures which 

were not aware of their functions and of the intentions of 

the Life Force. The moment these mindless creatures were 

found to be useless because they could not consciously 

assist the Life Force in the realization of its intentions, 

they were scrapped without any ado; or they were made 

servile to the better creatures, for instance, Man. 

In various respects man differs from other 

creatures, the main difference being the supreme fact that 

he has a mind and that he can not only understand, but also 

can help or frustrate the purpose of the Life Force; the 

choice is his. The creation of a thinking instrument 

established freedom, primarily the freedom to choose. Man, 

being a thinking instrument, can choose either to help Life 

Force realize its intentions or frustrate it. But if he does 

anything to frustrate it, he will do it at his own peril, 

for Life Force will not tolerate a being which is useless 

from its own point of view. Man, in that case, shall also be 

scrapped. 
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In Shaw's play the purpose of Life Force is 

explained by Don Juan as the evolution of Man into Superman; 

and here lies the greatest difference between Shaw's idea of 

Creative Evolution and Darwin's scientific explanation of 

evolution. Shaw, it should also be>N*ntioned, did not accept 

Nietzsche's idea of the Superman. Nietzsche's Superman is a 

ruthless, thundering, quarrelling soldier who would cast out 

the human impulses of mercy, tenderness, and love in order 

to be the embodiment of Might. Shaw thought that Life is a 

force using mankind for a purpose greater than Man himself, 

and Man's function is to assist Life in its upward struggle. 

Don Joan, in the Hell Scene in Man and Superman analyses the 

purpose of Life thus s "Life is a force which has made 

innumerable experiments in organising itself; . . . the 

mammoth and the man, the mouse and the megatherium, the 

flies and the fleas and the Fathers of the church, are all 

more or less successful attempts to build up that raw force 

into higher and higher individuals, the ideal individual 

being omnipotent, infallible, . . . in short, a god". 

This Life Force has woman as its direct 

instrument to accomplish that purpose.This concept jit 

should be noted,stultifies the conventional idea of boy 

running after girl. That John Tanner should, far from 

running after Ann Whitefield, run away from her, with her 

pursuing him with fixed determination, seemed improbable and 

improper to the early audience of the play. Show maintains 
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that it is not only probable and proper, it is actually 

natural. Woman pursues the marked-down victim with subtlety 

and determination. But the victims are not the victims of 

sex simply or of any individual woman simply, but of Life 

Force which uses the pursuing woman as the direct instrument 

for perpetuating creation. Man is important, no doubt; he 

is the means through which woman carries out the purpose of 

Life Force. But the importance of man is only in so for as 

he is the impregnator of woman. 

But man, being a creative artist in one way or 

the other, is less interested in the production of progeny 

than he is in expressing himself. But if he is to be 

diverted from his own purpose to that of Life Force, that 

is, if he is to answer the call of the woman to fertilise 

her, it can be done only by some exceptional excitement. It 

is for this that the sexual act has been made so much 

pleasing5 and woman uses all her arts, prompted by the 

powerful urgency of Nature, to seduce man to her purpose, or 

rather to the purpose of Life Force. Woman certainly values 

her husband,but his value to her is not the value of the 

divine lover, but the value of the bread-earner for her and 

her children. 

The sentimental woman without will or purpose 

of her own and blind of her significance in the scheme of 

Nature might assert that Shaw was ignorant of the feminine 

nature. Shaw's contention that woman is the huntress and man 
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the game gave a rude shock to the conventional attitude 

towards woman. Woman, animated by an irresistible impulse to 

perpetuate the species, marks her man down and then allures 

him away to her bed. That is the sole purpose of his 

existence from her point of view. The male matters so 

little to the female that some creatures, as Shaw points out 

in the Preface to Man and Superman. kill him when he has 

performed his function of fertilising her. When Ann pursues 

Tanner, she becomes Everywoman. 

The duel of sex is dramatised in Man and Superman; 

the artist-man and the mother-woman 3ire shown here in a 

state of war. It denotes a difference between the purpose of 

man and that of woman - a difference so deep that, if it is 

true, there can be no cooperation between sexes. Tanner 

tells Octavius that the woman is determined to create 

children and that Octavius is the marked victim of Ann. He, 

however, fails to realize that he, and not the romantic poet 

Octavius, is the marked victim. The dramatic irony of 

Tanner's warning to Octavius that Ann means to marry him 

cannot escape attention. The following conversation between 

Tanner and Octavius illustrates the formar's viewpoint about 

woman and her relation with and attitude towards man. 

Octavius : Don't be ungenerous. Jack. They take 

the tenderest care of us. 

Tanner : Yes, as a soldier takes care of his rifle 

or a musician of his violin. But do they allow us 
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any purpose or freedom of our own ? Will they lend 

us to one another ? Can the strongest man escape 

from them when once he is appropriated ? They 

tremble when we are in danger and weep when we die; 

but the tears are not for us, but for a father 

wasted, a son's breeding thrown away". 

Now this theory is full of loopholes. Woman 

is also, as the theory makes clear, as much a victim as the 

man she seeks to enslave because she herself is only an 

instrument, a slave of Life Force. Prompted by the purpose 

of Life Force she becomes unscrupulous and uses every art to 

seduce man. The artist-man is not less unscrupulous than the 

mother-woman. He also is ruthless in his determination to 

fulfil a purpose. Though he claims that it is his own 

purpose, yet he cannot surely know that it is not Nature's. 

If the mother-woman's purpose to perpetuate the species is 

Nature's, the artist-man's purpose may well be Nature's too. 

If this were not true, the artist—man is guilty of his 

refusal to be "a force of Nature instead of a feverish, 

selfish clod of ailments complaining that the world will not 

devote itself to making him happy", as quoted earlier. If, 

again, the creation of life is the supreme form of art, 

there can be scarcely any conflict between the artist-man 

and the mother-woman. The passion for posterity, so far as 

we can determine, is as strong in man as it is in woman. 
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Shaw's prominant Don Juan play is a kind of epic 

in which the playwright adopts a cosmic range, possibly to 

have for himself a berth among the philosophers. "I sing, 

not arms and the hero, but the philosophic man", Juan 

announces in the Hell Scene, and this might come from the 

mouth of Shaw himself. But the great artist that he was, he 

could take an objective stand. Tanner appears as a 

revolutionary and a man of ideas, but the Hell Scene 

imphasises what the comedy plot demonstrates : that the play 

turns on the fact of his sexuality and the relation to woman 

that sets up, and that he cannot break with all his ideas. 

The comedy the play offers turns on the clownishness of this 

"philosophic man". It does not escape notice that the happy 

ending the girl gets the boy, which reverses the 

common formula is a vindication of the popular taste. 

Tanner protests loudly even when he accepts Ann and 

proclaims that he loses his freedom,being dwindled into a 

husband; he talks of his philosophy of Life Force which has 

prompted Ann to catch her impregnator. But the ending of the 

play is quite conventional and the hero is turned into a 
1 

conventional man- The practical judgement of this 

philosopher is quite untrustworthy and this is evident even 

1. Marjory M. Morgan in The Shavian Fla, ground : An 

exploration of the Art of Bern. J Shaw writes : "Though 

still protesting, si i. playing his familiar role, 

Tanner is assii. ^ated in high good - humour into the 

con-v cional group". Methuen. 1972. P 102. 
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in Act I. Tanner's revolutionary idealism rushes him into a 

chivalrous defence of Violet when a moment's reflection on 

her actual character would have helped him to see the 

absurdities of his suppositions. This is the first time when 

the protesting iconoclast and philosopher tumbles to provoke 

laughter; but the biggest tumble is when he is trapped by 

Ann and his cynical idea about woman fails to protect him. 

It is to be understood, however;, that it is not just sexual 

passion that traps Tanner into marriage; it is rather the 

social discipline that prompts him to Accept marriage. 

It is by virtue of Act III that Man and 

Superman must be classified as the real first contribution 

of Bernard Shaw to the play of ideas. Shaw conceived and 

wrote the play with the idea; there is no sign that Act III 

is an afterthought as The Revolutionist's Handbook is. In 

its general structure this play does not anticipate the 

strong dialectical pattering to be found in Major Barbara; 

it ii5 actually away from clear organic unity and the self 

containment of art. The interrupted plot, the proliferation 

of ideas, the shifting of the locale all play their 

parts in taking the play away from any predetermined form 

and order. Though the ideas commonly associated with the 

name of Shaw, particulary the the^ory of Life Force or 

Creative Evolution, are expounded here, yet it seems that 

the playwright makes game of them. As I have pointed out at 

the beginning of this chapter, we cannot help noticing a 

certain scepticism on the part of the dramatist about the 
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validity of his theory. Shaw has actualy demonstrated that 

ideas are enjoyable to play with, without subscribing to any 

particular one; and in this he is more an artist than a 

philosopher. It would be impossible for the serious 

philosopher to show his philosophic man tumble to provoke 

laughter. The broad mind of the artist Shaw saw the 

limitations of the theory of Life Force. But it is enough 

that he has ideas, and quite dramatic ideas at that. 

It was sometime at the beginning of the twentieth 

century that Shaw ceased to believe that progress in any-

actual sense could be achieved through democratic machinery. 

He came to recognise that the common man was not. wise enough 

to choose for himself such rulers as will bring about an 

equal distribution of national wealth, thus eradicating 

poverty and all its associated evils. This attitude of 

Shaw was presumably the result of his reading of Plato's 

"Republic". Plato postulated that it was possible by 

appropriate education to elevate the soul of man to a level 

of insight at which it could achieve a knowledge of the 

ideal form. Thus the "philosophic mind" or rather "the 

philosopher King" would be created to govern the rest who 

are stupid and irrational. Though he agreed with Plato that 

the common man was frail and irrational, Shaw did not accept 

Plato's view that the philosophic man, the Superman, could 

be created merely through education. Shaw rather maintained 

that the superman could be produced through selective 

breeding. 
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Neitzsche's contention that Life or God would 

ultimately evolve somebody greater than man who 

would,by virtue of his superior qualities, rule over the 
1 

ordinary men,- is open to two serious objections. If the 

Superman is the result of the natural process of evolution, 

then man has only to wait and allow the process to take its 

own course. If, on the other hand, he is the result of man's 

conscious efforts, what set of virtues should he have ? 

More, one cannot be sure that the set of virtues would be 

really superior to bring betterment and greater happiness 

for the human race. Neitzsche's theory fails to give any 

convincing answer to these objections and questions. Shaw's 

Life Force is a force immanent and, working within man, it 

impels him to move upward. The purpose of Life Force is to 

create a super race of men, the Supermen, who are not the 

embodiment of greater physical beauty or physical prowess, 

but of superior brain. Don Juan says in the Hell Scene that 

the Superman would be an ideal individual, a higher 

individual, being "omnipotent, omniscient, infallible, 

completely self- conscious — in short, a god". He would 

seek "in contemplation to discover the inner will of the 

world, in invention to discover the means of fulfilling 

that will, and in action to do that will by the so-

discovered means". In Back to Methuselah we get a glimpse of 

1. G.K. Chesterton deals with these objections in his book 

George Bernard Shaw. The Bod ley Head. 1961. 
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the Superman in the Ancients. They are long-livers, but 

chiefly they have more evolved brains, striving incessantly 

to be "pure thought"rescued from the burden of the flesh. 

Major Barbara with which I intend to deal 

next is one of the best plays of Shaw; it attracts our 

attention as a philosophical play in which, through the 

mouth of the protagonist, Andrew Underrshaft, the playwright 

enunciates "the religion" of "money and gun powder" which 

should replace the old religious creed. Undershaft is not 

another Caesar, but even in him we may see some of the 

attributes of the Shavian genius. The Preface to Major 

B3.rbars^ a magnificent piece by itself, has the object to 

make the people realize that poverty is the root of all 

crimes. Shaw observes : "In the millionaire Undershaft I 

have represented a man who has become intellectually 

conscious of the irresistible natural truth which we all 

abhor and repudiate s to wit, that the greatest of our 

evils, and the worst of our crimes is poverty, and that our 

first duty, to which every other consideration should be 
1 

sacrificed, is not to be poor". 

It was inevitable that the genteel people 

brought up under the "moral" atmosphere of the Victorian 

period should find the play and the new religion wicked and 

immoral. Naturally,when the play was first produced it was 

1. PrefAce to Major Barbara - G.B.Shaw. The Complete 

Prefaces of Bernard Shaw. Paul Hamlyn Ltd. 1965. P 118 
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thought by the critics and the audience alike that it 

treated the serious subject of Christian ethics and the 

preachings of the Salvation Army rather lightlyjiit was also 

thought that the play was a merciless satire on the 

Salvation Army. It must be borne in mind that Shaw's 

business as a dramatist is not simply to treat the serious 

as trivial and the trivial as serious. He openly challenged 

his critics who attacked him on that hackneyed formula to 

try their hands in this manner and see whether anything 

resembling one of his plays would reward them. 

Shaw came to believe that poverty was the root 

of all evils and hence it was the greatest of all crimes. 

Shaw never became sentimental where poverty and the poor 

were concerned.He maintained emphatically that he hated 

poverty and that not a single nation or a single individual 

should be allowed to remain poor. He characteristically made 

issue with the traditional "religious" belief that "blessed 

are the poor", and almost with a missionary zeal took upon 

himself the task of pointing out to the people that so far 

from being blessed the poor are great criminals. Shaw, at 

the same time, said that religion was the most vital, the 

most necessary thing, but the trouble was that there was not 

a single credible religious creed to depend upon. I belive 

that Shaw had the conventional religious belief with an 

1. Preface to Major Barbara - B.B. Shaw. The Complete 

Prefaces of Bernard Shaw, Paul Hamlyn Ltd. 1965. P 137 
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anthromorphic God at the centre in the mind when he spoke of 

the lack of "credible religious creed". Again he found out 

that Capitalism, which makes the rich richer and condemns 

the bigger section of the community to languish in poverty, 

would not facilitate the cultivation of religion and 

salvation of soul, because under capitalist economy the 

religious organisations themselves would be compelled to sell 

themselves to the Have-and-Holders. It is Capitalism that 

creates poverty ; it is poverty that is the breeding ground 

of all social and even moral diseases. But Capitalism 

cleverly tries to remedy these diseases by founding 

hospitals and endowing religious and educational 

institutions that lulls rebellions and helps perpetuate 

inequity. As Capitalism increases and ensures poverty, so 

the upholders of Capitalist economy loudly declare that 

poverty is a virtue and that the poor are the chosen seed of 

God.Religious and charitable institutions like the Salvation 

Army, thus, are only the "almoners of the rich"; the rich 

manufacturer keeps his workmen comfortable, which is an 

invaluable, almost an unfailing safeguard against discontent 

and consequent revolution. 

Shaw believes that one of the greatest defects of 

Capitalism is that it kills the hunger of the soul of the 

poor; but this hunger of the soul is the pre-condition for 

attaining salvation. It is due to the fact that the 

overwhelming majority, the poor, spend their time and 
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energyjunder Capitalism,, to earn their bread that they never 

feel the greater hunger of the soul. Again this vast 

majority of poor men and women are hoodwinked into the 

belief that as poverty is a godly virtue, they need not 

bother for salvation, for it would come to them naturally 

enough. The new religion of money and gunpowder is a loud 

protest against this line of conventional thought and it 

declares that so long as an individual remains poor, he 

cannot attain salvation. A poor nation, like a poor man, 

also cannot attain salvation. Major Barbara shows how 

society is dependent on the charity of the rich and how 

absurd it is to talk of salvation and independence until it 

can shake off the chains of poverty; in other words, until 

it can break off the shackles of Capitalism. If there is 

any "tosh", as Charles Lomax uses the term, in the Salvation 

Army, other religious sects are not above it; it lies in the 

fact that they exist under the capitalist system which makes 

them sell their souls to Bodger, Lazarus and Undershaft. 

It is not, therefore, only the Salvation Army that is the 

object of Shavian shell, but Capitalism itself. What satire 

is there in Major Barbara is squarely directed against 

Capitalism, the greatest obstacle on the way of the upward 

flight of man. 

Shaw often takes up the theme of the 

conflict between the saintly and the practical. Saint Joan., 

The Devil's Disciple, John Bu11's other Island, Major 

Barbara etc. dramatize this conflict, sometimes making the 
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saintly triumphant and sometimes the practical- Major 

Barbara dramatizes the conflict between the saintly Barbara, 

a Major in the Salvation Army and her father, Andrew 

Undershaft, a manufacturer of weapons and the richest man in 

Europe. It is Undershaft who enunciates the new religion of 

money and gun power and very intelligently shows to his 

daughter that the Saluation Army, and as a matter of fact 

all religious institutions, can at best pretend to save the 

souls of others whereas it itself loses its independence by 

selling itself to the money of the rich. 

At first, of course, Barbara, is convinced of 

the superiority of the conventional religion of the 

Salvation Army to her father's gospel and invites him to the 

Westham Shelter of the Army with the pious hope of 

converting him. Undershaft, convinced of the inherent 

strength of his relighon and weakness of the Salvation Army, 

promptly accepts the invitation on condition that Barbara 

shall also pay a visit to his gun-cotton factory. Undershaft 

takes upon himself the charge to open Barbara's eyes to the 

weakness of the Salvation Army. He knows that in order to 

win her over it is necessary that her illusion of the worth 

of the Salvation Army must be shattered . 

Like many other plays of Shaw Major Barbara 

is a play of conversion mental and spiritual.Barbara's 

illusion is shattered in the Second Act of the play, and in 

the Third Act, that follows naturally, she is convinced of 
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the superiority of the gospel of Undershaft. In the Shavian 

play of ideas the action is in the discussion; in Major 

Barbars the discussion primarily takes place in the Third 

and the Final Act. The conflict between the saintly woman 

and the practical man of the world is quite short but 

decisive. Undershaft quite easily brings it home to Barbara 

that though the Salvation Army wants to fight against 

drinking and blood-shed, it has to depend upon the money of 

the distiller and the munition manufacturer.She discovers to 

her utter dismay that her own life and education,too, depend 

upon her father's money which she considers as tainted. 

She is now completely disillusioned and becomes almost a 

tragic figure when she feels herself let down and forsaken 

by God ;the Army in which she pinned her faith turns out to 

be a hypocritical institution depending for its very 

existence upon the tainted money she so much hates. 

But to Shaw life is something glorious and so death 

spiritual death in particular is something 

abhorrent-Barbara's faith, therefore, has to be restored ; 

but it is not the restoration of the old faith in the 

Salvation Army. The new religion of Undershaft must be shown 

as triumphant and Barbara must be converted to it. The 

conversion to the new religion and the restoration of faith 

take place in the Third Act where through discussion 

Undershaft proves to the visitors to the factory that the 

new religion of money and gunpowder makes people independent 
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and strong as they become free from the threat of 

starvation. This freedom from hunger sharpens the hunger of 

their soul without which salvation shall remain a far cry. 

This gospel of money as the pre-condition for attaining 

salvation of soul is quite "immoral" in so for as it is 

unconventional. But Undershaft makes it clear to Barbara as 

well as to Cusins that this is the only credible religion in 

the present world- situation. Undershaft strongly believes 

and asserts that souls can be saved only by saving them from 

the crime of poverty; this crime does not allow the soul to 

soar. The hands of the munition factory of Undershaft are 

quite satisfied so far as their material wants are 

concerned, and so there is little or no possibility of their 

succumbing to temptation to which the poor readily yield. 

"It is cheap work converting starving man with a Bible in 

one hand and a slice of bread on the other", says 

Undershaft. When he proposes to his daughter to try her hand 

"on my men s their souls are hungry because their bodies are 

full," she realizes the truth of the statement and accepts 

the new religion without hesitation and her conversion is 

complete. Her faith is restored ; she again becomes a happy 

soul. 

Naturally the conventional moralist with 

his cant of divineness and ennobling spirit of poverty is 

shocked at Undershaft's assertion that money paves the way 

to salvation, and that he would not have conventional 

morality and conscience. Major Barbara is the twentieth 
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century morality play in which , as in many of Shaw's 

philosophical plays, an idealistic liberal is first 

satirized in the person of Lady Britomart. By family 

tradition and personal conviction she is an avowed believer 

in freedom of speech and democratic franchise, and yet she 

betrays her natural masterfulness whenever she opens her 

mouth. But she is not a tyrant ; rather an amiable lady and 

well-intentioned mother. But this amiability of vision of 

Lady Britomart is enveloped by conventional morality of the 

governing class and she thinks herself morally superior to 

Undershaft as by birth she belongs to the aristocratic 

class. When Stephen, her son,betrays embarrassment thinking 

that his mother is going to reveal some weakness of his 

father, she gives him a piece of advice befitting her class; 

"It is only in the middle classes, Stephen, that people get 

into a state of dumb helpless horror when they find out 

that there sre wicked people in the world. In our class, we 

have to decide what is to be done with the wicked people ; 

and nothing should disturb our self-possession." She is , 

again, so used to thinking of the Stevanages as the 

governors by natural right that when Undershaft refuses to 

sacrifice the Undershaft tradition of inheritance for the 

sake of Stephen, a big quarrel ensues between the husband 

and the wife. She finds, correctly, that there is a 

fundamental moral disagreement between her and Undershaft 

which nothing can bridge up. As for Stephen, he is a well-
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intentioned imbecile and at least as conventional as his 

mother. 

While reviewing Major Bsirb&ra in the Time , the 

reviewer accused Shaw of making a "complete about-face" and 
1 

firing on his own socialist ranks. Again, Francis Ferqusson 
2 

denounces the play as an "undersolved paradox" . It is not 

difficult to see how the play and the character of 

Undershaft baffled the critics. It is one of the biggest 

paradoj<es in the entire gamut of Shavian plays that a 

manufacturer of lethal weapons plays the role of the Savior 

of souls in a religious play ; that a fabulously rich 

entrepreneur speaks against the capitalist system of 

economy. To solve the paradox we have to examine 

Undershaft's background. Undershaft, as he himself informs 

us, is an East End slum boy, reared in the busy locality of 

East London in the middle of the nineteenth century . He 

has, like all the predecessors of his "dynasty", taken the 

name of the firm's founder, an abandoned orphan reared in 

the parish of St. Andrew Undershaft. He has taken, in order 

to save himself from the humiliation of poverty, the stern 

slogan "Thou shalt starve ere I starve". 

It is here that the second paradox of the play 

appears.Contrary to our expectation we notice Shaw condoning 

1. Time LXVIII November 12, 1956. 
2. The Idea of a Theatre - Francis Fergusson. P 183. 
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and even insisting that for a poor man the only manly 

attitude is the attitude of Undershaft which would foster 

the sense of self-respect. One of the cardinal virtues, for 

Shaw, is self-respect absence of which is mainly due to 

poverty. Naturally, a man must be rich in order to gain 

self-respect which will breed courage, another cardinal 

virtue, in him. This courage is moral courage to stand up 

against conventional morality. 

Undershaft drives home the iiMK pointAto speak of 

honour, justice, and truth to show off moral superiority is 

only the trade of the conventionally moral people. Justice, 

truth, and honour indeed have their place in the religion of 

Undershaft, but he maintains that these are the "graces and 

luKuries of a rich, strong, and safe life". Any man who 

preaches these virtures to the poor without taking into 

account the economic realities may be a well-intentioned 

man, but he hoodwinks the poor and himself alike. Money is 

the solid ground on which these virtues can rest their feet 

safely. It is an idle notion that moral virtue can become a 

significant force by its own right. 

Now I come to the charge of Shaw's making a 

"complete about-face" in Major Barbara. Those who find 

Undershaft unintelligible, misconceive Shaw's Fabianism. 

Shaw's gradualism was not based on any moral objection to 

force ; he thought that a bloody revolution achieved through 
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catastrophe would collapse for the lack of administrative 

experience of the revolutionists. Shaw thought that if 

socialism could be instituted by a few days' fighting it 

would have been well worth the cost in bloodshed. 

Shaw made the triumph of Undershaft over Barbara 

and her would-be husband, Cusins, complete. Shaw suggests 

that this victory of Undershaft is inevitable. Barbara can 

no more turn away from life than can Cusins. After her 

conversion to the gospel of Undershaft she will be able to 

preach to the well-fed, self-respecting men and women who 

cannot be bribed by bread. After her conversion she regains 

her faith and courage and goes "right up into the skies" 

saved from the boredom and shallowness of "the drawing 

room's civilized cry". 

The Perface to Major Barbara distinguishes between 

true Christianity and Crosstianity, the religion of 

negation, suffering and death, of sin and guilt. Within the 

play, a process of redemption is enacted through a 

bargaining for souls and a vicarious sacrifice. It is a 

redemption of Christianity itself. Undershaft does not 

destroy the Salvation Army; he is ready, rather,to identify 

himself partly with it 5 he is more ready to identify it 

with himself. So we find him, in order to win Barbara, 

"buying" the Salvation Army with his cheque to Mrs.Baines. 

Barbara's spiritual pilgrimage takes her through disillusion 
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and despair to a rebirth of hope and a new vision. Her 

private experiences enforce the recognition that "the way of 

life lies through the factory of death", that destruction 

has its proper place in a healthy scheme of things. We may 

refer to Undershaft's words: ". . you have made for yourself 

BOiTiething that you call a morality or a religion or what 

not.It does not fit the facts. Well, scrap it, scrap it and 

get one that does". Barbara's spiritual death and 

resurrection contain the promise of a new social order. 

Eiarbara, as Marjory M- Morgan puts it, is " . . . the Christ 
1 

figures? of the play". 

It is true that Shaws plays are of uneven weight 

like those of his great predecessor, Shakespeare, but the 

plays which sire sure to stand the onslaught of time include 

And roc 1es and the Lion. That Bernard Shaw should be regarded 

as a fierce enemy of morals in the face of the fact that he, 

after Voltaire, is possibly the only man fighting for 

Christ,is a big irony,The fact is, Shaw has pointed out that 

most of the Christians by profession and birth s^re not 

Christians by faith, and this inevitably caused a lot of 

irritation. That Mars proves to be more powerful than Jesus 

in the hour of test is the idea in Andrqcles and the Lion — 

an idea strengthened and vindicated by the First World War, 

as Shaw pointed out at a later date in his Preface to the 
*-̂  

play. In this respect the play is rather prophetic, for here 

1. The Shavian Play Ground : An Exploration of the Art of 
G.B.Shaw -- Marjory M.Morgan, Methuen. P 144 

2. Preface to Androcles and the Lion - B.B.Shaw. Paul Hamlyn 
Ltd. 1965. 
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Shaw foresaw how the professed believers in Christianity-

would behave in times of crisis. Another underlying idea of 

the play , as that of The Devi1's Disciple or any of the 

plays of Ibsen, is that man must have something great and 

worthy to live and die for. Human existence becomes decent 

and meaningful when it has an end outside simple existence 

of the self. 

The play is not historical ;in a play with a 

lion as an important character we must not expect factual 

truth. But it creates a faithful picture of how the first of 

the Christians were persecuted by the Romans professing the 

old faith. For the Romans, the followers of the new 

faith were heretics because they disregarded the authority 

of old religion as well as that of the Emperor and put the 

new religion and Jesus much above them. No wonder that the 

Christians were regarded as dangerous by the followers of 

the established religion. This has always been a fact in 

human history ~— thee old always regards the new as heretical 

and hence fit to be persecuted and, if possible, liquidated. 

The persecuting Romans, in Shaw's play, are no more 

villains, as the danger to their religion was definite and 

clear, than Cauchon in Saint Joan is a villain. My intention 

is not J however, to place the Romans and Couchon on the 

same berth; whereas the Romans enjoy the killing Bnd the 

bloodshed, Cauchon hates them and he knows that Joan is 

innocent. Similarity lies in the fact that the Romans and 

Couchon alike believe in the infallibility of their 
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respective faiths. As Joan might save herself by making a 

declaration to the effect that her "voices" were wrong, so 

might the Christians by burning the incense as a sign of 

acceptance of the old faith. In both the cases, the battle 

really is not between the right idea and the wrong, but 

bertween the established authority and the spirit of revolt. 

But all the Christians were not true to their 

professed belief. The most glaring example in Androcles and 

the Lion is Spintho, who, the moment the hour of crisis 

comes, shows himself as the disbeliever in Jesus and runs to 

burn the incense to go back to the old fold. Of course, 

Spintho go£5£ straight into the mouth of a hungry lion. 

Ferrovius, whose character is nicely drawn, knows the 

bitter truth that people cannot easily become true 

Christians in words and deeds. Ferrovius fights with 

himself ; tries to defeat the Mars in him, but fails. He is 

sensitive enough to bewail his failure to follow 

the doctrines of Christianity. When the hour comes he 

surrenders to the god of war, fails to love the gladiators 

and kills six of them. The Emperor becomes glad not simply 

because in his land there is such a great fighter who could 

kill six expert gladiators, but because he finds that Jesus 

is after all not accepted by at least some of the 

Christians. The established authority feels elated at the 

failure of the followers of the new doctrine. The growth of 

Christianity was a threat to the authority of the Emperor 

because the Christians did not accept him as the divine 

being. In the play it is Androcles, the meek, who conquers 
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hatred and comes out triumphant p even a hungry lion is 

subdued by his love and faith. He shows that a loving and 

faithful heart, that is, the heart of a true Christian, can 

conquer what the mightiest sword-bearer cannot. The god of 

War ge?ts defeated in the hands of the true follower of God 

Who is Love. 

It is Lavinia, rather than Androcles, who is 

the central figure in the play, for it is she who discusses 

with the Rom£<n Captain the central idea of the play. Shaw, 

v-̂ho did not believe in God in the conventional fashion, puts 

into the ntouth of Lavinia some words which bring out his 

idea of the Christian God and the worth of living and dying 

far a cause greater than one's self ; the connection with 

what is held in Man and Superman cannot be missed. The talk 

of Lavinia with the Roman Captain runs as follows : 

The Captain : Are you then going to die for 

nothing ? 

Lavinia s Yes; that is the wonderful thing. 

It is since all the stories and 

dreams have gone that I have now 

no doubt at all that I must die for 

something greater than dreams or 

stories. 

The Captain t But for what ? 

Lavinia : I don't know. If it were for 

anything small enough to know, it 

would be small enough to die for. 
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I think I'm going to die for God. 

Nothing else is real enough to die 

for. 

The Captain s What is God ? 

Lavinia j When we know that, Captain, we 

shall be gods ourselves-

Afterwards Ferrovius, when he realies how Mars 

had overwhelmed him, says : "The Christian God is not yet. 

He will come when Mars and I are dust, but meanwhile 1 must 

serve the gods that are, not the God that will be". The 

Captain asks Lavinia whether she would be prudent to which 

she replies s "No s I'll strive for the coming of the God 

Who is not yet". We at once see that Androcles and the Lion 

cannot be understood without a reference to Shaw's 

philosophy of Life Force. Man's supreme duty is to strive 

for a brain which would help the Life Force to realize 

itself. When Lavinia says "we shall be gods ourselves" we 

remind ourselves what Don Juan says of the creation of the 

race of Superman. 

What Shaw writes in the Preface to Androcles and 
i 

the Lion generalises the teachings of Jesus Christ. 

1. The kingdom of heaven is within you. You are the son of 

God; and God is the son of man . . . . God is your father: 

you are here to do God's work; and you and your father Bre 

one, 

1. Preface to Androcles and the Lion - G.B. Shaw. The 
Complete Prefaces of B.Shaw. Paul Hamlyn Ltd. 1965 P 
574. 
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2. Get rid of property by throwing it into the the Common 

stock. Dissociate your work entirely from money payments ... 

you cannot serve two masters God and Mammon. 

3. Bet rid of judges and punishment and revenge. Love your 

neighbour as yourself, he being a part of yourself. And love 

your enemieei 5 they are your neighbors. 

4. Get rid of your family entanglements . , . attend to 

life,not to death.In the kingdom of heaven . . .there is no 

marriage nor giving in marriage, because you cannot devote 

your life to two divinities s God and the person you are 

married to. 

It must be obvious that according to Shaw it is 

not possible under Capitalism to put Christianity to 

practice. In Androcles and the Lion Shaw has expressed the 

varying phases of Christian faith upto the very hightest form 

of re^ligious fidelity. The familiar old fable is used by the 

dramatist who informs it with subtle overtones of meaning.We 

must not expect the play to fall into any of the 

classifications to which wê  are accustomed. Here fun and 

seriousness, history and satire are mixed up to the point of 

bewilderment. But Shaw never plays fun with the truths of 

religion. Only when the truths of religion become associated 

in the mind of the reader with mere ceremonials, he may then 

come to think of Androcles and the Lion as a satire on 

religion. Ferrovius retains his faith that though he betrays 

himself as the disciple of Mars,the Christian God shall have 

the last word when the disciples of Mars and the pseudo-

Christians are dust. No other dramatist could have evoked 
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laughter from such a serious theme. The English do not like 

levity in religion and light laughter in philosophy. But 

Shaw served them both in the same dish. It is to be noted 

that Shaw is free from religious snobbery; this is eminently 

demonstrated in ftndrocles and the Lion. 

Undershaft has some of the attributes of a 

Shavian genius: he is unconventional, rational, but not a 

slave of reality; Ceasar is a perfect Shavian genius : he 

is, SB Cleopatra says, a god; Lavinia says we shall be gods 

ourselves; Don Juan speaks of how the Superman shall be 

created. Back to Methuselah brings the superman on the stage 

in the last Act. 

The general critical opinion about Back to 

iiathuselah. which is the most ambitious and voluminous 

dramatic project of Bernard Shaw and which is offered by him 

as a Bible of Creative Evolution, is, on the whole, a 

correct one. Generally this play is very strongly disliked, 

and in this respect the critical observations of such 

eminent critics as O.K.Chesterton, Eric Bent ley, and Edmund 

Wilson are strikingly similar, none finding the play worth 

cDrisid€5ring. Even on the most superficial acquaintance the 

play invites the arch-charge that it is untheatrical. Again 

the play quite legitimately invites the teasing question as 

to whether Shaw really means what he conveys through the 

play. In the lengthy Preface to the play Shaw invites us to 

see the play as a fable. He writes s "I abandon the legend 

of Don Juan with its erotic association . . . .1 eKploit the 
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external interest of the philosopher's stone which enables 
1 

men to live for ever". But one may legitimately suspect 

that the fantasy of an ageing man has, when he came to 

writing Back to Mathuselah, now supplanted the fantasy of 

the middle-aged man bubbling with vigour which helped him to 

write Man and Superman. 

Shaw's play in its entirety derives its power 

from the conflict which is inherent in the human situation 

and which Plato expressed for later ages in terms of 

rational and appetitive faculties, being and becoming, 

guardian and subject. Shaw took from the Republic some of 

the principal symbols and concepts on which Back to 

Methuselah is based. In the Chapter "Artist or Thinker" I 

have touched upon the method and attitude of Shaw vis a vis 

F-'lato. The symbols are the more meaningful and forceful in 

their new context because Shaw was able to identify them 

with the warring faces of his own personality; accessibility 

to emotion and fear of it 5 deprivation of family affection 

which is taken revenge upon by an attack on the Family ; 

revolutionist's principles in conflict with inclinations 

associated with the principles of authoritarianism. 

It would be wrong to assert that Shaw had lost 

dramatic gift when he came to writing Back to. Methuselah; 

his Saint Joan was still to come. It would not do to say 

that, despite some obvious defects with the defect of 

untheatricality on the top of all, there is no organic 

i. Preface to Back to Methuselah - G.B.Shaw The Complete 
Prefaces of Bernard Shaw. Paul Hamlyn Ltd. 1965. P 546. 
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unity in the play. The antithesis between reason and the 

sensual soul is clearly represented in part V, in the 

relations between the Ancients and the Youths. This has 

appeared in varying forms in the Longlivers and the 

Shortlivers of part III and IV, and in part II in the 

counter—balancing of the Chauvinism of Lubin and Burge with 

the philosophical foresight of the Brothers Barnabas. Shaw 

uses the repetition of similar elements in different parts as 

device for unifying the Pentateuch.I mean to emphasise the 

point that Back to Methuselah should be acted whole and not 

in parts, as sometimes done. 

Though the charge of untheatricality of the play 

cannot be refuted and though the construction of the play 

appears to be loose, a closer look may bring out the merits 

of the play as play. It is part III, "The Thing Happens", 

that raises the severest doubts about the capacity of Shaw's 

dramatic technique to hold the stage. This section is a 

disquisitory play in which action is actually non-existent, 

and the situtation appears to be a mere excuse for the 

characters to discuss various topics. But three divisions &re 

clearly discernible. They are a general exposition, the 

revelation of a situtation through the debate and a conversion 

of the central characters.This lends part III action enough. 

And the longer and more expository passages of parts IV and V 

are artistically superior to those of part III. In part IV 

Shaw is less concerned than in part III to maintain the 

pretence of writing a play and not a prose dialouge in the 
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tradition of Plato. Yet his writing is dramatic to the extent 

it is a vehicle of expression of profound thought and strong 

feeling. The intensity of the author's engagement with his 

subject gives much of the latter part of the text a poetic 

quality. It is indeed difficult to judge a work of art when 

the idea it tries to expound is very much suspect; it is a 

difficulty, which every reader of Miltons's Paradise Lost 

also faces. It needs be mentioned that like the form 

and texture of The Apple Cart those of Back to Methuselah are 

genuinely musical . Though not one of the finest plays of 

Shaw, Back to Methuselah is a considerable achievement. But 

it may be considered as another form of Art not confined to 

theatrical necessities; the like of ^ i s is not found in the 

history of drama. It is possibly the only play of Shaw that 

can be called "sui generis". 

The thesis of the play is that the term of 

human existence is not long enough for man to profit by his 

experience. When he learns enough through experience to be 

able to cope with the problems of existence, he dies. To 

become effective, therefore, he must extend the term of his 

existence. And man can assuredly do it if he wills hard 

enough — an idea borrowed by Shaw largely from Lamarck and 

Samuel Butler, from the letter's Life and Habit in 

particular. Shaw's complaint against Darwin's theory of 

1. This aspect of Back to Methuselah has been dealt with by 
Majory M. Morgan in The Shavian Playground : An exploration 
of the Art of G.B. Shaw (Back to Methuselah. The poet and the 
City). Methuen. 1972. P 231-32. 
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Evolution, as I have shown at the beginning of the present 

chapter, was that it banished Mind from the universe, 

leaving in its place a mindless machince; while dethroning 

Bod it enthorned this machine whose cause we do not now. 

Shaw accepts Lamarck and Butler because they discovered a 

purpose behind creation. 

The problem of evil is sufficient to cause 

confusion in every mind. Why does God, if he be omnipotent, 

allow poverty and pain and the deadly sins to exist ? Why did 

he create the world at all when he knew, as He is omniscient, 

that evil would appear ? Shaw did not get the answers in 

Darwin's theory, for the answers a.re not there ; and Darwin 

is not required to answer these questions. Shaw answered the 

question, taking the cue from Lamarck and Butler, by denying 

that the Universe is a mindless machine. Shaw has no faith 

in an all - powerful, all-knowing, all—perfect God ; he 

rather thinks that an imperfect God is trying to become 

perfect; he is just trying to gain the qualities which are 

generally suposed to be possessed by him. Shaw, of course, 

uses the term "Life Force" in place of "God" ; the use of the 

term "God" would lead to all sorts of confusions and 

misunderstandings. When Life Force finds that an instrument 

is either useless or no longer sufficiently efficient, it 

replaces it by a better one much as a fighter discards his 

instruments of fighting which have lost their sharpness or 

effectiveness. 

Simultaneously Shaw holds that man could take 

decisions and shape things for the better if he willed hard. 



The arguments of Shaw,it will be noticed, are more mystical 

than scientific; this is the reason why th* theme cannot be 

fully and satisfactorily expressed in language.Of course,Shaw 

would claim a good deal of science on his side. Lamarck's 

contention that living organisms change because they want 

to, is accepted by Shaw. Back to Methuselah dramatises the 

idea that man not only can, but must develop himself. Man is 

called to conscious purpose and effort and firm decision. 

Much as the giraffe, as Lamarck pointed out, attained its 

long neck by willing to have it so, so a living organism, 

say, man, need only wish hard to become whatever it wants to. 

" If you have no eyes, and want to see, and keep trying to 

see, you will finally get eyes. If like a mole or a 

subterranean fish, you have eyes and don't want to see, you 

will lose your eyes. If you like eating the tender tops of 

trees enough to make you concentrate your energies on the 

stretching of your neck, you will finally get a long neck, 

like the giraffe" . Thus Back to Mathuselah advances the 

theory that man has the ability to choose his own destiny and 

make himself whatever he might desire to. But this ability is 

painfully and severely limited by the brevity of human life. 

The discovery of the idea that man has not the time at his 

disposal to do all he wishes to do or is capable of doing is, 

of course, as old as the author of "Ecclesiasts". It is 

necessary, therefore, that man should live longer ; man must 

will to live longer and then he will become a long-liver. 

1. Perface to Back to Methuselah- G.B. The Complete Perfaces 
of B.Shaw. Paul Hamlyn Ltd. 1965. P 509. 
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Shaw had always been an anti-Darwinian. When the 

First World War broke out with all its horrors exposing the 

vulgarity of man, the doubt was confirmed in the mind of Shaw 

as to whether the human being was capable of solving, as he 

existed then, the social problems raised by his own 

aggregation, or, as man called it, his civilization . The 

only hope for man is that he should surpass himself and 

create a new man which means conscious evolution. Man must 

decide his own destiny and will hard to realize it, for 

"Nature holds no brief for the human experiment; it must 

stand or fall by its results"-^. 

The play, thus, is a biological treatise urging 

upon us to live longer. The play expounds a belief in the 

future OBBli ftd mtm^WSBBSs^SSSt. If the brevity of human life 

is sad and if it is insufficient, then longer life is 

necessary for the preservation of the human race and an 

increase in the expectation of life would at once produce 

more serious and responsible conduct which cannot be expected 

of man with his present short life. 

In Back of Methuselah at the beginning we find Adam 

driven almost mad to see the intolerable prospect of 

immortality. Tp escape from the burden of deathlessness he 

resolves to die at the end of a thousand years as soon as he 

learns that Eve and he can reproduce themselves. The 

knowledge imparted by Serpent comes to him as a great 

1. Ibid. P 502-
2. Ibid. P 506. 
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relief. But before that happens Cain invents murder and war 

reducing the span of human life to his present brevity. But 

Cain declares that he does not know what he wants "except 

that I want to be something higher and nobler than this 

stupid old digger". Eve says s "Man need not always live by 

bread alone". Here we come to the end of the first of the 

Pentateuch. 

We then jump across a few centuries and 3<re in the 

first years after the First World War .Lubin and Surge, 

who have learnt nothing from the global catastrophe, 

discuss their election policies. Conrad Barnabas makes the 

discovery that man would live as long as he pleased if he 

were to will it strongly enough. Conard and his brother 

Franklyn Barnabas have an interview with Lubin and Burge and 

expound their theory in order to get it taken up as a 

national programme aimed at extending the span of human life 

to three hundred years. They make it clear to the politicians 

what they mean by "willing" s "Do not mistake mere idle 

fancies for the tremendous miracle working force of Will 

nerved to creation by a conviction of Necessity. I tell you 

men capable of such willing , and realizing its necessity , 

will do it reluctantly , under inner compulsion , as all 

great efforts are made . They will hide what they are doing 

from themselves : they will take care not to know what they 

are doing . They will live three hundred years , not because 

they would like to , but because the soul deep down 

in them will know what they must , if the world is to 
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be saved" . It seems that Lubin and Burge a^re not 

very keejrvto save the world from the destruction caused by 

the short sightedness of man short-sighted because 

short-1ived.Naturally the former looks at the discovery of 

Conrad Barnabas as only moonshine while the latter is ready 

to adopt it as an electioneering cry which makes the two 

brothers disgusted . Here Shaw introduces living 

persons because the introduction of fictitius characters would 

not cBrry conviction? he wanted to exhibit and expose the 

short-sighted statesmanship in a manner the audience would 

recognize as a living instance: this is done at the risk of 

breaking the fantasy for the time being. But the audience 

did recognize Asquith in Lubin and Lloyd George in Burge. 

In "The Thing Happens" the fantasy is being 

realized. An Archbishop has lived to nearly three hundred 

years and other human beings are also increasing their life 

span. It is 2170 A.D. when Saint Henrick Ibsen has been 

canonized and family bonds together with all other bonds are 

dissolving. Man is free from "Childish passions" and has lost 

interest in everything but moral and intellectual pursuits. 

There is consciousness that our wisdom comes "not by 

recollecting our past taut by the responsibilities of our 

future". In the fourth Playlet of the Pentateuch which is 

called "The tragedy of an Elderly Gentleman" human beings are 

divided into two classes - the long-lived and the short 

lived. The long-livers have a greater consciousnsss of the 

responsibilities of the future. The purpose of this playlet 

is to bring out the wide intellectual and moral diparity 
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between the long-livers and the short-livers. The tragedy of 

the elderly gentleman, who has come from the land of the 

short-livers to the land of the long-livers, is that he cannot 

live among people "to whom nothing is real". 

In the final playout "As Far as Thought Can Reach" 

the prophecy of Creative Evolution has been fulfilled; the 

Superman has evolved; Hatched from eggs, fully grown at the 

age of seventeen, the Youths indulge themselves in adolescent 

amusements of mankind love, music, sex, art — for a 

period of four years. Then they experience a metamorphosis 

into Ancients who are the Shavian Superman. They are a band 

of ageless, charmless, sexless being who devote themselves to 

pure contemplation. But this is not the culmination of man's 

future; another stage of evolution has Yet to be completed 

before, as Lilith in her last speech says, mind conquers 

matter completely. 

The general view to which Shaw also subscribes is 

that "matter" is the enemy of "life". At the end of Back to 

Methuselah we hear Lilith explaining the relation between 

"life" and "matter" thus : "I brought life into the whirlpool 

of force, and compelled my enemy, Matter, to obey a living 

soul". Life, according to Shaw's theory of Creative 

Evolution, seeks to subdue and then to do away with matter. 

But first life enters into matter and animates it, and this 

is done as an essential part of the design to do away 

with matter altogether. Shaw seems to suggest that "life" can 

only evolve and develop by entering into "matter". Life 
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created organisms which are indispensazble to promote its own 

development. It is possible because by entering into 

"matter", "life" gets greater scope to make experiments in 

order to achieve more faculties and superior intelligence. 

Though "matter" is the enemy of "life", the latter uses the 

former to make possible its further development and advance. 

Matter by its very nature is limited; the very limitations of 

"matter" force "life" to overcome the limitations and thus 

rise higher in the evolutionary process. The ultimate 

object of "life" is to pass beyond "matter"; to pass beyond 

the necessity of using "matter" as a stepping stone to achive 

the "destiny". "Matter" limits "life" and hence "matter" is 

to be done away with, abolished. When this is reached, 

"destiny" is achieved. This is the suggestion that we get 

from the talks between the Newly Born and the Ancients: 

The He Ancient s For whilst are tied to this 

tyrannous body we sre subject to its death, and 

our destiny is not achieved. 

The Newly Born : What is your destiny ? 

The He-Ancient : To be immortal. 

The She-Ancient : The day will come when there 

will be no people, only thought. 

The He-Ancient : And that will be life eternal. 

There is music in this. But considered purely as a play. Back 

to Methuselah appears to be really "dry" . It is a play of 

ideas in which "ideas" are eveything. 

1. The Theatre of Revolt - Robert Brustein. Methuen ?< Co. 
Ltd. (University Paperback). 1970. P 201-202. 
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The famous science-fiction writer Kurt Vonegat 

wants a science-fiction to be the carrier of new thought and 

he classed Back to Methuselah as a perfect specimen of that 
1 

form. By science-fiction we do not mean fantastic Old 

Wives' Tale, but a fiction which tries to scientifically 

portray the future and gives ample scope for serious thought. 

It may be noted that the portrayal of the future given in a 

science-fiction may not come true, but this sort of accuracy 

is not demanded of a science-fiction. 

From the fantasy world of Back to Methuselah we 

move back to the real world of Medieval period. Written in 

the background of history. Saint Joan is primarily a 

religious play in which is dramatized the conflict between 

the established tenets of Roman Catholicism, and the growing 

spirit of revolt, called Protestantism though the term 

"Protestant" was then unknown. The notion of the established 

Church that only the Church had authority to deal with God 

forms the basis of the trouble and the conflict. It was the 

dominant medieval notion and few dared to go against the 

authority of the Church, though the spirit of revolt against 

the dogmatic attitude of the Church was lurking here and 

there. It was Joan who had given a deadly blow to the 

established thought by declaring without hesitation her 

communion with God and the angels which enraged the Church 

authority beyond all bounds. Simultaneously, Joan antagonised 

the temporal authority by upholding the spirit of Nationalism 

1. Science Fictioner Sekal Abong Ekal (Bengali) - Akshay 
Choudhury. Aajkaal (Sunday Number) June 21, 1981. 
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which was completely apposed to the vested interests of the 

feudal lords. Thus we find feudalism and the authority of the 

Church at the back of the trial of Joan. The spirit of the 

trial betrays the inner fury of the spiritual and secular 

authorities inspite of the obvious impartiality of the former, 

represented by Cauchon. The core of the play is the conflict 

between the traditional force and the new ideology — a 

conflict which crushed an innocent and essentially religious 

soul . 

Joan herself was unconscious of the implications of 

what she did or said ; innocence is written large on her 

chsirsicter. Shaw in the Preface to Saint Joan compares Joan 

with Socrates and Galileo. The great Greek philosopher became 

a prey to the accumulated fury of the people who mattered for 

his failure to compromise with the accepted notions; 

Galileo's failure was also the same. Joan,like them, became 

"unbearable" to her age, to the people who weilded power. 

Shaw writes : "If Socrates was as innocent at the age of 
seventy, it may be imagined how innocent Joan was at the age 

1 
of seventeen". It is this innocence of Joan that makes her 

triumphant in the long run. She survives spiritually though 

she perishes physically. She kneels down before Cauchon to 

kiss his fingers as a sign of pious submission and at the 

next moment asserts that her voices and visions are correct 

and that she has personal communion with God who sends her 

messages without realizing that by making such claims 

she is treading on dangerous ground. Everybody 

1. Preface to Saint Joan G.B.Shaw. The Complete Prefaces 
of Bernard Shaw. Paul Hamlyn Ltd. 1965. P 604. 
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innocent. The words of Ladvenu are significant : "I firmly 

believe that her Savior appeared before her . . . . This is 

not the end of her, but the beginning". Even the Inquisitor 

appears perturbed over the case of Joan : "But it is a 

terrible thing to see a young and innocent creature crushed . 

. . . ". But Joan, caught up by the two mighty forces the 

spiritual and the temporal authorities had no hope to 

escape. Shaw was himself an essentially religious character 

who understood religious characters better than any other 

type; this is probably the secret of his success in 

portraying religious characters. 

Of the two mighty forces, the stand taken by the 

Church seems less fiery, at least when we listen to the 

righteous speeches of Cauchon; but the inner fury certainly 

persists. The ecclesiastical authority had really no other 

alternative but to act in the manner it did. It saw in Joan a 

big menace directed against what it thought the considered 

wisdom of the Churchj it acted according to its wisdom and 

according to its own notion of what is just. 

One is intensely moved by the religious emotion of 

Saint Joan $ it is the emotion which Shaw understands 

thoroughly. And yet, surprisingly, the play was banned in the 

United States on religious grounds as well as temporal ; it 

was condemned as "a satire against Church and States which 
1 

are made to appear stupid and inept". Shaw as well as his 

1. Shaw's letter to the New York Times, 14 Sept. 1936. Cited 
in Shaw on Theatre - ed.E.J.west. 1968. P 245. 
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Saint Joan was here thoroughly misinterpreted. The 

misinterpretation was largely due to the fact that Shaw 

successfully irritated and antagonised many by his heretical 

utterances on political, moral and religious questions. In 

fact, however, Saint Joan does not satirise the established 

Church; rather it shows the Roman Catholic Church as great. 

The body of thought, which may be called a 

religion, known as Creative Evolution, affirms the individual 

will as the motive power in the world. An essential tenet of 

this religion is that the will must not be suppressed or kept 

in bondage, it must rather be freed; a divine deed consists 

not in destroying the self, but in liberating it. The 

doctrine goes against the tenets of Catholicism which is 

opposed to free-thinking. Shaw looked upon Joan as a vital 

genius, a great experiment of the Life Force in its upward 

struggle. Joan obeyed her conscience, because conscience is 

the voice of God; and this doctrine also goes against the 

tenet of the established Church that an individual who claims 

divine revelation even conscientiously is guilty of offence 

against the Church. Naturally the Roman Catholic Church 

excommunicated Joan as a heretic and a blasphemer. It could 

not admit, without compromising its position and faith, the 

validity of private judgement as the true interpreter of the 

will of Bod. Joan is crushed in the conflict between private 

judgement and individual relation with God in one Camp and 

the beliefs of the established Church in the other. 
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Shaw is mainly concerned with the sad lot of all 

vital geniuses who are the special experiments of Life Force 

and not simply with particular tragedy of Joan. While the 

Church could not accept anybody's claim as a saint without 

putting him or her to test,it might commit the mistake of 
U 

taking a saintAbe an imposter or a lunatic. The clash between 

the faith of an individual and that of the established 

authority is the true tragedy of life. This clash had many a 

victim from Jesus to Galileo. That the problem of this 

conflict cannot be easily solved is sadly true. The dilemma 
in Saint Joan is the "human dilemma" that has been present 

1 
all through history. 

The deep anguish of the heart of Shaw is expressed 

through the words of Cauchon s "Must then a Christ perish in 

torment in every age to save those that have no imagination?" 

Shaw finds that the short-sightedness of man puts great 

obstacles in the way of the Will. Man by his foolish acts 

jeopardises ennobling efforts of the vital geniuses to rise 

higher and higher in the scale of evolution. "As in other 

religious teachers Shaw's optimism is sicklied over with cast 
2 

of sadness." 

1. A.C. Ward writes, "Liberty breeds Anarchy ; Authority 
breeds tyranny. The only way of escape from Anarchy is 
into Authority the only cure for Tyranny is in Liberty. 
This, to the end of time, is the human dilemma, the 
dilemma prounced in Saint Joan. Bernard Shaw — A.C. 
Ward. Longmans. Breen & Co. 1951. P 157 - 158. 

2. Oeorge Bernard Shaw's Historical Plays - R.N. Roy. The 
Macmillan Co. of India Ltd. 1976. P 46. 
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The anguish and sadness of Shaw's inmost heart is 

revealed in the last famous cry of Joans "O God, that madest 

this beautiful earth, when shall it be ready to receive they 

Saints ? How long, O Lord, how long". But this sadness and 

anguish should not be interpreted as despair, for Shaw does 

never despair. Great experiments of Life Force are ridiculed 

and put to death by the short-sighted man, but the ultimate 

victory is always theirs. Joan is certainly bodily perished. 

but her will survives and this is the elevating fact revealed 

in the play. Like Samson's, Joan's power to stand up against 

the odds is, at bottom, God's. 

Saint Joan is written under the background of 

history which makes a discussion on the growth of Nationalism 

and its clash with the feudal system quite pertinent. Shaw 
1 

claims that Saint Joan is quite historical. But this claim 

has been contested by a number of critics including David 

Daiches and Dr. S.C.Sengupta. Dr. Sengupta, of course, rather 

mildly says that the picture of John "is not in all respects 
2 

true to history". Of course, Shaw's claim has also been 

upheld by eminent critic-biographers like St.Joan Ervine and 

Archibald Henderson. The not very old study of Dr. R.N.Roy 

has thrown ample light on the entire problem; he upholds, 

1. Prefaces to Saint Joan - G.B.Shaw. The Complete Prefaces 
of Bernard Shaw. Paul Hamlyn Ltd. 1965. Shaw writes " I 
write in full view of the Middle Ages . . . . and I have 
taken care to let the medieval atmosphere blow through my 
play freely". P 630. 

2. The Art of Bernard Shaw — Dr.S.C.Sengupta. A.Mukherjee & 
Co. Pvt. Ltd. Calcutta. 1960. P 102. 
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1 

quoting valuable documents, the view of Bernard Shaw. While 

the details may not be true to history at all points, Shaw 

has not missed the main facts of the life of Joan. It would 

be wrong to suppose that the atmosphere of the Middle Ages 

has not been caught up in the play. Joan herself was possibly 

unconscious of the implications of her words and deeds, but 

that she became the centre of the conflict of ideologies in 

her time is historical. 

Joan is presented in the play as the harbinger of 

Nationalism. The condition of the Frensh nation at the time 

was not at all happy. The lack of the national sentiment was 

due partly to the weakness of the Dauphin and the utter 

failure of the French commanders to contend the attacking 

force from England; it was largely due to the manoeuverings 

of the feudal lords who looked upon Nationalism as their 

greatest enemy which might endanger their very existence. In 

the play the "voices and visions" of Joan serve the purpose 

of rousing national sentiments. For her it is not a 

Burgandian soldier fighting a soldier from Lancashire, but 

the French soldiers fighting the English soldiers who shall 

be driven out — for that is God's message to her from 

the French soil. This spirit of Nationalism, unheard of 

before, is looked upon with suspicion, distaste and fear both 

by the secular and spiritual authorities who determine to 

crush Joan with the hope that with her defeat and death the 

ideals she stands for also shall be crushed. Cauchon, of 
1. George Bernard Shaw's Historical Plays — Dr. R.N.Roy. 

Macmillan Co. of India Ltd. 1976, 
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course, is much too sensible and judicious, but the temporal 

authority is quite aggressive. The clergy thinks that 

Nationalism as propagated by Joan portends the erosion of 

clerical sanctity and power and strengthening of the hands of 

the King. Nationalism, the Church authorities realize, will 

make the monarch invincible in the conflict between the 

Church and the State: this conflict between the Church and 

the State grew high in the Middle Age. 

The stand of the temporal authority is much more 

fiery. The impact of Nationalism is felt keenly by the 

feudals and their fear is nicely expressed by Warwick in his 

discussion with Cauchon : " . . . have you noticed that in 

these letters of hers, she proposes to the Kings of Europe, 

as she has already pressed on Charles, a transaction which 

would wreck the whole structure of Christendom ? " This is 

the question of their survival. If the King became powerful, 

his lords would became servants in his eyes and "the King 

could break us across his knee one by one ; and then what 

should we be but liveried courtiers in his halls ?" The King 

would become an absolute autocrat ; he would become the 

master of the feudal lords instead of remaining merely the 

first among the peers. 

In the first part of the play the Earl of Warwick 

appears to be very important. But in the trial scene we find 

that the emphasis has been laid only on the charge of heresy 

and thus Warwick is relegated to a position of no great 

importance. It is the spiritual authority that tries Joan 

and excommunicates her and only then hands her over to the 
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secular authority. It is apparent that here the secular 

authority plays only the second fiddle. We feel, 

therefore,that the conflict between Nationalism and the 

Feudal System has not been dramatically realized; this cannot 

be said of the other conflict between Protestanism and the 

established Church. 

Though Saint Joan proved to be a tremendous success on 

the stage, Shaw's intention was not to write a "stage play". 

It would have become a typical stage play if all the lengthy 

discussions regarding the established Church, the feudal 

System, Nationalism, Protestanism, the Inquisition were 

omitted and the Epilogue, so much relevant for this play of 

ideas, cut off. As it is, the conflict between the individual 

will and the established authorities has been brought out 

through discussion. In the Epilogue Shaw reviews the 

situation winding up the various threads in the play. The 

Epilogue does not represent actual happenings. But Shaw does 

not care so much for actual happenings as for the spirit of 

history. The history of Joan did not end with her execution, 

rather her history began with it. Further, Joan's 

canonisation recognises the triumph of the Life Force of 

which she is one of the very highest exemplifications. 

Without the Epilogue the play would have become not a play 

of ideas, but only a tale of a girl full of sensations. The 

whole play rests upon its thought-substance. It is not 

difficult to see how the different threads of the thought-

substance are interwoven running into each other. In the play 
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the contending parties — rather, the contending ideologies -

— strive for their respective survival and the ensuing clash 

has been handled nicely by the playwright. The events that 

lead to the catastrophe are arranged logically ; the play 

universalises the story of an individual. 

In the Preface to Saint Joan Shaw analyses his 

conception of tragedy and says what he intends to make with 

the Maid. To him Shakespearean tragedy is nothing but 

melodrama in which the characters make a lot of row before 

going down ; in which the villain is nothing but a convenient 

and mechanistic "diabolus ex machina". But Shaw, whose ideal 

of tragedy is quite different, is interested in "what 
1 

normally innocent people do". He maintains s "If Joan had not 

been burnt by normally innocent people in the energy of their 

righteousness her death in their hands would ave no more 

significance than the Tokyo earthquake wl h burnt a great 
o 

many maidens." He continues "The tragedy of such murders is 

that they are no committed by murderers. They are judicial 

murders, piou murders; and this contradiction at once brings 

an element of comedy into the tragedys the angels may weep at 

the murder but the gods laugh at the murderers". Shaw, thus, 

distinguishes his work from the tragedies with which we &rB 

familiar. It is obvious that his conception of tragedy did 

not make his task easier;<we realize rather that it is 

extremely difficult to evoke the attendant feelings of 

1. Preface to Saint Joan — B.B.Shaw. The Complete Prefaces 
of Bernard Shaw, Paul Hamlyn Ltd. 1965. P 631. 

2. Ibid. P 631. 
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tragedy without having recourse to its normal and familiar 

pattern. But Shaw reinforces the tragedy of Joan by pointing 

out that her fate was inevitable. There was nothing wrong in 

what Joan believed, yet the established Church could not be 

expected to accept her views. Given the circumstances she 

could not avoid the catastrophe. 

Joan has, through the centuries, been 

sentimentalised? actually it is the picture of a sentimental 

romantic Joan which appeals to the popular imagination. As 

Shaw points out in the Prefaice to the play, Mark Twaine and 

Voltaire also subscribed to this popular view. It was 

difficult for Shaw to shatter the popular view of Joan as 

dashingly beautiful, romantic and sentimental country lass. 

Shaw finds that the reconstructions of Joan in the hands of 

Mark Twaine, Voltaire and even Shakespeare were all 

distortions of history. One must not however think that Joan 

talked exactly in the manner Shaw makes her talk. But the 

Shavian interpretation is based on probability. Shaw makes 

Joan a force in history by making her the unconscious voice 

of Protestantism. It may be supposed that Joan would have 

talked in the manner Shaw makes her talk if only she could 

understand what she was talking. But Shaw's Joan, despite 

Shaw's making her a force in history, is not a flat 

charactsr. Even before we start scrutinising and analysing 

the concept she stands for, Joan appeals to us as a human 

being. Shaw had emotionally experienced the figure of Joan 

and then made her the conveyor of ideas. 
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CHAPTER - IX 

CONCLUSION 

England was the last country, so to say, in Europe 

to produce the modern "Drama of Ideas". It was due not so 

must to the lack of native tradition, but particularly to 

the failure of the theatre-going public as well as the 

readers and the critics to appreciate the modern tendency. 

They were brought up under the tradition of the so called 

"Well made Play" and the plays of Shakespeare - as Henry 

Irving interpreted them - and this made it difficult for 

them to appreciate and accept the "Drama of Ideas" which was 

struggling to be born. The Victorian people for all their 

love for truth, could not accept the unpalatable truth, 

shrinking with pious horror from anything that shocked their 

traditional beliefs and attitudes. The new ideas which were 

in the air were most unconventional and so the Victorian 

votaries of truth and beauty failed to accord welcome to the 

plays which used these ideas as their themes. It is true, as 

I have ffiaintained, that the modern "Drama of Ideas" 

developed in England as much out of Ibsen's influence as of 

the native source of Robertson, Pinero and Jones. But the 

pace of development was slow, England falling behind Norway 

or Sweden. It was not until the publication of The Widowers' 

Houses that the "Drama of Ideas" as an art form had the 

real beginning in England. 

This point has to be further clarified- Shaw 
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claimed to have written his first play before he learnt of 

Ibsen. Still we can hardly deny the fact that the real 

impetus for the growth and development of the genre came 

from Ibsen. Shaw's claim in no way minimises the importance 

of the influence of the Norwegian dramatist. Again, the 

obvious influence of Ibsen does not materially alter the 

fact that, as noted already. The Widowers' Houses marks 

the real beginning of the "Drama of Ideas" in England; 

neither does it change the fact that in Bernard Shaw the type 

found its first champion in England. This may be asserted 

even after granting the deserving credit to Robertson and 

Pinero, and particularly to Jones. I have discussed quite at 

length how Shaw had to struggle ceaselessly to banish the 

"Well-made Play" in order to have the "Drama of Ideas" 

established with all its unconventional moral attitudes; how 

he fought, with the same end in view, to break - not 

succesfully, though - the idol that is Shakespeare. From 

this point of view Shaw is to be regarded not simply as a 

man and a dramatist but as a phenomenon of historical 
1 

importance . 

Before Bernard Shaw the "Play of Ideas" had 

received no firm footing in the soil of England. The 

commendable efforts, of which we cannot be ablivious, of 

Robertson, Peniro and Jones could not establish this genre 

as an art form. It was because none of them could dramatize 

like Ibsen the ideas which were inwardly reverberating all 

1. Masters of the Drama- John Gassner.Dover Publications Inc. 
P 616. 
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around; they remained,in the ultimate analysis, the follwers 

of the drawing room melodramas. They could not come out of 

or ignore the influence of Scribe and Sardou. The credit 

should, therefore, go to Bernard Shaw for establishing the 

genre in a conservative England and, in so doing, for 

ransacking almost the whole field of current thoughts. He 

fought in his capacity both as a dramatist and a dramatic 

critic. He was, like Ibsen, a man of varied ideas on man 

and society, on man as he is and as he , according to 

his notion,ought to be. It would not be correct to claim 

that Shaw was always ahead of his time; more often than not 

he dramatized the ideas flowing like an undercurrent in his 

own time. The difference between Shaw and most of his 

contemporaries was that while he had the eyes to "see" those 

ideas, they had not; and even if they had, they did not dare 

antagonize the popular taste. This comment does not put Shaw 

and Ibsen, as dramatists, at par. The difference, among the 

rest, between the two is that while Ibsen is content to pose 

a question and enunciate his ideas by giving them dramatic 

body and form,Shaw is prone to giving a solution to the 

problems according to his own judgement. 

Our concern is not, however, with the truth and 

validity or otherwise of Shaw's ideas, but with the fact 

that, first, he was a man of ideas some of whose ideas may 

be antipathetic to us and, secondly, he dramatized these 

ideas. It is not sufficient to say that the idea itself does 

not matter if its expression is moving and impressive, 



because it is difficult to separate ideas from their 

expression. In the hands of the great artists ideas are 

often transformed and may lose their identityn an idea 

changes into a poetic statement which we can appreciate and 

even accept whatever our ideas and beliefs may be. Shaw is a 

playwright with a sense of purpose, but as an artist he does 

not always allow the purpose to become too obvious. He 

allows the characters to speak out their opposing views, for 

he knows that each of them has something worthwhile to say 

which is at the same time dramatically important. The "idea" 

that comes out at the end of a Shavian play, the "idea" 

which is examined and tested by the different characters, 

appears as a poetic statement before the theatre-goer or the 

reader. Sometimes the ideas in a Shaw-play lose their 

identities, for instance, in Saint Joan , Heartbreak House 

and Candida because neither Joan nor Captain Shotover nor 

Candida appears only as animated, ideas. 

The overall picture of Bernard Shaw that emerges 

from his plays, as discussed earlier under different heads, 

is that of a revolting son of the middle class attacking the 

moralities and conventions of that class - a quality which 

was rather absent in Pinero and Jones, but was conspicuously 

present in Ibsen. Thus inspite of the differences between 

Ibsen and Shaw, the latter obviously discovered his soul's 

mate in the former and so championed him as the pioneer of 

the modern "Drama of Ideas". While this is essentially true, 

we must not, however, let pass by what Shaw must have learnt 
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from the questioning and doubting spirit of Charles Dickens, 

who, after passing through the various stages of mental 

growth,finally came to reject the past and never hesitated 

to use the novel as the vehicle of ideas. 

It is essential to put Shaw in the correct place 

through a more clear understanding of his connection or 

relation with Ibsen. Bernerd Shaw recognised and even 

enjoyed the relation between Ibsen and the aesthetic ideals 

of the "Well-made Play" and its surface which is claimed to 

be true-to-life. It is Ibsen, so found Shaw, who converted 

these ideals to the purposes of a drama that is 

essentially critical of the social and moral conventions. 

This recognition and finding of Shaw made him a staunch 

champion of Ibsen; it helped him to discover in Ibsen the 

greatest exponent of the "Play of Ideas" and a dramatist of 

tremendous power. 

In Ibsen's A Pol1's House the tension depends 

on the attitudes of the audience and the characters; in this 

play these attitudes Bre the very things that are brought 

under searching questions. In the construction of the play 

Ibsen deliberately uses the machinery of the "Well-made 

Play". This he does cleverly to implicate the audience and 

then exploits the expectations of this conventionally 

tutored audience in the shock of the last scene when Nora 

goes out with a bang, not with a whimper. The audience then 

finds itself at a loss discovering that there can be no 

reconciliation between the husband and the wife -

sentimental reconciliation generally found in the denouement 
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of the "Well-made Play" -though there is nothing in the 

construction of the plot to work as a hindrance to such an 

end. Thus in A Pol 1's House the machinery of the "Well-

made Play" breaks down with all its artificiality of plot 

and conventional morality. Conventional morality in 

particular stands fully exposed; the audience recognizes it 

to be sentimental and unnatural. A Pol 1's House offended 

its first audience. But the offence it gave was not simply 

moral; the aesthetic offence it gave to the theatre-goers 

and critics was of equal importance and was not less deep. 

In his earlier plays Bernard Shaw also gave similar offence 

and it may legitimately be asserted that the effectiveness 

of the shock achieved in A Dol1 's House gave Shaw the cue. 

These plays of Shaw — with the possible exception of The 

Widowers' Houses — may be looked upon as direct imitations 

of the technique of the Norwegian dramatist. Take, for 

instance. Arms and the hap . Technically it imitates the 

machinery of the "Well-made Play", but the play is a 

continuous exploitation and exposure of the conventions of 

romance. The man who seems to be the hero from the 

conventional point of view is ultimately only laughed at;the 

grandeur of the hero of Slivnitsa is paled into 

insignificance and is rendered ridiculous and he is likened 

to Don Quixote. That Raina and Sergius are not reconciled 

and united through some sentimental scene is almost as 

shocking as the failure of Nora and her husband to embrance 

each other in sentimental reconciliation at the end. The 
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audience, here too, recognizes that there could be no 

reconciliation between Raina and Sergius though the 

construction of the play was not an obstacle. The union 

between Sergius and Louka is also not less shocking to the 

conventionally educated audience. 

William Archer wrote, "If I were asked to lay my 

hand on a single English play which was obviously imitated 

from or directly influenced by Ibsen, I should not know 

where to turn. Mr. Bernard Shaw was, of course, his 

doughtiest champion and in some sense his disciple; but as 
1 

for imitating him - well, I can only say I wish he had". 

The relation between Ibsen and Shaw is not readily apparent, 

as this comment of William Archer demonstrates. In general 

methods no less in particular qualities the two dramatists 

seem to be very much distinct. In the dramatic method of 

Shaw we can see the influence of Aristophanes, Moliere, and 

Dickens; it would be completely wrong to maintain that 

Bernard Shaw was an exact replica of Henrich Ibsen, xnspite 

of the former's unbounded praise for the latter. And yet the 

relationship between Ibsen and Shaw seems to be fundamental. 

It is not in the question of dramaturgy simply that this 

kinship is seen. The drama which was current in the late 

nineteenth century - drama written in the naturalistic 

tradition,and in line of the so called "Well-made Play" -

was the conventional drama in Shaw's definition. This type 

of drama was written with popularly accepted, conventional 

1. Old Drama and the New - William Archer. P 307 
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attitudes about man and society and man in society as its 

background. However, in some of the "new plays" which were 

inspired by Ibsen, "the drama arises", as Bernard Shaw 

noted, "through a conflict of unsettled ideals rather than 

through vulgar attachments, rapacities, generosities, 

resentments, ambitions, misunderstandings, oddities and so 

forth as to which no moral question is raised. The conflict 

is not between clear right and wrong; the villain is as 

conscientious as the hero, if not more so; in fact, the 

question which makes the play interesting ( when it is 

interesting ) is which is the villain and which the hero. 

Or, to put it in another way, there Are no villains and no 
1 

heroes".This is Shaw's characterisation of the essential 

quality of the "new play", of the plays of Ibsen; and this 

charcterisation suits his own plays not the less. 

But the plays of Ibsen, which were very much 

unpopular and yet widely publicized, were not the only 

things which could be drawn upon in the interests, in the 

English theatre,of a drama that was so much critical of the 

conventional attitudes. Much of what is there in the 

conventionality of the drawing-room melodrama and the "Well-

made Play" of the nineties of the last century, stemmed from 

the simplicity of its desire to amuse and entertain the 

audience. But as Shaw observed in the Preface to The Plays 

for Puritans. "the rich purchasing-powerful Englishman 

1- The Quintessence of Ibsenism - Bernard Shaw. Constable & 
Co. Ltd. 1913, P 194. 
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prefers politics and church-going . It may be said, 

therefore, that such a spectator will scarcely support a 

drama which is merely voluptuous precisely because pleasures 

derived from volupluousness in not enough for this man. 

"From the plays of ideas — and the drama can never be 

anything more - he demands edification and will not pay for 

anything else in that arena" . While the assertion made in 

this line is characteristically Shavian, the fact behind it 

cannot be just overlooked. The fact is long before the 

impact of Ibsen made itself felt and distinct, there was an 

almost latent strain of edification and didacticism in the 

English drama. Comedy and melodrama of the nineteenth 

century were likely to give vent to didactic tendencies, and 

this too, openly. The simple formulae of innocence which is 

unjustly burdened with calumny and the ultimate vindication 

and triumph of this innocence; virtue which is thrown 

overboard by wickedness, but wickedness which is at long 

last defeated and exposed brought the conventional drawing-

room melodrama quite close to the old morality play. But a 

play which only dramatized the eternal fight between right 

and wrong,good and evil or a play which urged a spectator to 

reform himself, could not make itself endeared. Edification 

might be there, but it had to be only in the second place; 

the seal of success with the audience and the acceptability 

of the play depended primarily on whether the play upheld 

1. Preface to The Plays for Puritans - The Complete 
Prefaces of Bernard Shaw'.Paul Hamlyn Ltd. 1965. P 737. 

2. Ibid, p 737. 
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conventional morality. The surest guarantee of popular 

success was to accept the popular canons of the society. 

Something about what Shaw called the "blue-book play" needs 

also be said here. In these plays the edifying,didactic 

strain is mixed up with critical analysis. These plays dealt 

with social conditions and established convictions. But in 

these plays, too, it is evident that the dramatic value is 

not dependent on the depth or otherwise of the critical 

analysis of social problemsii rather it depended on their 

compatibility with conventional outlook. There was surely an 

audience who might come to the theatre to be edified and 

taught. But the fact remains that the ordinary play-goers 

liked - and still like - the play which was unnatural and 

morally fraudulent. Shaw says, "This, however, produces the 

happy result that the dramatic poets, who are all 

incorrigible maralists and preachers, are forced to produce 

plays of extra-ordinary interest in order to induce our 
1 

audiences of shirkers, and dreamers to swallow the pill" . 

Shaw's own practice is to combine edification with a comedy 

in which the conventional institutions and attitudes are the 

butt of the joke. The result is a play "in which the fun 

relieves the spectator of an immediate obligation to damn 
•"̂  

or say 'Amen'". 

1. Music in London III - Bernard Shaw P 139 (as in George 
Bernard Shaw : Man of the Century Vol I- A. Henderson. 
Appleton- Century-Crofts Inc. 1956.) 

2. Shaw and the Nineteenth Century Theatre - Martin 
Meisel.Oxford University Press, 1963. P 91. 
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It is to be borne in mind, however, that the 

arrival of Q.B.S., as he is pupularly known, in the 

field of drama would have become difficult and even almost 

impossible had the condition of the then English society-

been different- All the influences of Ibsen and Dickens 

would have gone unused and unrealised if Shaw had not been 

taught in the school of the then society with all its 

disturbing and uncomfortable currents of thoughts. It would 

not indeed be impossible to ape Ibsen,but to create anything 

great by aping the methods and attitudes of another writer 

without experiencing personally the like feelings and 

without knowing the truth about the society is an 

impossibility, Shaw dicj not have what Jacques Barzun 
1 

calls the "routine mind"- He was, at bottom, an observer 

always looking askance at the established canons of the 

society with which was happily coupled his highly 

imaginative mind. He understood correctly that Pinero and 

Jones, whatever their merits as dramatists might be,were not 

essentially men of ideas and neither of them could stand up 

to dramatise the ideas current in the society? neither 

could they reject the moral standard of the Victorian 

Period. Shaw was in the midst of the intellectual whirlpool 

of the late nineteenth and the early twentieth centuries, 

always responding to the ideas current among the 

intellectual few- While Pinero and Jones always belonged to 

1. Bernard Shaw in Twilight - Jacques Barzun. G.B.S. : A 
Critical Survey. Ed. Louis Kronenberger. The World 
Publishing Co. 1953. P 161. 
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the majority, Shaw always belonged to the minority. He read 

Ibsen with a spirit of rejection of the Victorian moral 

world and naturally found in Ibsen a near kin. He had his 

ideas about the society — and this is affirmed by his novels 

- even before he had been formally introduced to Ibsen. The 

protesting and doubting spirit of Ibsen of course 

strengthened Shaw's own spirit of protesting and doubting.He 

upheld admiringly what he thought to be the views of Ibsen, 

and in so doing upheld his own views. 

That Shaw did not have a "routine mind" is at 

once vindicated by his method of work and rich imaginative 

faculty. Shaw's plays give the impression of his 

great creative powers working in a spontanuous unity. We can 

well believe that when he told Ellen Terry that "Art is one 
1 

and indivisible" he was expressing a general truth about 

the method of his work. The component elements of a Shavian 

play viz. the theme, characterisation,stagecraft, dialogue 

etc. grew into one natural whole which has no mark upon 

it of being created deliberately. Shaw himself declared,"A 

play grows in my mind and I put it on paper. I do not know 

how or why. The funny thing is that it sometimes strikes me, 

when I see an early play of my own, that it looks as if I 

had elaborately constructed it." This observation of Shaw 

1. George Bernard Shaw s Man of the Century, Vol II - A 
Henderson Appleton Century Croft. 1956, P 682 

2. "How Shaw Writes his Plays", Sheffield Daily Telegraph, 
August 15,1934. (As in G.B.S.: Man of the Century — 
A Henderson Vol II.Appleton Century Croft. 1956, P 748) 
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counters his declared intention of del iberate?ly writing to 

make the people accept his opinions. This intention, if put 

to real practice., would only retard and adversely affect his 

creative mind and would not allow him to let the play^ shape 

themselves. I rue it is that his opinitns about politics, 

economics, rel igion etc.,, that iSj, his ideas never cease 

to form an important part of his dramatic works; true it is, 

also, that ir a "Play of Ideas" the ideas are used chiefly 

for their -iwn sakes, but they in no way distract our 

attention from the dramatic artist that is Bernard Shaw. 

The plays of Shaw, like those of Ibsen, but unlike 

those of Pinero and Jones, are works of highly developed 

imagination. But the early critics of Shaw tried to 

persuade themselves that Shaw was merely a realist taking 

raw slices of life for his dramas, and so they failed to 

discover any "imagination" in his dramatic works. By and 

large the "realists" of the time were obsessed with the 

sordid and painful aspects of life. They were not creative 

artists; the "real life" did not serve the realists of the 

nineties of the last century as the starting point for 

"imagination"- In the Preface to P1 ays Unpleasant Shaw 

says, "Not that I lacked the dramatist's gift. As far as 

that is concerned I have encountered no limit but my 

laziness to my power of conjuring up imaginary people in 

imaginary places and finding pretexts for theatrical scenes 

b£?tween them. But to obtain a livelihood by this insane 

gift, I must have conjured so as to interest not only my 



imagination but that of at least seventy or 
1 

a hundred thousand contemporary London playgoers". The 

difficulty in doing this was great, but Shaw overcame it by 

stimulating the imagination of the public to enjoy what he 

gave them in terms of his own imagination. His method was 
2 

not the " schooling his imagination " to supply the public 

what they demanded. The result of the efforts of Shaw was 

that within a matter of years he got a public with an 

enlarged mind and improved taste, not satisfied only with 

the conventional artificiality of construction and morality. 

A Bernard Shaw who would put together serious stuff and 

laughter and fun did not appear repugnant to the new 

theatre-goers. 

Right from the beginning of his literary career 

Shaw started attacking the popular "Well-made Play" and 

Shakespeare simultaneously and in both the cases the attack, 

though ruthless, was well-thought out and loaded with ore. 

This attack was directed, neither against the former nor 

against the latter, with malice or without calculation. The 

sole aim in both the cases as I have shown was to have the 

ground prepared for the "Play of Ideas" to be accepted by 

the public. Both the "Well-made Play" and Shakespeare -

particularly Shakespeare- were two very powrful 

institutions; bardolatry was almost the run of the day. 

These two institutions had to be demolished in order to 

1. Preface to Plavs Unpleasant. The Complete Prefaces of 
Bernard Shaw. Paul Hamlyn Ltd. 1965. P. 716 

2. Bernard Shaw - A.C.Ward.Longmans,Greene & Co. Ltd. 1951. 
P 53 
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usher in the era of the "Play of Ideas". This attack 

directed against the "Well-made Play" and Shakespeare 

naturally faced strong opposition from the critic© and the 

practising playwrights alike, but the opposition could 

scarcely dampen the zeal of Shaw. Almost single handed, in 

the figure of a dramatic critic and a playwright, he carried 

on the fight for the "Drama of Ideas". It is to be borne in 

mind, however, that he himself sometimes used the tricks - I 

have shown it in the chapter on Shaw's dramatic technique and 

treatment of theme - of the "Well-made Play" with the 

difference that his aim was not to construct a play 

skilfully. The plays of Shaw save for a few exceptions, are, 

nevertheless, nicely constructed; there is the sign of an 

effortlessness in the construction. Again, despite his 

attempt to demolish the idol that was Shakespeare,Shaw was 

not all against Shakespeare. There was none in his own time 

who had a better ear for Shakespeare's word-music, the 

influence of which is all too obvious in the dramatic works 

of Shaw himself. Shaw was well aware of the dramatic genius 

of Shakespeare and was all against any "cut" in Shakespeare-

production . 

Whatever the depth of his ideas may be,Bernard 

Shaw is always serious. But being a comic artist in the 

first place, he does not fight shy of making jokes even with 

his serious stuff. This is evident from his technique of 

putting the anti-climax almost on the head of the climax as 

in that famous scene in Man and Superman where Tanner 

congratulates Violet for having responded to the call of 
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the Life Force to bear child without being legitimately 

wedded only to be told that Violet is already lawfully 

married to Victor Malone according to the notions of middle-

class respectability. Shaw puts the serious and the ordinary 

not alternately but simultaneously, mixing the two and 

leading the public to doubt whether he is serious at 

all.This difficulty we face in Aristophanes too. The 

techniques of the two playwrights, who are separated from 

each other by over two thousand years, seem to be quite 

close to each other's - it is the technique of writing 

comedy with a spirit of protesting and attacking, always 

with a serious purpose. But both the playwrights &re witty 

and their tremendous wit often stood as obstacts on their 

way to reaching poetic heights.The lengthy discussion in 

which the "actiDn"in a Shavian play lies remind us of the 

primitive dramaturgy and the debates in the plays of 

Euripedes. The plays of Euripedes, more than those of his 

contemporaries and rivals, Sophocles and Aeschylus , abound 

in debates which tend to turn the stage into a debating 

room. The same thing is said of the plays of Bernard Shaw in 

which two or more characters discuss various problems and 

express conflicting ideas, sometimes endlessly. Here we may 

remind ourselves of the dialogues of Plato. 

Bernard Shaw was serious about the social problems 

and philosophical speculations current in his own days and 

he found them good subjects to write his plays with. Though 
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highly imaginative, his imagination did not dwindle into 

sentimental ism. His plays only have a semblance of reality; 

the situations are rather fantastic. The aim of the 

playwright, it seems to me, was not to expound a body of 

systematic thought, but to create plays with ideas rather 

than with characters and situations. It is for this that his 

plays appeared to be "not plays" to the critics and readers 

who were brought up under the influence of Shakespeare and 

the "Well-made Play". The solutions Shaw has given to 

various problems, social, political, or philosophical, are, 

more often than not, untenable; his ideas about Creative 

Evolution cannot stand the test of scientific queries or 

analyses. This at once blasts the popu-larly held view that 

Shaw is primarily a philosopher. But the credit of Shaw lies 

in the fact that he dramatized almost all sorts of ideas 

current in his day without taking any theory or body of 

thought to be the final and infallible answer to social, 

political, or philosophical problems. It is true that in 

play after play he dealt with the concept of Creative 

Evolution, but it was primarily because he found it to be an 

enchanting "idea", worthy to be dramatized. Further, his own 

faith - if at all it is admitted that he has such a faith -

in Creative Evolution may also have seen a decline as it 

becomes evident from what he put in the mouth of the 

preacher—burglar at the end of Too True to be Good .Shaw, 

who knew that there was always a "beyond" (the last speech 

of Lilith at the end of Back to liethusel lah) could not have 

accepted any particular system of thought as infallible. 
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Though as a young man Shaw was enchanted by Karl 

Marx, he never actually became a Marxist or a Scientific 

Socialist. Though he was all praise for the Soviet Union and 

Lenin, he did not cut himself off from the fold of the 

Fabian Socialists.His praise for the great Soviet leader as 

well as for the fascist leaders like Hitler and Mussolini 

may be interpreted as a unique expression of his praise for 

the "great man" an whom, he thought, the hope for mankind 

depended. It may be said that if Shaw had written a play on 

Stalin or Hitler he would have turned him into another 

Caeser - strong because free from human passions and 

sentiments. Shaw had little faith in Democracy as it is 

practised in the West. But the greatest enemy of man, the 

greatest obstacle on his way to happiness and peace, 

according to Shaw, is Capitalism which makes some people 

grow from rich to richer condemning the vast majority to a 

life of poverty and degradation. But he was never 

sentimental about poverty and the poor and considered 

poverty as the supreme crime because it fathers forth all 

other crimes; and so poverty has to be eradicated. But we 

may ligitimately say, even after discovering the socialist 

bent of Shaw's mind, that his mental development was not 

caused by his reading of Marx only, but by his reading of 

Wagner, Shakespeare, and Dickens. He was at bottom a mixture 

of Moliere, Dickens, and Euripedes with Marx colouring his 

intellect and Wagner and William Butler his imagination. 

Shaw is a satirist, possibly the greatest satirist 
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of the twentieth century, always attacking the sham and the 

low and the ugly without compromise. The spirit of his 

satire is intellectual slum-clearance. In almost all his 

plays he launches attacks on and exposes hypocrisy of the 

so-called moral people who fight shy of discoiikforting and 

inconvenient truth. But the prime subject of his satire is 

Capitalism which makes truly moral life impossible. According 

to him,even religion, which he takes to be one of the most 

essential things in life, becomes impossible under the heavy 

weight of Capitalism, in as much as religious institutions, 

as shown in Major Barbara also have to depend for 

their very existence on the money of the have—and-holders. 

Capitalism condemns the larger section of the society to 

live in abject poverty, which, in its turn, begets all sorts 

of corruption and ugliness. This means that, according to 

Shaw, poverty has to be eradicated, that is. Capitalism as a 

system has to go to make life worth living. When Shaw found 

that the Soviet Union under the communist leaders was taking 

positive steps towards eradication of poverty and 

exploitation, he became very enthusiastic about the Soviet 

system. 

It does not need explanation that Shaw had 

a clear knowledge of the degraded condition of modern life; 

all his dramas testify to this. The condition of man in the 

modern world with all his hypocrisies is most beautifully 

discussed by the Devil in the famous hell-scene in Man and 

Superman .Whether it is The Widowers' Houses or On. the 
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Rocks or Too True to be Good - all the plays of Shaw draw 

our attention pointedly to what man and his environment 

have come to be,and how man, through his folly and 

ignorance, has brought the human race to the edge of a 

precipice. But this knowwledge of the facts of life has not 

turned Shaw into a hater of Life. Shaw is not a shirker; he 

faced life, like Shakespeare, squarely, and instead of 

rejecting it, he glorified it with the hope that only man 

could change the present killing condition. Shaw pinned his 

faith in the power of the will, not in the power of some 

supernatural and external being to bring about desired 

changes in human life. Through the pictures of the "great 

man" of his conception, he voiced the hope for the whole 

mankind - what man could well become if he would only will 

and will hard. The Ancients of the last play of the 

pentateuch Back to Methuselah 3ire the developed and 

matured versions of his Caesar. Inspite of his acute sense 

of the horrors of the present condition of human life, 

rejection of life remains a thing entirely out of the mental 

ken of Shaw who would never put "Out, out. brief Candle" or 

any such utterance in the mouth of any of his characters 

which might signify rejection of life. Barbara's "My God, 

why hast thou forsaken me" has been turned ultimately into 

an acceptance of life when she finds a new faith; Joan's 

agonised last cry only speaks of her anguish, but she also 

obliquely expresses her faith that the earth shall one day 

be ready to receive God's saints, Shaw tries to find 

whatever hope he can even in the present condition. All his 
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chief characters pin their faith in acceptance of Life and 

in the upward struggle of Life to reach higher levels of 

existence and consciousness. 

Shaw has come to look at man as he is - a 

miserable failure and a pot-boiler, but he never gives the 

impression of hating man. Being a man of ideas, Shaw used 

various themes in his plays - political, social, and 

philosophical - all important to man under the background of 

his present situation. This shows that man was never out of 

his mind though he did not write dramas with characters and 

situations. While attacking the established institutions he 

particularly pointed out that these institutions do not 

allow a man to understand his real self ; rather condemn him 

to conventional do's and dont's. While attacking the social 

customs he laid emphasis on human conscience which is the 

theme of many of his plays of both the earlier and the later 

phases. The theme of conscience is seen in the "social", 

"political" as well as "philosophical" plays of Shaw. In the 

plays like The Widowers' Houses. Major Barbara ,and Too 

True to be Good it is Consience which is the guiding force. 

This is even more so in the case of Saint Joan in which 

the voices and visions are nothing but the Conscience of 

Joan speaking to her and directing her actions; it gives her 

an inner strength with which she can defy the power of the 

churchmen*. Shaw's concern for Socialism is yet another 

illustration of his love and concern for man. For Shaw, 

the end of all endeavour is "good life", a perfectly humane 
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way of living, thinking and behaving which Capitalism can 

only thwart. 

Shaw is primarily and essentially a religious man, 

if religion means to carry on the war against ugliness, 

injustice, and sham, and to sing the glory of life -

precisely the works of Jesus Christ. Shaw had little faith 

in conventional religious practices and would fain attack, 

as he actually did, the established religious institutions. 

He painfully realised that the wave of religion was often 

thwarted by the established religious institutions headed by 

conventionally tutored priests. But as an artist Shaw was 

objective enough to understand that the priests also might 

have their own say and they could not go against the 

accepted beliefs and canons. Cauchon in Saint Joan is not 

a villain because he acted according to his own light and 

the bidding of the faith of his own Church which could not 

tolerate an individual's direct relation with God. The mind 

of Shaw was surprisingly free from the popular delusions, 

superstitions, and prejudices. It is for this that none of 

his characters is loathsome; there is no villain in the 

plays of Shaw. We laugh at the weaknesses and follies of the 

characters, but we do not look down upon them with contempt. 

It is because Shaw believes in the essential goodness of man 

that he does not portray the character of a villain. Being 

essentially a religious man Shaw understands the religious 

characters well and his portrayal of religious characters is 

unrivalled in the twentieth century literature. 
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It would be wrong to presume that there is no 

excitement in a Shavian 'Play of Ideas'. While judging a 

Shaw-play we would do well to notice that the dramatist 

transfered the coflict in the play from the physical to the 

mental level.If conflict necessarily implies a clash 

involving violent physical action, it cannot certainly be 

found in a Shavian play. But the mental action, which is the 

life-breath of a Shavian play- and also of the "Play of 

Ideas" - may be intensely exciting. The discovery of the way 

to happiness made by Marchbanks in Candida and the loss of 

faith and the eventual return of faith of Barbara in Major 

Barbara are the striking illustrations of mental 

excitement. It is to be borne in mind that in a "Play of 

Ideas" there is an inwardness wherein there is little room 

for physical conflict. There is moral passion in Shaw's 

plays - moral pasion which is a substitute for physical and 

sensual passion. A Tanner or a Father Kegaan is quite 

passionate,but this passion is moral and intellectual and 

spiritual having nothing to do with physical and sensual 

passions. 

William Archer is reported to have said to 

Archibald Henderson that Shaw's "method is individual and 

unique, and will die with him . . . . His influence on the 
1 

drama has been nil". Though we have noted that Shaw's 
] 
methods are not entirely original, the overall impression is 

of a uniqueness which cannot be achieved by simply putting 

1. As in George Bernard Shaw t Man of the Century . Vol 
II. Appleton-Century-Crofts Inc. N.Y.1956. P 854. 
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the serious and the ludicrous simultaneously or by bein^ 

brilliantly witty- It is for this that Shaw., like 
1 

Shakespeare, is an unsafe model . The comic bent of Shaw's 

mind, which is rich with ideas, coupled with his capacity 

for cool calculation begot a form of drama the exact like of 

which has not been seen before or since.All his plays are 

delightful and this delight issues forth from intellectual 

passion as well as slapstick fun. But it is not possible to 

create the same effect of delight by merely putting some 

funny incidents in a play dealing with social, political, or 

philosophical ideas. It is natural, therefore, that though 

dramas of the particular genre have been written after 

Shaw, there is no real follower of Shaw; there is no Shavian 

school of dramatists. Only Branville-Barker and St. John 

Hankin tried their hands in the "Play of Ideas" in the 

Shavian manner, but the result is not always very Shavian. 

It is true that St. John Hankin has a mind which is quite 

akin to Shaw's and he has been able to make a nearer 

approach to a Shavian play than any one else in The Last of 

^he De liul lins . In this play the mother of an illegitimate 

child refuses to marry its father because he wants to live 

up to the code of "honour"; it reminds us of the case of 

Alfred Doolittle in Pygmalion who, much againt his will, 

has to marry the woman he lives with to live up to the 

standard of middle class morality. But The l̂ ast of. the De 

liul lins does not have the same delight and the same solidity 

1. The view that Shakespeare is an unsafe model has been 
held by Matthew Arnold. 
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of thought that sustain a typical Shavian play. More, St. 

John Hankin has a cynicism which is absent in Shaw. He, like 

Granville-Barker, fails in the qualities which go together 

to give life to a Shavian play: artistic temperament and 

clasical execution. When all their dramatic works are taken 

together, it seems, however, that not St. John Hankin but 

Granville-Barker who is the most devoted disciple of Shaw. 

This view is vindicated by what he has accomplished in 

Waste and The Madras House . All these plays are Shavian; 

particularly the last named one with its lightness of 

treatment and weight of thought is an important play of 

ideas written in the Shavian manner. But it seems that 

Barker's appeal to the intellect is quite cool and that the 

plots of his plays Are contrived rather than natural growth. 

Other than Barker and St. John Hankin we do not have any 

other dramatist in England who might be called 'Shavian' and 

the simple reason is that Shaw as a model is unsafe. The 

Shavian "Play of Ideas" began with Bernard Shaw and 

virtually ended with him. 
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APPENDIX 

FIRST PRODUCTION OF SHAW'S PLAYS 

1. Widower's Houses : Performed on 9 December, 1892 by 
Independent Theatre Society at the Royal Theatre,London. 

2. The Philanderer : First performance by the New Stage Club 
at the Cripplegate Institute on 20 February, 1905. 

3. Mrs. Warren's Profession : First productionby the Stage 
Society at the New Lyric Club, London, January 6,1902. 

4. Arms and the Man : First production on April 20, 1894 at 
the Avenue Theatre. Producer was Florence Farr. 

5. Candida s First produced by Independent Theatre Society 
at the Theatre Royal, Durham on March 30, 1895. 

6. The Man of Destiny : Produced first by Murray Carson at 
the Grand Theatre, Croydon, on April 1, 1897. 

7. You Nes/er Can Tell : First produced at the Royal 
Theatre, London, on November 26, 1899 by the Stage 
Society. 

8. The Devil's Disciple s First production by Richard 
Mansfield at the Harmanus Bleecker Hall, Albany on 
October 1, 1897. 

9. Caesar and Cleopatra : First production (amateur) by 
Anna Morgan at the Fine Arts Building, Chicago, on May 
1, 1901. 

10. Captain Breassbound's Conversion : First production at 
the Strand Theatre, London, by the Stage Society on 
December 16, 1900. 

11. The Admirable Bashville : First production by the Stage 
Society at the Imperial Theatre, London, on June 7,1903. 

12- Man and Superman : First production by the Stage 
Society at the Royal Court Theatre, London, on May 21, 
1905. 

13. John Bull's Other Island s First production by Vedrenne 
and Barker at the Royal Court Theatre, London on 
November 1, 1904. 



14. How He Lied To Her Husband s Produced first by Arnold 
Daly at the Berkeley Liceum, N.Y. on September 1904.On 
the same date performed at the Royal Court Theatre, 
London, by Barker, Kingstone and Poulton. 

15. Major Barbara i First produced by Vedrenne and Barker 
at the Royal Court Theatre, London,on November 28,1905. 

16. Passion, Poison, and Petrification: First production by 
Cyril Maude and Others at the Theatrical Garden Party, 
Regent's Park, London, on July 14, 1905. 

17. The Doctor's Dilemma s First production by Vedrenne and 
Barker at the Royal Court Theatre, London, on November 
20, 1906. 

18. Interlude at the Playhouse : First performance at the 
Playhouse Theatre,London, on January 28,1907,by Cyril 
Maude. 

19. Betting Married : First production by Vedrenne and 
Barker on May 12,1908 at the Theatre Royal, Haymarket, 
London. 

20. The Shewing-up of Blanco Posnet : First production by 
Lady Gregory and W.B. Yeats at the Abbey Theatre, 
Dublin, on August 25, 1909. 

21. Press-Cuttings : First produced by Civic and Dramatic 
Guild at the Royal Court Theatre, London, on July 9, 
1909. 

22. The Fascinating Foundling : First production (amateur) 
by Princess Bibesco,daughter of Prime Minister Asquith. 
Date of performance unknown. 

23. A Glimpse of Reality : First production by the Glasgow 
Clarion Players at the Fellowship Hall, Glasgow, on 
October 8, 1927. 

24. Misalliance :First production by Charles Frohman at the 
Duke of Yorks Theatre, London, on January 23, 1910. 

25. The Dark Lady of the Sonnets : First production by the 
committee of Shakespeare Memorial National Theatre at 
the Theatre Royal,Haymarket,London,on 24 November, 1910. 

26. Fanny's First Play: First production by Lollah McCarthy 
at the Little Theatre, London, on 19 April, 1911. 

27. Androcles and the Lion :First production by the Kleines 
Theatre, Berlin, on 25 November, 1912. 
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28. Overruled ; First production at the Duke of York's Theatre, 
London, on 14 October, 1912. 

29. Pygmalion : First production by and at Hofburg Theatre, 
Vienna on 16 October, 1913. 

30. Great Catherine : First production at the Vandeville 
Theatre, London, by Norman Mekinnel on 18 November 1913. 

31. The Music Cure s First production by kenelm Foss at the 
Little Theatre, London on 28 January, 1914. 

32. O'Flaherty, V.C. : First performed by Robert Lorain in 
France in the month of February (date not available), 
1917. 

33. The Inca of Perusalem : First production by Barry Jackson 
at the Birmingham Repertory Theatre on 7th October,1916. 

34. Augustus does his Bit s First produced by the Stage 
Society at the Royal Court Theatre on 21 January, 1917. 

35. Annajanska, The Bolshevik Empress : First production by 
Lilah McCarthy on 21 January,1918 at the London Coliseum. 

36. Heartbreak House sFirst production on lO November,1920 by 
the New York Theatre Guild at the Garric Theatre, N.Y. 

37- Back to Methuselah jFirst production on 27 February,1922 
by the New York Theatre Guild at the Qarr.ic Theatre, N.Y. 

38. Jitta's Atonement: First production at the Comedy Theatre, 
New York, by Lee Shubert on 17 January, 1923. 

39. Saint Joan: First production by the New York Theatre Build 
at the Garric Theatre, New York, on 28 December,1923. 

40. The Apple Cart: First production by Arnold Szyfman at the 
Polish Theatre, Warsaw on 14 June, 1929. 

41. Too True to be Goods First production by the New York 
Theatre Guild at the Colonial Theatre,Bos|ton on 29 
February, 1932. ^̂  

42. A Village Wooing : First production by and at the Little 
Theatre, Dallas, USA, on 16 April, 1934. 

43. On the Rocks : First production by Charles Macdona at the 
Winter Garden Theatre, London, on 25 November, 1933. 

44. The Simpleton of the Unexpected Isles sFirst production by 
the New York Theatre Guild at the Guild Theatre, New York, 
on 18 February, 1935. 
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45. The SiK of Calais : First production by Sidney Carroll at 
the Open Air Theatre,Regent's Park,London, on 17 July,1934. 

46. The Millionairess : First production by the Vienna 
Burgtheater at the Academy Theatre,Vienna on 4 January,1936, 

47. Cymbeline Re-finished s First production by Ronald Adam at 
the Embassy Theatre, London, on 16 November, 1937. 

48. Geneva s First production by Roy Limbert at the Malvern 
Festival on 1 August, 1938. 

49. In Good King Charles' Golden Days s First production by 
Roy Limbert at the Malvern Festival on 12 August, 1939. 

50. Buoyant Billions :First production as 'Zu Viel Gold' at 
Schauspielhaus Zurich, on 21 October, 1948. 

51. Farfetched Fables' : First production (Private) at the 
Watergate Theatre, London, on 6 September, 1950. 

52. Shakes Versus Shav : First performed by the Waldo 
Lanchester Mrionette Theatre at Malvern on 9 August,1949. 

53. Why She Would Not s Not yet performed. 
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